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The work upon which this thesis is "based ?;as
conducted under the auspices of the Nuffield
Foundation. A grant, to cover its cost, was
made to the Department of Industrial Health in
the University of Durham in 1955» and work was
begun in April, 1956.
The terms of reference tea. wu6 bequest were:-
" ......to explore the possibility of
establishing a Tyne-Valley Industrial
Health Service, ...... a survey is to be
made of the area The survey will
establish the distribution, geographically
and by size, of the various industrial
firms, how many people they employ, what
these people do, whether they would welcome
and Industrial Health Service, and what
medical facilities exist at present
It is hoped that when the facts are known,
it may be possible to plan an Industrial
Health Service suited to the needs of the
area, and then to develop it gradually
either in part, or over the whole of the
area."
"The Nuffield Foundation 10th Report 1955
In the light of subsequent events and
experience some of these terms of reference were
slightly modified. Nevertheless, the ultimate
aim, to produce a plan for an Industrial Health
Service for the Tyne Valley was adhered to. The
geographical location of manufacturing industry,
by size and type, was established, the distribu¬
tion of its working population was outlined, and
a survey of existing health facilities in these
industries was carried out. An attempt was made
to assess the reserves ©f medical man power
available t© staff such a service, and the effec¬
tiveness of those present resources of the
National Health Service, which relate to industry'
particular needs, was examined. It proved im¬
practicable to obtain any scientifically accurate
estimate of opinion about the proposed service,
but many reactions to the proposals were obtained
from the medical profession and both sides of
industry, and some are included in the text. The
opinion of a small section of industry was, howeve
thoroughly explored in a fringe area of the region
where it was decided to establish a demonstration
pilot Industrial Health Service. Finally a plan,
based upon local findings, and upon general
current thinking about the subject, was produced
for the development of a comprehensive Industrial
Health Service for Tyneside. It must be pointed
out that in relation to the potential size of the
investigation the resources of the survey were
meagre. These resources, one medical practioner
with secretarial assistance, did not allow a
detailed examination of more than a few of the
problems which were revealed during the course ©f
the survey. Further it proved, for the same
reason, impossible to carry out, any scientifically
worthwhile, evaluation of the vast mass of en¬
vironmental problems existing in the local industry.
Many purely subjective impressions about these
were obtained and some are used to illustrate
points in the text.
The scheme of treatment of the subject is set
out in the table of contents.
Eeference.
(1). The Nuffield Foundation 1955* 10th Annual
Report. London.
Chapter 1,
Definition of the Survey Area*
The initial task of the Survey was to define
the boundaries of the area within which the
investigation was to be conducted. Matters
would be simplified if existing boundaries rather
than purely arbitrary ones could be used, as much
statistical data would then be available about the
existing administrative divisions. The multi¬
plicity of local government and other administra¬
tive areas within the region of Tyneside is pro¬
found. Within the several different regional
demarcations available there are a multitude of
different separate sub-divisions which rarely, if
ever, coincided with each other. The only-
feasible existing boundaries, which included the
whole of the area known as Tyneside within a
single boundary line were:-
a)The Tyneside Conurbation, as delineated by the
Registrar General for Census pur-poses (See
Map No. 1) #
b)The Standard Divisions of Great Britain for
""Research Purposes as defined by the Board
of Trade. (See Map no. 1. ).
Both these areas are composed of arbitrarily
selected groups of existing local government or
other administrative divisions. The criteria
used in drawing up these groupings were:-
1. The Tyneside Conurbation.
"Firstly, a conurbation should be a con¬
tinuously built up area. Secondly, an
area should be included in the conurbation
if it is strongly attached to a common
focal centre for work, shopping, higher
education, sport or entertainment. Thirdly,
the population densities of all the areas
included in the groupings will be of the
same degree," (1).
On this definition Sunderland is omitted
as it is industrially distinct and geo¬
graphically separate from the main Tyne are&.
(It is difficult, however, to see why, using
the above definition, Blaydon U.D, and Ryton
U.D. were excluded from the conurbation.)
2. The Standard Divisions.
"These divisions correspond in particular
with the Standard Regions of the Board of
Trade, and vd.thin these regions, to the
"Statistical Groupings" of Employment Ex¬
changes which provide data about the
insured population, A further criterion
is the dependence of the areas upon
similar industries or upon industries
































like the Census areas they are those areas
within which daily travel to work takes place
on a "considerable scale". (2)#
As will be seen from the map,the Conurbation
Boundary follows exactly those of certain local
government areas. The Standard Division for
Tyneside follows somewhat similar local government
boundaries, but there is an arbitarily drawn
straight line in the south west of the area running
across the centre of Blaydon Urban District, The
large rural area in the north west of the Standard
Division results from the peculiar "statistical
grouping" of Employment Exchanges controlled from
the central Newcastle Exchange, whose administra¬
tive areas covers the small, part-time exchanges
of the country districts.
The statistics for the Census Conurbation area
are much more detailed and comprehensive than thoste
for the Standard Divisions. The Census data,
however, does not give an up-to-date estimate of
the insured, i.e. working, population by the
industries which employ them and for the purposes
of this survey this latter piece of information is
essential* For this reason alone the more un¬
satisfactory Standard Division was chosen to be
the Survey Area, as figures for the working popu¬
lation within it were readily obtainable from the
Ministry of Labour and National Service* It
proved impossible to build up accurately the
structure of the working population of the Census
Conurbation. It would have been theoretically
possible to do this by combining the returns from
all the individual Employment Exchanges within the
boundaries of the Conurbation. On closer investi--
gation, however, it was found that on the periphery
of the Census area the boundaries of the Employment
Exchange areas supplying the information rarely
coincided with those of the Conurbation.(5).
Thus the Survey area chosen is the Tyneside
district of the North East Development Area, as
defined by the Board of Trade (See Appendix
Table No. 5. ), jt contains the 1951 Census Conur¬
bation area plus various peripheral additions* As
will be seen, and explained later, (Chapter 5. ),
these minor peripheral area have been ignored when
considering much of the statistical data available
from the Gensus Eeports.
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Historical Development of the Economy of Tyneside.
.Romans to PIantagenets,
The centre of the Tyneside conurbation is the
city of Newcastle, and over the years its dominance
of, and influence on, the development of the region
has depended upon four factors. Its nearness to
the border with Scotland, its situation on the main
and lowest crossing of the River Tyne, its easy
access to the sea, and its central position in a
large and rapidly expanding coal field. At
different periods the relative importance of each
of these factors has varied, but in all ages each
of them has had some influence on the development
of the region as a whole.
In 120 A.D. the Emperor Hadrian fixed the
northern limit of the Empire and ordered the
building of a defensive fortification from the
Solway to the Tyne. In the East the fortification
ended on the Tyne at Segedunum (Wallsend) and so
protected the flank of the river crossing at
Newcastle - a wooden bridge on stone pters n med
Pons Aelius in honour of Hadrian's family. The
crossing here, where the river is narrow and
dominated on either side by high cliffs, was second
only in importance in the North to the military
base at Corstopitum (Corbridge). This town lay
15 miles to the west on Dere Street, the principal
military highway leading directly to the main
legionary base at Eburaeum (York;.
The pagan Angles,Saxons, and Jutes, turned out
the Christian Britons from the east of the island
after the Romans left in the 3rd Century A.D., and
by the 6th Century Northumbria was the foremost
Anglo-saxon KingdorfV The kingdom was converted to
Christianity by the monks of Iona about this time,
and a thriving centre of Christian culture developed.
For three centuries the kingdom developed in
tranquillity, until internal divisions, and the
invading Vikings from Norway broke it up. For two
centuries thereafter violence and chaos followed
until, eventually, the King of Wessex hammered a
rough unity upon the country south of the Cheviots.
From the Conquest onwards for fifty years the
old kingdom of Northumbria was involved in
continuous revolt against the Normans, under
different leaders, and with aid from Scotland and
Norway. Finally, to suppress the uprising, Oda,
flilliam'I's half brother, pillaged and laid waste a
wast area of countryside from the Tees to the Tweed).
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The degree ©f ferocity of his repression is
indicated by the record in the Domesday Book that
most of the manors in this area were "waste".
The area North of the Tyne remained, largely, in
this condition until Tudor times. South of the
Tyne, the Palatinate of Durham was created by
William I; primarily to secure his Northern
frontier. The spiritual powers of the Church,
and the temporal powers of the old Kings of
Northumbria were combined in the person of the
Lord Bishop of Durham. He ruled, within the
County, with the approximate power of an autonomous
monarch, having his own Council, Exchequer, Courts
and Judges. The Northern limit of his jurisdiction
was the Tyne, and an important function of the
defence system of the border, which was the Bishop's
main charge, was the control of the crossings of
the Tyne. The most important of these was the
Roman Pons Aelius, and, to ensure control of this,
a "New Castle" was built on the northern bank.
Soon a town, surrounding the fortress, began to
grow and under the protection of the garrison,
trade flourished, encouraged by easy access, via
the river, to the sea.
Throughout the Middle Ages the Crown needed
the help of the local feudal barony to defend the
frontier against the raiding of the Scots, The
Palatinate of Durham alone having proved to have
insufficient resources to deal with this task. In
return for these services the Crown awarded furthejr
privileges to the principal nobles of the North,
and their power steadily increased. By the turn
of the 14th Century the Percy family came, by this
and other processes, to have almost uncontrolled
dominance over the county ©f Northumberland. By
the end of another century their importance to
Northern defence, the size of their lands, and the
scope of their local powers had made the Percys
the pre-eminent feudal family of the whole country).
This position, and their remoteness from the con¬
trol of the central power of the Crown in London,
made them the most independent and truculent of all
the unruly feudal f ami lies. The powerful posit iojn
of the Percys, however, saved Northumberland from
the anarchy that swept ingland during the Wars of
the Roses and afterwards.
In 1400 the borough of Newcastle obtained a
charter from Henry I? separating the town as
"nounty corporate", from the jurisdiction of the
Wmtik of Northumberland* By the time of the
Edwards the city walls had been completed, and its
defences had been organised by the mayor and
bailiffs. The town's population at this time was
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about four thousand. Its commerce depended upon
the economy of the hinterland, and wool, hides, cj>al,
and grinding stones, were the principle articles
of trade. All these things were produced in the
relatively small pastoral areas immediately North
and South of the Town, and soli to merchants in th^
town's markets. The earliest coal was surface-
mined from outcrops in the vicinity of Newcastle,
and near the newly, developing, twin-town of
Gateshead, across the river, which lay in Durham
on the Lord Bishop's land. North of the river
some of the coal belonged to the Burgesses, but
the bulk lay a little further away, on the lands
of the Prior of Tynemouth. Thus the early coal
trade was almost completely dominated by the
Church. The borough, ho/ever, controlled the
loading and shipping facilities and there was
continual conflict between the ecciiastical and
municipal bodies over the right to control the
navigation of the Tyne. The issue vi&s finally
settled, in favour of the Burgesses, at the Re¬
formation, and this settlement was to last until
the time of Queen Victoria.
About this period a local monastery invented
a fire-grate, with a chimney, which was an effec¬
tive substitute for the old,open-hearth, domestic
fire. From then on coal began to become a more
popular means of domestic heating, as the sulphurous
fumes it emitted could now be effectively removed
from the interior of the house.
Tudors to the House of Hanover.
The six Northern counties still, in fact,
formed a separate and semi-independent domainv&th-
in the kingdom of England. Distant from the
centre of power, with unfertile land, undeveloped
economies, and mainly Catholic in religion, the
still largely feudal society of the North East
proved most resistant to the reforms of Henry Vlllj.
The Reformation, together with the birth of capi¬
talism about this time, was slow to be accepted in
the North, and particularly in Northumberland.
The emergent middle dass of bourgeois merchants anjd
manufacturers were in particular resented and went
largely unrecognised, in the scheme of society, in
the North-East. Henry set out to destroy the powjer
of the Percys and was luckily helped bv the im¬
provident extravagance of the sixth mtm of Northuja-
berland. The Crown, in return for settling the
mSSmm debts, acquired vast tracts of the original
Percy lands. On a separate issue an Act of
Parliament stripped the Lord Bishop of Durham of
most ©f his Palatinate powers, and following this,
the Council of the North was reorganised to allow
more direct and positive Royal control. The Nortel
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reacted, as oil many other occasions, to these
changes by revolts in 1536 and 1569, Both
failed. In reply to these uprisings Henry VIII
and Elizabeth I took a punitive vengeance on the
similar to that of Odo centuries before, The
persecution of many of the Catholic nobility con¬
tinued for long years thereafter. Despite these
happenings,by the turn of the 16th Century the
North-East had become more accessible, better
governed, and was emergent from feudalism,
Nevertheless, ii still remained relatively back¬
ward for a further 250 years.
As well as removing any possibility of the
future control ©f the waters of the Tyne fr©m the
Church, the dissolution of the monasteries removec.
the control of the infant, coal industry from its
hands also. Crown leases of coal bearing land
were granted to the towns'.merchants, with a resulting
change in the policy of development. Production
of coal, to meet the new demand for fuel for town
houses, particularly those of London, began to
expand rapidly. Ships were then, and continued
to be for many years, used as the only means of
transport, for the heavy and bulky mineral. In
two generations coal exports from the Tyne increa4©d
from 15,000 to 400,000 tons per annua and at the
turn of the 16th Century coal production was
doubling itself every 15 years.
In 1600 the Borough ©f Newcastle mas given a
new Charter confirming the control ofjr&unicipality
by the principal merchants of the town, The
majority of these men dealt with the mining and
shipping of coal, and the Charter was given in
return for an agreement, whereby a tax was levied,
by the Crown, on each "keel" of coal shipped from
the Tyne. Some slight weakening in the power of
this clique followed in 1604, with another Charter
allowing some of the other, existing trades to be
represented on the Town Council, This made little
difference; the effective control of the affairs
of Newcastle remained in the hands* of the coal
merchants, and continued to be so until 1852.
For the next two and a half centuries the
"Lords of Coal" financed and controlled the muni¬
cipal, commercial, and industrial enterprises of
the city and the lower Tyne Valley. The local
land owners became colliery owners, because of the
mineral lying under their lands, and the one time
colliery owners became, with their increasing
weatlh, prominent land owners in the country dis¬
tricts.
The period of the Civil War and Commonwealth
were poor times for the Tyne, The city and
locality were staunchly Catholic and Royalist, anc.
had on several occasions given Charles I refuge,
and had twice been occupied by Scottish troops.
With the Restoration trade revived, and coal was
in greater demand for domestic use, and for
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export, with the result that new pits, further up-'
stream from the city, were opened. The development
of the wagonway - horse-drawn wagons running on
wooden rails - allowed new pits to he sunk further
away from the river. By the end of the 17th
Century coal was "being exported from the Tyne to
other parts of Britain, Erance, North Western
Germany, and the Low Countries, Until now coal
had been shipped in "bottoms" owned by East Anglian
merchants, and the Dutch or Germans* With the
increase in overseas shipments the local capitalists
became interested in owning their own ships to
transport the coal, as well as in producing and
selling it. From this time onwards the number of
local shipbuilding concerns began to increase, and
this development was encouraged by Government pol:.cy
from the mid 17th Century onwards.
Other industries, depending upon a ready supply
of cheap coal, sprung up in the Dyne Valley from"
now onwards. Salt mining, glass making, brick
making, brewing, lime burning and the metal trades
were all flourishing by the end of the 17th Century,
Glass, in fact, had been locally produced for the
previous 150 years, beginning with immigrant
Hugenots who brought their craft with them. But
not until the use of wood fuel, in the manufacture
of glass, was prevented by the Government, and coal
used instead, did glass production expand greatly).
The Dawn of the Industrial Revolution,
Apart from those working in the industries
touched upon already, the remainder of the population
of the areas, who constituted the large majority,
was employed in agriculture. The lack of good
communications withte the rest of the country
delayed any large scale industrial development,
other than coal mining. Thus even by the late
18th Century the fiscal assessment of the six
counties north of the Humber and Mersey was equi¬
valent only to that of Wiltshire, a thriving and
well-developed agricultural county. In the Rort
most ©f the land was high and uncultivated«moorlaad.
There were a few,small, intensely cultivated patches
around the towns where the land had been enclosed
and it produced meat, vegetables, and dairy produce
for the urban population. Even so, in West
Durham there were over a million acres of unculti¬
vated, and almost barren, common land. The
eastern half of the County of Durham was farmed by
the newer methods of agriculture, introduced earlier
in the 18th Century in East Anglia by Tuli and
Townshend* Elsewhere the commons xvere made to
support many more animals than the primitive methods
of husbandry allowed; there being no individual
limit to the number of beasts that could be grazed
upon them. The diet of the majority of the rural
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population consisted of oatcakes, ryebread, and
buttermilk, and by the Me 18th Century the
increasing industrial population of the Syne Valljey
had become dependent upon corn imports. The citjy
of London had by this time a population of 675, QCO
people, and more and more coal for its fires was
transported by sea from the mines of Tyneside and
Wearside, (An interesting facet of local con¬
temporary social values is worthy of note. Women
and children were, and never have been, employed
underground in tho coal fields of Northumberland)
In 175& the 4,000 miners organised themselves,
and continued for four months, their first success¬
ful strike. The practice of annual bondage to
their employing mining company was stopped as a
result. This strike is the first recorded in a
long,and sometimes bitter series of industrial
disputes involving the pit men. In this strike
they were more successful than the shipwrights
(the "keelmen"), who from the beginning of the
century had been involved in a number of riotous
conflicts with their masters. These disputes
were also an attempt to break down the system of
annual bondage to their employers, a system, whic
virtually barred the craftsmen from seeking employ¬
ment in other industries, during periods when ship¬
building was inactive and they were unemployed.
Iron smelting and tempering began to be
established about this time in the upper Tyne
area, and further down-stream in Gateshead, Raw
material for these forges was brought to the rive:
side works in the colliers returning from the south
in ballast. Much of this ballast was scrap iron
and the loeal forges converted this, previously
useless material, into anchors, chains and so on,
The shipbuilding industry continued to flourish,
but it must be emphasized that most of the ships
built were small wooden coasters, and the larger
ships, used for overseas trade, were, at this timi,
mostly built in the West country, although, towards
the end of the 18th Century, a few of them were
constructed locally.
Despite all this activity any large-scale
expansion was hampered by the lack of adequate
overland transport facilities. The Tyne was
still un-navigable, for the larger vessels, be¬
yond a short distance from the mouth. Lapdward
communications ^ere almost non-existent. Such
roads as aid exist were deeply pitted fracxs of
beaten earth which became impassable for heavy
loads of bulky materials in wintertime. There
were a few, relatively well-constructed and
planned, military roads, such as that running
between the east and west coasts. This latter
road followed the line of the original "Roman Wal3}n
and, in fact, most of the material forming it was
obtained from the stones of the wail. By the end
of the 18th Century the North still had no econo¬
mically feasible landward communications.
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Newcastle at this time had a population of
about 20*000, packed along the riverside and around
the "fridge. In appearence it had changed little
from the medieval fortress town, although, vxithin
the past 30 years, fashionable residences for the Mer¬
chants had been built in new suburbs beyond the
still intact walls* In 1751 Mr* Lambert, a young
surgeton, raised a public subscription to provide
the city with an Infirmary, and a wealthy bene¬
factor offered a site for the new hospital which
was opened on tte 8th October 1752* This was
followed in 1760 by the building of a new lying-
in hospital. These two institutions are the
ancestors of the present day United Newcastle-UpoM-
Tyne Hospitals.
It may be worthwhile digressing to give an
account of the history of Ambrose Crowley who
pioneered locally, in the 18th Century, much of
the industrial welfare work that has become
generally accepted as good practice only in the
last half century. In 1690 this man established
with the >elp of immigrant Flemish workers, an
iron smelting foundry at Winlaton, which lies at
the western end of the Tyneside Conurbation. The
local woods provided the charcoal, that was at thkt
time necessary for smelting iron, and the water of
the local streams was highly suitable for tempering
i . The Tyne was navigable for small ships as far
as nearby Swalwell, and this provided easy trans¬
port for his finished products. Later, a second
forge was established by him on the river bank at
Swalwell, to produce heavy forgings such as
anchors ana ordnance. This enlightened employer
anticipated, in the Swalwell Works, much of the
work of Robert Owen in his New Lanark factories
some 150 years later. Crowley made himself
responsible for the welfare of his workers in their
domestic, as well as their industrial, lives. He
built houses for them and employed a staff to
maintain these in a habitable condition. Disputjss
over wages, working conditions, and industrial
relations were settled in a manner much resembling
modern day arbitration courts. Further, he
introduced into his factories a contributory
insurance scheme against sickness, old age, and
death, and, with further fiiiancial aid from
Crowley, this scheme employed is own doctor,
clergyman, and schoolmaster. At its peak the
works at Swalwell employed 700 workers.
Farts of Crowley's original factory at
Swalwell stand today, and the original main
building is used by a concern which casts concretjg
slabs. The managers of this firm knew well of
Crowleys' actMties and themselves provided some
of this information about him.
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The Early Industrial Revolution} 1790/1850.
Near the end of the 18th Century scientific
discoveries, and new ideas of social philosophy,
began to quicken the pace of change in the North-
East, More agricultural land was enclosed and
newer methods were applied to its cultivation and
to the husbandry of stock. In some areas the
acreage of useable agricultural land quadrupled
itself,under the influence of the newer methods,
within a quarter of a century. In industry the
new developments in iron-?/orking greatly affected
Tyneside* The Darby process of smelting iron wit|h
coke, instead of charcoal, had proved successful,
and the local abundance of coal, together with an
expanding iron-working industry, provided a basis
for a rapid exploitation of this discovery. In
1782 Watts* steam engine showed the way to the
introduction of adequate and reliable powex4 into
industry, and under the impetus of the Napoleonic
War, "heavy" industry became firmly established ir.
the Tyne Valley. Thus the new era began.
As has been indicated easy transport of the
heavy industrial products now coming from the
Tyneside factories still depended upon the river
and the aea* The discovery by Henry Cort, that
brittle pig-iron could be converted, much more
quickly, into malleable wrought-iron in a reverbe«+
ratory furnace, allowed the first servicable iron
rails for railroads to be developed. Up until
about 1820 the North Bast Coast had depended upon
unreliable \uooden rails to get its coal delivered
to the river side, and this handicapped considerably
the exploitation of the more extensive coal resources
further away from the river to the "West. Soon the
combination of a reliable track, and the development
of the steam engine to provide motive pov/er .resulted
in early models of steam locomotives being tried
out on local colliery railroads. In 1813 a succbsa-
ful model "The Puffing Billy", was being used
regularly, first on wooden then on iron rails, to
transport coal from the pits to the river-side codl
staithes. These early locomotives, however, were
unreliable in their performance and uneven in their
power of traction, and the net result was that they
could not be used to haul heavy loads up even
modest inclines. Thus even as late as 1830, ate*im
haulage was being used only on a limited scale for
industrial purposes,and the widespread development
of a railway system connecting the North East with
the rest of the country was still to come.
At the beginning of the 19th Century the mines
immediately west of Newcastle began to fall, and
newer seams which, in fact, proved to be far richer
and much easier to mine, were opened east of the
town, in the Wallsend district. To exploit this
coal-field new developments of mining techniques
were needed^as the coal lay at a greater depth than
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had previously been workable* Such inventions as
the safety lamp and the steam puiap-engine were the
principal inventions which made this advance possible.
The coal extracted proved to be ideal for the
domestic grate, and soon coal exports from the Tynjs
reached almost 2 million tons a year, and there
were 75t000 miners employed in the areas around
Tyneside and Wearside. The Tyneside pitman was
reputed to be, at this time, the best paid workman
in the whole of Great Britain.
Local iron-ore deposits were increasingly
exploited as the size of the local iron smelting
industry increased, but soon these resources provejl
inadequate to cope with the demand for iron# The
industry began to leave Tyneside,and moved nearer
to the newly discovered iron ore sources of the
North Hiding of Yorkshire.
Far upon the moors of the Pennines deposits of
lead ore had been discoverd and its mining began.
The ore was brought down by horse and cart to the
riverside, to be smelted and from here the raw
metal was shipped. This industry reached its peak
in the first half of the 19th Century and owing to
the failure of supplies of raw material, it there¬
after declined, and at the present day occupies on|.y
a very minor place in local industry.
Under the stimulus of all this industrial
expansion interest was renewed,in improving method^
of inland transportation. Canals were enjoying a
boom elsewhere in the country, but the topography
hampered successful canal-making in the Iforth-East
However, the roads were improved and new and more
reliable turn-pike roads were constructed. By
1815 Newcastle was connected by reliable roads to
Berwick and Edinburgh in the North, and through
Darlington to London in the South, as well as
having many minor local service roads.
By the end of the Napoleonic Wars the
industrial picture was beginning.to resemble that
of the present day. Collieries stood on both
banks of the River from the mouth as far upstream
as Wyiam. Forges, foundries, factories, glass
works, breweries, ship-building y#ards, all of
which had existed for some 100 years, had expanded
tremendously under the impetus of the increasing
demands of the previous 50 years# The centres
of all this activity were, of course, the towns
of Newcastle and Gateshead, still joined by a
single, narrow, rickety bridge.
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Industry, in 1815, showed a much more diversified
picture than today. Opinions vary, and statistibs
of trade are very meagre for this period, but it
would appear that next to coal mining, glass making
and glass-ware manufacture ran iron and its pro¬
ducts close for second place in importance Local
materials for all these industries were readily
available and easily exx>loited, Following close
behind these came pottery manufacture, in contem¬
porary eyes an incongruous industry for this area
The flint and clay needed for making the pottery
were used, like scrap iron, to ballast ships
returning from the South for more coal, and the
local lead industry provided cheap, and ample,
glazing and colouring materials. Soap and
chemicals, also, were relatively much more important
in the early 19th Century than today. The chemical
industry in particular, was founded upon coal, as
the bye-products of the many local coke ovens,
which sprang up to supply the new iron factories,
pxiovided the raw material. With the development
of the hinterland agricultural produce was now
being exported from the Tyne, and a feature of th4
local landscape was the numerous windmills, seen
in old ptfpts of the area,* these were used to grin<.
corn before shipping.
Further down-stream industry was concentrated
around the river mouth. Larger vessels were un¬
able to navigate, as yet, very far up the river,
and they loaded and unloaded at North and South
Shields. In these two towns, but particularly ir.
South Shields, ships were also built and many of
the ancillary trades, such as rope making, which
went with shipbuilding at thi3 time, were con¬
centrated here. By 1809 South Shields had over
500 ships, of over 40,000 tons registered in the
port, and a maximum of 2Q0Qf ships of up to 500
tons displacement could ride at anchor in the roads,
Thus the Industrial Revolution gathered speed
in the North East, although at this time it was
not progressing as quickly as elsewhere in Great
Britain. The pattern of local industry, it shouljd
be re-emphasized, was totally different to that
which was to develop over the next 150 years.
From now on the development of the Tyne lm~
came to be more and more related to the expansion
of the recently discovered, but as yet only
fractionally exploited, source of motive power -
the steam engine. The useof steam to develop
land and sea transport opened up the possibility
of easier and more rapid communication bet?;een
different parts of the country, and with the rest
of the world. Eventually the area came to be one
of the main sources of mechanical devices using
this new power.
In 1814 the first local "steamer" was built
and was used to tow sailing ships in and out of
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the harbour, and in 1819 the first steam packet
service between London and the Dyne began using
a locally built ship. A much more profound
development came in 1842 with the building of the
first iron ship at one of the new shipyards at
Walker, which lay much further up stream than the
site of any previous shipbuilding. Not until
1852, 12 years after its first development else¬
where, was the first propeller-driven, iron-built,steam ship built on the Syne, and the golden ageof local shipbuilding reached, Shis ship was
launched by Mark Palmer at yet another new yard
at Jarrow; a name and place of much sagiificance
in later history.
The demand for iron was insatiable ana this
meant more coal, and new pits. These were sunk
in areas of known resources much further from the
river, and more of rural Northumberland ana Durham
became industrialised as a result. Being further
away from the bulk transport facilities afforded
by the river, the new pits had to be connected byrail to the ports. The intervening terrain
proved too much for the primitive locomotives of
the 1820's and colliery owners had to fall back,
temporarily, on the fixed steam engine hauling
trucks up inclines by rope.
The increasingly confused net-work of these
private railroads led t© the natural implication
that some rationalisation was overdue to avoid
eventual chaos. The first public Railway
Company began to operate from Stockton to Darlingtonin the south of the County of Durham in 1825.
This still, however, was hampered by the difficultyin providing sufficiently reliable steam locomotives
to haul its trains. George Stephenson, the
engineer who had built this early railway, solved
this problem in 1829 by demonstrating his new
"Rocket" which was devised upon entirely different
principles ftromolder machines. Within 20 years
of these two developments Newcastle was linked
eastwards along both banks of the Tyne to the
coast; to Berwick in the North; to Carlisle in
the West; and through Gateshead with Darlington
and London in the South, the through connection
with London being opened in 1844. Robert
Stephenson, the son of the inventor of the "Rocket1,
finally closed the gap between Gateshead and New¬
castle in 1850 by building the dual purpose, road
and rail Hign Level Bridge across the Tyne; still
one of the ain river crossings.
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The direct importance to Tyneside of all
these en velopments lay in the stimulus it gave
to the infant engineering industry. Stephenson
founded a locomotive works in 1820, and the
Hawthorn family another one in 1824. These
amalgamated works still exist on the site where
Stephenson's "Rocket" was originally built. In
1847 a name, destined to become personified with
Tyneside's heavy industry, first became prominent
$#G. Armstrong. He, at that date, bought two
fields as a site for a new factory, in the then
country district of Elswick, some 4 miles from
Newcastle# This was built to make and exploit
his newly invented hydraulic machinery. By the
mid 19th Century, then, the engineering industry
had become established, and as time passed the
prosperity of the area became more and more linkec
with its fortunes.
The third local staple industry - shipbuilding-
got off to a slower start than coal and engineering,
despite its earlier beginnings. Only the area
at the mouth of the river was naturally deep enoughto take the larger, iron-built ships, and in rougtj!
weather these heavy vessels became difficult to
handle in these unprotected waters. Further up¬
stream the river was narrow, the currents were
strong, and there were numerous sharp bends and
islands hampering navigation. Furthermore its
depth varied considerably from place to place and
time to time. A final, large obstacle was the
bar at the river mouth, which at low tide was
covered by only 6 feet of water. It was obvious
that before larger and heavier ships could be
built the waterway needed considerable improvement
whilst this improvement, in its turn, would allow
the provision of better berthing and loading
facilities. The major obstacle that lay in the
way of any comprehensive development of the
river was the monopoly of navigation which had
been granted to the Borough of Newcastle by James
and which it had jealously guarded ever since.
The Municipal Corporations Act 1835 bad thrust neis
and heavy responsibility upon the burgesses of
Newcastle and made it financially impossible for
them to fulfill their committments to both the
city and the river. It took, however, another
20 years to resolve the dilemma. In 1850 the
River Tyne^Improvement Act was Rftfsedanaan#Improvement Commission, representing the Councils
of Newcastle, Gateshead, Tynemouth ana South
Shields, and the Admiralty, was appointed and
charged with the development of the tidal waters
of the Tyne, up to a point some 18 miles from the
sea.
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During these first 50 years of the 19th
Century the medical services of the area, which
in effect meant only Newcastle, continued to
develop, The mainsprings of such efforts were
usually the radical political reformers, and the
wealthy industrial philanthropists. In 1822
Dr. Fife opened a new hospital for diseases of the
eye, and in 1832 the Newcastle School of Medicine
and Surgery opened, and by 1835 it had been re¬
cognised by the Royal College of Surgeons and by
the University of London. The early years of
this institution were ones of continued success
but in 1851 a clash of personalities caused a
rival school to be opened. However, when in 1852,
the University of Durham recognised the original
Medical School as a constituent college of the
University, reunification of the two bodies soon
followed. About this time a new wing was added
to the old Infirmary which still stood in the old,
crowded and insanitary part of the town.
1850 to the beginning of World War I.
From the middle of the 19th Century, a half
century of almost uninterrupted expansion followed
for local industry. Much of the raw materials
needed were immediately to hand. There was coal
in Durham, iron ore and limestone in the Cleveland
Hills of North Yorkshire, and there was adequate
transport by land and sea for all of these. Iror.
was made into rails, bridges, ships, engines,
machines,and armaments. Iron was replacing wood;
and machines were replacing the grosser forms of
manual effort, as well as exploiting new processes.
The iron-producing industry, however, declined on
Tyneside from 1850 onwai'ds in the face ©f com¬
petition from the more economic sites of Teeside»
which were nearer the sources of ore in the
Cleveland Hills, Coal was now being produced in
ever increasing quantities, and new fields were
discovered and developed. The steam coal of the
Northumberland field, immediately north of the
Tyne, was in great demand in the South, whilst the
coking coal of North West Durham was transported
by rail to the upper Tyne, where the improvements
carried out by the Improvements Commission were,
at last, allowing larger colliers to go up stream,
By 1857 the combined outputs of all Northumberland
and Durham collieries was 16 million tons, and
within another half century this had risen to
56 million tons; being about one fiftji of the
total British production at this time. In 1848
there were only 250 miles of local railway track
useable by steam locomotives, but by 1889 there
were 1,600 miles of railroad in the North East
region. The Tyne Improvement Commission, as
already noticed, were making many improvements to
the transport facilities. The Improvement
Commission in co-operation with the railway and
colliery companies built two large new docks near
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the mouth of the river, whilst the river itself
was dredged., and widened, its "banks strengthened,
and obstacles removed from the channel. The
measure of the Commissions work is shown by its
impressive record. By 1914-, the length of river
available for ships up to 25 feet draught# was
extended to 14 miles. Islands had been cleared
from the channel, at the mouth the bar had been
removed, and two mile-long, stone piers had been
built out into the North Sea to protect the roads
It is interesting to reflect that one of the
largest battleships of the time was built in the
1890's 4 miles up-stream of the main Newcastle
bridge. By the turn of the century the work of
the Improvement Commission had made it possible
to load up to 40 colliers simultaneously at the
improved berthing facilities, and,by the outbreak
of the first World War, over 20 million tons of
coal per annum were being shipped from the Port oJ'
Tyne; a figure which was only 4 millions in 1850,
In the middle 1870's Bessemer, Siemens, and
Martin produced separate inventions . hich allowed
steel to be made more easily and economically than
malleable iron. This was a mortal blow to the
already declining Tyneside iron industry. The
new steel industry rapidly grew elsewhere, althoughthe large engineering firm of Armstrong-Whitworthif,
and the prominent shipbuilding firm of Palmers
incorporated new steel producing plants into theijj>
respective works.
As already mentioned, the first propellor-
driven ironshlp was launched in 1852, and this
ship set up new records of travel between Newcastle
and London, This reduced the travelling time
between these ports for a fully loaded collier to
five days, as compared with the normal time of a
month for a non-propellor driven vessel. Sir
Charles Mark Palmer who had begun by turning out
these civilian vessels, soon began to build naval
ships, and his first rolled, armour-plate, war¬
ship, the "Terror", was used towards the end of
the Crimean War, Thus Tyneside began an uninter¬
rupted 70 year-long period of naval construction,
particularly of the larger and heavier dreadnought) s
Interestingly enough the first oil-tanker,
"Vaterland", was launched at Jarrow in 1872. The
story of shipbuilding, in this area, is truly the
personal story of Sir Charles Mark Palmer, He
evened his yard in 1851 at Jarrow when it was
surrounded by agricultural land and it completely
dominated the small, neighbouring rural village.
Within 50 years this hamlet had become a town of
40,000 people, almost entirely dependent upon his
great shipbuilding concern. The raw materials
of coal, iron-ore, and limestone came into the
steel works at one end, and were made into com¬
plete ships within the works, and launched at the
other end. Marine engines, boilers, ancillary
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equipment were all pr©duced within this huge
plant. Fox1 efficiency and skill the British
shipbuilding industry, even today, knows nothing
like the dynamic achievements of this great concern.
Even during the lean years of the 1920's, this firm's
competitive position was so strong that it gave tie
population of Jarrow, better conditions than most
shipbuilders had during that period. In 1929-
1933» however, conditions generally became so bad
that even this ship-yard worked only intermittently.
In 1934 the company was bought by the National
Shipbuilders Secturity Limited, a consortium ©f
other shipbuilders, who promptly closed it. The
dismantling of the whole giant concern was only
just completed by the time of World War II broke
out. In the graphic phrase of the time the town
of Jarrow was 'murdered* by this action. The
fate suffered by the whole town aroused much
comment at the time and the bitter memories of this
event live today, and continue to colour contemporary
industrial relations.
About the mid point of the 19th Century all the
main shipbuilding and shiprepairing firms of the fyne
were founded. Most of the present day names
existed then as individual concerns, but with the
increasing size and complexity of ships much
amalgamation between these separate yards took
place. By the beginning of the 20th Century, th£
present pattern ©f the integrated shipbuilding
company had become settled. These produce in
their own marine engineering workshops the engine^
and other machinery for the ships, which are buil
by the same company, on the same or 011 adjacent
site.
The growth of such combines in both the
engineering and shipbuilding industries is illus¬
trated by the personal story of W.G. Armstrong,
who has already been mentioned. Born in 1810 he
started life as a solicitor, but by 1844 his main
interest had become engineering, and he had already
developed several hydraulic inventions. With
financial support he opened his first works in th£
Elswick area. The Crimean War stimulated his
imagination in other directions, and in 1855 he
produced a new type of field gun. To produce
these he built another factory at Scotswood. Thu£
another industry - armament production - came to
Tyneside, In 1868 Armstrong built3and equipped
with his new weapons, a revolutionary type of gun¬
boat at the existing, independent shipyard at
Walker. This project prospered so rapidly that
by 1882 he had founded a shipbuilding concern on
his own account, and he built a new yard close to
the existing Elswick and Scotswood groupcf factories.
Shortly after this he acquired the naval shipbuilding
y*ar& at Walker, to further the production of his
inventions. Further expansion of this great
concern soon followed when a steel works was
added to the existing factories, and a Manchester
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armament firm - Whitworths - was brought into the
group. So the Tyne came to have a second in¬
dustrial giant, and another large section of local
industrial life was heavily committed to the
fortunes of a single company. During the first
20 years of the 20th Century the Armstrong-Whitwoith
Company prospered enormously,and at the peak of ifs
activity during the First World War employed some
20,000 men. As will be seen later, its fortunes
rapidly declined thereafter, and a series of com¬
plicated financial arrangements resulted in
considerable contraction of its scope, and alteration
in its activities. The main part of the works
remained intact on the riverside, and they and th^
shipyard at Walker are now part of the Vickers
Group. The production of armaments, however, is
no longer a staple industry of the Tyne.
The story of the development of the marine
turbine is an important item in the industrial
history of the Tyneside area. The steam turbine
was invented and produced originally in Newcastle
by Charles Parsons in 1884. In 1894 he adapted
his invention for marine use, and his little ship
the "Turbilnia" made a dramatic appearance at the
Naval Eeview at Spithead in 1897. It caused mucji
consternation amongst the assembled admirals of a|Ll
nations, by steaming at 34}& knots through the
lines of clumsy dreadnoughts, and thus at one
stroke proved their obsolescence. Within 10
years the majority of the naval, and passenger
vessels, built locally, were being driven by
Parsons' machinery.
Table 1 (page 19 ) from the 1881 and 1911 Cens us
data shows the numbers employed in various industries
for the two counties, Northumberland and Durham, (in
these years. The increase in strength of the
industries is also given between the periods.
Thus by 1914 the pattern of Tyneside industry
over half a century, had profoundly altered.
Coal was still the dominating industry but its
main sites of production had moved away from the
immediate Tyne Valley, and within the conurbation
the main sources of employment were engineering,
shipbuilding, and armaments* Much of this
activity was dominated by a small number of huge
industrial enterprises. The working population
had becomejalmost entirely, dependent upon the
continued prosperity of a particularly narrow
local band of the broad spectrum of British
industrial diversity.
Nevertheless some other industries did manage
to survive. Eope and brick manufacture still
continued for instance, but soap, glass, iron-
making, and pottery, had all diminished conside¬
rably, Whilst there had been an introduction of
a few new types of industry these only accounted
for the employment of small numbers compared with
those employed by the dominating triad of
TABLE 1.0.1. Ho. EMPLOIED IK SOME IMDOBTRIES IN IOTHDMBERLAHD & DURHAM 1881 & 1911
PEBSQIS I'IMPLCYfiD
INDUSTRY METHUIIBERIAHB DURHAM
1881 1911 % INCREASE 1881 1911 % INCREASE
OR DECREASE OR DECREASE
Coal Iines. 20,752 52,821 +155 65,515 145,642 +122
Shipbuilding &
Repairing 4,410 13,676 +210 10,757 29,245 +172
Cheniicals &
Alkali 288 349 +21 2,783 2,303 -17
Earthenware, China
and procelain. 645 861 +33 637 383
vnr r~ ■" , , . , i. 1 , r r n
-40
Glass 328 344 +5 2,884 2,405 -17
Manufacture of
paper and cardboard, 192 243 +27 774 1,266 +64
Total population. 434,086 696,893 +61 875,166 1,369,860 +56
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industries. Amongst those new industries was the
milling of grain, which was being imported in
increasing quantities and had adequate berthing
facilities at its command. A thriving, fishing
industry which had developed out of the port of
Worth Shields, and a timber trade which imported
pit-props from the Baltic for the mines of Durham
and Northumberland also developed.
Perhaps the only new development of any account
which could be compared with the continued dominanc
of coal, shipbuilding, and mechanical engineering
was the exploitation of Parsons' invention of the
turbine. At this time the use of electricity was
very limited, but Parsons had already seen that his
turbine could be made to drive a dynamo, and his
firm began to produce these new sources of power
in a small way.
By 1914 he had increased the size of his turbo-'
generators, and by now they were running at over
2,500 r.p.m. and producing 11,000 k.W* of electri¬
city. Further progress in this new industry had
depended upon the, relatively slow, expansion of
the consumption of electricity in Britain. Between
the wars it was one of the few industries that had
not, at one time or another, to halt its activities;
completely. Furthermore its establishment lead
to the development ©f its own ancillary industries,
and as early as 1901 a Belgian - Reyrolle - was
producing electrical ancillary equipment at a
factory in Hebburn. Today this industry is lead
by these two concerns, Parsons and Reyrolles, both
of which see prominent in the newly developing
nuclea^ energy field. There are these, and many
other signs, that the long dependence of Tyneside
industry upon the three basic industries is being
ended.
It may be convenient, at this point, to mentioif
that the old infirmary had proved itself sadly in¬
adequate by the turn of the 19th Cehtury, and to
commemorate the Diamond Jubilee of 4ueen Victoria
a subscription for a new building was opened. In
1906 the new and present day Royal Victoria
Infirmary was opened on a 10 acre site provided by
the Corporation on the edge of the Town Moor.
World War I and After.
By the time this period of local hitory began
the position of Tyneside industry and the fortunes
of the area had become, by modern eyes, precarious
In 1911 coal-mining, shipbuilding, and engineering
and allied industries employed over 50 % of the
working population. Some other, once prominent,
industries had declined to relative unimportance^
others had completely left the area to settle in
districts nearer their sources of raw material.
The new port of Hull, at the mouth of the Humber,
was now taking more and more of the export and
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import trade ®f the West Siding of Yorkshire;
trade that had once passed through Tyneside.
Communications had reached their peak of efficiency
by the end of the 19th Century, andwere now limited
by the topography of the riverside from developing
further, whilst the need for their rationalisation
had not become as apparent as it has today.
By the immediate pre-war period the first signs
of strain had appeared. But war came and the cracks
were papered over, Generally, military and naval
armament production boomed, and nowhere more spec¬
tacularly than in the factories and shipyards of
Tyneside. The existence, prior to the war, of a
large local armament industry gave the area a
considerable start over the rest of the country
towards wartime prosperity,
After the war, reconstruction of shipping anc.
industry and the keen demand for coal kept pros¬
perity high, and the area continued to thfive for
some 3 years at its feverish wartime pitch, Wher
the slump came in 1921-22 it seemed all the more
severe because of the unusual prosperity of the
preceding period. Shipbuilding declined almost
to nothing once war time losses were replaced;
and the replacements of old ships was not encouraged
by the low freight rates of the time. By now the
armaments industry, which before the war had sold
products overseas as well as at home, was in demand
no longer. The huge works with their specialist
machines,*frthe skilled craftsmen were not considered
adaptable to peacetime production. Accompanying
this general slump of industrial activity there
was a fall in the demand for coal. Thus,within
18 months, much of the 3 great staple industries
of the area came to a standstill. The downward
spiral continued as the dependent ancillary
industries contracted and, in many cases,
unsuccessfully attempted to change their product.
The pattern of collapse in generi 1 engineering
seemed to be that the smaller the firm the less
were its' resources to adapt themselves, rrd the
sooner it closed dovm. The statistics of vrad«,
and employment for this period are meagre, but
the 1921 Census figures for occupations are given
in Table 2. on the following page. This table,
it must be pointed out, covers the period before
the slump had really got under way. The pro¬
portion of miners and metal workers (which includes
all shipyard and engineering employees), and un¬
skilled workers in 1921 was above the national
average. The proportion of unskilled workers,
and semi-skilled workers, such as plumbers and
fitter's labourers was unusually high as compared
with the rest of the country, but it was even
higher in the towns of Hebburn and Jarrov., where
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thej made up about one eigth of the workers of
these towns. Again,in Jarrow and Wallsend.the
metal working group formed about a third of the
total workers* It is when such large proportions
of people depend upon narrow groups of industrial
activity for a livelihood that an economic recession,
such as this,becomes so catastrophic.






Commercial and Clerical work. 53.483. 15.8.
Transport and Communication. 35.350. 10.4.
Personal Service. 32,353. 9.5.
General Labourers or other
unskilled workers. 23.190. 6.8.
Other occupations. 95.4-34. 28.1.
339.224. 99.9
To aggravate mattex's further at this time there
was locally a low proportion of women at work as
compared with the country as a whole (Table 3).
Table 3. Percentage of Women Occupied - 1921,































When the local figures for 1921 for the numbers
of people employed by different groups of industries
are examined it is seen that a peculiar picture
exists. Some industries are badly represented
locally as compared with nationally. Local food
processing was, for example, almost absent; there
was only a relatively little grain milling, and
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food preservation and mass produced confectionery
was non-existent. Some metal trades were sur¬
prisingly absent, such, as tin box making, tube
drawing, and the new industry centred around the
internal combustion engine and the motor car# As
could be expected there were no local textile
industries and again, surprisingly enough, local
manufacture of furniture, despite the large import
of timber through the port, was non-existent.
Over-all the statement will bear repeating that,
in depending,in the pre-war period, upon industrial
"giants" making a narrow range of products, to the
exclusion of the lighter industries and smaller
concern, the locality had sown the seeds of its ow^a
undoing#
Towards the middle of the 20's trade and
industrial activity revived somewhat and the blackjest
period seemed over, but this proved illusory. By
1928 it was estimated that over-ail there were still
10-15% fewer jobs than there were people available
for them. In this year there were 30,000 people
registered as insured shipyard workers with 18,000
or 60% of them unemployed. In coalmining the
effects were, partially, covered by spreading the
available work out amorjst the miners. The result,
here, was not such severe unemployment, but rather,
a fall in the average earnings, e.g. for the
Northumberland miner from £210 per annum in 1920
to £124- per annum in 1928.
Through ut the 20*s and early 50's this
depressing pattern continued. Some years were
better than others. Until the early 30*s it had
apparently been accepted, by almost everyone of
influence in the country, that times although bad
at the moment must inevitably change before long
for the better. The fundamental weakness of the
Tyneside industrial pattern wa$ of course, ignored
by such thinking. Up until 1930 much of the rest
of the country had fared better than Tyneside.
However ,Merseyside, South Wales, Clydeside, Teesid|s
and West Cumberland, were as badly, if not worse
hit, and together these areas became known as the
"Depressed Areas". All these areas were affected
in this way because of the same basic reason, namely
too great a dependence upon a narrow industrial bape
Until now, 1950, other great industrial regions,
such as London, the Midlands and so on, had passed
through the lean 30's relatively well. For the
next 3 years, however, even they were to feel the
sharp edge of the industrial recession.
At last there came a national realisation that to
wait upon better times was simply not good enough.
Social unrest was beginning to spread. Ellen
Wilkinson had led a hunger march from Jarrow after
the closing of Palmer's Yard had caused so much
hardship in the town. More violent forms of civil
strife broke out in South Wales, Clydeside, and West
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Cumberland. At last, the evil effects, of pro¬
longed unemployment and financial stringency upon
the physical and moral well being of individuals,
and upon the nation as a whole, became evident.
A general feeling arose that a more active approach
to the problem was needed, but at first attitudes
towards it were mixed, and actions often misguide<|.
Thus an attempt was made to provide a personal
stimulus to gain employment by reducing the "dole'^,
and imposing a stiff means test for unemployment
assistance. This, in contemporary eyes, had
another merit in that it helped to balance the
current accounts of the Unemployment Insurance Fund,
which was, by now, a £100,000,000 in debt. Of
course, the position in an area like Tyneside was
aggravated by such a "stimulus". There were
simply too many people looking for a smaller total
number of jobs. Work was not available no matter
what the stimulus was. There had always been a
greater or lesser degree of emigration from the
North-East as the high birth rate had always pro¬
duced a relative surplus of labour, except in
exceptional conditions of full employment. In the
early 1930's another misguided attempt was made to
help by trying to encourage people to move from
areas where jobs were short to other areas where
they were comparatively plentiful. As far as
Tyneside was concerned, this again was a mistake,'
it was simply flogging a local horse that, in the
past, had been only too willing to follow this path.
By 1933 there were 103,4-00 people still un¬
employed in the Tyne Valley, and the new methods
were obviously making very little impression upon
this problem. It 3l@wly began to be apparent
that the "Depressed Areas", whilst most severely
hit at the moment, had in common a long term
peculiar difficulty to solve. It became gradually
appreciated that methods applicable in other areas
to help improve the situation, wefuld not necessarily
apply in these special areas. In 1934- a Govern¬
ment Commission for the Special Areas was set up.
The situation facing them was graphically describe^
in the first report of the Commisioner:-
"There is a psychological factor which would
appear to react unfavourably on these areas.
The very fact that they are distressed not
only reduces their pov/er to attract industries,
but to some extent reacts on the inhabitants
themselves, who seem partially to have lost
confidence in their own districts. This is
evidenced by the difficulty in obtaining a
moderate amount of finance locally to establish
industries."
In 1935 "The Times" stimulated interest in a
suggestion, which had been put forward by a local
business man. He suggested that the Government
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should develop Industrial Trading Estates in the
Special Areas, similar to the privately owned one
already established at Slough. The Government
would finance these and facilities would be let
at low uneconomic rents to manufacturers willing
to move into the area. There were many doubts
on both sides of industry about this. Labour was
reluctant to move into, what it considered, less
skilled work than ship-building and heavy engineering
On the other hand, manufactuers were of the opinion
that the local labour force had been so deeply
affected by the psychological effects of the long
depression, that it would be almost impossible foi
it to adapt itself to new skills. Again consumer
goods industries were not attracted to an area
where surplus consumer spending-power was almost
non-existent. Nevertheless, the North East
Development Board was set up in 1936 and by August
of that year the new Team Valley Trading Estate
was opened by the government-financed North Baster|n
Trading Estates Company. This was a completely
novel venture, not only for Tyneside but for the
nation as a whole, and it was watched with great
interest over a wide area. Beginning slowly, but
with increasing pace, new factories settled and
expanded upon the new trading estate, and a more
hopeful future began.
Naturally these factories were small and their
total effect, at this time, upon the large unemploy¬
ment problem was limited, but they soon progressed
and when rearmament began, the momentum soon
gathered speed.
As in the past a deteriorating international
situation caused local conditions to improve, and
the period before the second World War was n©
exception. The Tyneside shipyards got new naval
vessels to build, and the great engineering works
at Scotswood and Elswick, which for the past IS
years had been only partially productive, started
to work much more consistently. Coal production
revived under the new impetus of rearmament and
expanding industrial production, and by 1937,
25,000 extra miners were employed as compared with
1932. In the Tyne Valley as a whole unemployment
fell from 103>000 in 1932 to 45,500 at the end of
1937 • The increased prosperity of the population
as a whole attracted newer consumer-goods industries
to the factories of the trading estates, and the
upward spiral was now well and truly launched.
By the outbreak of World War II £2,000,000 had beei
spent in erecting new factories on the Team Valley
Estate alone,
World War II and after.
The far, as all wars have done in the past,
produced boom conditions on Tyneside. Industries
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new and old turned to war production. Ship¬
building and armaments already expanding,boomed
feverishly, and t® exploit the reserve of unemployje
labour existing locally, a number of new armament
factories were built. Between 1939 and 19-^5 over
3,000,000 tons of new ships were built in the yardjs
of the Tyneside, and 30,000,000 tons of merchant
and naval vessels were repaired there.
The post war Government had learnt, and profiteji
by the economic lessons of the 1930*s and the new
political philosophy was detexmiined to prevent the
"Depressed Areas" arising again, The policy ©f
diversifying industry in them was pressed forward,
and was backed by legislative action such as the
Distribution of Industries Act 1946, Hew firms
were attracted to Tyneside and all the rearmament
factories were rapidly converted to peace time
production with much more skill and ingenuity, thaja
was shown after World War I. (This policy has
continued in various disguises since then. The
still relatively large reserve of labour existing
locally, attracted industrial concerns wishing to
expand who had found it impossible, under 'full
employment' to find a labour force elsewhere.
Despite all this recent diversification and
expansion it would appear that,even today, the
industrial base of the Tyne Valley is still
narrower,and more dependent upon a few specialised
industries,than is the country as a whole. Years
must still pass before sufficient new concerns are
attracted to the area* to radically alter this
picture. Many of the newer light industries are
in small units and their total effect upon the
basic industrial structure is still marginal, Th^
viability in the modern industrial state, of some
of the very small concerns is doubtful. Some of
the new factories are, however, local branches of
large nation-wide combines, and these may give a
certain amount of stability to the area if, in the
future, hard times should come again. On the
other hand these local branches may be the first
to be closed if a national policy of retrenchment
and consolidation became necessary.
Many of these new industries were attracted
by existing local skills and raw materials and
are, of course, engineering in character, but the
pattern of this engineering is quite different to
that of the past. The types are much more varied
now and include an increasing proportion of concerns
interested in the electrical and nuclear engineering
fields. It is probably these latter two industries
that will provide the basis of any substantial
widening of the industrial structure in the future,
There axe, however, other industries which
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have entered, the area and appear to have become
permanently established, although again their
total effect is not great, There are signs that
the chemical industry, and its associated plasticjs
industry, is becoming re-est blished locally, and
there has been some revival in glassware manufac¬
ture, It will be seen that many of these new
products are indirectly associated with recent
electrical engineering developments. There are,
however, other independent industries which appeajr
to have permanently settled down, and 3eem to be
well established. These include such things as
optical instruments, insulated cables, furniture,
clothing, tobacco, and baking and confectionery.
Nevertheless should severe strains arise in the
national economy within the next decade, and before
this increasing trend has had a chance to work any
substantial effect, it may well be that the Tyne-1
side will, again, suffer more severely than some
other areas.
The industrial history of Tyneside has been
outlined in some detail as it has, more than in
most areas, a considerable bearing on the present
local socio-economic situation. Such an old,
and complex background, affects profoundly the
attitude of employers and employees to any pro¬
posed change in the working pattern. For this
reason the attitudes and trends, both past and
present, must be understood before planning an
Industrial health Service, This historical out-»
line she Id allow a closei' understanding of many
of the findings and of the proposals that follow
hereafter for the development of such a Service.
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Outline Geography of the Survey Area,
Only the factors liable to influence the
design and planning of an Industrial Health Service
for the area are included in this chapter, and in
chapter 4.
The survey area is roughly 17 miles long
by 10 miles wide, and the River Tyne runs approxi¬
mately through its centre. It lies partly in the
administrative counties of Northumberland and
Durham, i.e. those two counties in the extreme
north east of England.
The Tyne is the northernmost of the three
great rivers of the North East. Some 10 miles
south from the mouth ©f the Tyne, the River Wear
enters the sea passing through the shipbuilding
city of Sunderland to do so. Thirty miles furthdr
south the River Tees enters its wide estuary after
passing through the highly, and rapidly expanding,
industrialised area of Teesiae, with its enormous
steel works and chemical plants. The River Tyne
has two sources? the North Tyne rises in the
Cheviot Hills, which form the border between
England and Scotland, and which lie in the northern¬
most part of the county of Northumberland, The
South Tyne rises in the moors of the Pennine Chair^
which run in a north-s®uth direction along the
western borders of the two counties. These tw©
streams join in a wide-floored valley at the foot
of the hills, and from there the river runs almost
due east. As it approaches the coast the valley
become narrower and the banks more precipitous,
and, at a point some 20 miles ftom its mouth, the
river enters the industrialised area geneiaLly
known as Tyneside.
The conglomeration of towns and villages,
which make up Tyneslde,stretch eastwards along
both banks of the river, from a point some 30
miles from the sea, and they spread north and sout
from the banks for a variable distance. The
principal individual concentrations of urban
building are the twin cities of Newcastle and
Gateshead, lying north and south of the river
respectively, their centres being 14 miles inland.
It is between these two cities that nearly all the
direct crossings of the river are located. These
two towns, and particularly Newcastle, form the
geographical, social, cultural, communal and
financial centre of the region, Down-stream from
this centre the urbanisation on both banks has
been haphazard and the present-day picture is one
of patchy and sporadic development. This develop¬
ment has been dominated by the location of heavy
industry along the narrow strip of flat land
bordering the river. This factor will be referrejd
to in more detail later. The development along
the north bank eastwards, from the centre of the
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area, lias been more continuousjfafong the south.
The shipbuilding town of Wallsend abuts upon
Newcastle to the east, and its own eastern boundary
is formed by the County Borough of Tynemouth. Tihis
latter town is really an amalgamation of, the one
separate, towns of North Shields and Tynemouth.
The former, is largely an industrial and seaport
town, and the latter until only 30 years ago, was
the fashionable seaside and residential town of
the north east; today its activities resemble morfe
and more those of Its neighbour. Since World War I
this function of Tynemouth has been increasingly
taken over by Whitley Bay, a town which lies alon
the North Sea coast to the immediate north of Tyn
mouth C.B. This town has, almost entirely, growjo
up in the last 35 years, and today is a thriving
holiday resort and dormitory town.
Along the south bank from the centre towards
the sea, development has been much less consistent
and shows much more the effects of the inter-war
depression. Felling, which lies to the immediate
east of Gateshead, was originally a small mining
village. It now contains many widely diversified,
manufacturing industries. These represent, mostly,
the multifarious activities of a single large in¬
dustrial group - the Co-operative Wholesale Society,
Further to the east, and adjoining each other, lis
two geographically indistinct towns of Hebburn and
Jarrow. Until recent times both these towns were
completely dependent upon shipbuilding for their
prosperity, and Ja£row,at one time, was largely
dependent upon the single shipbuilding firm of
Palmers. Today these two towns more than any
other in the locality, show the effect of the lead years
between the wars. Beyond them, and lying partly on
the North Sea coast, is the County Borough of Sou-;h
Shields. This town is much more self-contained dad
less dependent upon Newcastle as the main centre
of activity. Its distance from this centre give^
it a sense of separation and individuality which
is not apparent in any of the other towns of the drea,
Again it is almost self-contained industrially anf
has only a very small dormitory population. The
influence of the natural centre of Tyneside upon
South Shields is further weakened by the proximity
of Sunderland, some 6 miles away to the south,
which £>rovides in its own right, many of the at¬
tractions that Newcastle provides for the other
Tyneside towns.
Up-stream from the centre there has been much
less development. Newcastle spreads its built-
up area much further along the north bank than
does Gateshead along the south. Beyond the
western Newcastle boundary mining villages are
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scatter & across the rural countryside, but up¬
stream from Gateshead on the south bank, the rural
countryside reaches almost to the river bank.
The settled areas immediately west of Gateshead
are Dunston, Whickham, and Swalwell, all of which
were or are, pit villages, although today they
all depend, to a greater or lesser degree, upon
non-mining work elsewhere to provide employment.
Beyond to the west of this latter area lies
Blaydon. This is the largest, separate aggregate
of population in the ¥?estern end of the survey are
Originally a large mining village, Blaydon developed
its own local industries on a flat piece of land
near the river bank. These were mostly established
half a century ago, and by modern standards their
environmental conditions are poor. Becently,
under a town planning scheme, much of the nearby
marshy land has been drained, and developed as
factory sites. Industry in the area of Blaydon,
and the small village of Lemington on the opposite
bank of the Tyne, should expand considerably in thjs
next few years. For this, and other reasons t©
be discussed, the immediate locality of Blaydon ha£
been chosen for the founding of a pilot Industrial
Health Service which will also serve as a demonstra¬
tion project for a larger and more complex
Industrial Health Service for Tyneslde.
north
Further north and south of the Tyne the urban
development has not been so dense. North of
Newcastle, and divided from it by the common-land
of the town moor, is the residential town of Gosfoi
This, in fact, has become the fashionable suburb
of Newcastle, although it is a separate administra¬
tive Urban District. A little industrialisation
has begun on the periphery of Gosforth, providing
Convenient work-places for the people being re¬
housed by Newcastle in areas along the western
oorder of this town. Further rehousing for
Newcastle is going ahead in the Longbenton Urban
District which lies to the immediate east of
xosforth, and some of the scattered villages in
chis area are becoming integrated within*the more
continuous, new housing development. No industry
of any size fc^ever, has yet entered this district
The rest of the survey area to the north,beyond
"the immediate centre of Newcastle, and the urbanise^
riverside and coastal townsfis rich agricultural
land. One village in the north west of this area,
Ponteland, is growing rapidly and is becoming
increasingly a dormitory town for Newcastle.
On the south bank beyond the urbanised arid
industrialised riverside the position is somewhat
different, as the area does not stretch so far
in this direction. The towns of Gateshead and
felling both extend to the survey boundary. There
"s in the south west a district composed of
cattered mining villages separated by newly afSbres




Here, apart from mining, and allied industries
such as coke ovens, there is no industry, other
than some poor farming on the lower slopes of the
hills. The south east corner of the survey area
is flat rural country and separates Tyneside from
the smaller urban concentration around Sunderland
on the river Wear. This area lies completely
within Boldon Urban District and there is here a
scattering of small mining villages intermixed \¥it}i
the farms. There is one residential village -
hitburn - in the extreme south east whose unspoilt
18th Century charm is strongly in contrast with t4e
general drabness and ugliness of the lower Tyne
Valley surrounding it. Originally many more
similar charming villages must have existed in the
countryside of County Durham but the industrialisa¬
tion of the 19th Century destroyed, or defaced,
much of the beauty of the district, and little of
it, apart from this single village, remains.
The land along the north bank of the Tyne rises
steeply from the riverside to a plateau some 100-
300 feet high, and this runs away northwards with (only
slight undulations. The only breaks in this feature
are two deep narrow gulleys running from the north
at right angles into the Tyne. The one joining
the river just downstream of Newcastle town centre
and the other joining the Tyne some 5 miles furthe|r
to the east at Willington.
The topography of the south bank is quite
different. Apart from a tidal mud flat separating
Jarrow from South Shields there is a steeply rising
river bank on this side also. The plateau featur
of the North bank is, however, absent* Gateshead
and Felling are built up the sides of a conical
hill rising some 600 feet. To the west of Gateshead
running from south to north, is the wide, flat
steep-sided valley of the River Team, and to the
west of this again is the beginning of the
afforested fell country of the south v/est. This
feature is broken only by the narrow valley of the
RiVer Derwent runnin from the south to enter the
Tyne at Swalwell. East of Gateshead Fell there
is a small flat undulating plateau similar to the
one on the north bank, which runs away gradually
into the farming country of County Durham in the
south.
In the extreme east both Tynemouth and South
Shields look out over the North Sea and are built
on headlands rising some 200 feet above the river
mouth. The effect that this peculiar topography
has had upon the economic growth of Tyneside is
considered further.
References - Chapter 9.
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The Economic and Administrative Geography of
Tyneside.
The dominating influence of local topography.
As already stated the river Tyne runs from the
west to the east, through the centre of the survey
area, along a course of some 20 mile3 and it is
flanked by steeply rising hanks, never less than
50 feet high for the whole of this distance. At
some points, such as the main crossing adjoining
Newcastle and Gateshead, the banks rise to some
150 feet and fall almost perpendicularly into the
river# At other points there is a flat inter¬
vening strip of land, between the waters-edge and
the bank, with a mftKimum width of a quarter of a
mile in places. As aresult of this peculiar
terrain the growth of the shipbuilding industry
and many of its ancillary undertakings was confineji
to this narrow, flat, riverside. Today, from the
river mouth to a point some 17 miles from the sea,
every flat piece of land of utilisable size, along
the banks of the Tyne, is crowded with industrial
concerns. Some of these factories lie in land
otherwise undeveloped between the towns of the
conurbation. In a few places, such as between
Hebburn and Felling, factory fences keep out
animals on grazing land at the top of the riversidb
cliff. It is mostly those industrial concerns to
whom the facilities of the river are essential,tha'
are located here. Naturally shipbuilding, ship-
repairing, coal exporting, the timber trade,
and the marine engineering industry are the
activities mostly found in this crowded area. More
recently they have been followed by grain milling,
and oil storing and distribution. Stevedoring anfl
warehousing also need to be near the waters' edgey
but they have been helped, in their search for
space, by the building of the two deep-water docks
The concentration of industry in this narrow space
is much denser in the lower reaches of the Tyne
than above the Newcastle-Gateshead bridges. Ship¬
building and shiprepairing yards are located, in a
group, on both banks of the last 5 miles of the
river. For this distance the stream has been
dredged and sufficiently widened to allow large
ships, of up to 50,000 tons, to be launched across
it. This, at the moment, appears to be the upper
limit of size. To allow the launching of larger
ships, there would need to be large scale civil
engineering projects to artificially widen the
riverside pidin. The stream itself cannot be
widened further as both banks are occupied by in¬
dustrial concerns. There would appear to be here
an insuperable problem as housing and other buildiji
abut directly upon the inland boundaries of all thp
shipyards. Today rival shipbuilding firms on
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©pposing banks must co-operate with each other in
order to provide adequate space t© allow launchings
from the opposite side of the river. Even so,
there is the occasional mishap when an extra large
vessel after launching demolishes a building ©n
the opposite bank before it can be controlled*
Whilst, by ingenious methods, it may be
possible t© raise the size of individual launching^
there does not appear to be any likelihood that
the total number of people employed in local ship
building will increase substantially beyond the
present figure. Any increase in production will
come from better productive methods on the present
restricted sites, and will not result in, for
obvious reasons, any expansion of the present work
force. On the contrary, the total number of
shipbuilding workers may actually decline slightly
with the increasing introduction of pre-fabricatio^i
J techniques* The shiprepairing industry, does
not depend so much upon the availability of land
space for its expansion. Most of its work is
done whilst the ships are afloat in the river, and
will probably expand greatly. The increasing
|world shipping tonnage, particularly in oil tanker
has already made the Tyne the biggest single ship-
repairing port in the Commonwealth. This trend
will continue and for the shiprepairing industry
it would appear that the total numbers employed
will increase quite considerably during the coming
years.
The influence of local topography on these
industries has been expounded at some length. The
fortunes of these two industries are a factor to
be considered in the design and planning of any
Industrial Health Service for Tyneside.
Communications,
The Hiver Tyne dominates local communications.
The lowest road crossing of the river is at New¬
castle 14 miles from the sea. Below this bridge
|which carries the main North-South road, only
vehicular and passenger ferries cross the river,
and their service is uncertain during periods of
bad weather. Some 9 years ago a pilot tunnel wa$
driven to join Harrow and Willington 4u&y* and
after some considerable delay, ©wing to the dis¬
covery of unforeseen technical difficulties, it is
now to be followed by a larger road tunnel. Over
the whole area local communications are considerabl
hampered by the present lack of a river crossing
lower than Newcastle. The main A.l road runs
through the very centre of the two largest towns
in the area, and this main highway, which causes
bad congestion in the East-West roads of the whole
locality as well, is badly in need of diversion.
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Above Newcastle the river crossings are
fairly numerous, in fact there are four road
bridges joining Newcastle and Gateshead within a
mile of each other. The bridges themselves are
for the most part highly inadequate for present
day traffic. Beyond the Newcastle-Gateshead
complex the next road bridge is four miles up¬
stream.
Road communications, as suggested, are
completely inadequate for the present day burden
thrust upon them by the high concentration of
population.and by the concentration of heavy in¬
dustry in rhe valley. The East-West roads, for
the most part, run through the centres ©f the
numerous towns and villages that make up the Tyneside
conurbation. The roads on the south bank tend to be
narrow and more tortuous than those on the North.
The roads running east along both banks from the
conurbation centre are the most inadequate, owing
to the higher concentrations of industry and popu¬
lation t© the east.
Between the World Wars an attempt was made
to improve the speed and ease ©f road transport ox
Tyneside by building new roads running from east
to west which avoided the built up areas and ran
through the peripheral rural country. Today
these roads are rapidly becoming overloaded with
new traffic and the surrounding country-side is
being rapidly built up by new housing and indus¬
trial expansion. In fact, without some further
drastic attempt to selve the problem, these few
modern roads will rapidly decline to the standard
of the older ones.
The sites of the north-south roads are, of
course, determined by the sites ©f. the river
crossings and the main Newcastle-Gateshead bridges
carry the bulk of the local traffic in this
direction. One bridge also carries the Great
North Road with its through traffic from areas
beyond the Tyne.
For the purposes of planning an Industrial
Health Service rail communications can be ignored
because of their lack of flexibility. The use
of the river to provide means of communication fax
such a service should not be ignored however.
The main, trauma-producing, industries lie along
the river bank in the lower reaches of the river,
and many of them abut directly upon the water's
edge. The use of some direct shore-to-shore
water transport, exclusive to the Health Service,




The problem of the adminiatrative boundaries
has been briefly discussed when the choosing of
the boundaries of the Survey Area was considered.
A more detailed examination of the situation
follows:- (See Map No.l.)
a) Local Government Areas.
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Newburn. (N'land). 4,649. 24,730.
Loigfc>enton (N'land). 6,786. 37,290.
Blaydon. (Durham). 9,235. 30,310.
Eyt'on. (Durham). 5,145. 13,690.
Whickham.(Durham). 23,180.
Pelling. (Durham). 3,349. 26,190
Hebburn. (Durham). 1,554. 23,570.
Boldon. (Durham). 7,640. 18,020.
iv)Rural Districts.
Castle Ward (N'land). 82,829 16,130.
Total. MXjW. 917,820.
Map No.l. (page £ ) shows the location of
each of these areas. The complexity of the
situation is self-evident. It is made more com¬
plex, from a planning point of view, by the
existence of "single tier" authorities, viz. Counts-
Boroughs, and "double tier" authorities viz.
counties in relation to their municipal boroughs
and rural and urban districts. The possibility
of any future relationship between the existing
health services of these authorities and any
future Regional Industrial Health Service is
examined at length elsewhere (Chapter 20 ,page 254 )
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b). National Health Service Areas*
i).Local Authorities Services.
Those functions assigned t© Local
Authorities under Part III of the National
Health Service Act 194-6 are provided within
the administrative boundaries outlined above,
i.e. within the counties, and county borougjhs,
or subsidiary districts according to the
function assigned by the Act.
ii).General Practioners Services.
The boundaries of the Local Executive Council
areas coincide with the boundaries of the
counties of Durham and Northumberland, and
the county boroughs of Newcastle, Gateshead,
Tynemouth and South Shields.
iii).Hospital Services.
The Survey Area lies completely within the
administrative area of the Newcastle-upon-
Tyne Regional Hospital Board. The United
Newcastle Hospitals operate autonomously,
without geographical restriction, within
the rough area of the city of Newcastle.
iv) Regional Hospital Board - Hospital Areas.uA
Within the area of the survey there areV-/
five District Hospital Management Committee
as follows
Com pletely within No. of Approx. popu-
tne AreaT Hospitals. 1ation covered.
S.E.Northumberland, 11. 160,000.






(Mental Hospitals are not included in this table ).
The Sunderland district only encroaches to a
minor degree on the extreme south-east part of
the survey axea and covers the Boldon Urban
District. A part of the Newcastle Hospital
Management Committee district lies outside the
Survey Area, and covers mostly agricultural and
moor land, to the north west. Internally, hew-
ever, the Newcastle Hospital Management Committee
boundary does not follow the bounty-county borough
boundary, and part of its area in the Ryton
district comes within the administrative county
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of Durham*
United Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals.■<S>
Hospital. No, of beds
a)Royal Victoria Infirmary. 723.
b)Princess Mary Maternity
Hospital. 90.
c)The Babies Hospital. 20.
d)Convalescent Home. 97*
e) Newcastle Upon Tyne
Dental Hospital. 0.
930.
There is no geographic localisation of these
hospitals. No further comment is thought
necessary.
In the light of this complexity the subject of
the integration of these hospitals into any future
Industrial Health Service is discussed at length
elsewhere.
c).Factory Inspectorate Areas..©
The Factory Department of the Ministry of
Labour and National Service works within its
own separate administrative boundaries. Within
the area of the survey there are two districts
involved, namely the Newcastle and Gateshead
Factory Inspectorate Districts. The foxmer
includes most of the county of Northumberland
and covers all the north bank of the industria¬
lised Tyneside conurbation, as well as the out¬
lying industrial towns such as Blyth and Hexham
which are not within the Survey Area. The
Gateshead area includes, paradoxically, the
great shipbuilding centre of Sunderland, as well
as all the South Tyneside towns and much of the
industrialised hinterland of the County of Durh&m.
The District Factory Inspectorate are respond
sible for the general inspecting duties within
these separate areas, but the Medical Inspectora
is organised isjuite differently. He, a single
inspector, is based e^t Leeds, and his area ®f
responsibility covers both the East and West
Hiding of Yorkshire, Tyneside, Wearside and
Teeside, as well as all the administrative
counties of Durham and Northumberland.
As suggestions have, in the past,been made
about the possible fusion ©f the functions of
the Factory Inspectorate and any future In¬
dustrial Health Service, the above local
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arrangements have been set out in detail and are
discussed in relation to this proposition later.
Board of Trade Areas.
The statistical divisions of the Board of Trade
for Research Purposes have already been given
considerable attention. Internally this area is
divided into 4- sub-divisions - North Tyne Bast,
North Tyne West, South,Tyne Bast, South Tyne West
The North/South internal division following the
local government boundaries between Wallsend and
Newcustle-Longbenton on the north bank, and
between Felling and Hebburn-Boldon on the south
bank* It is illustrated on Map No.1.and 2.
These four sub-divisions of the Survey Area will
be used in later chapters in considering much of
the data which has been assembled about industria
establishments and their working populations.
Census Sub-Divisions. ©
The Registrar General's Conurbation is sub¬
divided ©n yet another basis. There are three
types of area classified by him according to theii
social functions, and to a lesser extent according
to the age of their development, viz. I - commercial
and administrative, II - industrial and older
residential, and III - newer residential areas.
The boundaries and description of these sub¬
divisions are shown on Map No. 3, page 39 , and
table No.4-, page 39 .
Much of the available vital statistical data
of the conurbation is presented under breakdowns
by these areas. Appropriate illustrations of
local conditions are presented from place to plac^
using this data, and these sub-divisions.
In succeeding chapters most ©f the data to be
presented will be treated geographically within
one or other of these latter two types of ad¬
ministrative sub-divisions. It is unfortunate
that for present purposes no common geographic
sub-division of the survey area cam be found whiclji
will allow all the available and necessary data
to be treated uniformly. It will be seen that
the difficulties encountered in obtaining detailed,
accurate d&ta about the working population makes
it inevitable that two separate geographical
standards ©f analysis be used. The census data
is used mostly for descriptive rather than
planning purposes, and no great harm comes from
using different geographic areas although the
clarity of the picture is at times obscured as a
result.
tlr„. I'Qo S.
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Note:- for a pictorial presentation see map 44HBMNT- No. 3.








(N.B. Wards are printed In italic tyPeJ
TVNESIDE 57,688 835,533 m.5
1 COMMERCIAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE
CENTRE 461 10,363 22.5
461 10,303 22.5 Newcastle upon Tyne C.B., St. Nicholas.
II MAIN INDUSTRIAL
AND CLDER
RESIDENTIAL AREAS 13,846 407,001 29.4
II A Northern 4,745 180,412 38.0
4,745 180,412 38.0 Newcastle upon Tyne C.B., Armstrong,
Arthur's Hill, Benwell, Byker, glswick,
Heaton, Jesmond, St. Anthony's,
St. Lawrence, Sandyford, Stephenson,
Vestgate.







Tynemouth C.B., Dockwray, Linskill,
Percy, Trinity.
Wallsend M.B., Carville, Hadrian, Howdon,
HI ling ton Quay.










Gateshead C.B., Central, East Central,
North, North gast, North Vest, Vest,
Vest Central.
Felling U.D., Central, North, Pelaw, Vest.
Whlckham U.D., Duns ton.










South Shields C.B., Beacon, Bents,
Brinkburn, Deans, Hadrian, Rekendyke,
Tyne Dock, Victoria.
JarrowM.B., Central, gast, Grange,
SPringwell, Vest.




MINING VILLAGES 43,381 418,169 9.6






















Newcastle upon Tyne C.B., Dene, Penhan,
Kenton, Scotswood, Valher, Valker Gate.
Tynemouth C.B., Chirton, Collingwood,
Cullercoats, Preston, Tynenouth.






III B Western 5,459 11,497 2.1
5,459 11,497 2.1 Whlckham U.D., uhole excePt Duns ton.
















Gateshead C.B., gast, South, South Central
South Shields C.B.. Cleadon Park, Harton,
Horsley Hill, Marsden, Sinonside,
Vestoe, Vest Park.
JarrowM.B., Primrose, Sinonside.
Felling U.D., Coldwell, gast, South.
Hebturn U.D., Monkton, South, Victoria.
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The Population of Tyneside.
Tyneside people are colloquially known as
"Geordies", The exact definition of a "Geordie"
is a perpetual source ©f local controversy. One
body of ©pinion states that all people born in
the land of the old kings ©f Northumbria, one of
whom was called Geoderic, are the only true
"Geoi'dies" ♦ A narr@wer definition confines them
to the immediate locality ©f the old town of New¬
castle, where George Stephenson, who first gave
fame to Tyneside, had his locomotive works. Be
that as it may, the local dialect, legends and
culture,impart a deep sense of community to local
inhabitants, and the "outsider" can be easily
classed as someone other than a "Geordie". The
obvious influences that produce this sense of
local community are many, and most people are
consciously aware of them, but there are many
influences much less obvious, the result of local
geography and history which, perhaps, give a
greater strength t© this regional feeling and
culture.
The unity of Tyneside, in the geographical
sense has already been outlined. The north east
is aware of its, until-recent, isolation from the
more fortunate southern parts of the country.
The slower pace of local industrialisation in the
late 18th and early 19th Century did not obliterat
as elsewhere, the link with the Jiarsh life of the
bleak and barren border marches .vD Even the sad
inter-war period, it was sensed, was relatively
easier than had been the centuries preceding the
Industrial Revolution. Local people are aware
and are intensely proud, that their counties
were once the centre of early British Christian
culture. More recently, when the prosperity of
Victorian and Edwardian times passed into the
depression of the 20*s and 30's, hardship affected
nearly the whole community, and not just^ as else-
where ,an unfortunate minority. This sense of
facing common difficulties reinforced the great
sense of community always present amongst local
people.
Relative isolation and the transformation intk
a centre of high industrial skills have combined,
with these other influences, to produce the local
character. The "Geordie" is reserved, almost
suspicious, towards "foreigners". Once he
accepts them he becomes open, frank, even forth¬
right, and his reserve gives way to warmhearted
hospitality. He is d©gged, almost to the point
of stubborness, and yet when he becomes convinced
of the common sense soundness of some new proposal
he tackles it with a resolution and adaptability
!which is unique. Behind all these qualities lies
the deep pride of the creative craftsman wh© is
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conscious, perhaps to© conscious, of the past
achievements of the Tyneside industry, which once
led the world ith its many inventions.
Some of the statistical discussion, of the
local population and local conditions, which
follows has no immediate application to the planni
of an Industrial Health Service for the Region.
As, however, such a service cannot be planned, or
established, in complete isolation from the rest
of commun#al life and activity, it is considered
that such background data should be considered in
order to provide for the sound planning and opera¬
tion of such a service,
A, The Geographical Distribution of Population
'within the Survey Area,
The total population of England and Wales in
1955 was estimated at 44,441,000 of which 917*320
live within the area of this survey,(p This re¬
presents just under 2% ©f the Rational population
and about one-third of the population in the
Registrar General's northern Region.
The 1955 estimated population for the sub¬
divisions of the survey area is shown on table
Ho. 5» page 41 , "i in miiay (tp The Census (JP
population in 1951 the conurbation is shown
for comparative purposes on table Ho, 4, page 39
From table 5, page 41 , it will be seen that the
total survey area population is 917,820 of which
839,670 live within the census conurbation
boundaries. Thus only 78,150 or 8.5 per cent of
the survey area population live outside the conur¬
bation area. The fullest vital statistical date,
is available for the Cenaus Conurbation alone, and
most ©f this comes from the Registrar General's
annual reports and from the 1951 Census Reports.
This material will be used to illustrate the
broad pattern ©f the Tyneside population.
It is suggested that the picture shown by the
data for the conurbation alone reflects accurately
enough, for general descriptive purposes, the
corresponding picture for the survey area as a
whole, (when the small proportion of the populatio
who live outside the Conurbation,but within the
survey area is considered). To support this
contention some basic vital statistical data for
the conurbation area, and for these unincluded
areas (i.e. those outside the conurbation yet
within the survey area), is diown in table Ho. 6,(k)
page 41 , There are a few wide variations in
the data for these two types of area (e.g. between
the crude death rate in Castle lard and the
conurbation as a whole): however, the numbers in¬
volved in the non-conurbation districts are
hit
TABLE No.5. ESTIMATED POPULATION OF SURVEY ABEA -
ABSA ESTIMATED VOFIILATION (HID - 1955)
England & Vales 44,441 ,000
Tyneside Conurbation 839,670
Northumberland






Whitley Bay. M.B. 32,270
Durham
Gateshead C.B. 113,200









Castle Ward B.D. 16,130
Total 78,150
Grand Total a 917, 820 people
Table No. 6.
Some vital statistical Data for sub-divisions of the
Survey Area. ^
Sub-Area. Crude Birth Crude Death Infant Mortali^feate. Hate. Eate.
Tyneside Conurbation. 17.5 11.7 31.
County oi* Durham.
Gateshead C.B. 17.0 11.9 31.
South Shields C.B. 18.1 11.5 34-.
Felling U.D. 17.0 12.1 (18).
Hebburn U.D. 21.2 10.3 (38).
Jarrow M.B. 21.4 10.7 37.
Whickham U.B. 15.5 12.3 ro •
Blaydon U.D.)oltelde 16.2 11.3 (24).
Boldon U.D. )oonuJ^ 17.1 11.2 (29).
fiytoa U.D. )batlon> 14.4 12.3 (36).
(bounty of Noj?thumberland.
Newcastle upon
Tyne C.B. 16*8 12.4 34-.
Tynemouth C.B. 17.2 12.9 41.
Gosforth U.D. 16.8 15.8 (29).
Longbenton U.D. 17.7 8.8 35.
Newburn U.D. 17.6 11.7 (25).
Wallsend M.B. 18.9 10.4 28.
Whitley Bay U.D. 12.9 12.5 (12).





Jabl • *. - POPULATION 192 I -1 951 and) /1 J
Intercensal Variation*/ \
NOo '• O Notes: - (1) All rigures relate to the areas as constituted In 1951 with the exception of those
marked f (mm****).
(2) Deaths of non-clvlllans occ irrlng between 3rd September, 1939, and 31st December, 1949,
are not taken into account in column (1).














a D C d e f g h 1 J k 1 m
<f TYNESIDC 815,612 827,091 101,004 423,087 835,533 100,064 435,119 1.4 8,142 1.0 9.3 -8.3
f Durban (pt.) 352,297 346,392 170,952 175,440 321,802 154,978 166,824 -1.7 -24,590 -7.1 9.6
-16.7
Gateshead C.B.











































































































































































Tabla •. - POPULATION 1171-lyoi ano I I "j i TYNESI OFI n tarcan aa I Variations I J J TYNESIDE-
71-1951 d )
/ I $J
nut r^censuses have been adjusted to refer to the present area of the
^ k 40(1 Pr»cedlng years It Is not possible to give truly comparable figuresowing to boundary Changes in 1951, 1937, 1936, 1935, 1933, 1921, 1912, 1901. 1096, 1887 and 1884The populations affected In these changes, details of which are given In the relevant CensusReports, were relatively snmll. 1,1 census
Population
Date of Census (Acreage
57,608)
1871, April 2/3 346,048
1881, April 3/4 425,855
1091. April 5/6 550,872
1901, March 31/Aprll 1 877,884
1911, April 2/3 761,494
1921, June 19/20 815,642
1931, April 26/27 827,091
Mid-1939 estimate 825,390














{EnglandW les* Tynesidean SelectedAr as
Mid-yearEstimatesof










































































































(a)Themid-yearestimatesfothy rs1940o7Inclusivedon tcludethArm dForc stationedinthr asconcerned.Thestimatesf r1931a 5differslightlyfromthec nsuscountspar lywingtoediff rencesIdatbutlarg lyb causetheen uso ntm itaodju tmentsf rr id ntsabsentfromheirh mesnc nsusnight. (b)Approximateadjustmenthasbeemadetoth1931f gur skeccountofb undarychangesa dre dert mcompa ablewithhfigures939andsubsequentyears. (c)Publishedfigur smultipliedy0.9963,representingvisiooftimatesafterpublication.
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1871/1881. 14.4. 22.6. 21.6. 17.1. 19.2. 19.4. 23.1.
1881/1891. 11.7. 18.2. 12.3. 11.8. 11.1. 10. 2. 29.4.
1891/1901. 12.2. 16.8. 11.8. 16.9. 8.1. 13.4. 23.1.
1901/1911. 10.9. 10.2. 10.0. 10)2. 4.3. 12.3. 12.3.
1911/1921. 5.0. 3.2. 1.4. 8.5. 1.5. 9.2. 7.1.
1921/1951. 5.5. 9.7. 2.8. 9.0. 2.6. 6.6. 1.4.
1931/1951. 9.5. 1.6. 0.2. 15.7. 2.3. 2.7. 1.0.
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from being the highest to almost the lowest, of all
the nation's conurbations. ^'hen the size of the
decennial increase over the last 30 years is com¬
pared with similar figures for the other conurba¬
tions, and for the whole country, the position is
even more striking. See Table 10. These
figures suggest that, allowing for the local birth
and death rates during this period, there must have
been, particularly between the Wars, a considerable
amount of migration away from Tyneside,
Within the conurbation the changes in population
for the sub-divisions over these 30 years are
shown in Table 7* During this period the population
©f the north bank communities rose by some 33»000
whilst those of the south bank fell by some 24,GG0^
This happening could be explained by a movement of
population within the area. When a natural
increase of population ©f approximately 9% is
allowed for, however, the pattern of change during
these years shows that the north bank communities
barely held their own natural increase, and the
south bank was being depopulated at an alarming
rate. nevertheless there was a definite change
of place of residence within the conurbation by
part of the population. This fraction moved into
the newly developing middle-class residential area£
of Gosforth, Longbenton, Newburn and Whitley Bay
(See Table 9)» From Gateshead, Felling, Jarrow tir
South Shields, however, people were leaving the
area altogether, and from Jarrow in particular^,
where 28.3% of the population left between 1931
and 1951 (Table 7).
The situation in the towns on the south bank
may actually have gone much further in the middle
30's than these figures show. There would not
appear to have been any continuation of this trend
since the war (Table 9)» i-Q fact some of those who
left the area in the bad times would appear to have
returned. The figures for the intervening war
years should not be given to© much importance as
they do not include people away from home in the
irmed Forces, nor women end children who were
evacuated under the Air Raid Precautions ®heme.
Since 1948 the figures of the estimated popu¬
lation for most sub-divisions of the area have
changed very little, and thus now in 1957 it is
probably safe to say that the emigrative trend has
almost stopped. Movement to the outer urban
districts, however, seems t© have started again
since 1948. The effect of the large local govern¬
ment re-housing plans d© not show on these tables,
as they mostly take place within the separate local
(government boundaries.
All these fluctuations reflect the recent
aistox'y of shipbuilding and engineering industries,
and particularly their effect upon the towns on the
r<Vble No 11 Estimated Home Population by Sex and Age, Mid-year 1933.
England & Wales, and Northern Region. Ijf)
I All











M. 21,389. 1,682. ,3447.
|
I 2,737 ! 3*W. ^ 3,092.
'
3,102. 2,149. | 1,381. | 652.
J








M. 1,551. 133. 256. 212.
|








218. 177. 125. 62.
Tyneside Conurbation.
M. 402. 35. 65. 50. j
J
63. 56. 57. 40. 25. 11.
F. 438. 34. 64. 58. ;
'





M. 1,149. 98. 191. 162. | 170. 154. 158. j 110. 73. 33.
F. 1,171. 93. 182.
i
157. ! 164. 153- 157. |1
128. 91. 46.
Wo. 12
Table J - Population Distribution b.y /rr\ Tyneside,
'
Age h ■ ---ssessss^ „






















0/4 8.6 9.2. 8.6 9.5 9.0
5/14 19.4 14.3 10.3 13.8 14.9
15/24 17.4 13.4 13.6 13.7 13.1
25/34 15.5 15.4 17.7 15.8 14.6
35/44 13.3 14.5 13.8 14.1 15.0
45/54 11.6 13.4 13.9 12,9 13.9
55/64 8.5 10.1 11.1 10.1 10.2
65 and over. 5.7 9.7 11.0 10.1 9.3
All ages
72 »0
15 and over. 72,0 76.5. 81.1. 76,7. 76.1
Females per 1,000 males. 1,047 1,088 988 1,080 1,099.
England and Wales
Conurbations.














All Ages. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
0/4 8.5 8.1 8.6 8.8 8.5 9.7 9'.2
5/14 13.7 12.5 13.3 15.1 12.7 15.7 14.3
15/24. 12.9 12.1 11.9 12.9 11.7 14.2 13.4
25/34 14.5 15.3 14.5 15.7 14.2 14.3 15.4
35/44 15.3 16.6 15.7 15.7 15.5 14.5 14.5
45/54 13.7 14.5 14.4 13.3 14.8 12.7 13.4
55/64 , 10.4 10.5 11.0 9.4 11.4 9.5 10.1
65 and Over 11.0 10.6 10.6 9.1 11.2 \ 9.4 9.7
All ages 15 and over. 77,8 79.4 78.1 76.1. 78.8 \ 74.6. 76.5.
gable& - Percentage Distributions of Population by Age
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Tyneside in 1951 (1,088 females t© 1,000 males) is
probably the result of better local economic
conditions (Table 12)* In the bad inter-war years
many single women left home in their late teens
and early twenties to seek work, particularly in
domestic service, in other parts ©f the country,(by
In common with other types of emUigration discussed
this process would seem t© have considerably de¬
creased by 1951, and would partially account for
the larger proportion of females now in the area.
This trend is well illustrated by the population




There are, however, areas particularly on the
south bank, where the male-female ratio of the
population is still comparatively low, Hebburn and
| Whickham (Table 7) are particular examples ©f the
situation. Despite these old local influences the
present day proportion of women to men in the
conurbation, as a whole, is dightly higher than
the similar national proportion which is 1,082
women to 1,000 men.
D. Social Class Structure within the Conurbation .©
Table 14 shows the social class structure ©f
Tyneside in 1951 compared with that of England
and Wales (See also Appendix Table 6), There
are,locally, proportionately fewer occupied and
retired males in social classes I, II and IV and
more of them in social classes III and V. These
latter two groups include the skilled artisans and
the unskilled manual workers, and these two types
of worker are complementary to each other, in much
of the industry prevailing on Tyneside. Thus a
skilled welder ©r plater working in a shipyard is
in Social class III, whilst his assistant - his
"helper" - is in Social class V. This ©ccupatiO'
nal situation can be repeated throughout all of
the heavy industry of the valley. The proportion
of men in social class V is further increased by
the number of labourers engaged in the harbour
and ware-housing industry of the docks and the
river. MMk filie proportion in socisi^olass IV,
which is mostly composed of miners, is iM* com¬
pared with most other conurbations. Although
there is little actual mining done tdday within
the conurbation boundariestthere are numerous pit
villages within the conurbation, whose inhabitants!
whilst continuing to live in their old homes, now
w©rk in pits just over the conurbation boundary.
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Of all the country's conurbations.Tyneside is
the most badly represented by men in social class
II. Until recently there have been relatively
few "black coated" Jobs available. There has
recently been an attempt made by the Government
to improve this situation,by establishing in
Newcastle the national headquarters ©f the Ministry
of Pensions and National Insurance. This attempt
to increase the proportion «f the people in
managerial and semi-professional work (Class II)
has not been very successful. The work of this
establishment has become highly mechanised, and
the people, mostly women, employed in ©perating
the machinery,fall into social class III, whilst
the establishment's executive group of employees
is comparatively small.^
Finally social class I, the professional
and managerial class,are under-represented as
compared with the country as a whole. This
situation, however, is probably more apparent
than real, as the high proportion of people in
this class in greater London, make the numbers in
social class I of all the other conurbations seem
proportionately small.
Within the conurbation, there are many
interesting geographical variations of social
class structure (Table 15)- Some of these
differences, of course, are explained by the
grouping of the various social classes into cer¬
tain residential areas. This analysis does not
refer to the work-place of the various social
classes, only to the place of residence. There
is considerably more inter-mingling of the Social
classes at work.
The bulk of social class I live in area IIA,
particularly the wards ©f Jesmond and High Heaton
in Newcastle, and in area IIIA which in this
instance means, in effect, the residential towns
of Gosforth and Whitley Bay. There is a lesser
number in area IIIO which is the relatively new
middle-class housing area ©n the outskirts of
Gateshead. For social class II the geographical
distribution follows a similar patter to class I,
but with a considerable overspill into areas JBV,
IID, and III8. Area IIA, which contains many
larger, older houses, is also* favoured by Social
class II. Areas IHB and contain all of the
very little inter-war speculative type of buildink
which was erected on the south bank, mostly ©n thp
fringes of Gateshead, Felling, Hebburn and South
Shields.
The distribution of social class III throughf
out the conurbation on the whole is fairly even;
there does not appear to be any noteworthy con¬
centration of thi3 social class in any particular
area. The geographical variations become more







England and Wales 33 145. 530. 161. 131.
Greater London. 47 162. 551. 107. 133.
South. East Lancashire. 28 136. 547. 136. 153.
West Midlands. 22 120. 583. 142. 133.
West Yorkshire. 23 138. | 557. 163. 119.
Merseyside. 27 121. 510. 124. 218.
Tvneside.
I
26 111. 552. 145. 166.
.













Proportion per 1,000 total.
























I 4,076 100 347. 1,962. 627. | 1,040. 25. 85. i 481. 154. 255.
II 142,605 2,653 12,088. 77,659. 21,371. j 28,834. 19. 85. j 544. 150. 202.
IIA 62,900 1,901 6,843. 35,466. 7,603. { 11,087.
i 3,603




IIB 15,262. 127. 936. 7,893 2,703 8. { 61. 177. 236.
IIC 33,837. 326. 2,110. 18,461. 5,334. j 7,606.j 10. j 62. 158. 225.
IID 30,606. 299. 2,199. 15,839. 5,731. 6,538. j 10. 72. 517.
561.
187. 214.
III 143,470 4,813. 19,780. 80,551.j 20,141. 18,185. 34. | 138. 140. 127.
I IIA 96,553. 3,694. 14,182. 54,472 ) 12,985. 11,220. 38. 147. 565. 134. 116.
IIIB 4,330. 91. 399. 2,356. 951. j 533. 21. 92. 544. 220. 123.
IIIC 42,587. 1,028. 5,199. 23,723. 6,205.| 6,432. 24. f 122. 557. 146. 151.
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pr@noun.ced again for social classes IV and V.
The relative concentrations ©f social class IV in
areas IIB, IID, and IIIB, can probably be acplainec.
by the existence, within these three sub-divisions,
©f the few remaining coal mining villages. Social
class V is proportionately concentrated in the
older parts of areas I and II, although the effect
of rehousing probably accounts for a high absolute
number of this social class in area IILC. This
area contains much of the new housing of the local
The Census Report of 1951 states that the concen¬
tration ©f social class V in sub-axea I represents
the place of residence ©f the "Dock Workers". The
more likely explanation of this /is that these
people are that section of the community who prefer
to live in the delapidated property,in area I,
because of its low rentals. The better, but more
expensive council houses ®f the outer ax^eas^o n©t
attract them. Therefore the statement that the
residents of area I are "dock workers" would appeer
t© be too facile.
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Living Conditions on Tyneside.
A. Population Density on Tyneside.(J)
The wide variations of the density of popula¬
tion within the census sub-divisions, as opposed
to the administrative sub-divisions, ©f the area
are shown by table No. 16, and map No. 4. The
over all density of 14.5 persons per acre is
reasonably low for such a highly industrialised
area as this. The breakdown within these areas
is now discussed. (See also Appendix Table No.5.)
Division I.
This is the administrative and commercial
centre of Newcastle, and, whilst densely populated
during working and shopping hours, its residential
population is small, and thus the population
density is relatively low. This area of 461 acre£
is small^and there is a marked prevalence of males
in its population; presumably the result of the
nature of activities of the division. There is
probably a predominance ©f such people as care¬
takers, and residents of hotels, hostels, and
boarding houses.
Division II.
This is the older, pre-World War I part of the
conurbation. In this division is concentrated
much of local industry, it being particularly dens^
along the river side. Whilst the larger, and
heavier industry, is concentrated in this nari^ow
strip, it will be seen from map No. 4. that the
areas of highest density of population are actually
set back some way from the river, and spread from
there well inland. This pattern results from the
©Id Victorian and Edwardian methods of building.
Rows of tightly packed terrace houses are situated
as closely as possible to the place ©f work of
their occupants, although not upon that valuable
area close to the river needed for industry. The
high density of 38 persons to the acre in sub¬
divisions IIA and parts of IID and IIB, reflect
this pattern in the older industrialised parts of
Newcastle, Gateshead and South Shields. The New-
castle wards of Elswick and Armstrong are particularly
illustrative examples of this tradition. Almost
all the housing in these wards was built in the lat<
L9th Century by the Armstrong-Whitworth Company, anjd
it lies on the hill immediately overlooking their
great works on the riverside at Scotswood and Elswick,
Gateshead, in area IIC. shows a somewhat different
pattern as the steeper*river banks there did not
allow the usual industrial development to take placf
along the river. Here the housing and factories a|re
Table /. ACREAGE, POPULATION, PRIVATE")
HOUSEHOLDS and DWELLINGS/ ©
No. 16 (2) Acreage figures have been supplied by the Ordnance Survey Department; ant
(3) All figures relate to the areas as constituted In 1961. with the exception of
those areas marked ? where the 1931 figure given has not been adjusted for
post-1941 boundary changes affecting local authority areas, and where 1931
figures are not available due to post-1941 ward boundary changes.






































a b c d e f 8 h 1 J k 1 m
f TWESIDB 57,688 827,091 835,533 100,081 135,119 11.5 219,221 817,175 237,968 929,732 0.88 6.2
1 461 10,363 5,212 5,151 22.5 3,260 9,388 2,487 9,405 1.00 10.2




































































































The effects of depopulation in the 1930* s, and
of the post-war re-housing plans, are to be seen
in the comparatively lower densities today existixj,]
in the shipyard towns of Jarrow and Hebburn (Di¬
vision IID);and v,allsend (Division IIB), and to a
lesser extent in Tynemouth (Division IIB).
Division III.
This is the area ©f inter-war and post-war
building. Much of the property in IIIA is the
inter-war speculative type of building, whilst
that in IIIC is almost all local authority post¬
war housing schemes. These new residential areas
all lie quite some distance from the main centres
of employment, i.e. the riverside, and the centre of
Newcastle The proportion of people who must novr
travel several miles from their home to their pla4e
of work is relatively large, and is increasing.
Today almost half of the 400,000 males live in
these new residential areas. This point is one
that must be considered further when discussing
who should be clinically responsible for the
health of these people during their working hours
There is obviously little possibility of their
being cared for, whilst at work, by their own
family doctor, whose area of practice is upwards
of 4 miles from their work place.
Whilst the trend ©f population movement to th^
residential areas of the conurbation continue-S,
the pace of this is beginning to slow down. Locil
authorities, the county boroughs in particular, h^ve
begun to clear slum sites in their central areas,
and these are being used to build multi-storey
flat3.@ Most ©f the peripheral land available f©jp
housing has been taken up by the conventional
type of dwelling ,s© that now the tendency is to
build upwards rather than outwards. It can be
expected that there will continue to be some
further dispersal of population from the central
areas,although the movement now seems to have
passed its peak. This recent tendency has only
become apparent since 1931, and is not reflected
in the census figures.
The map of population density only gives a
broad picture of the position. The divisions,
electoral wards, used in compiling this map are
somewhat coarse, and do not show the extremely
sm&ll dense pockets of population within these
sub-divisions* Some of the smaller,more crowded
rlver-sidet parts ©f Newcastle do not show on thi£
map .and are not revealed by the figures quoted
in the text.
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B. Housing Conditions, _<D
It can be argued, that housing conditions have
little bearing upon the planning of an Industrial
Health Service. Nevertheless the local housing
conditions are so poor, as compared with England
and Wales as a whole, that they must influence to
a considerable degree the health of the working
population and this, of course, is the main con¬
cern of any Industrial Health Service. It would
therefore, be wrong to completely ignore such an
important factor as this in any type of medico-
social survey. For completeness sake, then, thi
situation will be briefly outlined.
Of the total number of separate dwellings, ©nljy
1% are in the central administrative area (mhmv,
pay—, and the rest are divided equally betweeia
areas II and III, i.e. 49% and 50% of the total
respectively. In area II there are 118,555
houses of which 40% (55»678) are in the older
parts of Newcastle (Area IIA). Of the 121,552
houses in Area III (i.e. the area of more modern
building) some 82,470, or over^two-thirds, are
on the north 3ide of the TynejQJ This position
illustrates further the neglect of the south bank
communities during the bad, inter-war years. It
will be seen from table No. 18 that Tyneside has
a disproportionately large percentage (41.2%) of
its 242,722 houses with 3 rooms or less. This
compares most unfavourably with England and Wales
whose proportion of these smaller houses is only
16%. Tyneside's proportion ©f these houses is
easily the highest of any of the conurbations in
Great Britain.
On table N©. 19* is shown the proportionate
distribution of different sized dwellings within
the three divisions of the conurbations. In
areas I and 11,50.3% (1,280) and 51.0% (60,459)
of houses have 3 rooms and under. In Area III
the situation is somewhat better,as only 31.4%
(38,231) of the houses <ta1Te a similar size.
This is probably accounted for by the fact that
the majority of the houses in this area are under
30 years old. It would be expected from the above
statements that the south bank,with little inter-
war building, would also have a large proportion
of its dwellings with 3 rooms and under, and this
is so. Area IIC has over 50% ©f such dwellings,
14,666 out of 27,446, and IID an even larger
proportion with 16,624, out of the total 27,796&L-
1131
Since theACensus, the housing ©n Tyneside has
improved somewhat. In table No. 19» column F,
it will be seen that there has been a net increas
©f 59,028 in the total number of houses, in the
last $0 years. These have been largely h uses
with 3 or more rooms. This type of housing is
mostly located in Division Ill^and as already


















































Table i. - Strut turally separate dwellings
occupied by one or more private household(s)10 Tyne side
Structurally separate dwellings























Total I II III
a b c d e f g h J k 1 m
































































• *nd over 26,893 25,898 23,145 22,532 3,166 - 3,366 - 2,508 - 0.58 9.5 13.0 9.2 9.8
noted/two-thirds of houses iu this division are
©n the north bank. Despite this new building, and
in the light of what has been mentioned already,
it is perhaps not surprising that even by 1951
Division III as a whole had only 36.3% of its houses
with 5 rooms and over as compared with the national
proportion for such houses of 55.9%
The south bank of the Tyne has, a dispropor¬
tionately high number of old and small dwellings,
and the more recent housing on the north bank has
only altered this pattern slightly. Much of the
new, i.e. post-World War I, building appears to
have been of the 4 roomed type of dwelling, though
mm many are of the 3 room wmmmmmmt type. Since
1931 the housing situation has improved in other
respects. Table 20 shows an alteration in the
pattern of shared dwellings. Column G of this
table snows the extent to which the sharing ©f
dwellings, in which one or two rooms were allowed
t© each household, has decreased. In trie last 20
years some 20,000 households have stopped this
practice of sharing dwellings mmmaammmmmamprnmsBf/
. As could be expected the
largest proportion of the remaining shared dwellings
are in areas I and II.
C. Density of Occupation of Dwellings(i.e.Persona
per roomECD
4
There has been a considerable improvement in
local living conditions in this respect. The
position has, no douht, been helped by the low
birth rates of the 30*s and the considerable
emigration in this peidodj® Tire trend of the
density of occupation of Tyneside housing during
the last 30 years has been steadily downwards
(table Mo. 21, columns A, B, and C). Within the
conurbation the pattern of density of occupation
of dwellings is the familiar one. There are on the
average more rooms to serve each household, no
matter the number of persons in that household in
area III than in areas I and II. The discrepancy
between these areas is less marked when the large?
households are considered.
Comparing the local pattern of occupancy with
that of England and Wales (Table ho. 22), it is
seen that there is little difference when the
smaller households are considered, but Tyneside
fares increasingly badly as the sixe of the house
hold increases. This difference is most marked
for the larger families, and is presumably clue to
the relative absence of the larger sized dwelling
on Tyneside. In provision of larger sized(Tgble
dwellings, Tyneside is still the worst served of a
the conurbations. Comparing the sub-divisions of
the conurbation with the national figures it will
be seen that area III has^a riensity of occupation
of dwellings which is MMSVthe national average,
whilst, as expected, areas I and II show substan¬




Table#. - Units of Occupation inhabited
by Individual Households }©
.Tyneside

























Total I II III Total I II III
a b c d e f g
h J It 1 m n 0 P
11 liita 201,721 219,221 229,631 19,590 47,500 66,578 -19,078
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 7.9 36.0 10.7 4.3
1 19,055 7,680 1,812 5,868 -11,375
- 1,733 - 9,642 3.1 14.9 4.5 1.3 76.4 80.7 76.2 75.9
2 47,986 35,694 27,946 7.748 -12 , 29 2
- 3,573 - 8,719 14.3 29.9 20.7 7.4 21.7 48.2
20.4 22.4
3 48,458 70,569 66,888 3,681 22,111 22,845
- 734 28.3 26.3 31.3 25.4 5.2 27.5 5.9 3.8
4 43,554 72,909 71,627 1,282 29,355 29,397
- 42 29. 2 18.7 27.2 31.6 1.8 7.9 2.4 1.1
5 20,443 42,653 42,068 585 22,210 22,150 60
17. 1 5.8 9.3 25.4 1.4 11.1 3.0 0.7
and over 22, 225 | 19,716 19,290 426
- 2,509 - 2,508 - 1 8.0 4.4 7.0 8.9 2.2 4.8
3.0 1.5
figures In these columns give only an approximate comparison with columns (c) and (d), since In 1931 the tabulations did not distinguish sharing and non-sharing
useholds. The flgwes for occupations of six and over rooms are particularly unreliable.
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1.60. 2.07. 1.62. 1.69. 1.52.
T_ --..uuigu ujr wergircing rooms per person ratios for each size of household
by the corresponding proportion of the population of the conurbation as a whole in households
of that size in 1951. —
I 1
5^5 England and Wales




















Crude Ratio 0.74 0.77 0.72 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.88
Standardised ratio 0.74 0.80 0.74 0.73 0.81 0.73 0.86.
1. 0.30 0.40 0.28 0.28 0.32 0.30 0.34.
2. 0.49 0.55 0.48 0.48 0.54 0.47 0.55
3. 0.69 0.74 0.69 0.68 0.75 0.67 0.80
4. 0.87 0.91 0.88 0.87 0.95 0.86 1.03
5. 1.03 1.06 1.07 1.06 1.13 1.05 1,24
6 and over. 1.33 1.32 1.37
•
1.42 1.44 1.42 1.60



































































































All sizes 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0.
1. 2.7 5.8 2.0 2.2 2.3 3.6 3.1
2. 8.1 12.6 4.7 7.3 11.6 9.0 14.3
3. 14.9 23.4 11.1 12.2 23.4 10.1 28.3
4. 27.5 20.5 42.3 26.0 30|3 25.1 29.2
5. 31.6 24.9 28.3 37.0 24.6 33.6 17.1








shown ©a table No. 25 should be constantly borne
in mind when considering Tyneside housing condi¬
tions.
The high density of occupation of housing ©n
Tyneside is not so much due to the larger size ©f
families locally^ as to the extremely low proportion
of larger sized dwellings available for occupancy
by such families.
D. Household Arrangements»(Ti
When the domestic facilities available t©
households on Tyneside are considered the dis¬
crepancy between the depressed south bank and the
more fortunate north bank is very evident. The
domestic facilities ©f the whole conurbation are
about equal to these of England and Wales,(Table
24). Table 25» however, shews wide variations
in this respect within the conurbation itself.
As probably expected area III with its high pro¬
portion of new building, is much the better served
On the other hand Division I is badly served,
particularly in its absence of fixed baths. It
is the range of differences in Division II that isji
most striking. Despite its many old and crowded
houses Newcastle (IIA) is, as a whole, served, in
its domestic arrangements, as well as England and
Wales. Area IID, Hebburn, Jarrow, and South
Shields, contains the local black spots in this
respect, whilst IIB and IIC, Tynemouth and Gateshgad
follow it closely behind. All these areas are
well below the national average in their absence
of piped water, and the associated lack of kitcher.
sinks and baths.
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Table » - Percentage of Households in Undivided Dwellings with





Percentage of Households in undivided dwellings.
Without exclusive use of With all five
arrangements E.
£












England and Wales 12 3 7 14 38 59 21
Greater London. 9
\
2 3 6 25 73 16
South. East Lancashire • 4 3 1 6 40 58 31
West Midlands. 10 3 5 11 37 . 61 22
West Yorkshire. 5 2 1 25 41 55 16
Merseyside. 7 4 3 3 31 66 24
Tyneside. 12 1 8 10 38 60 22
r
Table 4 - Percentage of Households in Undivided Dwellings with Tyneside.
#jg specified availability of Household arrangements. ✓p
Area.
Percentage of Households in undivided dwellings.




With Bath S orK,










Tyneside. 12. 1. 8. 10. .COi"T\ 60. 22.
I. 28. 2. 19. 19. 61. 36. 29.
II. 19. 2. 12. 17. 58. . 40. 32.
III. 6. 1. 3. 4. 19. 79. 13.
II A 12. 1. 6. 9. 44. 54. 29.
B 21. 2. 15. 15. 59. 39. 34.
C 17. 1. 8. 9. 60. 39. 40.
D 31. 5. 25. 38. •oCO 19. 30.
III A 6. 1. 3. 3. 17. CO • 11.





1. 3. 24. 74. 17.
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Chapter 7.
The Industry of Tyneside.
A. Census of Industry.
a) Introduction* Before any detailed Survey
work could be started it was necessary to carry
out a census of local industry. It was obvious,
on a purely empirical basis, at the beginning of
the survey that the whole of the commercial and
industrial establishments, in an area such as this
could not be covered adequately with thepfftsourees
available to the investigation. It was decided,
therefore, at the outset that the scope of the
investigation should only extend to those firms
engaged in the actual manufacture of goods of all
types (as opposed to those engaged in their dis¬
tribution, transport, finance, commerce, etc).
The building and construction industry was exclude
because the transitory nature of its activity, in
any one locality, would add considerably to the
difficulty of the investigation and involve an
amount of work out of proportion to its relative
local importance. For similar reasons agriculture,
forestry, and fishing were excluded, and furthermore,
they form a very miner part ©f the industrial
activity of the conurbation. Only a relatively
small amount of mining, and n© quarrying, is
carried on within the survey boundaries; for this
reason, and because the few mines there are in the
area are covered adequately by the comprehensive
Industrial Medical Service of the National Coal
Boardp)these to© were excluded.
In summary then, the type of industry being
investigated within the Survey Area was that
included in Orders III and VI (Code numbers 044/669)
inclusive ®f the Registrar General's Classification
of Industries as used for the Census in 1951 •(§) This
classification is identical to the Minimal List
Headings - Numbers 20 to 119 inclusive of the
Standard Industrial Classification of the Central
Statistical Office 1948.CP These industries are
known henceforth as the "Survey Industries".
After discussion, with governmental, academic,
and private organisations,it became obvious that
there were no sources of information, which could
provide the data that was needed, in the form that
was needed. The investigation was thus faced
with the initial task of assembling this considerable
amount of material and analysing it.
F©r the purposes of the survey it was considered
desirable to obtain the following facts about the
Survey Industries.
1. The registered name ©f each industrial
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2. The g®@graphic location ©f each, separate
establishment of each company.
3» The classification according to the above
classification; of the predominant
activity of each establishment.
4. The number ©f employees engaged by each
establishment, preferably by age and sex.
5. If possible, the financial linkages between
concerns, to estimate where the controlling
power ©f each establishment lay.
The whole of this assessment ©f the survey
was considerably hampered by the reluctance of
nearly all the industrial establishments approachjed
t© divulge information about points 3. and 4.
As a result such information as was available from
other sources has been pieced together to form as
comprehensive a picture as possible.
b). Sources of Information. Initially all
industrial establishments in the area had to be
identified by name. There proved t© be no com¬
prehensive list ®£ local manufacturing establish¬
ments already in existence. The numerous trade
associations were identified, who were, to a
greater or lesser degree, willing to divulge the
name of their members. Even so^seme sectors of
local industrial activity prove to have a large
proportion of non-members of such associations.
It would appear that many Tyneside business men
are unwilling to subscribe t© their representativ
bodies. Numerous trade directories are, however
available, but these cover the whole of the British
Isles. To extract, fi'oa scores of these
directories, the names of those firms who operate
on Tyneside, even if they provided adequate in¬
formation, was a task beyond the capacity of the
survey. Most of the firms named in these books
are arranged in alphabetical and not geographical
order. Local trade directories, which at first
sight would appear to provide the solution preserjt
two difficulties. Firstly,«»such directories are
arranged by counties or towns and include many
firms not actually in the locality of the Tyneside
survey area, tedious separation again being
necessary. Secondly, these directories include
in their trade classification many firms whose
local activity is purely commercial or distribu¬
tive, and whose actual manufacturing plant is
elsewhere. It proved impossible to separate, in
the light of knowledge aval lab le-^gt that time,
those firms genuinely engaged inAmanufacturing
industry on Tyneside from the amorphous mass of
the other concerns listed in these directories.
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The Board ®£ Trade were approached for help and
were able to supply a limited amount of information.
Under the terms of the Board of Trade Act 194-7,
this Department is empowered to collect, monthly,
a standard return about certain activities, from
each industrial and commercial establishment in
the country, which employs over 10 people. This
information includes the total number of persons
employed by these establishments, and certain
details about their primary industrial activity.
This return is known colloquially as the "L"
return. Under the terms of the above Act the
Board's officials, wh® obtain possession of the
information given on this return, are liable to a
penalty should they disclose any of it to an
unauthorized person. Because of this restriction
the amount of information available from the
Regional Office of the Board of Trade proved t© be
limited. It was possible for the Board to supply
the title and address of all the industrial
establishments within the survey boundary without
infringing the terms of the Act. They were not
able to give the classification, in terms of
industrial activity, of each establishment, because
of these restrictions. It was discovered that
the presentation of the listed establishments was
a sequence which corresponded t© the classifcation
©f industry compiled by the Central Statistical
Office. This classification uses the same Order
Groups as the Census Classification of Industries,
but these are arranged in a different consecutive'
manner. Thus it was possible t© name and locate
geographically ail the industrial establishments
the Survey Industries which employed over 10
people, and having discovered their mode of classi¬
fication, these establishments were re-classified
and coded by the more practical Census Classification.
The fact that the industrial activity of each fim
had already been coded by the Board of Trade solved
for the survey a considerable problem. This
allocation ©f each establishment to a definite
industrial category had been done by the Board's
experts who were in full possession of the essential
facts relating to that firm's activities. This
categorisation is thus much more accurate than any
similar classification could have beeir if attempted
by the limited^sources of this survey. It should
also be noted that this categorisation provided
information about separate industrial establishments
and not merely about industrial companiesJ the
broadest picture of the manufacturing activity of
the valley was thus obtained.
It will be appreciated that whilst the classi¬
fication, by ^©cation and activity, had been ob¬
tained it was impossible to obtain from the Board
of Trade any information about the number of peopl
each establishment employed (other than the fact
that they each employed over 10 people).
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This latter piece ©f information is essentia^
t© any census of industry/and. to obtain it the
local offices ©f the Factory Inspectorate were
approached. The co-operation of the Chief
Inspector of Factories had previously been soigit
and he had given, on general grounds, every en¬
couragement to his local inspectors to co-operat$
with the work of the survey. The information
about factory populations now needed, was made
available by the local Factory Inspectors. This
was obtained by searching the local Factory
Registers/Compiled and maintained by the
Inspectorate/against the list of establishments
supplied by the Boaxd of Trade. Thus it was
possible to arrive at an estimate of the population
of each of the various establishments. There
are, however, several inaccuracies involved in
the combining ©f the information from these tw©
sources,
1, The boundaries ©f the Factory Inspectorate
districts do not coincide with the boundaries
of the survey. Although no known in¬
accuracies ar©se from this per se,it meant
that the Survey Industries had to be
abstracted from amongst a larger group,
2, The figures,for each factory population re¬
corded in the registers^appear to relate
only to that number of employees of the
establishment that are covered by the pro¬
visions of the Factory Act, and by the
regulations made under them. Thus those
employees working in offices, or on a
process not coming under the supervision ©J
the Inspectorate, d® not seem to be included
in the totals given in the register.
3. The figures for this population of each
factory seem to have been approximated to
the nearest double figure, although
reassurance was given by the District In¬
spectors that care had been taken with
the accuracy of these totals. Furthermit
totals only were given, and there was n@
breakdown of the population of these
establishments by age and sex.
4. Some factories, particularly those with
fewer employees and less hazardous pro¬
cesses, were only inspected every three
years. Larger establishments, and those
with more hazardous processes were
inspected more frequently. R© establish¬
ment was inspected more frequently than
©nee a year. Thus the estimated population
for many of the factories was up to 3 yearjs
©Id, and with the smaller concerns, par¬
ticularly those subject to fluctuating
activity (e.g. fish preserving, mineral
water manufacture), the figures recorded
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in the register could well he highly inaccurat
as a result of this practice.
5. The cycle of the Factory Inspectorate is a
continuous one, and the figures for the popu¬
lation of different establishments thus re¬
present the situations existing at different
points in time.
6. The description of the main activity of each
establishment given in the register was often
vague, and did not always coincide with that
given by the Board ©f Trade. The description
in the register tended to be more general and
diffuse than the precise categorisation given
by the Board. As the titles and address of the
establishments ©f the register always coincided
with those given by the Board's list, these
inaccuracies did not affect the accuracy of
this type ®f information.
c). Treatment of Information. It will be seen
that in the statistical description of the Survey
Industrial establishments (Table 27-38 and Appendix
Table 7)» some grouping together of various types
of industrial activity has been undertaken for
convenience sake. T© have categorized industry
under each of the separate code number headings,
would have complicated ,unneossarilyvan already
sufficiently complex industrial pattern. In the
larger industrial groups such as Order VI,
engineering and shipbuilding, the minimum amount
of grouping has been attempted, whilst in the
numerous smaller groups there has been considerably
more condensation. Two principles were roughly
followed in this grouping of the code numbers.
Firstly manufacturing activities of similar type
were grouped to ..ether where this seemed apt • Thuh
in Order XII the two main types of clothing manu¬
facture, tailoring and dressmaking, are listed
separately under code numbers 410^421; following
these are grouped together code numbers 439 t©
459 (small wear manufacture) covering the manu¬
facture ©f shirts, underwear, hats, handserchiefs,
etc. The remaining two groups in this order,
namely manufacturing and repairing ©f boots and
shoes, are both grouped as 460-461. In some
orders, however, a slightly different principle
was followed, because of the absence ©n Tyneside
of any of the representatives of that paifeicular
type of activity: thus in ©rder VII the manufac¬
turing and assembling of vehicles (204) has been
included with the code number covering motor
repairing and garages (217) there being no re¬
presentative on Tyneside of code 204, and the
majority ©f establishments classed in this order
fall under code 217• The remainder of the code
numbers in this order are functionally separate
fr©m the motor vehicles industry, and are included
in the grouping 231-241. This covers such types
of vehicles as locomotives which are made on Tyne-J-
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side, and perambulators which are not.
It had been hoped to compile a Census of ALL
manufacturing establishments on Tyneside, giving
the number ©f persons that were employed, and
the manufacturing activity of each of them. As
has already been noted,the basic list of establish¬
ments obtained from the Board of Trade only covered
those places employing over 10 persons* It would
have been possible to compile a census list of all
remaining factories, i.e. those employing 10 people
and under, from the information available from t^e
Factory Registers. There are, however, several
drawbacks t© undertaking such an extensive censui
on the basis of the information available from these
Factory Registers,
a) Classification into types of industry of the
small establishments would have to be attempted
on the basis ,£ the much vaguer descriptions
available from the Registers,rather than upoh
that provided by the Board of Trade. In effect,
two different bases of classification would
probably have resulted.
b) The infrequency of inspection referred to
above applies particularly to these smaller
factories. The accuracy of the estimates of
their work-forces was much more suspect for
the smaller size group^than for the larger
establishments. '
c) The "rounding off" of the figures for the
factory populations already referred to woulc.
cause a relatively larger inaccuracy in this
smallest size group of factories, than in the
larger size-groupings.
It will be seen in Chapter 10 that an estimat}<
of the total number of industrial establishments
employing over 10 people or less has been made
from other data supplied by the Factory Inspectorate.
It will also be seen that whilst this size-group
is so numerically large, the total work force it
employs is relatively small (5% @1 the total work
force of the Region), Any more accurate and
detailed census ©f it was considered to be beyonc.
the capabilities and the purpose of this investi
gation. One aim of the Survey was to describe
the Industrial Health facilities existing in loc4l
industry. It was considei'ed that as the small
sized factory would almost certainly have no# mohe
than the most rudimentary of such facilities,
nothing vital would be lost by ignoring them for
this immediate purpose. Furthermore the inclusion
©f this group of establishments within a compre¬
hensive Regional Industrial Health Service preseijts
peculiar difficulties. These are considered
further in Chapter Mo •
Thus the group of industrial establishments
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under investigation and known henceforth as the
"Survey Factories" is: those factories within
the Survey Area,employing over 10 people and
classified within Orders III to XVI inclusive of
the Census Classification of Industry 1951,
■
d).Validity of Census. Of all the inaccuracies
in tiie information about the Survey Factories that
stated in Note 2. above is the most sei'ious. ' (There
is no method ©f accurately assessing what propor¬
tion of the total workers employed, in any one
establishment, is represented by the figure given
on the Factory (Register, Thus the number of non-
production staff, or workers not exposed to
statutory hazards must vary as a result of a large
number of influences* These range from the type
of product being manufactured to the modernity ©f
the plant being used. Hevertheless,these were
the only figures that could be obtained for the
population of each factory. Attempts to improve
upon the accuracy of this Information by personally
contacting firms by letter, telephone, and through
the trade associations, were, for the most part,
abortive. Industry is loth t© communicate in¬
formation about the strength ©f its work-force to
anyone not obviously connected with that particular
concern. This reticence is quite understandable.
Short of a personal visit, therefore, to all these
establishments, to establish the bona fides of the
Survey, and so possibly get this information, it if3
doubtful if any more accurat^estimate of each factory
population could be obtained. Personal visits
also might have aroused some antagonism to the
whole investigation, so that later attempts to get
the co-operation of that concern, on other matters,
may have been vitiated.
All the information obtained about each establish¬
ment was transferred t© individual record cards
and the geographic location and the type and size
of each factory was plotted on a large scale (6
inches to the mile) wall map. From this master
map the distribution, within the various Orders of
Industry, throughout the Tyne Valley was analysed
and is shown on mar^ Ho. 5*
When the following data is considered it must
be remembered that only those establishments engaged
in manufacturing industry, as previously defined,
and Jr. employing over 10 people, are indluded.
There are 856 such Survey Factories on Tyneside and
a description of them by Industrial Orders follows,
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Chapter 3,
The Survey Industries of Tyngside b.y Type and
q£ 'tprk-Farce,
A summary ®f the classified Orders of Industries
is given in Tahle 26, the main sub-divisions withfn
these orders are given in appendix Table N©* 8.
Order VI.




The numerically largest Order of industrial
establishments is Order VI (Table Ho,27), There
are 166 factories within it, and the range ©f
products they make is widely varied, as will be s
from appendix Table Ho. 8, Under these circumst
it is better to consider separately the main
groupings.
Shipbuilding (Code.Me, 120),
There are 30 separate establishments included
under this Code Number on Tyneside, and 8 of tb.es
employ over 1,000 people. The largest single
concern employs some 12,000 people but these are
engaged in 3 separate establishments, one of which
is partially marine engineering works* Same of
the other establishments under- this code number
also have small marine engineering departments
within them, but, by and large, the local pattern
of having a separate marine engineering establish-i-
ment outside the main shipyard is followed. Mos
of these latter marine engineering departments
appear under code number 121, as they are geo¬
graphically separate from the shipyards. Include
also in the present category of industry is ship-
repairing, These concerns employ, individually,
fewer work people than the average shipbuilding
concern. The largest single establishment engag
in repairing emplays just over 1,000 men. This
type ©f activity accountsfor all the 8 establish¬
ments in the size-group employing between 250-500
people. In that group of smaller establishments
with under 250 employees, are located the smaller
shipbuilding and shiprepairing yards. These
smaller establadiments deal with smaller craft sue
as tugs, coastal traders, lighters and barges,
the smallest group, i.e. those employing under 50
people, are included the shipbreaking establishments,
©f which there are only 3, and the smaller building
yards, which produce such smaller craft, as life¬
boats, and patral craft. It must be noted here
that, according t© the Industrial Classification
1951, ship-breaking is included under code number
289. However, for the purposes of the survey this
has beexi included in code number 120. It is
suggested that it is more logically placed within




Table No. 26. Summary of Industrie Or»^ s ^
(Survey Industries onlyO
order Industry
HI Treatment of Hon—Metalliferous Mining products,
other than Coal.
XV Chemicals and Allied Trades.
V Metal Manufacture
VI Engineering, Shipbuilding and Electrical Goods.
VII Vehicles
Vill Metal Goods (not elsewhere specified)
IX Precision Instruments, Jewellery, etc.
X Textiles
XI Leather, Leather Goods and Fur.
XII Clothing
XIII Food, Lrink and Tobacco.
XIV Manufactures of ood and Cork.
XV Paper and Printing
XVI Other Manufacturing Industries.
Type of Industry Table 27. Order V1 Factory Size Groupings by Area & Total
GODS 11-50
EE. m. SE. SW. Total.
120 3 1 3 1 8.
121 1 " 2 1 4,
122-140 1 1 2 4«
141-1i£ 1 2 3.
154-168 2 6 3 5 16.
169 3 9 3 10 25.
170-172 1 4 1 1 7.
180-109 2 5 2 2 11.
Total 12 28 14 24 (78)
IIS.
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EW SE. SW. Total.
1 5 8.
1 1 2.
2 1 1 4.
1 1 2.
1 1 3.
1 1 1 5.
1 1.
2 1 4.










When interpreting these figures a peculiarity
about the shipbuilding industry must be remembered,(T)
It employs a large number of different types of
craftsmen, the more specialised of which, e.g.
carpenters and upholsterers, can only be employed
by any one firm when a certain type of vessel,
e.g. a passenger liner, is being constructed by that
firm. Work for each of the crafts in any one yard
is also dependent upon the stage ©f construction
reached by a certain vessel at a particular time,
as well as upon the specific type of that vessel.
Only the largest yards, therefore, have a sufficently
wide range and number of vessels building, and at
different stages of construction, at one time, to
provide constant work for the range of craft skill.s
used in this industry. In fact on Tyneside no
yard could claim to be so comprehensive in its
activity. Thus the labour force is a peculiarly
mobile one in shipbuilding. The carpenter^, fining
that work is completed on a new passenger liner a1;
one end of the Tyne, may only find suitable work,
immediately available, at a ship-repairing yard at
the far end of the river. If there is no demand
for his skill at the precise moment his present
job is completed, then he remains unemployed until
another ship reaches the appropriate stage of cons¬
truction when his craft is needed. For this reason
skilled workmen in this industry are on a contract
©f service of tw© hours notice. Today, of cours^,
with order books for new ships full,and a large
tanker tonnage requiring continuous repairing,it :ls
not often that even the most specialised of crafts¬
men cannot find employment, over-night, somewhere
along the river.
^hen the qualifications already mentioned, abdut
the accuracy of the factory population data,
combined with this peculiar mobility ©f the popu¬
lation of the shipbuilding industry, it would seeii,
that some of the figures provided, from the factory
register, could be wildly astray. In actual fact
with this industry booking at present, the composi¬
tion, in terms ©f the occupations of the work-force,
may vary,- considerably from yard t© yard, from dak
to day, but the total numbers employedin each
establishment remains fairly constant.^
One section, in this group ©f industry, wh^ch
is only intermittently active is shipbreaking^)
The establishments are few in number and employ
relatively few werk-people. Unless a shipbreakea
can accumulate sufficient reserves of ©Id sbips,
in his yard, t© provide continuity ©f work for hijs
employees, there are bound t© be l©ng periods of
inactivity. Tyneside shipbreaking yards are
situated well-upstream, and c ,n only take small
vessels, which are quickly disposed of. Furthermore,
they do not have sufficient space, in this area,
t© accumulate reserves of work, and therefore ship-
breaking ©n the Tyne, is a very sporadic industry.
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The mobility of the shipyard labour force
presents some peculiar difficulties, in planning
an Industrial Health Service for the area, whexi
it is considered that s«me 75*000 people are
employed in this industry# Further consideration
is given t© this in chapter 21 #
Marine Engineering (Code So, 121 j.
There are 13 firms of this group, 3 of them
employing over 1,000 workers, and 4 are medium
sized establishments employing between 250 and
1,000. Some of them, as already noted, are owned
by shipbuilding firms,and almost all of their
product is supplied to the in rent building yards.
All the 6 smaller firms, employing under 250
people, are independent. The larger establishments,
as well as supplying the parent firm with machinery
do, occasionally, take in contracts for marine
engineering work from other yards on Tyneside and
elsewhere.(fr) Such yards do not own their own
engineering shops. One of the large independent
makers of propulsion machinery has recently de¬
veloped an interest in Vm* nuclear power plants
for marine use. This establishment is quite
separate from the local electricity generating
industry, which is engaged on producing nuclear
power plant for the electricity supply industry.
Some of the firms also build combustion equip¬
ment^ such as high pressure boilers for their marine
propulsion units. This latter activity should,
logically, be included under code number 125, but,
where it is an integral part of a marine engineering
establishment,it is included under code number 121.
The work pattern in marine engineering is less
intermittent than in shipbuilding and repairing.
A set of propulsion machinery, once completed, can
be stored whilst awaiting completion ox the hull
of the ship. This allows work fMsMfirbegtu at
once ©n a new plant. The labour force in marine,^
engineering, thus, is more continuously employed®
It must also be remembered that marine engineering
employs a much smaller range of craft skills than
shipi'epairing and shipbuilding, and the difficulties
of these latter industries are thus avoidable.
Within code numbers 120 and 121 there is a
total of 43 establishments. Many of these, althe
they are geographically separate establishments,
are in fact controlled by single large combines,
e.g. the largest combine on Tyneside controls a
building yard, two repairing yards, and is widely
engaged, elsewhere in the valley, upon the manu¬
facture of machine tools, fighting vehicles, and
earth moving equipment. Another combine controls
two shipbuilding yards, a shiprepairing yard and
a large marine engine works, with a total work
force of 12,000. Another^ smaller group, employs
ugh
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same 5,000 people at its own marine engineering weirks
and shipbuilding yards* (There are also commercial
and financial connections between firms in the
smaller size groups, as well as similar arrangements
with and between firms in other groups of the order.
These vertical and horizontal connections between
many of the shipbuilding and engineering companies
located on Tynesi&e, is another factor that has ts
be considered closely when planning an Industrial
Health Service for the Region.
Machine Tools etc* (Code numbers 122-140).
There are 14 firms in this grouping. As well
as containing firms manufacturing machine tools it
includes other types ©f manufacturing such as '
boiler manufacture (See Appendix No. Q). The two
largest units employ some 4,500 and 3,000 people,
respectively. Both these establishments are
geographically adjacent, and are owned by the same
large industrial combine, mentioned in the last
paragraph above, A wide range of heavy engineering
products is undertaken by this company. These
vary between the manufacture of ©rdnancei (logically-
included in code number 141 when made in separate
establishments),through heavy duty press and forging
equipment, fighting vehicles, brass and steel
castings to marine engines for their shipyard
mentioned above. The predominant activity, howevjer,
of this large firm, is machine-tool manufacture.
For this reason both of these establishments are
included in this group of code numbers*
ui The remaining 12 firms in the grouping employ
«Bir 500 people and are engaged in either the
manufacture of maGhine tools or "other" engineering
tools. The larger units make machine tools and
the smaller ones produce the lighter hand tools*
Ordnance and Constructional Engineering (Code
—Numbers i4i-i42 >r
There are 10 establishments in f-'iis grouping.
Today no ordnance manufacture takopl&ce ©n Tyneside
in separate establishments solely devoted to it.
The only ordnance manufacture^ that remains,is
included,as mentioned, in the preceding group.
All the units in this group are engaged upon
constructional engineering o% one type or another
This term covers such things as the construction
©f coke ovens, bulk handling equipment, and the
steel framework of buildings. All the establish¬
ments are in units employing under 1,000 people.
Miscellaneous Engineering Products (Code Numbers
IIII »■ mill m mi* II ■>■1 m m . I. *»r w mum "
154-168,
These code numbers are grouped together using
principles previously described, (page 57)* The
grouping covers a wide range of activity (see
Appendix He. 8 )• The principal types of
mm **
industry included within it are mining machinery,
heating and ventilating apparatus (mostly for
shipping),gas meters,cranes, and other conveying
machinery, and pumps (mostly marine).
All these establishments employ under 1,000
people, and this is probably to be expected from
the physically smaller type of work which is
undertaken. This type of industrial activity
does not require such a wide range ©f heavy equipy
ment and human skills that, for example, ship¬
building does. Furthermore it can be carried on
economically with less capital investment, and
thus in smaller units. Many of the 16 firms employ^
50 people or undera&ft* a greater or lesser degree v
sub-contractors to the largei* engineering '
firms,<lmmit tend to make a varied range of components
for these larger establishments to assemble into
their main products.
Other Men-electrical Engineering (Code No.169)*
There are 57 establishments in this group, 25
©f whom employ 50 people ©r less. The difficulties
inherent in categorising manufacturing activity
accurately are well illustrated by the types of
manufacturing that are included in this large
"residue" grouping. There are no fewer than 181
types of industrial activity covered by this one
code number, and they range from beer engines through
lawn mowers and sewing machines to windmills. Only
a fraction of this abundance is represented locally.
Many of the industi'iea are non-traditional ones fpr
Tyneside, and are located on the trading estates.
Such firms manufacture automatic packing machinery,
printing machinery, cement mixing machinery, p©we:j
tools, steam gauges etc. As well as these "new"
firms, many of the older establishments supplying
the shipbuilding and heavy engineering industry w|th
components, fall within this grouping. iuite a
number ©f the establishments Included here are
local branches of larger national concerns,which
have their main manufacturing plants elsewhere.
Electrical Machinery, Wires and Cables (Code
numbers 190-192').
This group excludes the electronic and radio
industries ;which are included in the next para¬
graph. There are only 13 firms in this group,
and as stated earlier,they represent the most
rapidly expanding fraction of all Tyneside industry,
and that which has the greatest potential for
expansion in the immediate future. The two
largest units b©th employ s©me 5»000 people, and
they make machinery for the electricity supply
industry, namely turbo-generators, and distribution
equipment. Together with another independent
engineering concern, classified under code number
121, they represent the dominant local interest i^i
the production of nuclear electricity, generating
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plant.
The remaining 11 establishments in this group
are varied in character. Some produce electrical
cables and equipment ©f a specialised nature, whilst
others are almost exclusively engaged upon the
manufacture of components for larger concerns.
Miscellaneous Electrical Manufacture (Code Numbers
iao-199). f
This group includes the electronic and radio
industries as well as a wide range of electrical
component and consumer goods production. All of
these plants employ under 1,000 people. They are
mostly new to the area, i.e. post-1939, and many
are located upon the three trading estates, within
the Survey Area. Of the 22 establishments in this
group, 50% eiaploy under 50 people and are included
in code number 199» which is the "residue" code
number for this type of industry* Prominent in the
group, as a whole, is the manufacturing of electrical
cells and radio valves. Many of the larger units
included here represent the local establishments 4^
larger concerns centred elsewhere.
General comments on Order VI.
Out of the total 166 firms in this classification
78 (Jfi-0%) employ 50 people ©r under. Only 15
(t»0%) are in the class employing over 1,000 peopl
Together, however, these larger firms employ aboui
55,000 of the total of 86,000 people in insured
employment in this gr©up ©f industries (see next
chapter). There is a large group ©f 53 medium-
sized fii-ms $M%) which employ between 100 and
500 workers and account f©r a total of some 18,50({)
people.
Firms employing under 500 people are spread
more evenly over the full span of industries,
included in Order VI, than are the larger units
which tend to be confined to shipbuilding, heavy
engineering, and electrical machinery manufacture,
The concentration ©f^stablishments under code
number 169, i.e. "other non-electbical engineering"
has already been mentioned, but the large* pro¬
portion of establishments in this group which
employ under 50 people is noteworthy for present
purposes. Establishments employing between 500
and 1,000 people, tend, like the larger ones, to
be concentrated in a narrow band of activity,
although the firms in this size group extend* ovef
a somewhat wider range of industry than do the vehy
large establishments. They tend to be engaged In
marine engineering, mac ine tools, and specialist
machinery, and the electronic and radio industries.
The geographic location of industry in
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Order VI is of some interest (Appendix Map N®.1).
Only 6 out of the total of 30 shipbuilding and
repairing firms, are located in the North Tyne
West and South Tyne West sub-areas, and 3 of these
6 firms lie immediately ©ver the border sub-dividing
the region. The remaining 3 firms are the small
shopbreaking establishments,all of which lie up-
river from Newcastle. In other words, the majority
of the shipbuilding and repairing is located along
both banks of the final 6 miles of the river Tyne.
This simply emphasizes points raised in chapter 4 .
No other single industry in this order shows such
a striking geographical location. Even marine
engineering,although mostly located along the river-
sicLe^ stretches as far as 12 miles up-stream.
Geographical Distribution of fflrms in Order VI
N.E. N,fl, S.E. S,ff. Total.
29. 4$. 38. 31. 166.
The geographic location ©f all establishments
in Order VI is shown above. ^Relatively few of
them are located in the North East sub-area, but
it must be remembered that % out of the largest
13 units in this order, are located in this sub-
area. The large proportion of establishments in
the South West is partially accounted for by the
presence of the large Team Valley Trading Estate
where some 17 of the firms, in this sub-area, are
located. 16 of these employ under 300 people.
Only ©ne of the 15 larger units;em^oying over
1,000 peopl^ lies in the South-West, and 4-5 of the
total of 51 establishments in this sub-area emplo,t
under 500 people. In the North-viest a large
proportion, 43 ©ut of 48 establishments, employ
under 500 people, and 37 ©f these employ under
250. The majority of this latter group of smaller
firms is located, in ©Id premises, in the centre
or immediate environs of Newcastle, and they are,
mostly, engaged upon jobbing and sub-contracting
work.
In the South-East a relatively high proportion,
10 out ©f 38 plants,are in the intermediate size-
range, employing 250-500 people* 5 ©f these
intermediate sized firms are ship-repairing yards,
and apart from one larger repairing yard in the
North-East, they represent all the independent
repairing firms on the Tyne (much incidental ship-* (g)
repairing, is ®f course, done by shipbuilding firMs).
- 6?
Order XIII.
Food. Drink, and Tobacco Manufacture (Code Number 5
471-547 inclusive, "
This group is the second numerically largest
group of industrial establishments. The wide
range of processes covered by this Order is shown
in Appendix He. 8.
The firms in the Code Number grouping 480-492,
i.e. baking, confectionery, and biscuit making,
are the most numerous, and 25 of the 34 firms so
engaged employ under 50 people (Table No. 28).
Tfcis reflects the tendency for the baking of brea<Ji
and the making of cakes to be done in small bake¬
houses serving a few shops, the whole being con¬
trolled by a single private ©r family business.
The largest single unit, employing 800 persons is
a well-known biscuit* making coxoern with associated
companies elsewhere in Great Britain, The two
establishments in the intermediate size group
(250-500 employees) are both large, mechanised
bakeries, which belong to the same national chain
organisation of bakery shops and bakehouses.
Belo,v this size all but two of the bakeries belong
to local independent concerns, and these two ex¬
ceptions are controlled by another nation-wide
baking organisation.
Establishments in Code Number grouping 521-
529 manufacture a miscellaneous type ©f product:
margarine, animal food stuffs, the preserving of
fish, fruit, and vegetables, and the curing ©f
fjLsh. All but one ©f these establishments employ
under 250 people. A single large firm in the
North-East employs some 800 workers, and is engaged
upon the preserving and canning ©f fruit, vegetables,
fish and meat products. Again a large proportion,
23 out of 28, in this group are in the smalkst
size range (under 50 employees).
A similar size pattern is shown by the
establishments included in the Code number grouping
506-515* covering the manufacture of milk products;
and chocolate and sugar confectionery. The tw©
largest of these establishments manufacture sweets;.
The five establishments in the size range 50-250
employees are modern mechanised dsLiries^ supplying
a wide range of retailers throughout the eonurba-
! tion and outside it. Four of these dairies are
owned by local Cooperative Societies. Amongst
the 17 smallest establishments there is a wide
range of activity,varying from the small private
ciairy to the establishments that manufacture jams,
and other preserves. In this g?oup there is a
date-packing factory that has appalling hygienic
conditions and in the past has produced some
interesting environmental problems. Code number
536 covers the manufacture, and bottling,of soft
drinks and mineral waters. There are 24 firms
Type of Industry
Table 28. Order XI11











HE. KW. SE. SW. Total.
471 1 1 . 1 1. 1 1. 1 1.
40O-492 11 9 2 3 ,inOJ 1.1 1 3. 1 2 3- 2 2.
494-499 3 3 6. 1 1.
506-515 2 10 5 1?.
_
3 3. 2 2-
1
1 1 2.
521-529 12 3 1 7 23. 1 1 2. 2 2-
i
i
530-535 5 2 4 11. 1 1 2. 2 2. 1 1.
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s© engaged and 23 of them employ under 30 workers,
The single large firm, eiapieying some 350 people,
produces a well advertised, and much consumed,
invalid glucose drink, It is a subsidiary ©f
a large national combine producing a wide range of
patent remedies and toilet products.
The brewing and bottling industry (Code Numbers
530-535) has 16 establishments locally. The highly
mechanised nature of the processes allow them to
employ relatively few workers in relation to the
value of their products. Of these, five are
breweries, owned by local concerns, ninl r run u/i •]_
^wirtrirrHpO i'ir ^iLa, whilst the remainder are all
wholesale bottling stores, for beer and spirits,
and are owned by larger brewing concerns centred
outside the area.
Of the remaining industries inthe orderjonly
grain milling (Code Number 471)., and cigarettes
and tebacce manufacture (Code Number 544),call for
any comment. Grain milling, like brewing, has
become a highly automatic process and the capacity
of the mills is related mere t© the amount ©f
machinery used within them, than to the small number
of workers employed. The output of these mills
is, in contrast with much of local industry, ex¬
tremely high in relation to the number of people
employed. All these four establishments are
controlled by large national concerns, and all,
except one, have been founded within the last 25
years. Two of them are amongst the most modern
plants, of their type, in the country. Cigarette
are produced in two plants,both owned by the same
large corporation centred in the West Country. Tihe
largest,employing some 900 persons, is only 5 yeaijs
©Id and the facilities it provides for its Health
Service will be commented upon in detail later.
The geographical location of these industries
is shown below (See Appendix Map No.2),
N.E. ff.W. S.E, 3,W. Total.
32. 66. 10. 31. 139.
An interesting point about this distribution is thje
relative absence of the feed-producing industry in
the heavily industrialised towns of Hebburn, Jarrojw,
and South Shields, i.e. the South-East. Further¬
more f8 out ©f the 10 establishments in this sub-
area employ under 50 people. Only a single esta¬
blishment — a biscuit factory in South Shields is
of any size, and it employs some 800 people, nearly
all women. Apart from this the only other unit ep
ploying more than 50 persons is a small brewery
employing some 58 workers. There are living in
this sub-area some 160,000 people, or roughly one
fifth of the total population of the whole conur¬
bation; this is a measure of the under-representa^
tion in this sub-area of this type of industry.
Type of Indus'cry Factory Size Groupings by Area « Total
*
Table 29. Order X1V
CODE
11^0 51-100 101-250 251-500
IE. mm SE. SW. Total. IE. M, SE. SW. Total. IE. m. SE. SW. Total. IS. M. SE. SW. Total.
554 2 7 1 6 2 27. 3 2 5. 1 1. 1 1.
559 3 1 4. 1 1.
566 721 10. 2 2. 2 3 5. 1 1.
569-589 3 10 1 4 18. 1 2 3. 1 1 2.










establishments within grouping 569-589 are located
in the North last region, whilst all the box making
firms in this group are located in the north east
The geographical location of this Order is
shown below (See Appendix Map No. 3).
N.S. M.W. S.B, S.vV, Total.
13. 36. 19. 13. 81.
Of the 19 firms in the south east employing imJv
50 people, immfKrare Inalinnp^' saw milling
concerns. Whilst a further 27 of the total 59
firms employing under 50 people are in the north
west. Only hiim5'&£ these smailesfsized establish¬
ments lie in the mmMmmrmL- region.
Order XV.
Paper and Printing (Code Numbers 594/623)
Like the other1 orders this one has been con¬
tracted for easier description, on the basis of
principles already explained. Code-number
grouping 594-600 includes the manufacturing of
raw paper and paper products such as wall paper.
Code humbers 601-608 cover paper manufactures
such as boxes, bags, and stationery. Code number
612 represents the publication ©£ newspapers,
periodicals, etc., and Code number 623 covers
other publishing, printing and binding. There
are 64 firms in this^Swta«fTand 51 of these firms
employ under 50 people (Table Bo. 30). 3 firms
are engaged upon the actual manufacture of paper
locally, and all of them employ between 100 and
500 employees. 12 firms are engaged in the
manufacture of paper products and all of them are
confined to the manufacture of boxes, cartons anc.
paper bags. Only 2 firms publish and print news¬
papers,* ©ne, the largest concern in the whole orde r,
employs almost 1,000 people,and produces the main
local morning and evening papers, and is a large
subsidiary in a national newspaper group, A
smaller newspaper is published, in the evenings,
in South Shields. Over all 68 of the 81 firms
employ less than 100 people. The geographical
distribution is shown below (See Appendix Map
No. 4).
N.E. K.W, S.B. S.W. Total.
4, 4?. 10. 20. 81.
The preponderance of this Order of Industry
in the north west is most striking. Some 35 of
the 47 firms in this sub-area are in the under-
50 group, and of these 33 are engaged upon "Othe^
Pi'inting and publishing". For the most part
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these are small jobbing printing firms located
in the commercial centre ©f Newcastle, from whence
they obtain a large proportion of their trade.
Out of the total of 64 firms listed under Code
number 623, i.e. "other printing etc.", 42 are
in fact located in the central area of Newcastle.
There is a smaller centre of printing in Gateshead-,
that is 11 firms in this town. The processing
of paper (Code numbers 601-608) is done exclusively
in the North-West and South West, there being 4 and
8 firms respectively in each ©f these sub-areas,
and as already stated they are exclu&vely engaged
upon the making of paper bags, boxes, cartons, etc.
All but one of the firms processing paper in the
south west is located in the Team Valley ,Trading
Estate, and one of the firms in this itnak is
engaged upon the highly specialised trade of
printing bank-notes for overseas currencies.
Order VIII.
Metal Goods (not elsewhere specified)(Code Numbers
" — -—
There are 76 firms in this group covering a
wide span of productive industry (See Appendix 8)
A large proportion of the establishments, 37 ®f
the total, lies in the grouping of code numbers
284-289)Table No.31). This is due to the wide
collection of trades in the "residue" code number
289 - "other metal industries". This single c©&£
number covers some 140 different types of activity
which range from boot trees and mousetraps, t©
umbrella frames. Only a fraction of these
industries are represented on Tyneside, and many
of those which are, are suppliers to the ship¬
building and engineering industries. This
categorization explains the disproportionately*
large number of establishments in this grouping.
33 of these 37 firms employ less than 50 people^
and their diversity is to© great to warrant
further comment.
The firms grouped under code numbers 270-279
manufacture the group ©f products generally known
as "metal small-ware", i.e. locks, keys, needles,
metal furniture and brass manufactures. It is
this latter type ©f activity that engages most
©f the firms in this grouping. They produce,
for example, ships lamps, and steam and other
pressure gat&es for the engineering end ship¬
building industries. 12 ©ut ©fthe 17 firms in
this group employ under 50 people.
The 14 firms under grouping 262-265 make a
wide range of products. The largest establish¬
ment makes wire ropes for the shipping industry,
in an ©Id established plant near the riverside.
Until relatively recently this firm was almsst
exclusively engaged upon the manufacture of hemp
ropes, which in fact still forms a fair propor¬
tion of its activities* Further comment is made
nypfi of Industry
Table 31. Order V111
CODE 11-50 51-100
TIE. rsr. SE. SW. Total. EE. M. SE. SW. Total.
25^-261 1 3 4. 2 2.
262-265 3 14- 8. 1 1.
270-229 3 4 14 12. 1 113.
284-289 3 18 3 9 33. | 1 1 1 3.
Total 6 26 5 20 (57) 2 2 1 4 (9)
501-1000 1001-2000
254-261 1 1.
262-265 1 1. 1 1.
270-279 ■ ' :
284-289
Total 2 (2) 1 (1)
101-250 251-500





3 (6) 1 (1)
2001-5000 5000+ Gzana Total
(76)
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upon this establishment when the insured population
is considered in chapter 9 as it provides a
prominent example ®f the different classification
of the same industrial establishment sometimes
used by the Board of Trade on the one hand, and
the Ministry of Labour on the other. The second
largest establishment in this grouping manufactures
metal boxeSj and is controlled by a large nation¬
wide organisation which exclusively produces this
type of manufacture. The remaining establishments
in this grouping either make such things as wire
baskets and other wire products, or produce hollow-
War6 such as drums and other containers. A smaller
proportion, 8 out of 14 firms, are in the smallst
size-groups. Finally in this order, 8 firms in
grouping 254-261 are engaged upon producing other
small iron ahd steel goods* A single medium-
sized establishment, i.e. employing 600 people,
produces laminated springs in a dilapidated ©Id
works ©n the Berth West edge of the conurbation.
WmmmumtrntrnKr 5 in this grouping are concentrated
in the central parts of Gateshead in the south wes
Geographic Distribution of Order Fill Industriejs.
N.E. M.W« S.E, S.W. Total ♦[
10. 32. 7. 27, 76.
Again the preponderance of the establishments
is seen to be located in the Berth West sub-region
(See appendix Map n®. 5)* This is due t© the 18
establishments employing under 50 people in the
Code number 289. These factories}like so many
others of the smallest size in other orders, belonlg
to the older jobbing and sub-contracting type of
concerns. The larger number in the South West,
as compared with the North last and South East,
is in part due to 8 of the firms being located on
the Team Valley Trading Estate. These are pro¬
ducing either metal hollow ware, wire baskets, or
forgings.
Order XII.
Clothing (Code Numbers 4 0/461).
There always has been, t© a minor extent, a
local clothing industry, but it was mostly made
up of small firms operating on the fringe ©f the
industry. Recently, firms in search of an
adequate labour force, not available in other
traditional clothing manufacturing areas, have
established themselves on Tyneside, because ©f its
local reserve of female labour•(&) This has con¬
siderably increased the local representation of
this industry over the last 15 years. The range
of industries in this order is grouped into
tailoring (Code No. 410), dressmaking (Code No.421),
other small goods and millinery (Code numbers 4J4-
459)* and boots and shoes (Code numbers 460—461)
Type of Industry
Table 32. Order IIo# X11
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There is no mass manufacture of "boots and shoes
locally ,and all the firms included in the last
grouping are engaged solely upon repairing.
There are 68 firms in Order XII on Tyneside
(Table No* 32). Six employ over 250 people and
have all been established recently; the four-
largest ones,all tailoring factories, are sub¬
sidiaries ©f multiple companies. There are thre
of these tailoring firms in the south west and two
are located on the Team Valley Trading Estate,
Two in the North-East employ 300 - 400 people, and
are located on the smaller Chirton Trading Estate
they are dressmakers and lingerie manufacturers
respectively. The largest firm of all, mass
producing mens' clothing, is situated in South
Shields, arid is a post-War development. It was
presumably attracted t© this town because ©f the
particularly large reserve ©f labour available
there.
The total number of firms engaged upon
tailoring and dressmaking is 52,and they are equalpL
divided between these two types of activity* The
larger units, however, i.e. those employing over
500 ;are all engaged upon tailoring. The distri¬
bution, among size-groups, is less heavily biased
in these trades, towards the smallest units.
There are only eight firms making small-wear
and a similar number upon the repairing of boots
and shoes. The size diskibution ©f these calls
for no particular comment, other than that they
are the type ©f industry which operates in very
small establishments, i.e. employing under 10
people. The true distribution ©f this type of
activity is probably not shown up by the present
Census.
Geographical Distribution of Order XII.
N.E. N.W. S.E. S.W. Total.
4. 38. 7. 19. 68.
The geographical and size distributions shows
the importance ©f Newcastle as the eentre ©f the
old clothing industry, particularly dressmaking,
with its high proportion of small units. (See
Appendix Map No. 6). Thirty out of thirty-eight
establishments in the North-West employ under 100
people. All the clothing firms in Newcastle are
located in two closely packed concentx'ations in
the western-centre of the town. The majority of
these factories are located in converted terraced
houses. The influence of the Team Valley Trading
Estate is shown by the proportionately large
number of factories in the South West sub-area.
Until the Chirton Estate, converted from an old
Ministry of Supply ammunition factory, was ©perai
after World War II, there were n© clothing firms
74 -
outside the North-West and South-West sub-areas.
Three,of the present fourv firms in the North-
East sub-area,are ©n this trading estate. The
position in the South-Bast has been touched upon
already; the six other firms in this sub-area
are, for the most part, old-established small
firms, although one medium-sized underwear firm
is a recent development.
Order VII - Vehicles.
Code Numbers 204-241.
In this Order the activities involving the
motor industry, Code numbers 204-230 have been
separated from the others, Code numbers 231-241,
which in this area are factories producing railwa|r
rolling stock.
There are 3 establishments in the latter
grouping. The largest manufactures steam and
diesel locomotives and employs some 600 people.
This works was the original factory of George
Stevenson and the "Socket" was built here. It
is located in an old part of the centre of New¬
castle. Recently it has been incorporated into
a large engineering, electrical and air-craft
manufacturing combine, which has begun to acquire
interests in Tyneside industry on a considerable
scale. The other two firms in this code grouping
repair railway wagons.
wwkJJri* pi 111. wLLiuip jr b i
The 63 firms connected with the motor industry
are largely garages engaged upon repair work. All
the $7 firms employing under 100 people, are of this
type (Again, the much more numerous, small garage^,
employing under 10 persons, will not be revealed
by this Census). Three of the firms in size grou|>
100-250 employees are coach builders ©f passenger
vehicles, these being built upon chasses produced
elsewhere. Another firm in this size group
assembles and services^ vehicles for the Ministry
of Supply, The single firm in the North-West
sub-area which employs over 1,000 people, is a
motor transport corporation. It is included in
this Census for the simple reason that the infor¬
mation supplied by the Board of Trade classified
it here, "it is suggested that this is a mis-
classification, and whilst a proportion of its
employees are no doubt engaged upon the repairing
of the buses used by the Corporation, it would pro¬
bably be more accurately classified under Order
XIX, Code numbers 720 (Motor Transport).0 It is
not considered further in this Survey.
The geographical distribution in this area
reflects the predominant number of garages in the
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Presumably the other areas are adequately served
by garages, the majority of which employ under
11 people and so do not appear in the census.
Order IV.
Chemical and Allied Trades. (Code numbers 060-08/ 2
This order has been artificially grouped to
reflect the local pattern of its activity.
The Grouping Numbers 060-065 contains one
small fertiliser plant and one company who are
marketing tar and bitumen by-products, obtained
from the nationally owned coke ovens (Table No.3jjp.
These latter industries, the coke ovens, are
numerous on Tyneside and are excluded from the
scope ©f the survey as they, like the mines which
are also excluded, lie under the control of the
National Coal Board^and are adequately served by
tha industry's Industrial Health Service.Q) Grouping
066-072 includes the paint industry and the majority
of its local suppliers of raw materials; Groupinjg
0^f4-087 contains firms supplying and refining
mineral and lubricating oils, the newly developinJg
pharmaceutical industry and the soap and detergenjt
manufacturing industry.
Two large paint concerns dominate the local
paint industry. This industry, like grain
milling, is highly mechanised, and in relation to
the value of its product the labour force is
minute. One firm employs over 2,000 people, who
are scattered in some 7 establishments over the
whole of Tyneside. It also has interests in
Order XVI, i.e. in the production of plastics.
The second concern is centred in four establish¬
ments jConcentrated in a small area on the borders
of the South-East and South-West sub-divisions.
Like the preceding concern it has interests which
lie outside the immediate production of paint,
such as the manufacture of steel drums and
containers. All the remaining establishments,
in the grouping 066-072 are in the smallest size
group, and they mostly fall under the "residue"
code numbers 069 - "other chemicals". Their
products range from "Drugs" to the recovery of
selenium from old electrical cells.
Tw© ©f the establishments employing between
250-500 people in the grouping numbers 074-087
belong to an expanding pharmaceutical group of
companies which produces several patent remedies.
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It is now entering the field, of "ethical" pharma¬
ceutical products. The largest factory in this
grouping belongs t© an Anglo-American Corporation
producing a wide range of domestic soaps and
detergents. The administrative offices of this
corporation are situated on Tyneside also. Ther
is a small soap works in the south west region
which employs some 230 people^and belongs to the
Co-operative organisation. Most of the remainde
of the firms in this grouping employ under 100
people,and are engaged in a variety of industries
the range of which is shown in the Appendix* One,
worthy of note, employs 210 people in the North¬
west and produces glues from slaughter house ©ffajls,
Order III.
Non-Metalliferous Mining Products (Code Numbers
cM-oW
There are 42 firms in this Order (Table 35),
and it contains those establishments that make
bricks, pottery, and fire-clay goods (Code number
044-050) and glass, cast stone, and concrete
products (Code numbers 051-059).
The two largest firms in the whole order each
employ over 600 people; and are engaged,respectively
on the machine and hand blowing of glass-ware, and
upon the production of highly specialised fused
silica vessels and tubing. The former establish^
ment is on# the site of one of the old Hugenot
glass factories/ and the history of glass working
among some of its population has been traced back,
through family connections, over two centuries
10 firms employ between 100 and 500 people and
make a variety of goods. Of the 5" iu the North-
West 2 make bricks, and tSflwiother is a well known
sanitary pottery manufacturer. Of the 7 other
firms in this size range, 6 make concrete casting^
and the other is an ©Id established glass-works,
famous for its fine,blown and spun, table glass¬
ware. Of the 30 firms employing under 100
people, 6 make bricks and one makes sanitary pipe
and the remaining 23 are all engaged upon the
manufacture of concrete products, such as pipes,
building slabs, beams etc.
The geographical distribution is shown below.
N.E. N.W, S.E. S.W. Total.
1. 14. 6. 21. 42.
The striking factor of the geographical break¬
down is the almost total absence of this type of
industry in the North-East sub-area. This is
partially due to the absence there of clay for
brick-making, and sand for concrete working.Qj)
There is a large concentration of this latter typ
of work in this South-West sub-areayand some two
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under 50 people* There is an ample supply of sanji
and gravel in the area at the meuth of the River
Team in the South-West, and this probably explains
this concentration*
Order V*
Metal Manufacture - Code Numbers 090-199.
There are 52 firms in this order (Table 36),
and there axe two groupings within it. Code
numbers 090-111 covers the production and working
of ferrous metals and code numbers 114—119 covers
the production and working of non-ferrous metals.
There are 21 firms in the former grouping and 11
in the latter. Two of the three establishments
of the 500-1,000 size group are owned by the same
concern, one making grey-iron castings, and the
other steel castings. This firm has strong local
connections, and, in contrast with so many of the
locally-controlled companies, has provided a
fairly comprehensive Industrial Health Service for
its employees. This point of contrast between
the attitude of locally controlled and non-locally
controlled companies towards the health of their
work people will be commented on further in
Chapter 21 * The third establishment in the
size group 500-1,000 employees, is a local factory
of a Tyneside steel-producing company whose main
works lie just outside the Survey Area. This
establishment is a steel rolling mill in Jarrow,
and it was located there as the space was availably
for its long buildings on the site of the der#l«ct
Palmers' shipyard.
Eight of the eleven medium sized firms (100-
500 people) work ferrous metals. There is one
steel tube drawing establishment in this group
which employs some 300 people^but the rest are
either castin ; shops or small rolling mills. The
latter group, to©, supplies materials to the ship¬
building and. constructional engineering industries
Two of the non-ferrous metal plants in the same
size group are lead works. One produces, togethe^
with a wide range of 1aoAt products, some of the
hazardous white lead by the old *£ashioned#"chambe^"
process*(this is logically includable under Code
number 068), and the other smelts ore to make the
pure metal. Both are controlled by the same
large national lead-producing combine, and the
company* being aware of the hazardous nature of
this product, pays great attention t© environmental
conditions. Another establishment of the same
firm manufactures the rare metals antimony and
zirconium.
In the smallest size group, the proportion of
non-ferrous metal working establishments increases
to 7 out of 15, and all these seven factories are
engaged upon the manufacture of brass, and brass
castings, mostly for the marine engineering industrt
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The geographical distribution of industries
in this order does not call for any special comment.
Order XVI.
Other Manufacturing Industries (Code numbers 658-669).
There are 28 industrial establishments in thiis
order £Table 37). For easier description they
have been divided into two equal groups. Code
number 638-655 contain a single new factory manu¬
facturing rubber tubing and hose, and numerous
other smaller establishments manufacturing toys,
games, and brushes. These smallest firms are
all within the toy and "novelty" industry, and
they produce a wide variety ©f play-things, from
paper hats to Christmas crackers. The two large3t
firms in the grouping 666-669 both produce laminated
plastic material for the furniture trade. The
remaining 12 in this grouping produce a wide
variety of products under code number 669 which is
another "residue" code number, and contains some
105 types of manufacture. The particular type
of firm en Tyneside that is included in this
greup are those engaged upon insulating work,
particularly of boilers and ships' interiors. This
geographical distribution is shown below.
N.E. B.W. S.E. S.W. Total.
3. 15. 2. 8. 28.
The concentration in the North West is again
prominent and is due to 14- of the smallest size
group of establishments being located here. Eight
of these are small toy manufacturers and such, and
the remainder include insulating, and brush-making
establishments. A secondary smaller concentration
of this Order occurs in che ©uth-West^where all
the firms are located on the Team Valley Trading
Estate.
Order IX.
Precision Instruments etc. (Code Numbers 294—309).
There are 11 firms in the grouping 299-298
(Table 38), which covers the manufacture of photo¬
graphic equipment and optical instruments, as well
as a wide range of surgical and scientific instru¬
ments. Only one of these firms calls for comment.
This is the sole remaining British firm engaged
upon the manufacture of large astronomical tele¬
scopes. By accident this firm is located on
Tyneside, as the original concern belonged to
Sir Howard Grubb, who manufactured during his
lifetime, a large proportion o f the world's
telescopes. Grubb and Sir Charles Parsons were
great friends and when the concern came upon bad
times shortly after Grubb's death, Parsons bought
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up the firm and resettled it on TynesidejTj^Today
it is part of the large Parson's electr©~mrbo-
generating establishment. The majority of the
other firms in this grouping are manufacturing
opticians, although 3 of them make nautical instrli
ments, which are almost all sold to the shipyards.
Code grouping 300-309 on Tyneside contains only
places manufacturing and repairing clocks and
watches. There are 3 of these and they are all
in the size group employing under 50 people. In
fact ,they are all more concerned with the main¬
tenance ©f nautical instruments ,than with the
repairing of simple time-pieces.
Order XI.
leather and Leather Goods, Code numbers 534-/4-01,
There are 10 firms in this small industrial
order (Table 3$, the two largest places tan and
dress the leather, and the remainder are all small
firms, employing under 50 people, who make the
leather into such things as handbags and suitcase^.
Seven out ©f ten firms are located in the North-
West ,and this geographical location is probably
explained, particularly in the case of the tw©
tanning and dressing factories,by the presence,
in Newc stle,©f the largest regional stock-market
and its adjoining slaughter house,which provides''
the hide for the tanneries.
Order X - Textiles (Code Numbers 310-562),
Qhere is only one firm engaged in the code
grouping 310-351(Table 38) which covers the
manufacture of all forms of cl©th from their raw
materials. This is a small weaving factory
producing specialised woollen cloths in a new
factory on the Team Valley Trading Estate. The
remaining 7 establishments are in Code grouping
352-389, which covers the making up and finishing
of all types ®f textiles. These 7 establishments
cover a wide range of products. Of the tw©
largest employing between 300 and 4QC people,.one
produces hemp rope and twine in a very old factory
near Gateshead. The other firm, in a ndw factory
©n the Bede Trading Estate in the South-East, knits
a synthetic fibre into various type3 of garments.
Of the remainder of the firms in this grouping,
tw© establishments produce asbestos insulating
material in modern buildings,whose environmental
hygienic control is excellent. The remainder
call for no comment,neither does the ge@grapb.ical
distribution within this order
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S-q.pqfe1,^©•rail geographic distribution of ail
the Survey Factories is shown below:
Area. fl.E. N.W. S.E. S.W. Total
No. of Factories. 117. 383 124 232 856
The dominating position of the North-lest sub
area is clearly demonstrated. The presence of the
large Trading Estate in the South-West agings this
sub-area into a relatively more favourable position
than the remaining two sub areas. When considering
this position it must be remembered that the majority
of th*-shipbuilding and repairing yards are in the
North-East arid South-East. These are all large
or medium sized establishments and the industrial
discrepancies between the areas are not so marked
when the working population is considered (see
next chapter).
When the Industrial Orders are considered the
proponderanee of Order VI need be stressed no
further. It is a point which will, however,
continue to recurr in the following chapters where
the population and the existing health service of
Tyneside Industry are surveyed. The rising in¬
fluence of those industries included in Code
Numbers 170-172, i.e. "Electrical Machinery, Wires
and Cables" must be especially commented upon.
It may be, that in future years this sector of th<
Engineering Industries will come to occupy the
place of importance on Tyneside at present held by-
shipbuilding, Furthermore,the entry into Tyneside
of Slighter" types of engineering is continuing
and will lessen the present dependence of the areja
upon the "heavier" types of work. This alteration
in the balance of the engineering industries should
result in some major alterations in the geographical
distribution of industry. The import^mce of the
riverside strip of land will decreaseAnlwer indue
tries do not need to be close to the water. The
present dependence of the South Bank communities
on the traditional engineering and shipbuilding
industries will probably decrease. The extent
to which the Team Valley Estate has altered this
position in the South-West as compared with the
North East and South East has been repeatedly
demonstrated. This pattern will probably be
followed in the future in these latter two sub-
areas .
There is room for geographic diversific tion
away from Newcastle into the other sub-areas in c
number of industries which are unduly concentrated
there. Food and Drink manufacture, paper and
printing, and clothing manufacture are prominent
examples of these. The large number of small
units ,which are made up of each of these industries^,
account for the disproportionately large share of
the very large total number of factories employing
under 100 people, which are found in the City of
Newcastle. Thus any geographic redistribution
l!0'- Totals of the Factory Groupings "by Areas.
ORDER OF INDUSTRY. HE. JJ.W. S.E. S.W. TOTAL.
III. 1. 14, 6. 21. 42.
IV. 3. 19. 6. 17. 45.
V. 6. 11. 11. 32.
VI. 29. 48. 38. 51. 166.
VII. 9. 44. 5. 8. 66.
VIII. 10. 32. 7. 27. 76.
IX. 3. 8. 1. 2. 14.
X. 2. 3. *• 2. 8.
XI. 7. 1. 2. 10.
XII. 4. 38. 7. 19. 68.
XIII. 32. 66. 10. 31. 139.
XIV. 13. 36. 19. 13. 81.
XV. 4. 47. 10. 20. 81,





38$. 124. 232. 856.
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of these industries may also bring with it, or
result from, a rationalisation of their size struc¬
ture.
The place of Industries in Order VII - Vehicles,
will probably show at least some geographic altera¬
tion as well as an overall expansion in the coming
decade. The increasingly widespread use of
private motor vehicles may well me-" that the present
predominance of Newcastle in this respect will a
jMchMUTtrigr decrease. The increasingly prosperous
population working in the industries of the other
sub-areas, will demand service for their newly ac¬
quired vehicles. It would seem that this industry
will continue to be made up of a very large number
of relatively small units so long as its main local
function is the repairing, as opposed to the building,
of vehicles.
It must be reiterated that only a fraction of
the total industrial and commercial work being
carried out in the Tyne Valley is covered by the
Survey Industries, A greatly larger number of
factories, namely those which employ under 11 people,
have been excluded from the Survey, although they
actually are covered by the Survey Industrial Orddrs.
The people who work in this limited range of Survey
Factories and Industries are the subject of the
following two chapters.
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The size distribution of the industrial establ
ments considered in the last chapter was based upo^i
information obtained from the factory Inspectorate
The limitations of this material have been discuss^
The distribution of the working population through¬
out Tyneside industry must be/therefore.estimated
from other and more accurate sources of information
and this will now be considered*
The most comprehensive estimate of this distri¬
bution is obtainable from the Ministry of Labour
and National Service. These figures are based
artly up®n data provided by the local insurance
ffices of the Ministry of Pensions and National
, and partly upon the returns made to the
inistry of Labour itself, by those industrial
stablishments employing more than 5 work people,
his latter return is made annually in June, and
eclares the numbers of employees' insurance cards
eld by the occupiers of these establishments,
ummated and analysed data is published annually fojr
he month of June ©f each year. No specified
eference date in this month is stated as, presumably,
he collection of the figures takes place on
different day3 during this monthly period.
Th2
~ou>
I The other source ©f/\data«tfhe local insurance
offices of the Ministry of Pensions andJ.ljational
produces^ • annual statemen'ya3 based
lipon the exchange of one quarter ©f the total
number of insurance cards, at each local office, at
tjhe beginning of the June quarter each year. These
latter figures and the figures collected from the
employers, mentioned above, are assembled within
the "statistical-area groupings",already referred
tjo in the first chapter^when the choice of the
Survey boundaries was considered. As far as
possible an attempt is made, when compiling these
final figures, to transfer people whose home
address is in a different area t© their place of
wbrk/into that area in which they are employed.
Thus She figures are representative, as closely as
possible, of the total numbers^ actually employed
by all industrial establishments in each sub-areas.
Finally these "statistical groupings" of employment
exchanges are combined to produce the four sub¬
divisions of the Survey area - North Tyne East,
N<j>rth Tyne West, South Tyne East and South Tyne West
Those included in this, the "insured population
e all people paying Industrial injuries contri¬
butions, These include married woman, who whilst
ar
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they do not have to contribute corapulsorily to
the general National Insurance schemeyare compelied
to pay, whilst engaged, this Industrial Injuries
contribution. Thus a large potential error,
b.y the omissi.n of uninsured married women, is
avoided. The returns, however, do not include
civil servants. (p> As these are nearly all in¬
cluded under Orders XIX and XXI this omission
does not affect the portion of industry being
considered by this survey. A smaller number of
civil servants also work in Orders VI and XV,
but their representation on Tyneside, in the
industries of these orders, is so small that it
can be ignored.©
The estimated insured population working in
industry on Tyneside at Jpne 1955 is the popu¬
lation which will now be considered further.
The figures for June 1955 were the latest ones
available at the time the Industrial Census was
done, and thus they are used in preference to
more recently available material. The position
is somewhat complicated by the fact that two sets
of these estimates, for this month, are obtainable.
One comes from the central Ministry of Labour, and
presents only thetotal population engaged in eaph
industrial Order.CS/ The second set of figures
comes from the local Regional Office of the same
Ministry and is breken down by code numbers with .n
each order, ^nd it allows a more detailed investi¬
gation within the Orders to be inacle.0 This latter
data also separates the sexes, and the figures
given are presented by 4 separate sub-areas of
the Survey Area. There is a discrepancy, however,
between the totals given by each of these two
different sets of information. The central
Ministry totals are a minute fraction lower than
those obtained locally. This is accounted for
by the fact that "transfers-out" of the area wer
only possible at the Central Office, vshereas the
local figures have been adjusted in this manner
purely within the survey boundaries. 09 Thus^in tjie
local figures.no allowance has been made for people
who work outside the Survey Area,, and yet live
within it, and these latter are included in the
totals,
A. Distribution of Total Work fforce Within the
Industrial Orders (See Appendix No. 9).
Seme 381,300 people approximately were insured
and at work on Tyneside in June 1955* This is
roughly 1.5% pf the total insured population of
Great Britain. The absolute figures for the
insured population ©n Tyneside and Great Britain
are shown by Industrial Orders on Table 41. The
proportion of this population working within eac[i
order is given ©n Table 42, There are
pupul^b'lwiLt litmus mm ©r 4X4 % of the total
insured population, working within the Survey
Orders, i.e. Orders III to XVI - those which are
m tta ai Numbers of Insured Persons in Districts and
—LL^---Su'b-ReRions in Ma.ior Employment Groups, June, 1955.




1. Agriculture. 2,110. 732,000.
2, Mining and Quarrying. 30,714-. 870,000.
3. Treatment of Non-Metalliferous
Mining Products. 5,382. 351,000.
4, Chemical and Allied Trades. 9,022. 521,000.
5. Metal Manufacture. 4-, 909. 574,000.
6. Shipbuilding, Engineering and
Electrical Goods. 86,676. 2,118,000.
7. Vehicles. 7,259. 1,218,000.
8. Other Metal Goods. 5,781. 519,000.
9. Precision Instruments. 763. 148,000.
10. Textiles. 2,689. 1,031,000.
11. Leather, Leather Goods, and Pur. 1,330. 74,000.
12* Clothing. 9,668. 673,000.
13. Pood, drink and Tobacco* 15,338. 906,000.
14. Manufacture of Wood and Cork. 6,649. 309,000.
15. Paper and Printing. 6,515. 560,000.
16. Other Manufacturing Industries. 3,397. 289,000.
17. Building and Constructing, 24,556. 1,409,000.
18. Gas, water and electricity. 7,571. 3865 000.
19* Transport and Communications. 30,258. 1,711,000.
20. Distributive Trades. 46,092, 2,400,000.
21. Insurance, Banking and Commerce. 6,638. 477,000.
22. National and Local Government. 16,468. 1,334,000.
23. Professional Services. 26,887. 1,660,000.
24, Miscellaneous (including ex-Service), 24,616. 1,654,000.
TOTAL. 381,288. 21,924,000.
Table Ko.Ul,
Percentage Distribution of Insured Persons in T.yneside
and. Great Britain among Ma^or Employment Groups^
June, 1955*
Employment Group. Tyneside, Great Britain.
1.Agriculture forestry & Pishing. 0.6 3.3
2,Mining and quarrying. 8.1 4.0
3. Treatment of lion-Metalliferous Mining
Products. 1.4 1.6
4. Chemicals ana Allied Trades. 2.4 2.4
5. Metal Manufacture. 1.3 2.7
6. Shipbuilding,Engineering,and Electrical
Goods. 22.7 9,7
7. Vehicles 1.9 5.6
8. Other Metal Goods. 1.5 2.4
9. Precision Instruments. 0.2 0.7
10.Textiles. 0.7 4.5
11.Leather,Leathergoods and Pur 0.3 0.3
12,Clothing 2.5 3.0
13.Pood,Drihk and Tobacco. 4.0. 4.1
14.Manufacture of Wood and Cork, 1.7 1.4
15.Paper and Printing. 1.7 2.6
16.Other Manufacturing Industries. 0.9 1.3
17.Building and Contracting. 6.4 6.4
18,Gas,Water,and Electricity. 2.0. 1.8
19.Transport and Communications. 7.9 7.8
20.Distributive Trades. 12.9 10.9
21.Insurance,Banking and Commerce. 1.7 2.2
22.Rational and Local Government 4.3 6.1
23.Professional Services. 7.1 7.6
24.Miscellaneous(Including ex-Service). 0.5 7.6
Total. 99.9 100.0
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covered by this Survey; these will be calledj
henceforth the "Survey Population". A group ©f
86,676 insured persons ©r 22,7% of the total insured
population w©rkj[*f in Order VI (i.e. shipbuilding
and engineering, and in the production of electrical
goods). Seme 15,333 (4%) are engaged in Order X2II
or the food, drink and tobacco trades; 3fc>6Q (2.5%)
in the clothing industry (Order XII), and 9,022
(2,4%) in the chemical and allied trades (Order B|")
These four orders are the largest grouping of
industries employing the Survey Population,
There is a larger proportion of the insured
population engaged in industries which lie outside
the Survey Group ©f Industries, Thus the distri"
button trades (Order XX) employ 46,092 (12.1%);
mining and quarrying (Order II) employ 30,714 (8,4%)
transport and communications (Order XIX) employ
30,258 (7*9%); professional services (Order XXIII)
employ 26,877 (7*1%); building and contracting
(Order XVII) 24,553 (6,4%); and national and locai
government (Order XXII) employs 16,466 (4,3%).
mn rin n rh ink n
Ii«pW
This illustrates how more heavily
dependent is Tyneside upon the shipbuilding, and
heavy engineering industries^ and what a small pro¬
portion of insured people are working in the pro¬
duction ©f vehicles, textiles,and other metal
manufactures,
In relation fcb the whole ©f the Harth-East
fiegion^the place of Tyneside industry, in terms of
numbers of people employed, is shown in Table 43.
Tyneside employs some of the insux^ed workers
in this Region. It has less than the
average number employed In mining, metal manufacture,
vehicles, textiles and agriculture, but it has more
than average numbers engaged in shipbuilding,
engineering, other metal go©d3, insurance, banking
and commerce, distribution and transport, and
professional services and other manufacturing
industries,
B» Distribution of Survey Population within the
Survey Sub-AreasT
The figures used as the Survey Population in this
section are those obtained from the local Regional.
Office of the Ministry of Labour and national
As already stated,this source produces the estimated
insured population figures by four main sub-divisi
of the Survey Area. Detailed attention will only
be given to that section of the insured population
wlich works within all the factories included in
Orders III - XVI inclusive, i.e. the Survey Industries,
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2. Mining and Quarrying, 18.3. 95.5. 100.0.
3. Treatment of Non-Metalliferous
Mining Products. 33.4. 94.7. 100.0.
4. Chemicals and Allied Trades. 20.0. 96.2, 100.0.
5. Metal Manufacture. 9.5. 99.2, 100,0.
6. ShipbuiIding,Engineering and
Electrical Goods. 56.3. 99.0. 100.0,
7. Vehicles. 27.6. 87.9. 100.0.
8. Other Metal Goods. 43.8. 97.2. 100,0.
9. Precision Instruments, 72.6. 95.1. 100.0.
10, Textiles. 24.6. 94.7. 100.0.
11, Leather, Leather goods and Fur. 64.5. 94.8. 100.0.
12. Clothing, 37.1. 96.3. 100,0.
13. Food, Drink and Tobacco. 46.4. 90.0. 100.0.
14. Manufacture of Wood and Cork. 49.8. 92,8. 100.0.
15. Paper and Printing. 57.7. 94.1. 100.0.
16, Other Manufacturing Industries. 53.5. 94.8. 100.0.
17. Building and Contracting. 34.4. 87.0. 100.0.
18. Gas, Water, and Electricity. 43.5. 91.6. 100.0.
19. Transport and Communications. 41.8. 90.6. 100.0/
20. Distributive Trades. 43.1. 90.0. 100.0.
21. Insurance, Banking, and Commerce. 51.9. 89.2. 100,0.
22. National and Local Government. 36.4. 81,9. 100.0.
23. Professional Services, 37.7. 86,2. 100.0.
24. Miscellaneous (Including Ex-
Service). 33.4. 78.2. 100.0.
Total, 35.4. 90.4. 100.0.
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Of the 385,440 insured people working in AH.
industries on Tyneside, 166,450 of those are
employed by the Survey Industries. The distri¬
bution between the 4 sub-areas and within the
survey group of industries is shown in table 4|«
Of the Sui*vey Population of 166,450, roughly
equal proportions, 23.1% and 20.0%,work in the
South Tyne East and the South Tyne West sub-
areas respectively. The North Tyne East sub-
areas gives employment to only 17.1% ©f the
Survey Population,whereas Newcastle, in effect
North Tyne West, employs 39.6% of the survey
population.
86,700, or 52.1% of the Survey Population a,if«
employed in industries classed within Order VI;
the second largest group,15,560 people,(9.5%); are
employed in the food, drink, and tobacco industries
(Order XIII). The remaining industrial orders
all employ under 6% of the survey population,
ranging from chemical and allied industries (Ord^r
IV) employing 9,800 (5*9%),and clothing (Order XII)
employing 9,690 (5.8%)>down t© leather goods
employing only 1,320 (0.8%), and precision instru¬
ments 780 (0.5%). (Table 44., columns m.and n,).
Within the 4 sub-areas the distribution ©f
the population between the various Survey Industries
varies more widely still. In South Tyne East,
71.7% of the 35,550 people working within the
Survey Industries>work in Order VI, The next
most important industry - clothing - employs
only 2,100 ©r 6.3% ®f the Survey Population,
Metal manufacture (Order V) comes next in importance,
with 1,950 people (5.8%) of this population. In
all ©ther industrial activity this sub-area is
proportionately under-representea as compared witjh
the Valley as a whole. It is within this area,
©f course, that the towns of Hebburn and Jarrow,
and South Shields lie. Their dependence upon
the basic triad of industries, which are all
included in Order VI, is still, obviously, very
great. The presence,in the South East sub-area,
of the small Bede Trading Estate, has begun to
broaden the pattern of industry there, and the
great dependence upon shipbuilding and engineering
of this locality is beginning t© end.
A morebalanced situation exists in the SoutL
Tyne West sub-area. This fortunate state ©f
affairs can, for the most part, be quite properlj
attributed to the existence there of the large
Team Valley Trading Estate*d) This estate, first
opened in 1956, by 1955 gave employment in Survey
Industries to over 12,000 of the Survey Populatie
©f 38,440. The presence of this estate, togetae
with the almost total absence of shipbuilding in
the South-West, results in only 14,460 or 37.6%
of the total survey population of this sub-area
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Ill 1930 35.1+ 2.9 890 16.3 3.1 2280 1+1.8 5.9
p
350 6.1+ 1.0 51+50
w
3.3
IV 1+890 1+9.9 7.1+ 250 2.6 0.8 3810 38.9 9.9 850 8.7 2.5 9800 5.9
V 770 15.7 1.2 1+80 9.8 1.7 1730 35.2 1+.5 1930 39.3 5.8 1+910 2.9
VI 31120 35.8 1+7.2 17090 19.7 60.0 11+1+60 16.7 37.6 21+030 27.7 71.7 86700 52.1
VII 1+980 68.1+ 7.5 1+30 5.9 1.5 1320 18.1 3.1+ 550 7.6 1.6 7280 1+.1+
VIII 261+0 1+5.8 1+.0 880 15.3 3.1 1960 31+. 0 5.1 290 5.0 0.9 5770 3.5
IX 550 72.1+ 0.8 100 13.2 0.1+ 90 11.8 0.2 20 2.6 0.1 760 0.5
X U70 17.6 0.7 111+0 1+2.7 1+.0 670 25.1 1.7 390 11+. 6 1.2 2670 1.6
XI 111+0 86.1+ 1.7 - - - 150 11.1+ 0.1+ 30 2.3 0.1 1320 0.8
XII 2630 27.1 i+.O 890 9.2 3.1 1+070 1+2.0 10.6 2100 21.7 6.3 9690 5.8
XIII 8120 52.2 12.3 2380 15.3 8.1+ 3150 20.2 8.2 1 910 12.3 5.7 15560 9.3
XIV 2230 33.6 3.1+ 2100 31.7 7.1+ 1850 27.9 1+.8 1+50 6.8 1.3 6630 1+.0
XV 3300 53.7 5.3 300 1+.6 1.1 221+0 31+.1+ 5.8 1+80 7.1+ 1.1+ 6520 3.9
XVI 1020 30.1 1.5 1560 1+6.0 5.5 660 19.5 1.7 150 1+.1+ 0.1+ 3390 2.0
Tot. orders 65990 39.6 99.9 261+90 17.1 100.1 381+1+0 23.1 99.8 33530 20.1 100.0 1661+50 100.0
Orders
I - XXIV 183980 1+7.7 57060 11+.8 77250 20.0 67150 17.1+ 3851+1+0
* % of Orders III to XVI.
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10.6% of the total are employed in clothing;
9.9% in the chemical and allied trades; 5.1% in
"other metal goods" (Order VIII) i.e. in the
lighter and mass-production type of engineering;
5.9% in Order III, i.e. non-metalliferous mining
products; 5.8% in paper and printing (Order XV)
Ox"der VI employs a much lower than average pro¬
portion of people in this sub-area, whilst most
of the other Orders employ a higher average.
In the northern half ©f the area,the concentra¬
tion of industry around and within the city of
Newcastle biases the employment position grossly,
in favour of the North-West sub-area. In this
sub-area some 51*120 people work in Order VI
industries which is equivalent to 47.2% of the
total of 65,990. Seme 5*000 of this fraction af-e
employed by shipbuilding firpisyand another 7,500
work in two large establishments of a single lar$e
engineering concern. Another large electrical
engineering factory employs 5*000 people. The
larger than average proportion ©f people are
employed in Order VII (vehicles) 7»5%» food,
drink and tobacco 12.5%; chemicals and allied
trades 7.4%; paper and printing 5.3%. Neverthe¬
less, the picture is less diversified in the North¬
west than in the South-West, The main differences
between Newcastle and the other sub-areas are not,
however, shown in this analysis, as the Survey
Industries do not include the distributive, transport,
building and other industries, etc., i.e. Orders
XVII to XXIV, These are over-represented in the
City ©f Newcastle. As a result a smaller propor¬
tion,®! the total insured population, is covered
by the Survey in the N©rth-We3t than in the other
sub-areas (see Table 44$ on the following page)
The differences between the totals of insured
population for the four sub-areas^ls accounted foj:
by the preponderance in the North-West of the
much larger numbers employed in five main non-
Survey Orders (See Table on the following page).
The North Tyne last sub-area, with its con¬
centration ©f shipbuilding and repairing along th
riverside, resembles the South East in its depen¬
dence upon the basic industries. Some 60%, or
17,090 of the total of 28,490 of the Survey Popu¬
lation, work in Order VI industries. A third
Trading Estate is located in the north east sub-
area. It is smaller than the Team Valley Estate
but larger than the Bede Estate in the South-Bast
It makes the largest contribution to the Survey
Population within Orders X&I, i.e. plastic-goods
manufacture,which employs some 1,560 people;
Order XIV - furniture manufacture which employs
some 1,200 people, out of 2,100 employed by the
whole ©f the Order, and Order X - clothing
employing some 800 people ,out of 890 engaged in
the whole' ©f the Order. Order XIII employing
2,580 people (8.4% ®f the total of 28,490) in the
i*oi)uJ,»fe4oiA of flrineliHd Si
amve.v b.t
Staariptioa. Hortk Weet Nyrtfi tot South west i@Utfe
&Mt»
fetal
' XVII Bulla in ;. 13,61o 2,990 4,670 5,520 24,790
XIX Transport. 15,620 5,900 5,060 5,850 30,430
I XX UiatrlUwtlvo
• Tradii. £8,780 5,450 6,270 5,910 46,590
XXII National and
Lotal Govern¬
ment * 9,870 1,820 2,740 2,130 16,560
XXIII Profeajaioaal 16,270 2,830 3,790 4,440 27,330
I'OfAL OF hhh
OitDEHS, 183,980 57*060 77,250 67,150 385*440
total foa auH?jfir
OifflSHS. 65,990 28,490 36,440 35,530 366,450
gable Ho. 44. P-
Population of Principal Industrial Orders excluded from
Survey b.y Sub-Areas.
Order. Description. North West North East South West South
East.
Total
XVII Building. 15,610 2,990 4,670 3,520 24,790
XIX Transport. 15,620 3,900 5,060 5,850 30,430
XX Distributive
Trades. 28,780 5,430 6,270 5,910 46,390
XXII National and
Local Govern¬





2,830 3,790 4,440 27,330
TOTAL OF ALL
ORDERS. 183,980 57,060 77,250 67,150 385,440
TOTAL FOR SURVEY
ORDERS. 65,990 28,490 38,440 33,530 166,450
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Food manufacturing industry - mostly in the curing
of herrings and the canning of fruit, meat,
vegetables. Another 2,100 (7.1% of the total)
are employed in Sawmilling and the manufacture of
boxes ana crates (Order XV) as well as furniture
making.
There is present/in this sub-areaja discrepancy
between the data of the Board of Trade's industrial
classification,and the figures provided by the
Ministry of Labour for the classification ©f the
insured population within industries. Some l,l<j)G
people inthe North-East work in one establishment
which is included by the Ministry of Labour in
Order X - textiles, whilst in the classification
supplied by the Board ©f Trade this factory is
classed under Code number 262 - Order VIII (Meta}.
Goods - not elsewhere specified). This is
probably explained by the fact that this firm ma^es
both wire ropes (Order VIII)/and hemp ropes
(Order X), and the classification given by the
Board of Trade is more recent (April, 1956), than
that given by the Ministry of Labour (June, 1955)•
The emphasis of production in this factory has
recently altered in favour of the wire products.
This discrepancy indicates that there may be
similar mis-classifications between these tw©
types of data, but these, if any, can be confidently
said to apply only to the smaller firms. The
majority of the large and medium-sized establishments
in the Survey Area have been personally visited,
and this is the only establishment where this
contradiction between these tw© sets of ctefca has
been observed,
C, Distribution of Survey Workforce within Survey
Industries ^ ALL sub-'areas.'''
86,700 @r 52.1% ©f the Survey Population of
166,4-50 are employed within industries grouped
in Order VI, i.e. within the shipbuilding,
engineering and electrical industries (Table 4$)
The next largest group 15,560 ©r *9.3% are employed
in the Fo®d, Drink and Tobacco Industries (Order
XIII). The remaining orders all employ under
6% of the work-force, i.e. C&emical and Allied
Trades (Order IV) employ 9,800 (5.9%); Clothing
(Order XII) 9»690 (5.8%), an^ the range continue^
down to Leather Goods (Order XI) employing 1,320
(0.8%) and Precision Instruments (Order IX) ?60
(0.5%) o£ the Survey Population,
The breakdown of each industrial order by
geographic sub-areas is next considered. 35.8%
of the 86,700 employed in Order VI establishment
work in the North Tyne West sub-area. The
dominating influence of four large shipbuilding
and engineering establishments in this sub-area
together employing 12,500 people has been noted.
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In S@uth Tyne East; 27.7% of those working in
Order VI are employed. The concentration of ship¬
building, and in particular shiprepairing, in th^s
sub-area accounts for much of this fraction. There
is a steady trend away from this dependence. Tt].e
small Trading Estate between Jarrow and South
Shields is, as noted, helping towards the diversi
fication in the towns of Jarrow and Hebburnj old
mlfculitian factories have been converted to peaceful
uses. Whilst much of the present work still lies
within the engineering field,a wider range of
lighter products is being produced. Today,it is
probably true t© say,that these tw® towns do not
depend upon shipbuilding and repairing so much as
does Wallsend on the opposite bank of the Tyne.
.
Some 19.7% ©£ the 86,700 people working in
Order VI are employed in the North Tyne last.
Again, like the South Bast the majority of these
are employed in marine engineering, shipbuilding,
or shiprepairing establishments. There are 75
such establishments employing about 11,000 people
out of the total of 17* 090 employed within this
Order,
A small number, 14,460 or some 16,7% of the
total employed by Order VI work in South Tyne Wesjt,
There is only one large engineering unit employing
4,200 here, and the rest of the population work ip
some 23 medium-siged factories (100-1,000 employees)
and some 27 small-sized firms (under 100 employees).
18 ©f these 50 firms are on the Team Valley Tradi
Estate.
In Order XIII (the production of Foed, Drink
and Tobacco) the pre-eminence of North Tyne West,
in effect the City ©f Newcastle, is more marked.
Some 52.2% of the 15,560 people employed in this
Order, work in this sub-area. Even when the fac
that Newcastle has a larger population to feed
than have the ©ther towns, is taken int© account,
its position is still a disproportionate one.
South Tyne West follows a long way behind,with
only 20.2% of this industry's workforce. South
Tyne East is, considering the size of its popu¬
lation, strangely under-represented in this type
of industry. In fact, were it not for the
presence of a single large biscuit making concern
employing 800 people, in South Shields, the dis¬
crepancy would be more marked. The nearness of
Sunderland may partially explain this absence of
the food and drink industries,as the concerns
supplying food t© that city, and located there,
may well supply much ©f the manufactured food and
drink to the towns of the South East.
When Order IV (Chemical and Allied industries)
is considered, almost half of its work-force of
9,800 is seen to be concentrated in the North West
sub-area. There are no single units of the larger
size involved in this pattern,but there is a
hg
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relatively large proportion of medium-sized planijs.
This is a reflection of tiie productive method ©f
the type of industry included in this gr©up,
particularly in paint, soap, and pharmaceutical
manufacture. A large volume of valuable product
can be manufactured by the highly automated plant
®f these industries^by a relatively small work¬
force. (Thus, for example, the paint industry,
which is prominently represented in the North .Vesjt
and South West calculates that only 5% of the co^t
©f its final product represents the cost of the
labour used to produce it.(u) The concerns producing
soap and detergents obtain much of their basic raw
material from elsewhere,and are merely concerned
on Tyneside, t© complete the processing, @r even
merely t® bottle it before despatch. This type
of work, it will be seen, can be done in medium-
sized plants using a lot of machinery but few
work people.
Some 9»690 or 5*8% ©f the Survey Population
are employed in clothing establishments (Order Xil),
Despite the numerically large number of establishments
in Newcastle, referred to in Chapter it is sebn
that some 4-2,0%, the largest proportion, of the
work-force ©f this industry is concentrated in
the South West* The influence of the Team Valley
Trading Estate is reflected once m@re by this
situation. The method of financing the construc¬
tion ©f these factories together;, with the large
local reserve ©f female labour, traditionally
associated with this industry,has attracted to
this Estate some large bribes of clothing firms
centred in West Hiding of Yorkshire* The 2?.1%
of this industry's labour force, located in the
North West,works in that disproportionately large
fraction ©f smaller establishments found in the
centre of Newcastle. Over a half of the 2100
people working in Order XII establishments in the
S©uth East are employed in a single large unit,
a subsidiary ©f a national mens' clothing concern.
Despite the presence of a Trading Estate in the
North East,clothing employs relatively few people
in this sub-division.
Of the remaining Industrial Orders the following
outstanding points are worthy of consideration,
although there is n© necessity to g© into further
detail about each separate Order.
In the South East are located many of the sav-
milling establishments ©f the area, but only 6.8%
of the 6,6g0 people employed in Order XIV (Wood
Manufacturen^^rkin this sub-area. The highproportioflft^ruaro to the Tyne Dock's importing
facilities. The ©ther factories in this Order
are mostly manufacturing, i.e. furniture, furnishings,
and box making. There are none ox these establish¬
ments in the South East.and the remaining work¬
force employed in this Order, is equally divided
between the other three sub-areas. A somewhat
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similar position exists in Order XV (Paper and
Printing). Only a fractional percentage of those
working in this Order are located in the North Eagt
and South East* The bulk of the work-force of
these industries is employed in Newcastle and G-attes-
head* Much ©£ the printing eta (No. 623) is don£
in the smallest sized establishments in Newcastle
Again a similar pattern is seen when the numbers
employed in Order III (Non metalliferous Mining
products) is considered* The South East and the
North East are badly under-represented in this.
A distinctly different localisation of the work¬
force occurs in Order V (Metal Manufacture). Som^
three-quarters of the 4,910 people engaged in thifc
Order work in South Bank establishments. The
familiar pattern ©f the predominance in the North
West and South West is seen again in Order VIII
(Other Metal goods). The bulk (68.4%) ©f the
7,280 people engaged in the manufacture and repai:
of motor vehicles (Order VII) work in the North
West. An unfamiliar predominance of the North
East sub-area occurs in Order XVI (Other manufac¬
turing industries), where some 46,0% of the 3*390
employed by it work. This is almost entir-ely duf
t© the situation on the Trading Estate in this
area ©f a single large factory employing 1,100
people, and making laminated plastic sheeting in i
modern continuous process plant. A similar reason,
a ingle large factory, account for the pre-eminanoe
of the same sub-area in Order X(Textiles). This
is the rope making establishment referred to
previously. Nearly all those in Order XI(Leather
and leather goods), work in Newcastle where a com¬
plex of small and medium-sized firms are engaged
upon the full range of leather working, from tannine
and dressing, t© the finishing of manufactured
articles, such as handbags, and suitcases. This
peculiar localisation, as mentioned, would seem
t© be due to the cencentration in Newcastle ©f th£
main stock-market £©r the conurbation,together with
several adjoining slaughter-houses.
The relationship between the numerical
distribution, geographic and industrial,of
establishments .and. the similar distribution of the
people which they empl®y/will be made the subject
of further discussion in Chapter 10 .
D. The Age and Sex Distribution of the WorkingL'he s mstrxD
Population of Tyneside
It was impossible to obtain, directly, the
age-distribution of either the total insured popu+
lation of Tyneside ,or the Survey Population. The
only available figures were for the age and sex
distribution ©f the whole insured population o
the Northern Region of the Ministry of Labour*U
This is shown on Table 4|jg. Under the age of
23 yeabs there are, approximately, equal propor¬
tions ©f both sexes in the insured population.
There after,there is a sharp fall in this propor¬
tion to under ©ne-third as many women as men
TABLE NO»43&
Estimated Numbers of Employees in the
Northern Region at end May,1955
(thousands)
Age Group Males Females Total
Under 18 50 49 99
18-19 30 35 65
20-24 78 63 141
25-29 101 36 137
30-34 1 08 31 139
35-39 96 28 124
40-44 100 32 132
45-49 95 34
50-54 85 28 113
55-59 70 20 90
60-64 51 9 60
" r5 and over' 26 5 31
Total 890 370 1260
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employed in the 25-29 years age group, and to a
slightly smaller proportion in the 50-54 years
age group. After this age ,there is a proportioii
of over one-third insured women t@ insured men,
until the age of 49 years is reached. Over 50
years of age(there is a steady fall in the pro¬
portion of women insured for employment.
About half the total insured females in the
Northern Region are under 50 years of age. The
similar proportion of the insured males are,
however, in the 25-44 years age range. This
reflects the pattern noted in the first paragraph.
Women seem to stop work when the child-hearing
years are reached.
Over all ages,there are only two fifths as
many women at work as there are men, within the
Northern Region. On Tyneside,there is in the
total insured population^only 122,160 women em¬
ployed out of a total of 585*440 people (Appendik
Table 9). This is a much lower proportion than
for the whole Northern Region. ?/hether this
local lower toumber of women at work is spread ove^
the whole range of age groups ©r is confined to
a selected few age groups,it is difficult to say
as there axe no figures available on this point
for Tyneside alone. It would seem that the wom&n
of Tyneside do not return towork aftex^ their family
has been reared^and/or they get married earlier
and stop work at an earlier age. (Assuming that
there are equal opportunities of employment for
women locally) This is not strictly true (See
Chapter 11). There is a stubborn local tradi¬
tion that "a woman's place is in the home" and
the average husband looks upon the fact of his
wife working as a severe blow to his pride. Th^
Tyneside man likes to be the sole provider for
his family^and local prejudice is much against
women working at any time, in their married live^,
This would account in part for the situation.
Secondly, of course, xhere is a relative shortag^
of the type of industry which is traditonaily
associated with the employment of women* Finally
there is the question of earlier marriages. The
people of Tyneside actually marry at slightly
later ages than do the people of England and Wal^£
as a whole, and at appreciably later ages than
do those who live within the other large conurbaf
tion, Western Yorkshire, that lies within the
Northern Region.^
Within the Survey Industries there is an
even lower proportion of women employed (Table 4ijj©),
44,480 out of a total of 166,450 or 344%. Within
the four sub-areas the pattern shows some striking
differences* The proportion of insured women to
men is much higher in the South-West than in any
other area The North West and South
East areas follow some way behind in this respect
The North-East employs the lowest proportion of
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women (?5-3%).
This geographic pattern of the distribution
©f female labour-force can be explained by the
nature of the distribution of industry. Thus
the newer and lighter industries, which provide
many jobs for women, are highly concentrated in
the South-West on the big Team Valley Trading
Estate*. Shipbuilding and heavy engineering,
which employ fewer women,have a high concentra¬
tion in the North East ,and there are proportionately
fewer jobs available for women in this sub-area.
The other two areas are mid-way between these
extremes. The North-West i.e. Newcastle, always
has had a better balanced industrial structure,
and could always provide jobs for women in Indus-
tries such as clothing, food,drink manufacture,
and, more recently, chemicals. In the South-
East the pattern of industrial diversity has
been until recently much the same as in the Nortii-
East. Today the smaller Bede Trading Estate
there now offers jobs for women in a wide range
of light industries, and there has been an ex¬
pansion within the last decade in the clothing axjtd
foed and drink industries.
The distribution of the male and female Survey
Population within the Orders of the Survey
Industries, is shown on Table Mp. The largest
absolute employers of women are Order VI, Order £ll
(Clothing), Order XIII (Pood, Drink and Tobacco)
Order XV (Paper and Printing). The pattern
changes, however, when the proportionate employment
of w©men workers is considered. Only Order XII
employs more women than men and there are roughly
six women to each man here. Roughly equal numiaprs
of the two sexes are employed in Orders XII and
XV. Thereafter the propox^tion of women employed
falls from one-half of the total of men employed
in Order IV to only one seventh of the men
employed in Order VI.
The patterns in those Orders which employ
under 2,000 women is somewhat similar. Order X
employs t\«jice as many women as men. Order XI
employs equal numbers ©f the sexes, and thereaft
in the remaining Orders the proportion of women
rapidly falls away. Order VII employs the lowest
proportion of women in all the Survey Industries
Because ©f the limitations of the data it
has not been possible to state whether different
factory size groupings employ significantly
different proportions of women.
Summary.
The picture of the distribution of the Surve;
Population throughout the various industrial orders
reflects roughly the distx'ibution within the sizje
groups of industrial establishments throughout
the same orders. The undue dependence of certain
Table
No's, of Male and Female Surrey Population, by
jTgoffigBihio Sub-Areas.
Insured
Population* North-West, 2forth-Sast, South-West. South-East.
MAIS, 2+3,210, 22,730. 25,660. 25,370. 121,970#
FKMAIE, 17,780. 5,760. 12,780. 8,160, 2*,2+80.
TOTAL, 65,990. 28,200. 38,2*0. 33,530. 166,450.



























































Total 121,970 44,480 166,450,
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sub-areas upon industries in Order VI is brought
out by the analysis ©f the distribution of the
working population by the establishment which
employ them. The influence ©f the "new" indus¬
tries upon the distribution of the Survey Popu¬
lation is most clearly demonstrated in the South¬
west sub-area. Many of these new concerns are
engaged upon the lighter forms of engineering,
both skilled precision work such as automatic
machinery, and small electrical motors, and semi¬
skilled mass production work such as electronic
and radio components. A large proportion of
these industries are included within the large
number of establishmentsin Order VI,and thoir
exact bearing upon the industrial situation is
only shown when the more detailed tables of
industrytand population in the Appendix are
examined.
Pinally,-a large proportion of the working
population is n©t covered by the scope of the
survey, particularly in the North-West sub-area.
The planning of an Industrial Health Service for
the population of the non-manufacturing establish¬
ments presents a more difficult problem than that
posed by the manufacturing establishments. Per
this and many other reasonsyfchis large sector of
the working population is excluded from prssent
considerations. The fact that a large number ©1
this excluded population works in Newcastle, means
that the gap in the information is particularly
great for "this sub-area, This affects considerably
any planning, founded on the present data, of an
Industrial Health Service for this sub-area.
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Distribution of Survey Population within
Purvey Factories,
The distribution ®f the Survey Population
within the Survey Industries has been considered,
as has the distribution of Survey Factories
within size groupings for these industries. A
survey ©f the distribution of ALL factories
within the Sux*vey Industries by their size is
given on Table 4-5, column (d). For comparison
sake the similar distribution for the two local
Factory Inspectorate areas is given ©n the same
table. The latter information was provided by
the Factory Inspectorate. The survey industries
data had to be extracted from the Registers. It
shows that the pattern of distribution in the
larger inspectorate area,is closely similar to
that expected in the smaller survey area. Thus
70.2% of the 2,875 Tyneside Factories are esti¬
mated in the 1-10 employees size-group. Of the
remaining 30% of factories, i.e. the Survey
Factories, within the definition used by the
Factory Inspectorate, a further 19.3% employ 50
or under people, and there-after there is a rapic.
falling off in the proportion within each classi¬
fied size grouping.
A "Factory" is defined for the purposes of
Factory Inspector by Section 151 of the Factory
Act 1937» this definition is expounded in Part
XIV - "Interpretation and General".
"151. -(1) Subject to the provisions ©f this
section, the expression "factory"
means any premises in which, or
within the close or curtilage or
precincts of which, persons are em¬
ployed in manu-fal labour inany pro¬
cess for ,ar incidental to, any of the
following purposes, namely:-
a)the making of any article or of
part of any article; or
b)the altering, repairing, ornamenting,
finishing, cleaning or washing, ojp
the breaking up or demolition of
any article; or
c)the adapting for sale of any
article;
being premises in which, or within
the close ©r curtilage or preeincts
of which, the work is carried on by
way of trade, or for purposes ©f gain,,
and to,or over whichythe employer o.T
the persons employed therein has thjs
right ©f access or control."
The remainder ©f this section further amplifies
this definition. Many of these establishments
are, of course, not within the generally accepted
Table No. 45. "Factory Act" Population wi thin factory size- 'roups (Survey Industries
Only ).
Factories in Gateshead & Newcastle
Factory Inspectors' Districts.
Factories in Nuffield Tyneside
Survey Industries.












1 - 10 3730 70.0 1261+1 5.9 3.39 2019 70.2 6842 5.2
11 - 50 1061 19.9 25200 11.8 23.75 554 19.3 13158 9.9
51 - 100 225 4.2 16014 7.5 71.17 95 3.3 6761 5.1
100 - 250 154 2.9 25932 1i.1 168.39 103 3.6 17344 13.1
251 - 500 90 1.7 32263 15.1 358.48 58 2.0 20792 15.7
501 - 1000 41 0.8 29735 13.9 725.24 27 0.9 19582 14.8
1001 - 2000 18 0.3 23102 10.8 1283.44 9 0.3 11551 8.7
2001 - 5000 10 0.2 30000 11*. 0 3000.00 8 0.3 24000 18.1
5001 + 3 0.1 19000 8.9 6333.33 2 0.1 12667 9.5
Total 5332 100.1 213887 100.0 2875 100.0 132697 100.1
^ - vfcvoC/
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definition of a factory,(©r manufactory), as "a
place where articles are produced by labour
especially on a large scale" (Shorter Oxford
Dictionary)•
The total of Survey Population working
within each factory size-group had first to be
ascertained,in order to discover what proportion
of them actually were employed within the Survey
Factories (i.e. these employing over 10 people).
This presented some considerable difficulty.
The limitations of the figures obtained for
the population ©f each Survey Factory as stated
in the Factory Register have been discussed In
Chapter 7» The figures for the insured popu¬
lation of the area are more accurate,but d© not
define within each Industrial Order the size-
grouping ©f the establishments which employ this
population. The information collected by the
Ministry of Labourjfrom the annual insurance
returns,about the population of these Survey
Fact©ries/ was confidential and could not be dis¬
closed. Through the kindness ©f the Factory
Inspectorate it was possible t© obtain the total
factory population by factory size-groupings ©f
the Survey Industries, for the two local Inspec¬
torate districts,but not for the specific Survey
Area alone. (Table 45, columns a} and b).
Nevertheless such population figures only relate,
as already noted, t© that part ©f the w©rk-f©rce
of these establishments that was considered to
be exposed t@ statutory hazards and processes,
and not t© the total insured population of that
factory. This difficulty about the accuracy ©f
the figures was in part overcome,as the Factory
Department had itself recently carried out a more
accurate census (Table 45, column b) of.the total
number of people exposed t© statutory hazards
within these industries. It, however, unfortunately
presented the information by size-groupings^
which are not the same groups used in other Factory
Department statistical publications. It was
difficult t© obtain the criteria upon which this
census had been carried out, and s© it was diffir-
cult t© assess gust h©w much more accurate these
figures were than those provided by the Factory
Register. Nevertheless,this was the only data
available d>©ut the number of people engaged in
different size-groupings ©f the industrial esta¬
blishments of the Survey Industries. By
arithmetical means,the estimated number of workers
employed in each size-grouping ©f the Survey
Factories was obtained,and the figures are
presented in column (e) Table 45,
This calculation brings out a highly important
point essential t® the design ©f any Industrial
Health Service. Whilst 70% ©f the manufacturing
establishments on Tyneside employ 10 people or
less, these 2,000 odd factories employ just ©ver
5% ®f the total w@rk-f©rce of the whole area
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which is exposed to statutory hazards. Thus if
the focus of any Industrial Health Service is to
be the individual worker at work, and not ' hl's
place of work per se, the exclusion of this
administratively complex and bulky group^of smallfactories would result in only some !?% of the
survey population being excluded from such a
Service♦' (It is assumed' that the proportion of
workers not exposed t® statutory hazards is cons¬
tant throughout the whole range of the Survey
Industries. This is probably an unjustified
assumption ,but under the circumstances it must be
made).
The extreme complexity of providing an
Industrial Health Service for the very small @g)
factory has been much discussed in the pastP Sue
discussions, it is now suggested, have been pre¬
occupied with the huge number of these establish¬
ments, and have tended to ignore the fact that they
employ only a marginal fraction of the total
working population. It is further submitted thalfc
the wide statutory definition of "factory" has
tended to produce an artificial inflation of the
total number of "factories", in the sense that th|is
latter work Is commonly understood. These two
factors have obscured this essentially simple
position. It is not disputed that the environ¬
mental supervision of these small factories is
itself an important matter. If, however, it is
accepted that the focus of any Industrial Health
Service should be the supervision of the health
of the individual at work, and that the control
©f his working environment is merely the means
to this end, then it seems obvious, that until
such time as further w©rk has been done upon the
organisation of a very-smali-factory Health
Service this size-group ©f factories can with
safety be ignored.
There is a qualification to the above stated
principle that must be made, in the light of the
accuracy and nature ©f the data upon which it is
based. The figures used in this deduction relat
only to those persons exposed to statutory hazard
and processes. Thus, for examplq the office and
managerial staff are excluded. Some estimate
had, therefore, to be made ©f what proportions
of these latter types ©f employees were not
covered by the Factories Act yin order t© estimate
the validity of the principle stated above. It
was obvious that some industries, because of the
nature of their processes,employed a higher pro¬
portion o|s non-productive staff than others. For
example there are many people not exposed t©
hazardous processes in the production ©f food,
and drink, whilst there is much larger proportions
so exposed in shipbuilding. In general, the sales
and distribution staffs of factories in the mass-
production industries are greater than in the
heavy and craft industries. The census of
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factory populations compiled by the Factory Inspe
torate allowed an estimate to be made of the number
of employees in each Survey Factory size-group^by
using the average number calculated to work in eabh
factory in the group. N© estimate was available
of this "Factory Act Population" by industries
although the insured population by industries was
available. It was this former data that was
needed ,if a comparison was t© be made between the
two differing factory populations ,and the validity
of the above principle demonstrated.
The Survey census of Tyneside establishments
allowed the total number of the "Factory Act
Population" employed in each Industrial Order to
be estimated, using the average "Factory Act
Population" ©f each factory (Table 45 column c).
The deduced totals so arrived at for each Order
were then compared with the known insured popu¬
lation for the Order. The result is shown in thb
final column of Table 46 and JiSkt somewhat surprising.
The proportions shown between the tw© types of
population estimates for Orders V and VIII are
obviously false. There cannot be more "Factory"
Act" people employed in an industry than there ar$
insured people working in it,,as all employees,
apart from those working on "their own account",
are included in the Ministry of Pensions and
National Insurance figures. This artefact can
be partially explained by the practice, of some
large firms with headquarters outside the area,
of centralising the handling of all their insurance
work in such a headquarters. For purposes of th^
Ministry return /these employees are shown in the
locally obtained figures as working in some distaijit
place,although the Inspectorate figures include
them within local industry. Thus one of the
populations is artificially lowered. Another
explanation for the obvious falsity of some ©f thbse
proportions.is the different classification of
some establishments used by the tw© separate bodi4s
compiling them. There are two sources of error
here. The Board of Trade classification
of establishments as used for the Survey, as has
been seen in one instance already, does not always
coincide with the Ministry of Labour's classifi¬
cation (see page 87 ). There are, however,
reasons to think that any discrepancies between
these two classifications are mostly small ones.
The comparison between the gross totals of
the "Factory Act Population", and the Survey Popu¬
lation, shows that, overall .,about four-fifths of the
Survey Population of the Survey Industries is
covered by the Factory Inspectorates' activities.
On the basis of the data available it is unsafe
to g© further than this and state what the pro¬
portions ©f these two types ©f population are
within different Industrial Orders.
;Mufi ield Tyreside Survey* •actories b.v :-lze and Industry.


































pantorv 3.39 23.75 71.17 168.39 358.u8 725.2k 1285 2000 6333
"
Order
III 98 27 3 7 3 2 U2 11+0 1+892 51+50 89.8
IV 105 28 6 7 2 2 1+5 150 1+793 9800 1+8.9
V 75 15 3 6 5 3 32 107 5802 1+910 118.2
VI 386 78 11 21+ 29 9 5 8 2 166 552 67992 86700 78.1+
VII 15U 53 6 5 1 1 66 220 5059 7280 69.5
VIII 177 57 9 6 1 2 1 76 253 6697 5770 116.1
IX 33 12 2 1k k7 5u0 760 71.1
X 19 3 3 2 8 21 1065 2670 39.9
XI 23 8 2 10 33 605 1320 1+5.8
XII 161 32 11+ 16 2 3 1 68 229 9172 9690 91+. 7
XIII 323 106 12 10 8 3 139 1+62 11191+ 15560 71.9
XIV 189 59 11 8 2 1 81 270 5611+ 6630 81+.7
XV 211 57 11 10 2 1 81 292 5979 6520 91.7
XVI 65 19 k 2 2 1 28 93 3293 3390 97.1
2019 55L 95 103 58 27 9 8 2. 856 2675
Tot. P.A.
Persons * 681+1+ 13158 6761 1731+1+ 20792 19581 11551 21+000 12667 132697 1661+50 79.7
* = Estimated
<•» *58 —
There is not sufficient data about the
insured population available^to allow the same
type of comparison 00 be made within the factory
size-groupings. The inability t® demonstrate
any worthwhile relationships between the tw©
types ©f population within the Industrial Orders,
does net allow an indirect approach t© be made
to this classification of the above principle.
Thus,the validity of the principle that only 5%
of the Working Population is ignored by excluding
these factories employing under 11 people^ still
remains strictly in doubt. It will continue
to be assumed, however, for planning purposes,
that the proportion of four-fifths between the
"Factory Act" and the Survey Populationshapplies
to all industries and all size groups of establish¬
ments. The Census of Industry was re-compiled
in the light of this deduction. Each factory
population was increased by one-fifth,in order
that true deductions could be made about the
adequacy of the existing Industrial Health
Services (Chapter 13 ).
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Employment Trends on Tyneside.
The detailed examination of the localisation
of the working population of Tyneside, both
geographically and within types ©f industries,has
been given in Chapter 9 and 10. At present the
purpose is to examine the present employment
position and, if possible, future employment
prospects of the area. The latter subject is
of considerable importance t© the planning of an
Industrial Health Service. Should severe
economic depression return to the valley in the
near future^the chances of developing a voluntary
comprehensive Industrial Health Service would be
very poor. The present climate of opinion amongst
local industrial management about such a service,
is not favourable. A voluntary Service would
therefore, be one of the first expenditures to be
cut during a period of retrenchment.
The introduction of the National Insurance
Scheme in 194-8 has rnaae comparison of absolute
employment figures for the last 20 years difficult.
For the seven years since the introduction of the
scheme ,it will be seen that the total number of
insured people in the Survey Area has remained
constant about 380,000 (Table 46A). A better
estimate of the trend of employment is obtained
from the index figures (Table 46B), which make
a proportionate allowance for the change in
definition ©f the insured population which occured
in 19-48. It will be seen that whilst there has
been a steady tendency for the national index of
employed persons to rise, there has been a steady
but slighter increase of employment on Tyneside
(ffv'<i graph ). When this situation is investigated
in greater detail,by the sex structure of the
insured population.it is seen that whilst the
index of employment for the male population has
remained constant^jgj-th some minor fluctuations
(Table 46C), th<&<£.&? the female insured popula¬
tion has, however, been less than for the country
a3 a whole over the same period. This is sur¬
prising when it is considered that Tyneside has
proportionately fewer females in its^insured popu¬
lation than has Great Britain (Tables 46k and 46F)
It would appear that this position is mainly the
result of there being fewer opportunities of
employment available for women}in an area that
depends to such a large degree upon heavy industry.Q
The Trend of Unemployment on Tyneside.
The unemployment position of the area is still
unfavourable as compared with the country as a
whole. The rate of unemployment still runs at
the rate of 1.9% of all those registered insured
people .as compared to 1.2% for Great Britain. A3
recently as 1954 the position was relatively much
Talkie No. 46A Qhanges in Total Insured Population, 1958-1933» W




1938. 1943. 1946. 1948A. 1948A + B. 1953. 1955.
Tyneside. 306,771. 292,973. 321,695. 310,818. 381,757. 375,239. 381,288.
Great Britain. 14,994,480. 14,630,000. 15,200,000. 15,760,000. 20,270,000. 20,880,000. 21,460,000.
The *A + B* figures refer to the total number of persons
insured under the National Insurance Act of July, 194$,
and are comparable with statistics for later years#
Table 1I0.4 6B
Index of Changes in Total Insured Population and Percentage Distribution, 1958-1959,
gteBgtumii . 0
District and Sub-Region.
Index of Numbers Insured (1958- 100)1
1943. 1946. 1948. 1953. 1955.
Tyneside. 95.5. 104.9. 101.3. 99.6. 101.2.
Great Britain. 97.6. 101.4. 105.1. 108.3. 111.3.
1. Index numbers for the year's 1948, 1953, and 1955 have been adjusted to allow for the
icSa certain classes ©f workers from the Unemployment Insurance Scheme before
Ta"ble No.46G
Index of Changes in Male Insured Population ax.-d Percentage Distribution 1938-1955 (T)
(Tyneside and Great Britain)
District and Sub-Region.
Index of Numbers Insured (1938 * 100 )1
1943. 1946. 1948. 1953. 1955.
Tyneside. 79.4. 93.6. 93-9. 91.5 92.8.
Great Britain. 81.1. 95.3. 101.6. HO V>1 • VJM * 105.1.
1. Index numbers for the years 194£^i953* and 1955 have been adjusted to allow for
the exclusion of certain classes of workers from the Unemployment Insurance
Scheme before July, 1948.
Table No. 461) INDEX Off CHANGE'S IN FEMALE INSURED POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION. 1938-1955.
©(Tyneside and Great Britain*
District and Sub-Region.
Index of Numbers Insured (1938 * 100)
1943.
"■
■ ■ ■ ■ - '
1946. 1948. 1953. 1955.
Tyneside. 151.1. 143.9. 126.8. 127.0.
V: -
129.7.




Changes in Male Insured Population 1958-1955, #
(Tynesi&e and Great Britain)
:. •OimiSBaZ&SZSSSer-
TSSSSSESBBKBml, A,
District and Sub- i Numbers Insured.
ilv ^XUXi e
j 1938 1943. 1946. 1948A. 1948A + B. 1953. 1955.
Tyneside. 237,849. 188,834. 222,537. 223,444. 263,255. 256,530.
•
260,068.
Great Britain. 10,913,690. 8,850,000. 10,400,000. 11,085,000. 13,485,000. 13,720,000. 13,960,000.
1
The *A B' figures refer to the total number of persons
insured under the National Insurance Act of July, 1948,
and are comparable with statistics for later years.
Table No. 46f? Changes in Female Insured Population, 1958-1955, *
(Tyneside anrl Great. BntBin).
Numbers Insured.
Eegicn. 1938. 1943. 1946. 1948A. 1948A + B.
—
1953. 1955.
Tyneside. 68,922. 104,139. 99,158. 87,374.
.4 ..... , ,i
118,502. 118,709. 121,220.






more unfavourable (Table 46G). Within recent
years the rate of decline of the amount of local
unemployment has been much faster than that of
Great Britain a- ). The unemployment
rate for males is probably as low as can be ©btaijned
©n Tyneside^with its high level of disablement-
producing heavy industry, without a greater drive
to prevent accidents and improve rehabilitation^
The static state of the total available male labour
force means, therefore, that the avex'age employer
should be forced by circumstances to giving more
attention t© the preservation of the health and
fitness of his existing labour force. These cir{-
cumstances do not yet affect the female labour
force,as there appears still to be a considerable
untapped local reserve of female labour. The
higher unemployment figures for women, and the
relatively low local proportion of women in employ¬
ment, suggest that a supply of women recruits to
industry is still available.(T)
It seems that, whilst there continues to be
adequate wox-k demand for the products of the
basic industries, unemployment on the Tyne has
reached almost its lowest possible at the present
day. Any expansion in the work-force of the
area will depend upon the establishmeut^fiuore of
the type of industry that finds it possible to
employ a large proportion of women. There will be
a temporary increase in the number of people avail
able for employment,when the effects ©f the increased
birth rates of the post-war years is felt from th
early 1960*s onwards.
To forecast with any confidence the economic
fortunes of Tyneside is impossible. The recent
stormy economic history,and a continued but
decreasing dependence upon a narrow range of
industries, makes any objective prediction hazardous,
The prospects for the shipbuilding industry are
said to be set fair, and the industry itself is
confident about its future.® Its industrial
relations, however, are bad,and the attitudes to¬
wards them on both sides ox the industry are
anachronistic in the extreme.(3) This, together witp
increasing foreign compet&fon, gives the outside
observer a less happy feeling about che future of
this staple industry.® Most other sections of th
heavy engineering industry, on the other handjWoujLd
appear to have a more staole future. The new
nuclear* power industry has obtained a valuable an<jl
broad foundation amongst a wide range of Tyneside
engineering factories. The newer lighter consumer
gbods industries are continuing to enter the area,®
and their fortunes would seem to depend more upon
the general economic health ©f the country as a
whele .rather than upon local factors. The revo¬
lution in economic social thinking over the past
two decades probably means that the national
economic state will never again be allowed to
Trblc Ho. 16G- Unemployment among Insured Persons,, 1958 - July, 1956. (V)
(Tyneside ' and. G-re "t Britain)
Year.
Unemployment JRate*




































♦ Average number of insured persons registered as unemployed expressed as a
percentage of the insured population.
+ Excluding February, because of the Fuel Crisis detailed figures for this
month a.i e not available.
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deteriorate as badly as in the 30*s^without
c, rly and vigorous curative measures. By and
large, apart fxom shipbuilding, it is felt that
Tyneside will never again be allowed to become
a Depressed Area,in the sense that it will fall
far below the economic standards prevailing
throughout the rest of the country. Beyond
this the economic prospects for the areatand thus
for the proposed Industrial Health Service,cannot
be foreseen.
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The Medical. Nursing; and, gull Time First Aid
"
Personnel engagedin T.yneside Industry.
When the census of local industrial esta"blis
ments had been completed ,it became possible to
enquire further, from these concerns, about the
type of Industrial Health Service, if any, which
they provided for their employees.
Sources and Validity of Information,
In order to ease the collection ©f data,and
to avoid misunderstanding about the purposes ©f
li¬
the investigation, Industrial Associations of
various types were first approached for their
co-operation. Reactions were varied. The
largest general Association could not co-operate
as the terms of its Royal Charter did not allow
it t© do soothe ©ther main Association of
manufacturers expressed considerable interest bujfc
did not prd&er* any active assistance* Of the
individual Trade Associations approached^a very
few gave grudging assistance after very searchin
enquiries about the aims and motives ©f the survey.
The remainder either did not reply to the approa
or turned down the request for c©-©peration . Thh
furthering of this part of the investigation
depended, t© a considerable extent, upon gaining
the co-operation of that large section ©f local
industry engaged upon engineering and shipbuilding
Fortunately the Engineeing Employers Confederati
after certain hesitations, agreed to a limited
degree of c©-operation. Unfortunately the
Shipbuilding Employers refused t© d© so without,
so far as is known, attempting to obtain further




As a result of this lukewarm reception ©n th£
part af the employers representatives^it was
decided t© collect Information from each establish¬
ment separately. N© attempt would be made to
use the medium ©f any Trade Associations, other
than those that had already made offers of assis¬
tance. This method of approach, as will be seei
resulted in a remarkable degree of helpfiul co¬
operation. It can only be concluded tnat an
attitude ©f suspicion and mistrust is more liabl^
to be aroused in representative bodies than in
individuals}by this type of investigation.
A similar approach to local representatives
of the Medical Profession was only a little more
encouraging. Of the four local branches ©f the
British Medical Association, whose co-operation^
was sought, only ©ne acknowledged the receipt of
the communication and advised its members about
the activities ©f the Survey. Another replied,
but did notfc do so 'until an interval of nine months
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So far as is known the other two branches took no
action in the matter. This lack of response was
all the more surprising in the light of a recent
policy statement about the formation of any future
Industrial Health Service.(T) This attaches great
importance to the place of the general pr-acb&oner
in such a service. Furthermore,it will be seen
that the majority of Doctors professionally t
engaged in local industry are general practi&oners.
In this situation it is all the more perplexing,
that the local branches of the major medical
association showed such little interest in the
matter.
The Secretary of the local branch of the
Association of Industrial Medical Officers proved
most co-operative jand it was partly due to his
valuable help that this aspect of the Survey has
proved to be as accurate as seems possible in the
circumstances.
There is unfortunately no suitable represanta+-
tive body of Occupational Health Nurses in the aroa.
Whilst there is an active local branch of their
professional association it w§s found that nearly
all of its members are employed by the Nationalised
Industries, particularly coal-mining. These are
excluded from the Sux-vey^and for the purposes of
this investigation it was considered that the
association could offer little assistance.
In November 1935 (i.e. before this work began)
the Factory Inspectorate throughout the country
had circularised all industrial establishments
employing 50 or more persons in almost the identi4-
cal group of Industries to that being considered
by this SurveyThis questionnaire, asked for
details about the medical and nursing staff employed.
It would, of course, have furthered the work ©f
the present investigation immensely if the local
results of this postal enquiry could have been
obtained. This unfortunately proved not to be
possible. Whilst such information as had been
collected was made freely available^there proved
t© be considerable limitations upon its validity.
Only one ©f the two local Inspectorate districts
had transcribed accurate abstracts of all the
returned questionnaireSjbefore these were forwarded
to London for analysis. Thus the picture for one
half of the Survey Area was incomplete. Most
serious, however, was the complete lack of in¬
formation about that proportion ©f questionnaires
that had not been returned. Such information as
was available was used, as far as was possible, tc
check the results of the separate, but similar,
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enquiry conducted later by this Survey.
Whilst detailed information about the degree
©f positive response t© this early postal enquire-
by the Factory Inspectorate was not available,
there was a strong subjective impression amongst
the local Inspectorate that it had been poor.®
This fact, together with the reluctance sf the
Trade Associations to co-operate, did not auger
well for the success ©f any similar future en¬
quiry that may be conducted by this Survey,
nevertheless, in any attempt to improve upon thi$
response,it would have proved impossible, with
the resources available, t® personally visit eaclji
of the 856 Survey Factories. It was therefore
decided t® delay another postal survey of all
these establishments for a period of twelve
months from Hovember 1955 ♦ in ibe hope that in
the intervening period more co-operation could
be gained. In the meantime, detailed attention
was given to th©3e concerns which were known,
from other s©urces/ t© have in existence some'form
©f Health Service.
In an attempt to anticipate yet another p®©r
response to this second postal survey other
alternative sources ©f information were sought
in the interim. It was discovered that one of
the local wholesale drug houses specialised in
supplying the industrial firms of Tyneside with
requisites for their Health Services. One of
their representatives dealt exclusively with
this side of their business. When approached,
he proved willing to help in the collection or
information about whether the Survey Factories
he visited employed either a doctor or a nurse.
Whilst the statistical validity of such informa¬
tion would be highly suspect it was hoped, that
over a period of time, it would be possible to
built up a less hazy ©utline of the situation,
than that existing at the beginning ©f the Survey.
At the worst such information would be valueless
and at the best,it would give no more than a
pointer t© be followed, with more reliable methalg.,
at a later date.
In December 1956,a postal questionnaire,
somewhat more simplified than that used by the
Factory Department, was circularised to all the
856 Survey Factories. The response was far
better than had ever been anticipated as seen Whejn
table 4-7 is compared with Table ijiQ,
Out of the total ©f 856 questionnaires sent
92(io-7%) were not returned. All the firms em¬
ploying ©ver 1,000 people answered. Only 2 (2J%)
of those employing between 251 and 1,000 people
did not reply* One of these was the main daily
newspaper for the area employing nearly a thousand
workers , and the other, a much smaller concern,
employing under 500 people, and engaged upon the
Table 47.
Postal questionnaires not returned*
Distribution by Orders and Factory Size Groups*
Industrial
Factory Size Group (JNo. of employees).
Order. 11-50 51-100 101-250 251-500 501-1000. Total.
Ill 2 1 1 4
IV 4 4
V 1 1 1 3
VI 12 5 2 17
VII 11 11
VIII 2 1 3
IX 0 1 1
X 1 1
XI 0 0
XII 4 3 7
XIII 17 2 1 20
XIV 6 2 1 9
XV 5 3 1 1 10
XVI 1 1 2
Total 66 14 10 1 1 92
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production of brass castings. The 24
firms who did not reply in the size ranges 51-250
are spread over a •.vide range of nearly all the
Survey Industries and do not call for any further
comment. Of the smallest firms, i.e. 11-50
employees, some 66 (l11%) failed to answer the
questionnaire. This is roughly the same pro¬
portion as in all the mlmmm. size gxoups. It was
anticipated that a larger proportion ©f these
smallest establishments, all of which would probably
need to return completely negative questionnaires
would have failed to reply. The degree ©f response
from this size group was very gratifying. The
failure within Industrial Orders to return the
questionnaire showed some variation. In Order Xj[II.;?<?
Food, Drink and Tobacco producing establishments o*t~dy-
159 failed to reply. This being the highest
proportion of ail the Orders. The other large,
and much the most important Order - Do. VI, showed
under 10% ©f no replies which is near the overall
average. The 10 other Orders call for no comment.
In summary the response t© this investigation
was far better than was originally anticipated.
Despite the lukewarmness of the recommendation of
the Trade Associations ,the management of the large
majority of the establishments were sufficiently
interested in the purpose of this investigation
to reply. From the other sources of information
mentioned, and from personal contact over a perioc.
ox time, with a broad range ©f local industry, it
has been possible t© verify the accuracy ©f most
mast of the positive information aboutnumbers of
personnel given in these returns. As will be
seen, all these establishments which stated that
they employed either a Medical Officer or a
trained nurse have been visited. Many of the
remaining establisnments in the larger size-group
have als® been visited for other purposes, from
time to time. There is no doubt that the positivje
information about the type and numbers of personnel
given by these returns was accurate at the time the
questionnaires were completed. whilst the
attention given t© those establishments, of all
size groups, which returned negative questionnaire
has been less intense, there is similar confidenc
that the information provided by them is reasonabl
accurate. The information gained from the urvey
of local general practice (ChapterlA ), did not
reveal any practitioner who was notvknown t© be
working in industry. It is admitted that there
may be s©meiv*discovered doctors so employed in the
non-sample section of thi©Vinvestigation.
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Definitions of various g;r©up3 of Medical and
Pursing Personnel working in Industry*
A. Industrial Medical Officers (I.M.Q.'s).
Those:-
i. Engaged exclusively in industry*
Within this group are included those
doctors who are working for one, ©r more
industrial concerns, t© the exclusion of
any form of medical practice*
ii. Engaged in industry upon a part-time basis*
This large group contains all those
doctors who work in industry for a fraction
of their timefand yet who are also engaged
upon some other form ©f medical activity
for the whole or part ©f the remainder of
their working time. This group is capable
of further sub-division.
a) General Practitioners (G.P.'s).
The majority ©f doctors who spend a part
of their professional time, on a regular
sessional basis, working in industry are,
for the most of their time working in
general practice.
fr) Other Part-Time^Medical Officers. (Part-Timle
©Q a sessional basis).'
There is an occasional doctor working
in Tyneside industry who is not principall
a general practioner. Thus there is a
married woman doctor who attends infant-
welfare clinics and pension tribunals, as
well as holding an industrial appointment.
The local police pathologist als© has a
part time appointment with a tobacco firm.
c) Doctors on Emergency call.
It was soon discovered that some firms
who insisted that they employed a Medical
Officer part-time, did not receive from him
any regular sessional services. When this
point was pursued it appeared that the
doctor, usually a local general practioner,
received an annual retaining fee, and in
return undertook to attend, at any time,
that industrial establishment /should his
services be required by them. This
arrangement was taken, in most cases, t©
refer only t® the emergency treatment of
persons injured in accidents or suddenly
taken ill. These pract&oners were obviousjLy
providing a different type of service to
those attending ©n a regular, sessional
basis, and they had t© be treated separate!^,
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B. Nursing Personnel.
(The main difficulty met with, in compiling
a census of nurses working in industry, was th.5
ignorance, actual or feigned, of employers,
about standards of nursing training. There
was a surprising lack of knowledge, amongst
many firms about the professional differences
between a State Registered Nurse (S.R.N.), a
State Enrolled Assistant Nurse (S.E.A.N.),and
"Other Nurses". This last group proved to be
an extremely heterogeneous body of people.
They ranged from the girl who had completed
her training and who had Mled, for a wide
range of reasons to obtain her diplomas through
the enthusiastic woman who had spent much time,
particularly during the last war, in practical
First-Aid nursingt to the person who had
simply been given a white overall to wear and
some cursory First-Aid instruct ion,-* had been
dej$gnated "Nurse".
It was suspected in several instances that
the employer was fullj aware that the person
claiming to be a trained nurse had not benefitted
by any formal nursing training; when questioned
about this he usually found it politic to feigx.
ignorance of the true position. It must be
remembered, in this connection, that the wages
paid to an untrained person are less, although
not substantially so, than those demanded by
B.R.N.'s and S.E.A.N.*s.
When a white coat is worn by the auxiliaries,
it is difficult for the average person attending
a works surgery to discriminate between the
various grades of nursing ^skill. It tends to
be assumed that the "Nurses" position is con¬
trolled by some legal sanction,and that this is
a sufficient guarantee ©f the quality of the
service given. This, ©f course, is not so.
The Factories Acts 1936 and 1948 require n©
more than that she "be a responsible person who
shall, in the case of a factory where more than
fiffty persons are employed, be trained in
first aid treatment" (Section 4-5 (3) Factories
Act 193?).
There is no definition ®f the words underlined^,
and no statutory standards have been prescribed.
Whilst a few employers cynically play upon this
confusion jto save the difference in wages deman¬
ded by these two types of nurses, many employers
©f this recalitrant type quite openly state
that they have no intention ©f exceeding the
minimum standards. On the ©ther hand,some
employers realise that the higher piality of
service being obtained from trained personnel
is t© their direct advantage, and specifically
seek to employ qualified nurses.
Despite a multiplicity of attitudes towards
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the trained nurse at work in industry,an impression
was gained ®£ two predominant ones. Firstly,
many, probably the majority, ©f people in authorityin industry, particularly in smaller firms, do no|t
clearly realise the difference, in professional
training and ability,between the trained and the
untrained person. Secondly, when engaging a
"nurse" fto© often is little attention given t© tb■
type of training she has received. Almost any¬
one who is called "nurse" can be engaged by such
firms ^without further consideration being given
to their ability and training.
It is impossible to be more precise about the
position of the untrained "nurse", as detailed
attention was only given to that section of
industry served by trained nurses, i.e. S.R.N.'s
or 3,E.A.N.*s. The other type of "nurse" was
only directly encountered,when following up
returns to questionnaires which proved to have
been answered inaccurately, or where these people
were working for a firm which also employed a
doctor.(See Chapterl7JLfor further details} It
was almost impossible to differentiate, on amy
simple objective basis, between the untrained
"nurse" ©f doubtful quality,and the more capable
person, who whilst having no formal qualification
has a wealth of experience and a wide practical
training. This latter type includes many full-
time First-Aid attendants of both sexes.
Under these circumstances,nursing personnel
was divided into three categories.
i).The State Registered Nurse (S.R.N.).
ii).The State Enrolled Assistant Nurse (S.E.A
who is differentiated from the S.R.N,
because of the restrictions placed by
statute upon her activities. She cannojt,
for example, give injections if unsuper¬
vised, or have control of certain Dangero(us
Drugs.
iii).Other "nurses" or First-Aid auxiliaries.
These include all those persons considered
above who d© not have any formal nursing
qualification.
C. Other Ancillary Personnel.
Within this category are included all those
persons whose primary duty is neither the pro¬
vision of medical nor nursing attention. Theiie
are only a few people within it. A few examples
will illustrate this; thus chiropodists, physio¬
therapists, radiographers are included, and





Some of the above difficulties in obtaining
accuracy of description of these types of personnel
were encountered before the questionnaire was
circulated* An attempt was made to eliminate thdm
by appropriately phrasing the questions asked. Tc
a large extent^this attempt was successful but those
establishments which gave doubtfully accurate
returns were all visited,and the true position
clarified. It was^a result of many of these
visits that the range of managerial attitudes to¬
wards Nursing personnel was discovered.
Doctors working within Tyneside Industry. (Table 5^)
There are 29 doctors working in industry ©n
Tyneside, The establishments they cover are
shown on Tables 54 and
1. Full-Tlme Medical Officers.
There are only tw© doctors engaged in Industrial
Health practice for the whole of their pro¬
fessional time* One is employed by a large
heavy engineering-shipbuilding combine. He is
responsible for the health of the workers in
three separate establishments; two adjacent
engineering works employing some 7,500 people^
and a shipbuilding yard, some five miles to the
east, which employs some 3,500 people* The
second doctor is employed by two large associated
companies, one working on the manufacture of
turbo-alternating electricity generators, and
the other producing electrical switchgear. Thb
two factories for which he is responsible are
on opposite banks of the Tyne some five miles
downstream from Newcastle. Each ©f these
places employs approximately 5,000 people.
2. Part-Time Medical Officers (a)General Pract&onejrs.
(Tables 4-8,49, Jo).
Twenty-tw® of the twenty-nine doctors working
in Industry are primarily general practitioners,
who devote a greater, or lesser, proportion of
their time to this work. Fifteen ©f them are
responsible for the health of a single establish¬
ment only, enother six cover two factories, and
one supervises n© less than six different indus¬
trial plants. All @f them, except one .die-working
within the National Health Service; this ex¬
ception has a private-patient general practice
in the residential town of Gosforth, Of the
eight Appointed Factory Doctors within the
Survey Area.six are in this category. The
distribution of these doctors within industry
(Table 54) showsjthat those with multiple appoint¬
ments have their charges scattered across a
wide range ©f industrial work. Of the fifteen
practifioners having charge ©f single factor
the distribution is shown on Tabic 46*
Table 48*
'I'he Coimnlttstents of G.F.*s oailp.;-; for Single Industrial Establishments.







Rumber of Average nuaber
on list. ,
3. Fused Silica lare Ill 610 1 hour 4,497 2 2,532
4. Foundry SpecMists V 150 3 hours 3,460 0 3,460
% I^ad Smelting ¥ 200 1 hour Unknown 1
6* Marine Engineering VT 3*300 2 hours 3*461 0 3,461
7. Riap „sanufacture ¥1 29o 5 hours 1,942 1 1,663
6. Ship Repairing. VI 1,000 % hour 3,769 1 1,885
9. General Engineering VI 4,200 12 hours Unknown 0 -
10. Shipbuilding VI 1,300 4 hours 3,512 2 3,215
11. n VI 1,800 1 hour 2,031 0 2,031
12. wire Rope Manufacture VIII 1,250 2 hours 4,035 3 -2,268
13. lets! Box Manufacture VIII 840 4 hours 3,843 1 3,194
14. Mens* clothing. XII 750 4 hours 2,824 2 2,301
15. Box Making XV 370 5 hours 3,281 4 2,299
16. Laminated Plasties XVI 1,100 4>l hours 4,455 2 3,239 I
17. Rubber Hose XVI 500 2 hours 4,080 2 2,301
17,160 51 hours
Table Mo. 49. Committments for G.P. caring for two factories.
Dr. No.
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VI. 3,ooo):5t050 5)6 4,562 1 3,472
25. Electric Battery Manufacture.
tl it t!
VI.
VI. 290)3^0550) P2 (Unknown)
Table Ho. 50. Committments for G.P. caring for six factories*








































Of the six doctors engaged in the shipbuilding
and heavy engineering industries, three attend
shipyards. OneAiur"half an hour per week for
1,000 people, and one for one hour per week for
1,800 people, and the third for four hours per
week for 1,000 people. A fourth attends the 3,jbo
people of a marine engineering works for two hour 3
per week. Of the other two, one attends a large
mixed engineering concern employing some 4,200
people for twelve hours per week, and the other
looks after a small specialist engineering factory
employing some Sk-qo people, for five hours per wee c.
The single doctor employed in Order III attends
his factory which employs 600 people,for one hour
per seek. Of the two Order V firms employing In¬
dustrial Medical Officers, a lead smelting works
employing over 200 peole, has its doctor attendin
for one hour per week, and a foundry equipment firm
employing under 'fSo people, has attention for throe
hours per week. In Order VIII the doctor of the
wire rope firm, which employs over 1,000 people,
attends for two hours, and the doctor ©f the meta.
box factory attends the 840 employees for four
hours per week.
The clothing firm with tfSo employees, mostly
women, has the services of its doctor for four hehrs
per week} mm the 500 employees of the rubber hose
firm for two hours^ the 570 people in the paper-
box making firm for five hours, and 1,100 employees
of the laminated plastics factory for four and a
half hours per week.
The distribution ©f the work ©f the six general
practitioners who look after two establishments each ,
is shown on Table 49. The data given in Tables ^16,
49, and 50 about the number of patients cared for
by each of these doctors will be further explaine<L>
when the structure of general practice as a whole
is dealt with in Chaj^ter 14 , The work of the
single general practitioner who cares for the health
of six establishments is detailed in Tab le 50.
When further attention is given to the work¬
load borne by these doctors.it will be seen that
many of them,as well as cafing for their domiciliary
patients and these factories, have other regular
professional commitments such as Insurance Tribunals,
National Service Medical Boards and so on. Some
further examples of the range of these other commit¬
ments are given in the next paragraph. This con¬
siders the five remaining doctors working part-tine
in industry, but who d© not have general practice^
to care for.
The establishment, its work-force, the number
©f hours spent per week, and the other commitments;,
of these doctors are stated in Table 51. It will
be seen that ©ne of these doctors is, in fact,
a full-time Industrial Medical Officer whose
Table No. 51.
Part-Time I.M.O.'s not engaged, in General Practice.
No. of
Doctor.
Type of Establishment. Order. No. of
Employees.
Hours spent/






















6 ) Retired from General Practice.
3 ) Attends Medical Boards twice
3 ) weekly.





5 ) Married woman. Attends one Infant
1 ) Welfare Clinic and one Pension
Tribunal weekly.
28. Steel Polling Mill. V 600 # Full time I.M.O. centred else¬
where .
29. Tobacco Factory. XIII 1,000 6 Police Pathologist. University
Lecturer in Forensic Medicine.
13,000 33# hours
Table 52.
Distribution of Medical Officers by T,ype and by
~
number of establishments cared for.









Total. 2. 22. 5.
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29.















1* 15 57 3 hrs. I^zoixis.
2. 9 79L 4 lira. (0 mins. 2 hrs. 4 zains.





i.e. 2 full time X.M.0
22 General Eratit: .anors.
5<fHer Doctors.
Table Bo. 54.
M.O's Btaplxjyed in Industry by Orders and Factory
Size- Grouping,





















in 2 2 42
IF 1 3 2 6 45
V 3 2 2 7 32
VI 1 6 3 5 7* Ml 23 166
VII 1 1 66




XII I 1 68
XIII 1 139
XIV 81
XV 1 1 2 81
XVI 1 1 1 28
TOTAL
!




95 103 27 856
x See note on Table 69.
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main charge, a steel works, lies outside the area.
He has been arbitrarily included in this category,
Doctor E©» 27. is the only weman to be employed in
industry on Tyneside. The tw© establishments she
cares for are both owned by the same company,and
just over half their combined work-force is women,
The facts set out in the preceding paragraphs
will be further considered from two different
points of view later. Firstly, from an industrial
viewpoint in seeking to show t© what extent the
whole of local industry has the benefit of medical
attention and advice. Secondly,t© consider the
relationship between the doctor^* industrial
commitmexits and his other professional commitment^.
Until then#1further comment is deferred.
The nursing and First Aid and Ancillary Personnel
employed in Tyneside IndustryT
■ng
a) Trained Nurses.
Only State Registered Nurses (S.R.N.'s) and
State Enrolled Assistant Nurses (S.E.A.N.'s) are
considex^ed in this section. Other persons claim
t© be "nurses" or described as such are included
in the next section, which deals with First Aid
personnel employed solely ©n these duties.
In all there are 93 State Registered,or Stati
Enrolled nurses employed in Tyneside industry, 5*>
of these are S.R.N.'s and 37 are S.E.A.N.'s. The^,
and the 75 First Aid personnel t© be considered
shortly, are employed in a total of 95 establishments,
(See Table 66, pamt ). Only 33 of these
establishments have either whole or part time
Industrial Medical Officers who give professional
support and supervision to these personnel. As
a result,there are 25 ©f these nurses who re
without any form of medical supervision whatsoever
(Table 60) (if the four factories who employ nurses
and have a standing arrangement with a local
general practioner for emergency call are exclude^).
Of these 25 unsupervised nurses 1©nly tw® are j'elntly
employed in the same establishment, one of these }.s
an S.R.E. and the other is an S.E.A.E. In fact,
the latter receives no supervision from the more
adequately trained S.R.N., as this latter woman
is only empl©yed part-time, and is in fact subor¬
dinate to the S.S.A.N. The time given to these
factories by the 33 supervising doctors comes to
a total ©f 173)^ hours per week. These 93 nurses
devote a total of some 3,97^ hours per week, to
the care of the 5^,770 employees. This total
of nursing time is t© be treated with some reserve.
It is based upon replies to the questionnaires.
The accuracy ©f the replies concerning the number
and type of the trained nurses has been personally
checked in all the establishments which employ
them. Nevertheless some of the information
collected was more difficult to check, and that
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relating t© hours worked was the most difficult.
Many nurses did not appear to know exactly how
many hours per week they gave to their job, They
tended in these circumstances to give the standard
reply of y+4 hours. It was suspected that a pro¬
perbiuu of these were regularly working overtime,
and thus their total working week may actually
have been considerably longer. Some answers
about working hours were given with precision.
In such cases it was usually found that the policy
of the company was to disallow the nurses to work
overtime;or that there were several nurses working
on a shift basis who were being relieved at set
intervals. The senior nurse, in those places
employing more than ©ne nurse, and the nurse
working without any assistance, tended to have to
exceed their hours when special conditions ©r
circumstances arose. For example^ home vmting of
sick work-people could often only be done jfter
the factory had closed. Four of the S.R.N.'s
are men,and they all work in heavy engineering
©r shipbuilding. The remaining 89 nurses are
all women.
First Aid Personnel.
Included within this category are all the
other personnel ©f the medical departments of
Tyneside industry,who devote all their employed
time t© this work.
There are 79 of these people. The range of
training arid aptitudes is wide and varied and has
been mentioned already. No attempt was made to
assess the quality of the service they gave.
This is one of the many problems cast up by the
work that would well repay more detailed and
lengthy study. Of these 79* 4V were women. It
was usual to find more men employed in the heavy
industries, particularly in shipbuilding. There
is a supposed prejudice, according to managers,
by the employees of these industries against the
employment of women ©n these duties. Despite
this,there are three female registered nurses
working in two of the shipyard, without any
apparent ill effects. There are no fewer than_
4-9 ©f these full time auxiliaries in H establish¬
ments without any form of regular or emergency
medical supervision. There are another five in
four establishments who are supervised by and
subordinate t© a medically unsupervised S.R.N.
These people work a total of 3*172 hours per weefc.
Ancillary Personnel.
This category of worker has already been
defined on page 108 • There are 8 of them
altogether, and they are listed below.
Physietherapists 1 (Full time).
Chiropodists 4(all on a sessionalbasis)
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/ ' Opticians ...... 2 (On a sessional basis).
J Dentists 1 ( " " " " ).
v i i/ 'The physiotherapist is employed by a large
engineering combine.which has a fully equipped
physiotherapy department ,which it uses a great
deal, and which it values highly. The chiro¬
podists are all empleyed by firms which have a
high percentage of women in their labour force.
Thus the largest tobacco firm provides a regular
sessional appointmentf as does a similar sized
clothing factory. The opticians are simply gives
facilities by their two companies (one the same
group ©f engineering firms as employs the physio¬
therapist, and the other a medium-sized mining
engineering firm) t© carry out their N.H.S.
prescribing and dispensing practice, within the
company premises. They are not direct employees
©f the company. The same principle applies to the
single dentist who practices in local industry.
He is engaged full time in this work, and divides
his time equally between the tobacco manufacturing
firm and the mining engineering establishment both
mentioned above. The® tw© firms provide him
with surgery premises in their medical departments
together with a certain amount of equipment, over
and above the permanent equipment ^such as the chair
and pedestal.
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'"ABLE 55 Distribution of Medical Officers throughout Industry
NO, of firms. Description. No. of employees. Hrs/week. Nursing Assist. Pull Time
1 First Aid
Order 111
111.1. Glass Manuf. 630 2 1 SEN
111.2, Silica Wire : anuf. 610 1 - nil -
Total 2 factories 1240 3 1 SEN
Total factories "at risk" =42. Total population "at risk" = 5,450.
Order 1V
1V.1. Soap lianuf. 600 4 2 SEN
1V.2. Pharmaceuticals. 800 5 SEN
1V.3. Sealing Compound. 110 1
1V.4. hamaceuticals . 160 1
1V.5. Glue Hanuf. 220 12
1V.6. Organic Chemicals. 50 1
Total 6 factories 1940 12^ 3 SRNs



















Grey Iron Castings. 900 6 2 SEAN




Tube Drawing. 270 4 SRN 2
Lead Smelting. 200 1
Lead Processing. 230 1
Foundry Products. 150 3
7 factories 2750 18& 2 SEN, 3 SEAN 2
mm mm mm mm mm mm
Order V1 -
Ship Building & Rep.1800 1 1SEN,1SEAN
w « 2000 4 SRN
" Repairing. 3000 5 SRN
" Building. 1800 4 - 3
It H 5000 3 - 3
ft If ft 2000 3 • 2
Marine Engineering. 2000 3 - 2
Ship Repairs & End. 3300 2




lo.of firms. Descripton. o.of employees. firs/week. liursing Assist, Full Time
First id.
V1.10. Dlosftl iv';ineerin... 1(200 12 3 SRN.
V1.11. Baking Machinery. 350 h SRN.
VI,12. Engine Starter®, 350 2 mi.
VI .13. Battery i anuf. 290 1 SRN.
V1.14.
rr tf 550 1 SRN,
V1.15. Bledtrie Lamps. 500 1 SRN.
VI .16. Turbo-Generators. 5000 20 4 3BJ3. 2
VI.17. Electrical Equipment. 5600 20 4 SRN. 2 SEAN. 3
VI.18. Pimps, 290 5 SRN.
V1.19. ) Mixed I[ 5000 I.A 5 SRN
V1.20. 5 Engineering. I; 2500 18 SEAN.
VI .21. Electrical Insulators,, 210 2 3
VI.22. » « 375 2 SEAN. 1
V1.23. lining; Machinery. 900 2 1
Total 23 factories 46115 134 24 SRN
22 SEAN 20
Total factories "at risk" = 166. Total employees "at risk"=86700
Order V11
V11.1. Engine Repairs, 80 3
Total factories "at risk" = 66, Total population "at risk" « 7260.,
ureter v ni
V111.1. Oil Seals. 950 2 SEAN
V111.2, Metal Boxes. 840 4 SRN
VW.3. Wire <3: Heap Hopes. 1250 2 SRN
Total 3 faotori.es 3C40 8 2 SRN, 1 SEAN 1
Total factories "at risk" = 76. Total employees "at risk" « 5770
TABLE 55 Contd.
Hnf of finn. Description, Do, of Employees, Hrs/week. Nursing Assist. First /id Assist
Order X11
X11. 1, Men's Tailoring. 750 4 S.H.N.
Total factories "at risk" = 68. Total employees "at risk" = 9690
Order Xi 11
X111. 1. Tobacco Manuf. 1000 6 3.R.N. 2
Total factories "at risk" = 139. Total employees "at risk" = 15,560.
Order XV
XV.1. IItho Printing of
Metal Boxes. 120 1 SEAN
X7.2, Cardboard Cartons. 370 5 - Nil •
Total 2 factories 490 6 1 SEAN










1 SEN , 2 SEAN.
SEN
Total 2 factories 1600 6£
Total factories "at risk" = 28, Total employees
2 SEN, 2 3EAIJ.
"at risk" = 3390.
GRARD
TOTAL 48 factories 60,705 201£ 36 S.R.K.
29. SEAN, 25 First Aid
Personnel.
Total factories "at risk" = 856
Total employees "at risk" = 166, 450.
Distribution of Nurses and First Aid Staff throughout Reside Industry.
No,of No.employed. Description. Nurse Time/ Pull Time Time/ M.O. Time/
pirn, SRN or week First Aid week Employed. week
SEAN. (Ilrs) Staff (hrs) (hrs)
Order 111
111.1. 630 Glass. SEN 44 Yes. 2
Manufacture.
Total factories "at risk"=42. Total employees "at risk"=5,450.
Order 1V
1V.1. 600 Soap Manuf• SRN 39 Yes. 4
1V.2. 800 Pharmaceuticals.SEN 40 Yes. 5
1V,7. 700 Detergent
Bottlers. SRN 44 No.
1V.8. 680 idint.Mrinuf , 2 88
Total 2780 4 factories 4 SEN 135 2 88 2 9
Total factories "at r±sk"=45 Total employees "at risk'"=9800.
Order V
V.1. 900 Grey Iron 2 SEAN. 88 Yes. 6.
V,2.
Castings.
400 Steel Castings. SRN. 44 Yes. b^"•3» 600 Steel Rolling. SEAN. 44 Yes. "2
V.4. 270 Tube Drawing. SEN. 41| 2 63 Yes. 4.
V.8, 670 Steel Rolling. SRN. 44 1 36< No. •V.9. 130 Die Casting. 1 4% No.
v.10. 50 Iron Founding. 2 50 No.
Total 3020 7 factories 3 SRN, 261 £ 6 191^ 4 13s
3 SEAN,
Total factories "at risk"=32 Total employees "at risk"=4,910.
Order V1.
V1«1. 1800 Shipbuilding & 1 SEN 88 Yes. 1
Repairing 1 SEAN
V1«2. 2100 Shipbuilding SEN
(Male)44 Yes. 4
Table 56 Continued.
Ko.of Ko.Employed . Description. IMrae. Time/ P.A,Staff. Time/ M.O. Time/
Firm. week week Ecrp. week.
V1.3. 3000 Ship repairs. SEN 44 Yes. 5
V1.4. 1800 Ship builders. 3 132 Yes, 4
V1.5. 5000
11 If 3 132 Yes. 3
V1.6. 2000 " " & repairs • 2 88 Yes. 3
V1.7. 2000
" * & Eng. 2 88 Yes* 3
VI .8. 900 Mining Machinery.
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1 44 Yes. 2
VI .9. 375 Electrical Insulators. SEAN 1 37s Yes. 2
VI .10. 4200 Mixed Engineering. 3 SRI; 132 Yes. 12
V1.11. 350 Baking liachinery. SRN 44 Yes, i
▼1.12. 350 Engine Starters. SRN 44 Yes. 2
VI .13. 290 Battery Hanuf. SRN 44 Yes, 1
V1.14. 550 n u SRN 44 Yes* 1
VI.15. 500 Electrical Lamps. SRN 44 Yes. 1
V1.16, 5000 Turbo Generators. 4- SRN (2m)160 2 80 Yes. 20
VI .17. 5600 Electrical Equipment.4 SRN
2 SEAN 264 3 132 Yes. 20








18 SEAN ^1012 I Yes 40
V1.21. 210 Electrical Insulators. 3 110 Yes. 2
V1.22. 250 Ship building. 1 44 No.
VI .23. 500 Ship repairing. 1 44 No.
VI .24. 500 Heavy Engineering. SRN 44 No.
VI .25. 280 Pneumatic Tools. SRN 45-1
4%
No.
VI .26. 200 Printing Machinery. SRN 1 44 No.
VI .27. 260 Machine Tools8 SRN 40 No.
V1.28. 60 Shipbuilding. 1 44 No.
VI .29. 260 Mining Machinery. SRN 40 No.
VI .30, 185 Welding Equipment. SRN 40 No.
VI .31. 380 Concrete Mixers. SEAN 44 No.
VI .32. 240 Radio Valves. SRN 44 No.
V1.33. 710 Radio Components. SRN 44 No.
Table j?6 Continued. ..
Ho.of No.Employed. Description. Nurse. Time/ F.A.Staff. Time/ M.0. TIME
Firm. week week Employed. Week
71.14. 470 Electric Cables. S.R.N. 38 No.
71.55. 150 Radio Receivers. S.E.A.N, 44 No.
71.36. 710 Raclar Equipment. S.R.N.
S.E.A.N, 63-2- No.
71.37. 170 Marine Equipment. S.R.*. 44 No.
71.38. 400 Mining " S.R.N.(Male) 44 No.
71.59. 350 Constructional Eng. S.R.N. 44 2 28 No.
71.40. 200 Fire Extinguishers. 1 45 No.
71.41. 1800 Marine Engineering. 1 44 No.
71.42. 50 Lighting Equipment. 1 40 No.
71.43. 200 Machine Tools 1 44 No.
71.44. 600 « « 1 44 No.
71.45. 300 Electrical Equipment. 1 44 No.
71.46. 500 Construction Eng. 1 44 No.
71.47. 1800 Marine Engineering. 1 44 No.
71.48. 300 ft If 132 No.
71.49. 450 Ship Repairing. 1 44 No.
71.50. 400 « ft 1 56 No.




-CVJ25 S.E.A.N. 2707 39 1688|-
Total factories "at risk" = 166, Tctal employees "at risk' = 86,700.
it
Order V11
711.2. 850 Railway Locomotives. S.R.N. 44 No.








• 950 Oil Seals. S.E.A.N. 50 1 56 Yes. 2.
■» 840 Metal Boxes. S.R.N. 44 1 44 Yes. 4.
i. 1250 Wire & Henp Ropes. S.R.N. 46 1 46 Yes. 2.
130 Small Tools. S.R.N. 44 No. a»
• 50Q Spring Forgings» S.E.A.N. 40 No.
3670 5 factories. 3 S.R.H.
146 8.2. S.E.A.N. 224 3 3



























Description, Nurse. Time/ F.A. Time/ M.Q. Time/
week Staff, week Erap. week.
Order X.
Hemp Ropes. S.E.A.N. 44 Ho.
Knitting of Yard. 1 39 No.
2 factories. 1 S.E.A.N. 44 1 39 Nil.
Total factories "at risk" = 8.Total employees "at risk" = 2670.
Order X11
Men's Tailoring. S.R.N. 44 Yes,
n t« S.E.A.N. 44 Ik>.
tt It 1 44 No.
Underwear Manufacture. 1 44 No.
Men's Tailoring. 1 44 No.
n » 1 44 No.
6 factories 1 S.R.N. 1 SEAN. 88 4 176 1
Total factories "at risk" = 68. Total employees "at risk" = 9^90.
Order X111,
Tobacco Manuf. SRN. 44 2 88 Yes,
Biscuit Manuf. SHN. 44 1 44 No,
Potato Crisps. SEAN, 4-5 No.
Patent Medicines. 1 42£ No.
Sweet Manuf. 1 15 No.
Pet Poods, 2 88 No.
Canning. 1 42^ No.
Toffee Manuf. 3 135 No.
t» »» 1 38 NO.
9 factories. 2 S.R.N. 1 SEAN. 133 12 493 1
Total factories "at risk" =139 Total Employees "at risk" = 15,560.
Order X1V
Bedding Manttf® SEAN 44 No
Furniture " SRN 44 No
Snwmilling. 31 1 44 No,
Sawmilling. 1 44 No,
Plywood Manuf• 3 66 No,
5 factories. 1 SHN. 1 SEAN. 88. 5 154 Nil.
Total factories "at risk" =81. Total employees "at risk" = 663O.
Order XT
A 4 120 Litho printing'
of metal boxes SEAT! 40 Yes,
Total factories "at risk"=81 s Total employees "at risk"=6520,
Order XV1
wi.1. 1100 Laminated Plastics. SEN
2SEAN 122 Yes, 4
BT1.2. 500 Rubber Hose Nanuf. SEN 44 Yes. 2
jcn.3. 120 Plastic Extrusions,, 1 44 No.
XV1.4. 320 Plastic coated wood. 3 66 No.
Total 2060 4 factories 28Bff|2SEAH 166 4 116 2 6£
Total factories "at risk"=28: Total en^loyees "at risk"=3390.
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auxiliary. A total ©f three hours medical time,
and 44 hours nursing time, is thus devoted to the
51450 population of this order*-
Order IV (Chemicals and Allied Trades). Tables
55 & 56.
There are 45 factories and 9,800 of the
insured population in this Order. Only 8 of the
establishments employ any health personnel. Six
employ part-time medical officers for a total ®f
12/2 hours per week. Two of the I.M.O's supervis
two full time, and one prt time S.K.N. A total
©f three full time and one part-time S.IUN.'s
work in these factories for a total of 135 hours
per week, and two full time auxiliaries work in o
factory for 88 hours per week. Four of these
eight factories employ between 600 and 800 people
three between 110 and 220, and the final one only
about 50 people. This latter factory No.XV, 6
is a continuous process chemical plant which
synthesises complex ion-exchange resins in a
highly mechanised new plant. The paint firm
Nq.IV, 8, employs only two first aid personnel
t© supervise the health of its 680 employees,
wh© work in a notoriously hazardous industry.
Nevertheless^,it is the only one of the five Tyne-•
side paintc©hcerns which makes any provision
whatsoever in this respect, The smallr firms
in this Order, such as N©JV,3 and M©.IV, 6,
employ their medical officer t© supervise the
actual and potential hazards of the processes.
Because of the nature of the work, this latter
type of chemical concern is greatly aware of a
doctor's potential contribution to Industry.
Altogether 3*170 people are cared for by these
personnel.
Order V (Metal Manufacture). Tables 55 and 56.
An estimated 3»600 of the 4,410 people in the
Survey Population of this Order are cared for by
some type ©f Industrial Health Service. There
are 10 establishments,out of the 32 in the Order,
which provide such a service. Seven part time
doctors work a total of 18)4 hours per week. The
individual range of this supervision is wide;
factory N@.V, 1,employs a dector for six hours
per week f©r its 900 employees/whilst the stbel
rolling firm, N®.V,3> is only attended by its
I.M.O. for half an hour per week. It has 600
employees working in a not widely dis-similar
environment. This latter I*M,C. (Dr.No.28) is,
©f course, a full time I.M.O. whose main charge
is the parent steel works some 15 miles away.
Firm N©.V,7, is a local branch of a Bedford firm
which has had experience ©f a co-operative type
of Industrial Health Service on an Industrial
Estate there. The attempt,on the part of this
firm to start a similar venture on its own




The tw® lead plants Nos. V, 5» aud V, 6, are
controlled by managements which well appreciate
the hazards of the product. Each employs
privately the Appointed Factory Doctor of the
immediate locality to supervise the health of thfe
work-force. The most lavishly provided establish¬
ment in the Order is No.V, This factory is
small member of a national tube drawing and
processing group,and the company-wide policy is
t© care for the health of their employees on thih
scale.
Of the total of three S.R.N.'s, three S.E.A.N.'s
and six auxiliaries employed in this order, and who
work a total of 261# hours,only three of the
auxiliaries are medically unsupervised. The
single unsupervised S.S.N, in her turn supervises
an unqualified weman auxiliary. The size-
distribution ©f these firms with an Industrial
Health Service closely resembles that of the Ord^j
as a whole.
Order VI (Shipbuilding, Engineering, and ElectricalGoods. Tables $5,56, aid 59.
This Order contains some 166 establishments
and employs some 86,700 of the Survey Population,
As already described in Chapter 8, the range ©f
the activities included in it is extremely wide,
and it occupies a position of overwhelming economic
importance en Tyneside. For this latter reason
alone, it would demand closer attention than any
other grouping of local industrial activity.
However, the diversity of the Order, and the in¬
tense concentration within the Order upon ship¬
building made detailed attention essential.
Furthermore because ©f the overwhelming position
©f Order VI it was decided that all those Survey
Factories falling within it should be the subject
of an individual investigation. The main points
pursued in this further investigation within
Order VI were:-
i)an attempt t© check the accuracy ©f the
returns to the postal questionnaires.
ii)an attempt t© improve upon the accuracy of
the data relating to the Factory Population^
It was felt that whilst a rough approximation
of the true total number employed in each factory
had been gained by the method shown in Chapter 10J
it was necessary to improve on this. It was
hoped to obtain the total number of the Insured
Population for all factories in this Order.
The help of the three main Trade Associations
covering the firms in Order VI was approached for
their co-operation. Their responses to this
Table No. 57
Distribution of all Health Personnel in the Ship-Building and Repairing
Industries. (Code IJo. 120)
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approach were net enthuedastic. The Shipbuilding
Association refused outright to co-operate, the
Ship Repairing and Engineering Associations agreeld
to a limited amount ©f co-operation, upon certain
rigid terms. It was stipulated that investigation
would be by questionnaire,which could be drawn up
by the Survey ^but the Associations had to approve
its form and content. It was to be circulated
by the permanent officials of the Association, and
returned t© them. The results would then be
tabulated in a form to be decided by the Associa¬
tions }in order to preserve the anonymity of all
the participating firms. These terms, unsatis¬
factory as they were, had to be accepted. There
is no reason to suppose that the results s© pre¬
sented in this pre-tabulated way represented any¬
thing but the true data that was obtained from th.3
returns. It did, however, handicap considerably
the amount of crosstabulation that could have beei
done.if the raw material itself had been presented
to the Survey for analysis. The part of this
material which will be discussed later in this
chapter relates to the day this investigation
was carried out, viz:- 14th March, 1957*
The data relating to Order VI obtained from
those sources common t© the Survey as a whole wilf
first be examined. As already stated there are
166 Survey Factories in Order VI, and the Survey
Population of this Order is 86,700 people* Of
these establishments 43 are engaged in shipbuilding
and/or repairing and in marine engineering, A
further 37 are in the group "other non-electrical
engineering". Of the total 19 factories employing
over 1,000 people, 5 are contained in this Order.
Further details of this are given in Chapter 8,
page 60, and in Appendix Table No, 7*
Of all these 166 factoriesyonly 30 employing
some 57*980 workers, also employ any of the health
personnel being considered in this paragraph. Soiji«
23 establishments employing 48,015 people employ
a part- ©r full-time I.M.O. Of these doctors,
17 supervise the activities of 25 out of a total
©f 38 S.R.N.'s employed in Order VI, 22 out of
25 S.E.A.N.*s, and 20 ©ut of 39 full-time first-
aid auxiliaries (Table 58). The I.M.0.*s spend
134 hours per week caring for the people in their
23 factories. The S.R.N.'s and S.E.A.N.'s together
spend 2,707 hours per week, and the first aid
people spend 1,688>& hours per week in the 48 places
which employ them. Only 2 establishments who
employ a part-time medical officer, do not provide
him with any nursing or auxiliary assistance.
One of the two full-time medical officers
is employed by the tw® factories No,VI, 16, and
VI, 17. The other full-time doctor is employed
by the three establishments No. VI, 2, VI, 19»
and VI, 20. The latter tw© places ais© employ
the full-time physiotherapist, and a part-time
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chiropodist and optician. Together these two
doctors work 88 hours per week In their establish
meats which i3 almost two-thirds of the total tieie
devoted to this Order by doctors. These five
factories employ 14 S.R.N.•s, 20 S.E.A.I.'s and
5 full time auxiliaries (Table 56), a dispropor¬
tionately large number as these five places emplojy
only 20,100 people of the 86,000 in the whole
order.
Shipbuilding and shiprepairlna emnlav 25,390
in 50 estab1isKmehtsT 15 of these places,
employing an estimated population of 20,260 have
some form of Health Service. Eight of them
employ I.M.O.'s. One ©f these is the full-time
doctor noted in the previous paragraph,who covers
the shipyard I©.VI, 2. A total ©f 23% hours per
week of medical time is given to these two indus¬
tries. Three S.R.N.'s work a total of I35§L hours
per week, a single S.E.A.N, works for 44 hours
and 15 first Aid people work a total of 672 hours
per week (Table 57)* These two industries emplojy
20.0 % offtake full time auxiliaries - a dispropor¬
tionately leu/ge share in relation to both its
Survey Population, and its number of Survey
Factories. This is, in part, explained by the
opinion ©f management in shipbuilding and ship-
repairing that women attendants, i.e.trained
nurses, would be unpopular with the work-people
(this is not borne out by the conversations with
Trade Union leaders and officials), and in part
by the feeling that a shipyard is a dangerous and
rough place for a woman to work in. The fact
that only one,out of the total of 19 ©f these
personnel, is a State Registered Male Nurse is at
©ads with these explanations.
It will be seen that all the 8 establishments
which employ an I.M.Ovals© employ more than 1,00'
people. All, apart from one, of these large
units, also employ subordinate health staff. Th
remaining 5 smaller units all employ unsupervised
first-aid men^but two of these places have doctorfe
on emergency call should they desire rapid medical
support,
Medical Supervision of Subordinate Staff.
There are 23 non-ship-building factories (Codj:
numbers 121-199) in Order VI, which employ health
personnel without providing them with medical
supervision. Altogether these places employ 13
S.R.N.'s, 3 S.E.A.N.'s and|4 full time auxiliarie^.
Their distribution through the Order,.and by size
of factory employing them, is shown on Table .
It will be seen that the majority of them, i.e.
11 S.R.I.'s, 2 S.E.A.B.'s, and 9 auxiliaries are
employed in medium sized establishments, i.e. tho^e
employing between 101 and 500 employees. There
Is little relationship between the numbers of
these health personnel-iand the population at risk
in the various sub-grouping within the Order.
Table No..59.
Order VI X3bn-Shipbuilding firms with Unsupervised
Health Persor.nelv
F&ctory Size Grouping (No. of Employees.i
Code No. 11-50 51-100 101-250 251-500 501-1000 1001-2000 Tota^-. Population *at risk'
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The electrical industries (Code Numbers 170-
199; wifS"a"Survey' Population of 20,360 employ
16 S.R.N.'s and 11 Auxiliaries, as well as 9
sessions of an I.M.O.*s time. The position has
in part, been referred to already as grouping
No. 170-172 contains the two large electrical
firms IV, 16, and IV,17» employing a full time
I.M.O. When these are removed from the electri+
cal industries,it will be seen that the remaining
6,250 people (all in grouping 180-199) still hav$
a larger proportion of full time health personnel
than any ©ther grouping. These, as noted, are
largely factories making the lighter type ©f
engineering product ,and 8 ©f the 9 establishment^
in the grouping are locally established subsidiaries
©f major national concerns. The estimated 1Q,2''0
people employed in marine-engineering, G«deN«»121,
are particularly badly served by medical, nursing,
ana first aid attendants at work. The grouping
Code No.122-140, contains the tw® large engineering
factories N®s. IV, 19» and IV, 20, already con¬
sidered. These employ same 7»500 ©f the 9|550
in the grouping. They are, of course, relatively
well supplied with nursing staff who are super¬
vised by a full time medical officer. Of the
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remaining grouping 141-142 is small, and as is
seen from Table Ho. €8 relatively well provided
for. The grouping 154-169 contains most ©f the
newer non-electrical light engineering of the
region. It employs some 19,660 people, and 6
S.K.N.'s, 1 S.E.A.N, and 5 First Aid auxiliaries
work in 8 of its factories, 7 ©f these people
being unsupervised.
In Summery
Order VI contains some half of the total
employed people, of the area. It contains 33 out
of the total ©f 55 S.H.N,«s, 25 out ©f 37 S.E.A.N.'s,
and 39 out ©f 79 full time auxiliary personnel
employed in the Survey Factories. Out of the
total of 36 factories covered by I.M.Q,'s this
Order contains 23. These men work a total ef
134 hours ©ut ©f the overall total ©f 201# hours
per week spent by doctors in all ©f Tyneside industry.
It must be remembered that all these positions are
heavily biased by the presence in the Order ©f the
5 large establishments which employ 2 full time
medical officers, and a total of 14 S.H.N.'s, 20
S.E.A.N.'s and 5 auxiliaries between them. When
these places are discounted,there is less adequate
overall coverage. The shipbuilding industry does
not favour the employment of trained nurses ©f
either sex,but tends to rely upon fir3t-aid men
instead. The marine engineering industry, to a
great extent controlled by parent shipbuilding
firms, is much less well covered by medical and
other health personnel. However, when the hours
worked per week by these doctors are considered,
there is less discrepancy, 23# hours per week
being given t© shipbuilding;and 12 hours per week
given to marine engineering. This is solely due
t© the single large firm No. VI, 10, which employs
its M.O. for 12 hours per week. Overall in
relation to their Survey Populations, the electri¬
cal industry, and particularly grouping 180-199
is the be3t served by medical and other health
staff. It does, however, contain a relatively
high proportion of unsupervised nurses. This
latter point is probably accounted for by the
sine structure of the factories ©f this grouping.
There are 10 out of a total ©f 22 places which
employ between 101, and 1,000 workers. These
factories presumably d@ not consider that it is
necessary to employ a doctor to cover this number
of employees once they have engaged a trained nurse.
Overall it is the larger establishments which employ
a doctor, and the medium sized ones which employ
the unsupervised peronnel (See table 60).
Confirmatory Investigation conducted by Trade
Associations,
As mentioned at the beginning of this section,
the help ©f the Trade Associations was sought in
an attempt to improve upon the accuracy of the
pepulation data and to check upon the data given
in the ©riginal postal survey, about the medical
Tabxe Kb. 60.
Medically Supervised and Unsupervised Horses in Eolation
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and other personnel employed by firms. Shis
was thought to be necessary in view of the local
importance of this Order. As already stated
the Shipbuilders' Association refused to co-operjate
from the outset. This was not such a great
handicap as weuld first appear. All but one of
the eight major building establishments were
found also t© repair ships. Thus the data from
the Ship Repairers investigation referring to the
population of these establishments was useless,
as it referred only t© that propertion of the
total work-force of these yards that was engaged
upon repairing. However, the data that was
provided about the health personnel that were
employed was useful* (All the 15 members of thik
Association replied t© the questionnaire. They
aiie, in fact, all those yards, included under
Code No* 120, and employing over 250 people,
minus the one large yard, No.VI, 2, which does
n©t repair ships at all.) It had been previously
ascertained that all the yards* work-forces used
the resources of their Health Services, regardless
of whether repairing or building was being done
by the person needing attention. Thus .indirectly,
it was possible to check the facts about the
employment ©f health personnel for all the major
units in shipbuilding as well as repairing. It
was estimated imp©ssible to improve upon the
figures for the factory populations given in the
Factory Register. It turned out that the data
from this survey relating to the emxSoyment ©f
health personnel^confirmed that already obtained
from the postal questionnaire as completely
accurate. N© further comment need be made ©thef
than to re-emphasize the qualification to be
attached when comparing the estimated Factory and
Survey Populations of this industry.
The Engineering Associations' enquiry provejd
t© be just as difficult to carry out. There are
92 members ©f this Association in the Tyne Area.
This area roughly corresponds t© the Survey Area,
and includes all the main industrial area and
only omits some of the peripheral agricultural
land. They represent 67-7% ©f the total ©f 136
engineering Survey Factories. Of these 92
members 72 or replied t© the questionnaire
sent out by the Association. The way in which
the summated and anonymous data of this enquiry
was presented made it virtually useless for furthjej
analysis. It was impossible to identify the
individual firms which replied, or not. As such
a large proportion failed to reply, and could not
be Identified, there was no way in which to c®-
rellate these positive findings of the Associatioja's
enquiry with the findings ©f the original^postal
enquiry. For similar reasons it proved impossible
to discover the true v?orking population of the
factories concerned. An attempt was made, without
success, to have the Association's stipulation,
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about maintaining the anonymity of all returns
relaxed. Thus whilst there had been obtained
much useful raw data ,it was impossible to fit it
into the background of existing statistical Survey
data.
Thus the attempt t© establish the true working
population employed in Order VI failed. The
attempt to check the accuracy @f that information
already provided^relating to health personnel
employed.was similarly abortive for the Engineering
Industry, but not for Shipbuilding,
Order VII (Vehicles).
Of the 7*280 employed, and the 66 establish¬
ments classed in this Order, there are only 930
people employed in two establishments who have the
benefit of either medical or nursing advice at
work. One small establishment No, VII, 1, em¬
ploying 80 people engaged an unassisted M.G. for
3 hours per week. This place is owned by the
same firm which controls factories Ne.V, 1, and
V, 2, and it employs the same Doctor (No.26).
The other factory employs a full time S.H.N, to
care for it3 850 peopie/who make locomotives.
This factory is owned by the same large engineering
combine which owns establishment No. VI, 36. Both
these places employ unsupervised nurses. Ncrn* of
the 62 Survey Factories engaged upon the construe-'
tion or repair of motor vehicles has any Jsrm of
medical or nursing supervision.
Order VIII (Metal Goods,not elsewhere specified).
There are 76 establishments in the Order, and
a Survey Population of 5*770. Five of these
establishments, with a total estimated population
©f 3,670 are covered by one ©r more categories of
health personnel. Three M.O.'s work a total of
8 hours per week, and supervise three factories,
2 S.H.N.1s, 1 S.E.A.N, and 1 auxiliary. There
are 1 unsupervised S.E.N, and 1 unsupervised
S.E.A.N, also employed. This total of 5 trained
nurses work 224 hours per week, and the 3 auxiliaries
work 146 hours per week.
The 4 largest of these 5 firms are also the
4 largest establishments in the whole Order. A
high proportion (6JA%) ©1 the population ©f this
Order is cared for at w©rk in some way by health
personnel. Only a relatively small proportion
(£>•(0%) of the total number of factories is so
covered. This discrepancy is due to the extremely
high number, 57* of places employing 50 people anc
under.
Order X (Textiles).
There are 8 factories making and/or processing
textiles,and altogether the whole Order has a
Survey Population of 2,670. Only 830 f these,
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in two factories, have nursing advice available
t© them. One factory employs an S.E.A.N. for
44 hours per week, and the other a full time
female auxiliary for 39 hours. Neither of these
ladies has any medical supervision. These two
factories are the largest in the Order.
Order XII (Clothing).
There is a Survey Population of 9,690 people
employed in the manufacture of all types of clothing,
and there are 68 Survey Factories in this Order.
Six of these, employing 3,680 people, make some
sort of health provision for their work people.
There is one M.O. who works far 4 hours per week
in a tailoring factory employing 750 people, mostly
women. They also have the services of an S.R.N,
in this establishment. Another tailoring firm
employing 1,060 people employs an unsupervised
S.E.A.N, to care for them, and she works 44 hours
per week. The remaining 4 firms employ unsuper¬
vised female auxiliaries to care for their people ,
and they werk a total of 176 hours each week.
Again it is the largest firms that have made pro¬
vision in this respect. Five eut of the six
largest in the Order, i.e. employing over 250
people, are included in the above description.
There are, however, a relatively larger number,
30, of establishments making clothing that are in
the intermediate size range of 51-250 employees.
Only one of these makes any provision for the care
of its workers' health.
Order XIII (Food, Drink and Tobacco).
There is a Survey Population ©f 15,560 in this
Order, and a total ©f 139 Survey Factories. Soms
9 of these make some health provision, and they
employ an estimated 3,600 people. Only one M.O,
(no. 29) is employed in the whole Order. He works
for 6 hours in a tobacco factory, No.XIII, 1, and
supervises 1 S.R.N, and 2 auxiliaries. The
remaining 8 factories employ 1 S.R.N, and 1 S.B.A.N.^
together working 135 hours per "week, and 10
auxiliaries who work a total of 405 hours per wee:.
One of thpse latter larfks under the supervision fef
an S.R.NTa Facrtory No.XIII, 8, is a continuous
process toffee and sweet factory, and the 3 auxi¬
liaries are engaged upon shift-working round the
clock. One ©f the most striking ©missions from
those establishments making some provision, are
the large multiple bakeries, the breweries, and
the large dairies. None of these provide any
medical or nursing supervision for their staff.
It is not surprising, however, that such a small
percentage (&-5%) of the total number of establish¬
ments are covered, when it is realised that %
of them employ 50 people and under. Nevertheless,
the remaining 35 larger places are thinly served
if the nature of their activity is considered wit i
reference to the general public health.
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Order XIV (Manufacture of Weed and Cork),;
There are 81 Survey Factories in the Order,
and a Survey Population of 6,630. Five establish¬
ments provide some sort ©f health cover fair their
staffj, and these have an estimated population of
1,530. Factories II®.XIV, 1 and XVI, 2, are both
owned by the same large retailing chain-store
organisation with wide national Interests. Whilst
it is not strictly true that the S.R.N. and S.E.A.N*
employed in these two factories are unsupervised,
their medical backing is so remote that they have
been so categorised. In fact, the parent oj^ini-
sation has a Medical Advisor at its headquarters
in Itendon, and he can be called upon for advice
if necessary. In fact, this source ©f medical
coverage is so remote that it is found to be of
relatively little value to the nurses in dealing
with their immediate problems. There are 5 full-
time auxiliary staff working unsupervised for a
total of 154 hours per ..eek. Three of these
working in a continuous process plywood factory,
w©rk a three shift rota, (Factory ho.XIV, 5) and
their services are shared with Factory So.XVI,4,
which is located immediately next door, and which
similarly works a continuous process plant.
There is no I.M.O, in this Order and so the
total ©f 1 S.R.N., and 1 S.E.A.N, and 5 Auxiliaires
have n© medical supervision at all.
It should be mentioned that whilst the Census
©f Industry (Appendix Table No.7) shows factory
No,XIV, 1, as two separate establishments in the
101-250 size group (Code N©*566 in the South Westj
they are, in fact, administratively treated as one
unit, and one s© treated in this description. This
was a situation that was not appreciated until the
factory was visited personally,and by that time the
tabulation of the Census data had been completed.
It.is hoped that this explains the discrepancy.
AsJTthe other Orders, it is the factory employing
50 persons and under that make no health provision
in this respect. In this Order these small fac¬
tories, are mostly small saw-milling and manufac¬
turing joinery establishments.
Order XV (Paper and Printing).
There are 81 Survey Factories and a Survey
Population of 6,520 in Order XV. Only two establish-
ments. employing a total of 490 people^have any
form of health attention given to them. Both
employ part-time I.M.O**s. One of these doctors
(No.15) is without any assistance (Factory N®»XV,2^3
but he is a general practioner who visits for an
hour daily, and is close to his own surgery where
such help can be provided if needed. Factory
N'dXV, 1 is owned by the concern which controls
Factory No,IV,2, and the same woman doctor (No.27)
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attends b©th of these adjacent factories. There
is a total absence of advice available to the
printing industry (Code No. 623). This, the resu
of its organisation in numerous small units,
probably accounts for the overall lack of health
provision in the Order.
Order XIV (Other manufacturing Industries).
In this final order there are 28 establishments
and a Survey Population ©f 3,390. Pour factories
with a total estimated population of 2,160 people
are provided with some health service. Two doctors
are employed for a total of 6)4 hours per week, and
they supervise 2 S.R.N.'s and 2 S.B.A.N.'s. The;p
are also 4- auxiliary personnel working a total of
116 hours per week, all of whom are unsupervised.
Those in factory No. XVI, 4, are of course shared
with Factory No. XIV, 5. The former of these
two places is controlled by the owners ©f factories
No. XIV, 1, and No.XIV, 2. As before; it is the
larger firms which have made health provisions f©4'
their workforces. All ®f these establishments
in this Order are ©wned by larger companies who
operate @n a nationwide basis^and who are centred
elsewhere in the country.
There is no health service in Orders IX and
XI.
Health Personnel in the Survey Industries in
General.
i).Medical Officers. Seme attention has already
been paid, t© the type of work that is performed
by local doctors in Tyneside industry. In this
section will be considered the distribution of
these practioners throughout the Survey Industried,
as a whole. There are,as has been already state<jl,
29 doctors engaged full-time or ©n a part-time
sessional basis on Tyneside industry. Two of
these are full-time M.O.'s^who distribute their
time throughout five large units in the ship¬
building and engineering industries - Order VI.
Five other doctors are working on a sessional
basis in various industries .whilst being engaged
upon forms of medical activity other than general
practice. The final 22 part-time M.O.'s are all
general practioners primarily.
The distribution of the sessional time spent
by these Industrial Medical Officers is shown in
Table 61. Table 1©.5^ shows that these 28 men
and the single woman work for a total of 48
industrial establishments, covered by the scope
©f this Survey. The same table shows the distri+-
bution by size within the Industrial Orders ©f
these establishments. In each case the total
number of Survey Factories at risk in each cate¬
gory is given. The greatest single numerical
Table* 13b* 61*
ITuribor of Hours 11*0*8 times related to Industrial
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total of factories served by these doctors lies
in the engineering and shipbuilding group of
industries,(Order VI). Twenty-three of these
factories employ a doctor. Order IV (Chemical and
Allied Trades) has six factories, and Order V
(Metal Manufacture) has seven factories so served
The latter Order is relatively better off than the
former as it has fewer total factories at risk.
Thereafter in the other remaining Orders,the
number of places covered by medical care and advibe
falls off very steeply, as is seen from the Table
The coverage in these is so meagre as to call for
no further comment beyond that which has already
beenraade in paragraphs above. It is to be noted
that/vl22 factories or one-seventh of the total of
856 Survey Factories, which are contained in Ordefs
IX,X,XI, XIV have no medical attendants at all.
It will be seen from the Census of Industry that
100 of these employ under 101 people. In fact
82 of them employ less than 51 people. The
significance ©f this size distribution becomes
more obvious when the distribution of those placei
with medical attendants by size groupings is studied,
Eight of the ten factories employing more than
2,000 people have a medical attendant. Just over
three quarters ©f those that employ between 1,000
and 2p00 are s© provided for, as are over half of
the places employing between 501 and 1,000 people,
Below this size,the proportion of establishments
employing an I.M.0. in relation to the total at
risk falls off very steeply indeed. There is not
a single factory in the smallest size group, i.e.
11-50 employees, attended by a doctor,,and only
ten between 51-250 are so covered. Thus out of
a total ©f 752 factories employing under 251 people,
only 10 have medical attendants.
In Table 61 is shown the number of hours worked
per week by these doctors in the various industrial
orders ©f the Survey Factories. Once again Order
VI's lead is considerable, but this predominance is
sharply reduced if the time of the two full-time
medical officers, who contribute 88 hours to the
total, ai*e removed ^together with the five establis
meats for which they are responsible. This leave
some 46 hours per week of medical time devoted t©
18 factories. The seven places with medical
attendants in Orders IV and V have 12>& and 1834 hoiirs
per week devoted t© them respectively. There¬
after the number of hours devoted to any one Ordei
©f t he Survey Industries does not reach double
figures.
When the time devoted to factories distributed
according to size groupings is considered, it would
appear that the eight factories in the upper size
ranges have over half the total medical time whicn
is devoted to industry. If the time of the two
full time medical officers is again removed,it is
seen that the intermediate size range between 2p1




given to them. This is greatly ©ut of proportion
to the numbers of people at risk in each size
grouping. The populations are roughly equal in
each size grouping from 101 employees upwards
(Table 46).
At this point it is convenient to consider the
distribution of those firms which have made arrange¬
ments with a local resident doctor, in all cases
a general practioner, t© attend their factory in
cases of emergency. This in effect means that
when a severe traumatic accident occurs someone of
responsibility in the establishment considers tha"
urgent medical advice is needed on the spot. Such
doctors are usually paid a retaining fee for thei:?
services ,whether they happen to be called upon or
not. There is not a great deal ©f precision about
these arrangements}and in fact it seems that only
very occasionally are they made use of. The
person in need ©f urgent medical attention can
usually be got to hospital more quickly than the
doctor can be found whilst ©ut ©n his rounds.
Nevertheless, the managements with whom this type
©f arrangement has been discussed are convinced
of its value, although they are seldom able to give
convincing reasons for this attitude.
Some 19 factories have permanent emergency
call arrangements with a doctor, and all but one
of these employ under 500 people (Table 62) It
seems to be th©se- factories employing between 100
and 500 people who find this arrangement most use-j-
ful. Presumably these are the places which feel
that it is not worthwhile engaging a doctor on a
sessional basis, but which think this arrangement
is better than n© provision at all. Surprisingl;
only one ©f the 554 factories employing under 51
people has this type of provision. Order VI is
prominent as it accounts for almost half of the tital
numbers of this type ©f coverage. The other Orders
do not call for any special comment.
ii). Trained Nurses. There are a total of 95
nurses working in the Survey Industries; there ar$
56 S.R.N, 's and 57 S.E.A.N, 's. Their- distribution
by size ©f factory within each of the Industrial
Orders is shown on Table 63• The number of thes£
nurses employed in individual establishments by
the size of these establishments is shown on tabl<j*
64* It is seen from this that there are a total
of 54 factories employing trained nurses on Tyne-
side.
Of these 54 places, 45 employ only one nurie,
usually without assistance, but one factory has ail
S.R.N, assisted by an auxiliary. A further 8
nurses are employed on 4 establishments, 6 in
tether two factoriesf^one place employs 4 more.
The balance ©f 29 nurses, that is 20 S»E.A.N, s
and 9 S.R.N.'s,are employed in the two largest
establishments in the area. It is this largest
siae—grouping of Survey Factories, i.e. over 5»00<p
Table No. 62.
Doctors on Pfctargenoy Call in relation to Industries
: ana ;-botor? Siae-Grou^".
diistrlal 11-50 51- 101- 251- 501- 1001- 2001- 5000* Total,












XIV 1 2 3
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XVI 1 1
TOTAL. 1 3 8 6 1 29.
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Table No. 64.
Distribution of Nurses in relation to Size of Factory. MHpife
(No. of i.^ioyees)
No. of
Nurses. 11-50 51-100 101-250 251-500 501-1000 1001-2000 2001-5000 5000 Total.
1 8 20 13 2 2 45
2 3 1 4
3 1 1
4 1 1 2
y 2 2
Total. 0 0 8 20 16 4 4 2 54
Totax No.
Of Nurses. 0 0 8 20 19 8 9 29 93
Tota± Faotoriei
'at risk'








employees, that employs the largest single number
of nurses, i.e. 29 for an estimated 12,500 peopld.
Strangely, the next best provided group ©f establish¬
ments are those which employ between 251 and 500
people, which has 20 nurses in 20 factories, out
of 58 at risk. This is closely followed by the
501-1,000 grouping which employ 19, in 16 factor!]*
out of the 27 at risk. There is a rapid fall tc
the next most prominent group where 9 nurses are
employed in all those 9 factories which are in
the 1,001-2,000 g?©up. Eight nurses are each
employed in the two size groupings 2,001-5,000
and 101-250, but they cover 5 out of 8, and 8 out
of 105 factories respectively. There are no
trained nurses employed in the lowest size groupings,
i.e. under 101 employees, which contain 649 out
of 856 factories. Naturally it is only the largjer
units which employ the multiple numbers of nurses,
and altogether there are only 9 factories employiji
mere than ©ne nurse. Those people working in
the tw© largest factories are, in terms of amount
of nursing skill provided, the best cared for,
there being 1 nurse t© every 457 people. In size
groupings 251-500 employees and 501-1,000 employees
the provision is roughly equal in this respect,
their being one nurse to every 1,050 people and
979 people at risk respectively, in both these
groups. The position is almost the same in the
1,001-2,000 group where there is one nurse for
1,444 people at risk. Thereafter the position
falls away. There is only one trained nurse to
every 5*000 of the estimated population in the
2,001-5*000 group, although the position is a
little better in the 101-250 group, where one nubs
serves, on the average 2,168 employees. It must
be stressed that these figures are only averages
for each group* The activity of each nurse is
limited t© the premises ©f her employing firm in
all cases. Thes^pfrmif have averaged below this
figure, but of course, firms without nurses raise
the overall average coverage. Another picture
of the situation is obtained by observing what
proportion of the total number ©f establishments
in each group is cowered, rather than the average
population served (Table 64). In this way it ie
seen that the situation is slightly different.
The 1,001-2,000 group is now the best provided
with trained nurses *w»«*GL©ut ©f 3 establishmentsJ
se.
after the hSeggSk group^tToTlewed by the 501-
1*000 group with 16 ©ut of 27 establishments covered
by nurses, the 2,001-5,000 with 5 ©ut of 3, and
then the 251-500 group with 20 out of 58 factories
with nurses. The least well served is the 101-
250 group .with only 8 out of 105 establishments
having trained nurses. None of the smaller
groups have any nurses at all.
Within the Industrial Orders as opposed to the
size groupings the dominance ©f Order VI is
naturally the most noticeable, there being 65
trained nurses in this Order. The totals of
129 -
trained nurses in the other Orders are much
smaller and never reach double figures. The
proportions of the total establishments in these
Orders which employ a trained nurse is seen by
comparing columns (b) and (d) in Table 63,
pull Time First Aid Staff.
There are a total of 75 full time first
aid auxiliaries employed in 52 establishments ©n
Tyneside. Thar distribution in factory size groikps
by the total numbers of auxiliaries employed in
single factories is shown ©n Table The
distribution within size groupings by Industrial
Orders is shown on Table 63, There are several
points ©f contrast in the distribution by size-
groups with the similar distribution of trained
nurses. Only 3 auxiliaries work in the largest
size group and these are employed along with 6
trained nurses, by 1 of the 2 firms in this group,
The largest numbers ©f auxiliaries, like trained
nurses, work in the size group 251-500 employees.
The auxiliaries tend to work more in multiples
than do the nurses. Some 16 out of 24- in this
size group work with colleagues, whereas none ©f
the trained nurses in the size group work with
other trained nurses. The most likely explanation
for this would appear to be that these multiples
of auxiliaries are employed by the continuous
process firms who under the Factory Legislation
must provide first aid coverage for the full 24-
hours. Under these circumstances,it is cheaper
to employ three full-time auxiliaries,than three
trained nurses for the task. (Assuming that it
is the policy of these firms to employ a person
solely upon these autiesjt The distribution
throughout all the other size groups resembles th4t
ox' the trained nurses. There are, however, 8
auxiliaries employed in the 2 smallest size groupsi
whereas no nurses are found here.
Some one-third of all first aid people tend te
work in multiple groupings,whereas only one-fifth
of trained nurses do so. Furthermore there is a
regular progression, shown in table 64-, for the
number of multiples of nurses working together,to
increase with factory size. Us such progression
is shown for the auxiliaries. There is a wider
scatter of multiples and no steady progression ©f
this feature with increasing size (Table
This in part is explained by the practice of the
larger firms to dilute trained staff with
auxiliaries.
Within the Industrial Order VI there is a
relatively low proportion of first aid workers to
trained nurses. It is, however, commoner for then,
to work in multiples in this Order, than do the
nurses. The most striking preponderance of
auxiliaries over .Nurses is in Order XIII (Food,
frink and Tobacco). This is pronounced but
s
Table Ho. 6&A
Distribution of Full Tiae First .Aid Staff in relation to
Size of Establishment.
Factory Size-Grouping (Ho. of Employees)
Ho* of f»A.



















difficult to explain. No doubt many of the small
firms in this Order do not think it Justifiable
t© pay the salary of a trained person when the tyie
of treatment and service required in this industry
appears to be adequately provided for by an
auxiliary. This, it is suspected, is only a
partial answer, as in fact the vast bulk of the
small firms in this Order do not provide any
coverage at all. There does not seem to be any
other feature worthy of comment in the remaining
Orders.
The Adequacy of Medical, Nursing and First Aid
-^iven to Tyneside Industry.
It is proposed now to compare in arithmetical
terms the adequacy of the Health services of the
various Industrial Orders, and factory size groupings.
An attempt will be made to relate the number of
establishments covered by these personnel to those
not so covered; to compare the population served
t© the population at risk (Tables 6$ && 69). It
is intended to make no distinction in this analyses
between the trained nurse and the untrained, but
full-time auxiliary. No attempt was made during
this survey to investigate objectively the quality
of service given by these two types of personnel
and thus it would be out of place to differentiate
between them, on general empirical grounds, for
present purposes.
A general description of the Survey Populatior
working within each Survey Order of Industry and
the places of their work has been given in Chapters
9. and 10. and will be found tabulated in Tables
and 4-5 and the Appendix Table 9.
Nursing and Auxiliary Personnel.
Over half the Survey Population work in Order V
where less than one-fifth of all the Survey Fac¬
tories are found. All the largest factories are
als© to be found here. Some 50 of the 166
factories in this Order employ some 102 out of the
total of 168 full-time nursing and first aid
workers. These covered establishments have a
population of 5^,580 people. Order V(Metal
Manufacture) and Order VIII have the largest pro¬
portion and6}-c$) of their populations covered
by these personnel, whilst Order XV (M%)^followed
by Orders III and VII, has the lowest proportion.
The largest absolute number of the population
unprovided for in this respect is, of course,
Order VI, with some 32,000 people who do net have
the services of either a full-time nurse, or first
aid attendant to call upon whilst at work. When
the nature of much of the local industry included
in this Order is considered there is surely here
a real health problem, the challenge of which has
still to be met. Order VI, also has 116 factoriel
unserved by full time health personnel of this typ!
Table 65
Survey of Full Tine Nursing & F.A. Personnel
Order* No.of.Personnel, iSo.of o. of Population Population
establishments establishments Covered. 'at risk'
covered. 'at risk'
III 1 1 42 630 5450
IV 6 4 45 2,780 9800
%
V 12 7 32 3,020 4910
VI 102 50 166 54,580 86700
VII 1 1 66 850 7280
VIII 8 5 76 3670 5770
IX 0 0 14 0 760
X 2 2 8 830 2670
XI 0 0 10 0 1320
XII 6 6 68 3680 9690
XIII 15 9 139 3600 15,569
XIV 7 5 81 1530 6,630
XV 1 1 81 120 6,52o
XIV 8 4 28 2060 3,390
LTotal 168 95 856 77350 166,450
Table No. 66.
Distribution of Nursing & itul Time rirat-;gd Staff bv Size of Factory.
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554 95 1C3 58 27 9 8 2 856
00•H 6,761 17, 344 20,792 ' 19,581 1,551 24,000 12,667 132, 697.
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The largest total number of uncovered factories,
some 130 establishments is to be found in Order
XIII (Food, brink, and Tobacco). The problem,
in this industry is one ©f providing attention for
a large number of very small factories whose un¬
covered population is approximately 12,000. The
same type of comment applies t© Orders XIV and XV
which between them have only 6 out of their 162
factories provided with full time attention.
Overall the 168 nurses and full time auxiliaries
care for the health of an estimated 77.350 or
of the total working population in the Survey
Industries. These personnel work in 93 or//•/%
of the 856 Survey Factories.
When the situation is analysed by factory sizje
groupings the true nature of the problem becomes
clearer (Table 67). Only 7 out of the 46 factories
which employ ©ver 500 people are without some form
of regular nursing or first aid facilities. The
vast bulk of the 761 factories that d© not have
the services of a nurse or a first aid worker empl©
less than 501 workers. There are qualifications
to be placed upon the comparison of population at
risk with the population covered when analysed by
factory size groupings. These are discussed
further below. It is, therefore, only safe to
deduce broad trends from the figures used. S©
mucu »eems clear however, of the total
insured population works in facteries employing
less than 501 people. Some 5of these people
only are served by the personnel under consideratijon
In round^tarjns this would mean that 47,sto ®f the
total people, who work in these factories,
do not have any attention of this type.
The combination ©f these two analyses shows
where the focus of attention for the development
of quantity of regular nursing attention should bej,
JtaMHfep in lb he medium and small sized factories intt^-
Engineering^-Industry, F©od and Drink manufacture,
Wood manufactures, chemicals, Paper and printing
trades, Vehicles, and Metal Goods manufacture.
The need in some of these segments of industry wil(l
be greater than others, depending upon the range
and severity of hazards t© be encountered in them.
The need ©n this basis w©uld seem to be greater
in engineering than in printing, for example.
Nevertheless some form of nursing skill should be
available to all the manufacturing industries, and
the broad need of a large range ©f its smaller
units has been established. As only a few of^
these health personnel work on a part-time bas#s,
it is assumed that Tables 65 and 66 give a reason¬
able indiction of the total time spent by these
personnel in the different types and sizes of
factory. Only if it had been possible to assess
the severity and nature of the hazards to be en¬
countered in differing industries would some more
detailed statement about the adequacy of the
coverage been justified.
TABLE 67
Summaiy of Pull Time. Nursing and Firat Aid Personnel
C&vera^e/iae Groupings
Lanimated
Factory size No. of Full No. of l o. of Lo.of I'opula- No.of Popula-
G-roupirg. Time 1 ersonnel. Establishments Establishments tion Covered, txon "at
covered "at risk" Hisk".
11-50 3 2 554 110 13,158
51-100 5 4 95 250 6,761
101-250 21 21 103 3,525 17,3i*4
2.51-500 k4 31 58 12,425 20,792
501-1000 32 23 27 16,440 19,581
1001-2000 i8 9 9 12,200 11,551
2001-5000 13 5 8 19,300 24,000
5000* 32 2 2 13,100 12,667
Total 168 95 856 77,350 132,697
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In Tables 67 and 69 the last two columns
compare the population covered by Health Services
and the estimated population at risk respectively.
The figures for the population covered are made
up from two sources. firstly from information
given, on this point, by senior members of firms
who were met when factories were visited personally
in the course of another aspect of the Survey
(Chapter 17 ). If the factories concerned were
not visited, which were those that only provided
unsupervised auxiliaries t® staff their Industriajl
Health Service, then the figures obtained from
the Factory Register were used in lieu of other
more accurate information. These latter figures
were adjusted by the method explained in Chapter
10. Thus two roughly comparable types of popu¬
lation data were combined to give the aggregate
populations covered. As far as the population-
at-risk within size groupings is concerned., only
the estimated population as derived by the method
(Table 459 shown in Chapter 10 could be used.
This accounts for the artefacts occuring in some
size groupings in these tables, i.e. where the
population covered is larger than the population
at risk.
As stated in Chapter 10» the adjustment of the
factory populations used for the Census of Industry
allowed a true comparison to be made ,witbin size-
groupings, between the factories covered and those
at risk.
Adequacy of medical Coverage.
For this analysis the number of hours of
medical time given per week to factories is used
rather than the number of doctors attending
establishments. There are nop establishments whic
have two doctors attending on a sessional basis
so that the second columns of Tables 68 and 69 J
show the number* of individual* sessions of medicell
time involved, as well as the number of factories
covered. The distribution of the doctors them-
sieves throughout the range of industry has alreaojy
been considered (Chapter 12 ).
Within the Industrial Orders, Order VI once
again has the;. largest share of medical time (6fc-5"%
of the total of 201 hours per week). Apart from
Orders IV and V, which have 12and 18Vi hours per
week devoted to them, none of the other Orders
have more than 6# hours per week given to them.
Of the total of 48 establishments covered, 23 are
in Order VI. The other Orders are very thinly
provided for in this respect. A similar pattern
exists to that shown for the nurses and auxiliaries,
when the people covered by an I.M.O. are compared
to those at risk. The largest absolute numbers
uncovered lie in the same Orders, i.e. JiJaglneering
Food and Drink, Wood Manufactures, Chemicals,
Vehicles, and Paper and Printing. Clothing which
is relatively well covered by nurses and auxiliaries
TABLE 68
Hours of I edical Tome spent in each order In relation to
those at risk.
Order. ho.of Hrs/week No. of No. of I3o. of No. of
medical time. Establishments Establishments Population Population









































































Total 201-1 856 59,005 166450
Table 69 Hours of Medical Time devoted to Factory Size groups
in relation to numbers 'at risk'
Site To#of iirs/week ?To,of factories \To. of factories '"o#of Population
Oroup# of Medioal Time. covered# "at risk" Population "at risk"
covered#
11-50 0 0 0 0 13,158,
51-100 4 2 95 130 6,761.
101-250 10^ 8 103 1,400 17,344#
251-500 23& 9 58 3,115 20,792#
501-1000 40 14 27 10,630 19,581#
1001-2000 21^ 7 9 10,130 11,551.
2001-5000 82 7 i 9 28,000 31,500#
5000 4 20 1 s 1 5,600 5,167#
Total 801& 48 856 59,005 132,697.
* Establishments lo# VI 19 ■ 2; included as one factory in-saaswsr of
Industry# Questionaire return gave them as two factories for 1^0•s time
but as one for nurses time# Population "at risk" adjusted accordingly#
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is also very deficient in attention from doctors,
Within factory size groups a familiar pattern
appears. It is in the size range of under 501
employees where most peopie are without the
attention of a medical officer, whilst at work.
The position, however, is a little more complex
when the number of people covered and at risk pea1
hour of medical time are considered (Table 69A).
It is seen that those people working in the
smaller factories covered by the I.M.O.*s have
actually a greater quantity of medical attention
than those employed in larger establishments.
This excludes the smallest size group which has
no medical attention at all. The pattern when
those exposed to risk are considered is identical
to the one already demonstrated, namely the smaller
the size group the less adequate is the care.
This situation demands some explanation. The
owners of the smaller factories wh© admit their
responsibility to care for their employees*
health, make provision in terms of medical time oi.
a scale which is more lavish than that of the
larger employers. It may be that the smaller
factories cannot make adequate use, because of
their size, of the minimum amount of medical time
which their beneficent owners deem to be necessaiy
for this purpose.
In Summary.
The quantity of nursing and auxiliary care
provided for people at work is deficient in a
large sector of industrial activity, and is par¬
ticularly marked in those factories which employ
less than 501 people. The exact need of
differing types of industry, in this respect, car.
only be properly assessed by either a much closer
study of the different type of industry, or by
the operation of a pilot Industrial Health Service.
A similar gap in the provision of medical care is
shown in the same size groupings, and in roughly
the same type of industries. The smaller fac¬
tories which do recognise their responsibilities
in this respect make even better provision of
medical ckre than do the larger establishments.
There may be some under employment of medical
time in these smaller places.
All these comments apply only te the .vUAHTITIi'
of medical, nursing and auxiliary care devoted tc"~
industry. The QUALITY of the service which is
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Some Aspects of General Practice on l'.yneside.
As has already been stated there are seme
29 doctors engaged in the care of people at work
in the Survey Area and 22 of them, ail men, have
the primary primary professional commitments of a
general medical practice. Some attention has bee
given to them and much mere is to come.
n
In order to assess the position of the
industrial activities of these doctors in relation
to their prior commitments;it was necessary that
an overall picture of general practice in Tyneside
should be obtained. Thi3 could then be used as
baseline for the assessment of their ability te
carry this extra burden of work. In particular
it was necessary to know such things as the dis¬
tribution by size ©f the partnership groupings of
general practitioners (G.P. 's), the number of
patients on their own National Health Service (N.F.S.)
list^and that of their whole practice(i.e. partnexs
as well), the area of their practice, their age aid
so on. Whilst this investigation was being undei
taken it was also decided to attempt at the same
time to assess the degree of co-operation that co^ld
be expected from local practd&ners if it proved
possible, at some future date, t© establish a
comprehensive Industrial Health Service f$r the
area. Furthermore;an estimate of the reservoir
of that experience available amongst local doctors
useful t® such a service was to be attempted.
These latter points needed clarification if any
attempt was t© be made to design 3uch a Service
for Tyneside. It was considered, as will be
shortly explained (Chapter 18),that the medical
staff for the Industrial Health Service (I.H.S.)
which is t® be outlined, should properly be re¬
cruited from amongst local general practioners.
For this more important reason than^it was necessdry
to obtain the facts stated above.
The information that was needed fell into
two categories. Firstly there was information
relating t© the pattern of present-day general
practice in the locality. The following data war
needed about each General Practioner:-
a) .Age.
by.Name and home address.
c).Sex.
d).Address ©r addresses ®f main surgeries.
e).Number of patients ©n the N.H.S. list of
the individual doctor.
f).The names of his partners.
g),The number of assistants he or his
partnership employed.
Secondlyjthere was information relating to the
planning of any future health service; this in¬
cluded the fallowing points:-
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i). Would the doctor co-operate in such a
service,
ii), Hew much time would he be able t©
devote to this work.
iii), What reserve of individual experience
had he ©f the medical subjects he
would especially have to use in this
work.
iv). Whether he would be able and willing
to attend an instructional course
covering some ©f the gaps in his
experience and knowledge.
v). What conflict there would be, if any,
between his present professional
commitments (including those activities
outside the strict bounds ©f his
practice such as pensions appeals
tribunals, medical boards, govern¬
mental appointments, etc.;and the
new ones he was willing t» under¬
take,
vi). Finally whether it was feasible to
plan, upon the basis of all this
information, an I.H.S. using, as
its main medical staff G.P.'Sjin
preference t® full time I.JS.O. 's.
It has already been noted that the response
ol the local branches of the B.M,A.,t© an initia4
appeal for interest and co-operation,wa3 a very
limited and not encouraging ©ne. Nevertheless, it
was felt that further efforts should be made t®
use the channels ©f the main medical association
in furthering this investigation. Failure#!®
at least attempt this, would arcusesuspicion and
hostility.
Some ©f the information covered in the first
heading above, was obtainable from the lists ©f
General iiactdfoners issued by the Local Executive
Councils. These provided information about nai^e,
sex, and home and surgery address(es) ©f all
general pract<fo®ners, and their assistants in the
Survey Area, as well as the names of the partner¬
ship groupings. The difficulties over the geo¬
graphic differences between the types ©f admini¬
strative area were overcome in an arbitrary
manner. All those G.P.'s who had a surgery
address which was outside the boundary of the
Survey Area were excluded fr©m the investigation,
Where the doctor had two surgery addresses >and
one was inside and the other was outside the Arei,
he was included in the investigation as were all
the patients ©n his list. Where one member of
a partnership had a surgery address outside the
area, and the other member(s) had addresses in¬
side it, the former doctor and all his patients
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were excluded from the investigation. In this way,
a basic list of the names and addresses and partner¬
ship structures ®f all tae practices in the Survej
Area was built up.
At this point the B.M.A. was approached again
in an attempt t© gain their ca-operati@n in at¬
taining Information on the other points still
needing solution. Only tw© replies from the five
branches in the Area were received t© thi3 formal
request far assistance. The request took the f©4m
of a letter setting out the purpose and aims ©f
the investigation-,together with a specimen question¬
naire seeking the information that was lacking.
Of the two replies received^, ©ne was a mere formal
acknowledgement that the investigation was in
progress and would be supported. The other was
a detailed and informative critique of the pro¬
posed questionnaire. After or prolonged discussion
and modific tion,the final questionnaire took the
shape shown in Appendix No. 10,
It had proved impossible t® gain the backing
of even this ©ne branch of the Association for the
attempt to obtain information enj-
a^.the number of patients ©n the lists of
individual doctors,
b).the number of patients on the lists of
partnerships,
c).the age of the doctor.
Under the circumstances it was decided n©t
to pres3 t iese points, but t© seek sther sources of
information regarding them.
It was decided t© substitute the age of each
doctor with the number of years since he first
became registered as a medical practiftsner. This
information was obtainable from the Medical Register.
Whilst this did not give data as accurate as the
true age,it was felt that a guide wsuid be given t
the general age structure of local practc£©ners by
this. The time was to be assessed from the 1st
January, 1957.
The final and essential piece of information
needed to complete this first part f the picture
was the size of the N.H.S. patient-list of each
practdtoner. It was obvious frsm the attitude of
B.M.A. representatives and other contacts with
G.P.'s that any direct attempt to obtain this in¬
formation from the practifconers themselves would
meet with failure. It would also arouse a ;reat
deal of hostility towards future operations. The
local .Executive Councils were approached on the
matter. It proved impossible for them t© disclos^
this information without instructions fr©m the
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Ministry of Health. It further appeared that the
purpose ©f this investigation w©uld not be con¬
sidered a sufficiently important one to allow thes
instructions to be issued. It was, however,
possible for the Survey t© be given an anonymous
list ©f practice groupings.with the individual
ani total practice-sizes attached to these. It w&
intimated that these groupings were arranged in ax
alphabetical manner?and that this corresponded to
that used in the published lists ef the Councils.
It was found that in most cases this was correct,
and thus it was relatively easy t© identify each"
practice by its members and s© ascertain the numbe
®f patients each doctor- had on his list. It will
be seen that in some instances, from personal
knowledge ®f the area, it was suspected that there
had been a mistake in the copying ef the alphabetical
presentation ©f the data and some practices proved
impassible t® identify with certainty. For this
reason they have been described as "Mo. ©f patient
unknown". For tue most part they include doctors
working 3ingle handed in the County Boroughs ©f
Newcastle and Gateshead. There are 50 ©f these
doctors. Although these constitute a considerable
gap in the general picture^it was nevertheless
considered that the investigation was worth con¬
tinuing and its results were worth presenting.
The information it was hoped to obtain from
the post questionnaire was as follows
a). Willingness t© enter an Industrial Health
Service of the type outlined in enclosed
letter.
b). Past and present professional appointments,
with a bearing ®n Industrial Health,
These included such appointments as
Ambulance Brigade and Association offices,
and Insurance Appeals Tribunals, as well
as past and present industrial appointment
There had been s©me dispute about the
wording of the question relating to this.
It had been suggested that a blunt request
asking for information about present in¬
dustrial appointments would not be accept¬
able. The inclusion of the ©ther types
of appointment was .in part, an attempt to
get round this difficulty ,and it allowed
an estimate to be made ©f other extra
commitments ©f the G.P.'s.
c). Experience of the G.P. in certain medical
subjects relevant t© his participation
in an I.H.S. The subjects of dermatology,
ophthalmology, orthopaedics, physical
medicine, and medicai statistics were
specifically enquired about.
d). A question about experience in the working
©f the various insurance schemes was in¬
cluded. This served as a check upon the
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information gained under heading b). above.
e).The number of hours/week that could be spared
for work in an eventual Industrial Health
Service.
f).Willingness t© attend instructional courses
in medical and other subjects relevant to
the work of an I.M.O.
It is appropriate to state here that it was
realised only t®® well,that the results ®f this
investigation would yield only a thinly sketched
outline ©f the pattern of general practice on
Tyneside. N® attempt wa3 being made t© estimate
the morbidity load thrown upon G.P.*s working in
areas of widely different economic status.
Similarly^no attempt was made to estimate the
pattern ®f actual conduct of general practice in
the area either. Thus there was to be no estimat
made of the organising abilities, capabilities,
standards of practice and care, and so ©n, of any
of these pracbioners. There was to be, in fact,
no qualitative assessment of the pattern of
General Practice in the Area. This was to be a
purely quantitative sketch ©f the position which
would serve two purposes; firstly, to allow a basje
line to be drawn against which the prior commit¬
ments of the G.P.'s already engaged in Industry
could be gauged, secondly, t© estimate if there
was sufficient interest in an I.U.S. staffed by
G.P.*3 and sufficient avuilable professional time
and experience available t® allow this type of
service to be planned in mere detail.
The questionnaires, which related mostly t®
the planning aspect of the investigation, were
sent to a ®ne-in-three random sample of all G.P.'s
The names of all these doctors had previously been
arranged in a strictly alphabetical order^ and
every third name was now abstracted and a questionf
naire sent t® each ®f these persons. It was
decided t® s® limit the scope of this part ©f this
investigation^, as the response of the B.M.A. branches
had been so poor. It was felt that t® obtain a
reasonable response to this postal survey many ©f
these 118 d®ctors would have to be visited in
person, many questionnaires, it was feared, would
not be returned, and a visit would be needed to
obtain a reply. Because ®f this anticipated
difficulty it was decided to keep the numbers low,
in order not to strain the limited resources ©f
the Survey too severely,
The information obtained from all these
sources was hand punched on to individual marginal
hole cards for analysis.
There were 352 doctors on the lists @f the
six Local Executive Councils ©n the 31st January,
1957* 25 were women and327 men. It will, ©f
course, be realised that by confining the investi¬
gation t© those doctors ©n the lists ©f the
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Executive Councils^the pract&eners who practice
outside the N.H.S. have been excluded* In fact,there are only three such doctors ©n Tyneside.
One of whom (No.5) is part-time I.M.O. and the
Appointed Factory Doctor (A.F.D.) for the C.B. ©f
Newcastle. He works with a partner who also has
an industrial appointment with a concern not in¬
cluded within the Survey Industries. The third
doctor, a woman, is exclusively engaged upon a
private obstetric practice froma private nursing
home. The. error caused through omitting these
three practuioners is probably not a great one
and will be ignored. These three doctors ail
practice in the north-east sector ®f the central
conurbation complex, i.e. Gosforth, and the Jesmoijidand Heatcn areas ©f Newcastle. The information
relating t© the number ©f patients on each in¬
cluded doctors' N.H.S. list}likewise ignores these
patients which may attend the doctor privately,
i.e. outside the scope of the N.H.S. practice.
The distribution of the number of years that
have passed since the 352 G.P.*s under consideration
were first registered as medical practiioners is
shown in Table 70. 114 or 324% of these were
registered 10-19 years ago, i.e. in the period
1938-47. Assuming that the usual age ©f first
registration is between the ages of 23 and 25
years of local G.F.'s are between 33 and
44 years old. On a similar basis some 85 ®rj<,a%
are between 23 and 34 years ©Id, 71 or % are
between 43 and 54 years old, 67 or H'l % are betwee
53 and 64 years, and 15 or 43 % are over 63 years
of age•
I* Partnership Sizes in General Practice.— --mmmmmtrntmmmmmmmmmmmwmmtm—mmmmm<mmmmm —.mi m iim.ii iih.ii inn —mmrnm
It should be ecplained at this point that the
352 G.P. 's being considered do not include any ©f
the unestablished assistants working in general
practice. As these doctors, of whom there are
17»(all men) do not have any official status
within the "National Health Service (N.H.S. )j nor
any verifiable list of patients of their own, they
are only considered in this investigation from
certain viewpoints. Thus they are not included
in the personal information relating to established
G.P.'s such as sex, date of graduation, place of
residence etc. They are only considered in such
places where the work load of the practice as a
whole is being considered. Thus they will be
included where appropriate in the tabulation of
the average sizes of doctors' patient lists, withijji
partnerships. Trainee G.P.'s, because of their
terms of service are not considered at all in this
investigation. With this point established,
consideration ©f the pattern of partnership groupings
in local general practice can be proceeded with.
ffabl® Ko« J&.
Imrsber ox siuce rie^latration - Ml. G.P. 'a.
Males
0-4 5-9 j1 To~I9| 2«9j $0-39 4b* fotal
14 65 105 67 62 16 326
Females 1 7 9 4 4 0 25
15 70 114 71 66 16 352
22//'
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This section takes into consideration the 17
assistants G.P.*s. Where a nominally single
handed practitioner employs an assistant, the
principal is placed in the category of those
working with a single partner. The assistant is
not included in the data presented.
The distribution of the total number of G.P.'s
being considered^between the various size-groupin
of partnerships.is shown on Table 71. Partnersh
of two seem to he the most popular form of practi
followed by single handed practice. Groups of
three and four partners are less popular. It wi
be seen that well over half of tie 17 assistants are
employed by 10 partnerships of two established
doctors. The largest practice groupings in the
area are two practices of four established G.P.'s
each group haing a single assistant.
re
There are two doctor, who practice in the fou
member practice size-group, whose area of practic
lies on the periphery of the Survey Area. The
other two members of this group practice from
addresses over the boundary line of the Survey A
and have thus been excluded. (The average numbe
of patients covered by each member of this practi
is the figure used when the average number cared
for by each doctor is discussed in a later sectio
The number of doctors excluded from consideration
in the single handed group, for this reason, is
large (45 out of 96) in relation to the total in
the category. It would, therefore, be dangerous
to draw any conclusions from the pattern of dis¬
tribution of individual lists demonstrated in thi
grouping.
When the pattern of partnership size is com¬
pared with the date of graduation as it is in
Table 71» some interesting facts emerge. The
older G.P., i.e. those who registered over 50
years ago, tend to favour single handed practice
more than any other form of combination. Some
55 or koi% of 82 of these practitioners work in
this manner. A trend away from tais begins with
those doctors who registered 20-29 years ago.
Herei«% work single handed whilst 24 orSs-o% of
those in this "age" group work with a single part
ner. It is in those who first registered 10-19'
■Yfgroup practice alone whilst 45 out of 114 ofiVTyo
work with a partner, and2f-i% work with two paxtne
A similar trend continues in those registering
5-9 years ago, where only 6.7% practice alone, an
an even nighex proportion, 15 out of 70 ox
practice in groups of four doctors. Surprisingly
although the figures are small, it appears as if
a grouping of four doctors in practice together
is more favourable with the more elderly doctors,
i.e. 50 year group, than with the middle aged one
This, may of course, simply represent what began
in earlier life as a smaller partnership of two
doctors of similar ages taking on new, and much




















Size of Partnership Group
Uo, of Partnegg and/or Assiatanto - nil Pro,
Po. of years ainoe Registration.
0-4 5-9 10 - 19 20-29 30 - 39 40+ Total.
Single Handed. 11 26 25 25 8 96
28 45 24 19 125
13 27 13 10
15 15 11 52
8
Total 15 70 114 67 15 352
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II. Patient load borne b.y the G.P.'s and their
Practices,
A. Individual List3.
In the first instance the number of «aeh
patients who are registered with each doctor upon
the lists held by each Executive Council will be
considered* This does not necessarily represent
the actual number of patients that each doctor
is responsible fox. In many, if not most instadces
of partnersnip, the total work load is divided
betweenthe partners in one manner or another. Tfalis
section of the discussion will not, therefore, give
any reliable estimate of the actual work-load of
any of the G.P.*s, other than those in the group
of single handed practitioners.
It will be noted that it was impossible
to gain any information about the size of the prac¬
tice lists of 50 doctors (Table 72), 45 of whom
are single-handed, and of another five, who work
with a single partner or assistant.
The number of doctors excluded from con¬
sider,:tion in the single handed group, for this
reason, is large (45 out of 96), in relation to
the total in the category. It would, therefore,
be dangerous to draw any conclusions from the
pattern of distribution of individual lists demor^-
strated in this grouping.
Overall the size groups of partnerships
several points of interest emerge. There are
more doctors in t he individual list size grouping
4,000 patients than in any other list-size group,
other than the "unknowns". This is all the more
interesting as the official maximum number of
patients allowed on the individual list of a G.P.
is 5*5000. The maximum average number allowed
to each member of a partnership is about 5*500.
The G.P. with a personal list over the permitted
maximum often has it brought below this figure
when it is averaged out with the lists of his
other partners whicn contain below 5*500 patientsj.
This artificial ceiling to the number of patients
a doctor may c re for probably account for the
fact that there are 56 doctors, out of a total of
502 under consideration, who have lists containinjg
fewer than 500 patients. 51 of these doctors
qualified under 10 years ago (Table 73)* and as
seen, tnis Vage" group favour practising in the
CT^SftMiSs^AtaiSfgi'
over 2,500 patients, and 158 with lists under thi
size.
When the distribution of size-of-list within
size of partnership (Table 72) is considered
further points emerge. 16 out of the 60 doctors!
who work in partnerships of 4 and 5 have individual
lists containing over 5*500 patients, whilst another
8 in the same partnership size, have under 50®
Table 72.
Total Number of patients on individual list by Size of ALL Doctors,
Partnership.
Do. in paifc-






2500-2999 3000-3999 3500-5999 4000+ Jnknown Total.
Single-
handed. 3 9 6 7 10 5 8 2 1 45 96
2 20 7 13 9 8 12 14 17 20 5 125
3 5 4 2 10 5 9 10 10 16 0 71
4 8 2 1 5 4 9 9 8 6 0 52
5 3 2 1 2 8
Total. 36 22 22 31 27 38 45 38 45 50 352.
TABUS 73 Total Ho. of Fatlenta :md Personnel Hat "by Date of Registration — ALL DOCTORS.
Years since List Size
Registic,tion
0-499 500-999 1000-1499 1500-1999 2000-2499 2500-2999 3000-3499 3500-3999 4000* Unknown Total
0-4 8 5 1 1 15
5-9 23 55 10 45 3 53770
10-19 3 4 12 9 10 18 22 8 13 15 114
20-29 1 3 8 6 11 11 15 16 ?1
30-39 1 3 3 5 5 8 5 12 13 12 67
40+ 1 4 2 3 1 1 2 1 15
Total 36 22 22 31 2? 38 43 38 45 50 352
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patients on their own lists. This would seem
to oear out the statement made in the above
para graph about the averaging out of combined
lists to a level below the official maximum, A
similar but less pronounced picture is seen in
the other partnership sizes.
B. Average list sizes within partnerships.
This mode of the investigation is used in an
attempt to obtain a more realistic picture of the
pattern of the work-load in general practices.
It is admitted that an unknown proportion of G.P.'s
in partnership strictly care for only the patients
upon tneir own lists. They will not attend,
except in cases of emergency,the patients who are
registered with their partners. This type of
arrangement is thought to be far from common, and
although it is known to exist in one partnership
of four doctors on Tyneside, no other Instance of
it has come to light. This specific point was
not investigated in detail, but, in conversation,
with all those G.P.*s engaged in local industry,
and with many others, no other instance of this
mode of practice has been discovered. Thus it
will henceforth be assumed that the total number
of patients cared for by any one practice is
divided equally between all its members who then,
theoretically, bear equal shares of the total woijk.
This, of course, is a facile assumption. Some
practices are so organised that certain members
see ail of certain classes of patients and con¬
ditions, such as pregnant women and children, to
the exclusion of the other members. More of thd
practices have their work divided upon a geographic
basis, so that some members have areas with higher
morbidity rates tban others. Again some doctors,
although caring for the same amount of morbidity
in the same number of patients as their partners,
visit their patients more frequently, and spend more
time in their care. This does not necessarily
imply, of course, that these practitioners give
these patients a better standard of care. Finally*
there is a tendency to arrangeThe work, of multi¬
member practices, so that the more senior members!
of the group are relieved of the more onerous
duties, such as night calls. Despite all these
qualifications it is still contended, that the
only feasible method open to this survey to assess,
with the resources and data at its command, the
work-load thrown upon each G.P. was to estimate
the average number of patients he cares for within
his practice. The results are tabulattd on
Table 74, The distribution of average list sizes
resembles the normal biological frequency distrif
bution curve. The two list-size groups 2,000-
2,4^9 patients, and 2,500-2,999 patients are abo^it
equal in numbers and together contain just over
one-half (162) of the 502 doctors being considered.
Thexofter the numbers in each list-size group fail
away to each extreme of the range. It falls mo.:e
rapidly towards the upper ranges as the artificial
Table 74
I<o. in
















































ceiling of 3,500 patients is reached more quickly
in this direction. It is surprising, however,
find that there are still 8 G.P.*s with average
}.ist sizes over this, maximum limit^ as well as 7>
single handed Within the partner¬
ship groupings there are further interesting varia¬
tions. The three and four man (Table 74) practice
tend to be grouped into the central list-size cate¬
gories with a marked tendency towards the larger
average list of 2,500 - 2,999 patients. This
latter feature being most noticeable in the three
doctor practices. The trend is for the central
congregation of list sizes to become less marked
with decreasing partnership size. Thus when the
two doctors practices are considered the proportilo
of G.P.'s in the central list-size ranges is much
lowertand there are proportionately more of them
in the more extreme list-size ranges.
Time since registration has little significanc
in this matter,(Table 75)•
B. Total Patient List Size of Practices.
———————————_—
It would be reasonable to assume, without any
further investigation that the larger the number
of doctors in practice together, the larger would
be the aggregate number of patients that are caretd
for by them. That this basic supposition is true
is shown by Table 76. What is more interesting
is the degree of overlap in the "boundary" list-
sizes between one partnership size and the next.
Thus the range of list-sizes for two-doctor prac¬
tices is fenm 1,000 to 7,999 patients, and that
for three-doctor practices from 3,000 to 9,999
patients.
Over all the partnership sizes it is found
that some list-sizes are more "popular" than others,
Thus two peaks occur in the distribution. A
blunted one in the lower ran es which shows thirty
three doctors working in practices with a total
list between 3,000 and 3,999, and another forty-
four doctors whose total list size is between
4,000 and 4,999 patients. The former number is
made up of about equal numbers of single handed
practices and twin partnerships, and the latter of
twice as many two-man practices as single handed
ones. The other peak in total-list size distribu¬
tion occurs in the range 7,000 - 7,999 patients.
Almost two-thirds of these 41 doctors work in three-
man practices. It would appear therefore, that
some totals of patients to be cared for, are more
"popular" than are others. The lower list sizes
are obviously unpopular because of the relatively
poor financial rewards they offer. This does
not explain why there is a popularity of certain
totals which are below the permitted maximum. This
suggests two mechanisms are operative. One, thati
the doctors themselves are content with numbers
fewer than the maximum permitted, and two.that ttjte
overall number of doctors is high enough to allow
a degree of competition to exist between practices.
Table No. 75«
Average Practice Size by Date of Registration (All Doctors).
List Sizes.
Years since
registration. 0-499 500-999 1000-1499 1500-1999 2000-2499 2500-2999 3000-3499 3500-3999 4000+ Unknown Total,
0-4 1 1 4 1 4 4 15
5-9 2 6 13 18 18 5 1 7 70
10-19 1 4 5 10 25 30 21 3 15 114
20-29 4 5 20 14 10 2 16 71
50-39 3 6 10 11 15 6 3 1 12 67
40+ 1 5 1 4 1 2 1 15
Total 3 15 26 43 79 83 42 10 1 50 352
T
Table No. 76.
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Total. 12 19 26 33 44
I
29 24 41 20 22 16 4 12 50 352
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This follows from the total number of patients being
relatively too small to allow all practices to
achieve the maximum number permitted.
The analysis of total practice lists by "age"
does not reveal anything of importance (Table 77)
In Summary.
The patterns of the work load of local G,P.*s
as estimated, when based upon the size of his in¬
dividual and average p?tient list, vary considerably,
The more extreme picture shown when only individual
lists are concerned becomes a more reasonable one
when the average list size of each doctor in a
partnership is considered. The effect of the 17
assistants, and the younger doctors in partnerships
in this respect is important. They appear to be
responsible for reducing the very high individual
lists, of some of those doctors in partnerships
of three and over, to more reasonable averages.
Over two thirds of the doctors in partnerships of
three and more,care for an average of 2,000 - 2,999
patients. There is a much wider variation from
this position when partnerships of two are considered.
III. Patient Load borne in relation to Age of G.P
It has already been explained that the time
since the doctor was first registered had to be
used, as an index of his age, rather than his true
age. It is not pretended that this is as satis¬
factory as using the known age itself, but, under
the circumstances, it was decided that this was t
best guide to age which could be obtained.
Assuming that most people are registered between
the ages of 23 and 23 years, an indirect estimate
of true age can be made. However, an unknown
proportion of people take up medicine in later
life, and thus this supposition in their cases,
will be wildly inaccurate * this is particularly
so for those entering practice some 5-8 years
after tforld War II.
aJ.Distribution of personal list of patients by
v time since x'egistration.
The general outline of the distribution of
time since graduation of the 352 doctors in the
investigation has been given on page Jsi . When
the personal list size of these doctors by age is
examined a picture, which could have been arrived
at on am empirical grounds, becomes apparent (Tab(Le 73)
The shorter the time since a doctor first registered,
the smaller is the number of patients he has been
able to attract into his personal care. Thus some
46 out of 78 doctors who graduated under 10 years
ago}have less than 1,500 patients on their personal
practice lists. There are only 19 out of 99
doctors with as few patients as this in the next
"age" group 10-19 years. This discrepancy of list
size is most marked between those registered unde
ten years ago, and those registered 20-29 years
Table Ho.77.
Total Number of Patients on Partnership List by years since registration (ALL Doctors).
Years since 2000- 300O ■ 4000 - 5000- • 6000 - 7000 8000 - 9000- 10000- 11000- 12000 Unknown. Total
registration. 0-99$ 1000-1999 2999 3999 4999 5999 6999 7999 8999 9999 10999 11999 +
0-4 1 l 1 1 5 1 1 2 1 1 15
5-9 1 2 5 8 15 5 1 10 2 2 8 1 3 7 70
10-19 2 6 6 9 12 11 13 15 8 9 3 1 4 15 14
20-29 2 7 6 9 4 6 10 2 4 2 1 2 16 71
50-39 3 4 7 7 3 9 3 4 4 5 3 0 3 12 67
40+ 5 4 2 1 2 l 15
Total 12 19 26 33 44 29 24 41 20 22 16 4 12 50 352
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ago. Only one of these latter doctors has less
than 1,500 patients, out of the total of 55,
thereafter with increasing age the number of
patients attributed to the personal list of a
doctor tends to show a wider distribution across
the range of list-size groups. Nevertheless 28
out of the 70 doctors who graduated over 50 years
ago, still have over 3,500 patients on their
personal lists.
b). Distribution of Average patient list-size in
relation to the date" since registration.
» 1 " 1 1 1 1—^— III I HI ——— . ■ mi .11
The distribution of doctors by time since
registration and by average size of list have al-j-
ready both been mentioned separately. When the
two sets of data are combined, the following facts
emerge (Table 75)•
The younger doctors, i.e. those who first
registered under 10 years ago,are more largely
concentrated in lower groups of list-sizes than
are doctors who registered 10-19 and 20-29 years
ago. Thus 28 out of 85 of those who registered
under ten years ago are located in the list-size
ranges 2,500 + patients, whilst 54 out of 114- in
the 10.-19 years group are located in the same
list size groups. For the older doctors the
scatter between the si ze groupings is much more
pronounced and no definite pattern of distribution
is discernable here. This pattern is explicable
in several ways. The younger doctors have al¬
ready been shown to have much smaller personal
lists than their more senior colleagues; further--
more they tend to practice more often in partner^
ships than do these older doctors. Under these
circumstances they would appear to be going into
partnership with persons who have a small or
average sized personal list themselves, so that
the resulting practice average as a whole is low.
It would seem that the younger men are entering
partnerships with either their own contemporaries
or with men very much their senior, particularly
with those who registered over thirty years befo;^
them, and whose personal lists likewise are small.
c). Total practice size related to time since
registration."
It has already been noted that some total 11st-
sizes are more "popular" than are others. With
increasixig "age" of the G.P. it is found that the
distribution of doctors throughout the full raqge
of list size groups becomes fairly even (Table 77)*
It shows a regular ascent and descent to and from
the "favourite" list sizes. This latter feature
is particularly well marked in the "age" groups
10-2.9 and 20-29 years since registration. This
feature is absent when the distribution through
the list-size range is studied amongst those who
registered 5-9 years ago. In this "age" group
there are very sharp peaks of total practice sizes







patients. This feature can he explained as foil
a large proportion of the young practitioners hav
very small personal lists and a large proportion
of them are in partnerships. The contribution olf
the small personal list of the young doctor to the
total practice list i3 thus relatively small.
These peaks in the list size distribution probabljy
represent a number of practices which have recent
taken in a young partner whose personal list is o
nominal size. Th^yrepresent, in fact, the w^al
of patients on the lists of the other partners,
almost to the exclusion of the relatively small
number contributed by the younger man.
Summary.
The older practitioners tend to have much
higher personal lists than do the younger doctors
There is not as much discrepancy,in this respect,
between those doctors who registered between 20-
29 years ago and 10-19 years ago, as between the
0-9 and 10-19 years "age" group. Either conditio
of practice, as judged by this method have become
more difficult since these younger men registered,
01 there is some situation existing that is not
revealed by this investigation. This fact seems
to allow a man to expand rapidly 10 -efci 19 years
after graduation the number of patients he personally
attracts. Those doctors who attain very high
number of patients on their personal lists, i.e.
over 3»500, seem to retain them until they reach
the 50-39 year period after graduation.
,vhen average size of lists is considered, the
younger man has a smallrlist, on the whole, than
his older colleague, (apart from those who registered
over 40 years ago and whose numbers are by com¬
parison small). Here again, it is seen that the
man who registered 10-19 years ago has a comparably
better position vis-a-vis his immediately senior
colleagues^thun his immediate juniors have compared
to himself. Over all ages there is a more compact
distribution of average list, than there is of
personal ones. A similar pattern was noted when
the list-size distribution was related to partner¬
ship eize3.
The total list size reveals an interesting
situation amongst the younger practitioners, Soijie
total list sizes throughout all age groupings ant.
partnership-sizes have been seen to be more
fre .uent than others. This "popularity" is eveiji
more marked amongst the younger doctors. A
reason for this is suggested. The numbers
involved are, of course, small, but the occurrence
of this pattern is so marked that it is probably
a genuine feature.
IV. Area of Practice.
The areas used in this geographic analysis
correspond to the sub-divisions of the Census
Conurbation Area and have been described on page
table V.-map V.3. (The peripheral areas not withih
n,
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the conurbation and yet within the Survey Area
are grouped together in one single column in
Table 80 ), The number of practitioners living
and the population of, each sub area is shown on
table 1# . The population figures of the sub
areas are those , iven in the 1951 Census reports
for the Conurbation, and for the Counties of
Durham and Port humbcr1and.
The fact that a G,P. has his main surgery in
sub-area does not necessarily mean, of course, tilat
all his ptients live within that same sub-division.
It could be expected however, that most practices
would have their surgery accommodation situated }n
a location that was centrally placed for the
majority of their patients. Where a doctor
practices from his private residence, and not frdm
a separate surgery^, building, there is a tendency
in the more overcrowded parts of the Region, for
the G.P. to live on the pexiphery of such areas,
In such instances his surgery-cum-residence ir;
probably not near the centre of his practice.
This may result in dim actually living over the
border from the sub division where most of his
patients live. Where there is a lock-up, or
separate practice, surgery, the location of this
tends to be in the centre of the area where the
bulk of^ the patients live. There is another
1f r different members of a practice to
operate from separate surgeries at widely separated
addresses. Such practices are, in the majority
of instances, new partnerships, one or more members
of which live in an area of new housing development^
whilst the other members continue to care for people
living in the older parts of the town.
Where all the members of the partnership
obviously practice from one central surgery then
they were all allotted to the sub-area in which
this lies, despite the fact that they may have
widely differing home adore3ses. Where separate
members have differing addresses, and there is
no address common to any member of the practice,
then they were classified under these separate
addresses. Where, say, two members have inter
alia the same address and the third a completely
different one, they were classified separately,
according to these two different addresses. All
the addressses used were those given in the listip
of t he Local executive Councils on the 31st of
January, 1957. When the addresses of 1wo surgeries
of the same practice were given on these lists.t^ie
first to be listed was arbitrarily chosen as the
main surgery,
(i). General. It would appear from Table
-hat, 011 an arithmetic basis ;ther<. is gross dis¬
crepancy between the medical provision made for
the different sub-areas (Table 78). Thus Division
I is remarkably well off with an average of
patients/G»P.;whilst area IIIC is appallingly bally
served by general practtLoners • The figures for
IIIC are obviously an artefact when the data
Table No* 78.
Number of G.P.'s practising in each sub~Area together
•with their population,
s
Sub Area. Number of G.P.'a. Population. Number of
population/
G.P.
I 9 10,563 1,151
IIA 101 180,412 1,786
IIB 29 41,423 1,428
IIC 45 97,527 2,167
IID 56 87,639 1,565
IIIA 82 281,553 5,435
II IB 5 11,497 2,299
IIIC 11 125,159 11,575
Blaydon and other
peripheral areas. 14 78,150 5,714
Total. 552 914,241.
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relating to the average list size is recalled.
Area IIIC contains almost exclusively new Council
Housing of the C.£$. of South Shields, Gateshead,
Pelling, Jarrow and Hebburn. There has obviousl
been little provision made to attract G.P.'s to
reside,or set up main surgeries in these areas.
They therefore live in the adjoining residential
parts of divisions IIC and IID,which are seen to Tj>e
relatively well provided with doctors*
When the Worth Bank and the South Bank sub¬
divisions are summated and considered separately
the pttfijtion is somewhat clearer(Table 7f ). (It
can be stated with confidence, from the information
obtained about patient lists, which was received
broken down in this manner, that only some 500
patients altogether are attended by doctors who
live on t£s» opposite banks-of the Tyne. All these
patients live in and around the Wewcastle-Gateshead
complex. The peripheral areas are ignored in this
analysis).
Table 79.
Division. Wo. of Dr.'s. Population. Pop/G.P,
Worth Bank 221 513,731. 2,325*
South Bank 117 321,802 . 2,750.
Thus whilst there ace slightly more members of
the population per general practllLoner along the
South Bank there is no great discrepancy between
the two halves of the area. Wevertheless, there
is considerable apparent maldistribution of doctors
within the two halves,and this is most grossly
marked in the newer areas of building in the South.
These, as have already been noted are mostly area!
of new local authority building. The larger pro-f
portion,240 of 338,of the doctors still live in the
older divisions I and II, despite the almost equal
division of the population between the older (I afd
II) and newer divisions (III).
(ii). Personal Patient list-size distribution in
relation to geographic area of practice.
When the patients on the personal lists of a
doctor are examined in relation to the Census are^£
in which these doctors piactice^the following
patterns are evident (Table 80). Area* IIA has
a list-size distribution resembling that of Tyne-
side as a whole. The numbers are too small in
areas I, IIB, IIIB, IIIC and Blaydon etc. to call
for comment. Areas IID and IIC are unduly mght^d
with the larger personal lists_>whilst area IIIA
has a disproportionately large share of the small^J
list-sizes.
This probably is related to the Social class
distribution of the general Tyneside population.
Areas IIA, and IIIA, have a larger proportion of

































































































any of the other areas of Tyneside, Doctors
presumably prefer to practice with smaller lists
in these congenial localities than with larger
lists in less congenial districts. Conversely
Areas IIC and IID contain the older, poorer districts
for housing of Gateshead and South Shields respectively
and this makes them less favoured as places to
practice. It may also reflect the practice of
one, usually the newer and younger,member of a
partnership melding on the new housing estate, soit1
distance from the surgery of hi3 senior partner
who works in the older area (II),
(iii) Average
re
atlent li3t-size distribution in,g pahient list- i i tri
ration to geo,graphic areas.
The above pattern is also reflected in this
analysis (Table 81). There is, however, a smalle
range of distribution of the list-size groupings
within all the sub-areas. This reflects the
averaging out of combined lists as noted elsewhere.
It is still evident that the average size of patient
lists is higher in areas IIB, IIC, and IID than in
areas IIA and IIIA.
V. Partnership groupings in relation to area of
practice.
The size of partnerships by area of practice
within the standard subdivisions is shown on Table
Although t-T? numbers in any one subdivision of the
table are small there would appear to be a "norma]
distribution throughout all the sub-divisions for
singlehanded and two-doctor practices. Three-
doctor practices are commoner in sub-divisions III
and IID, thai* M in the older areas to the extreme
east on both banks of the Tyne. Three-doctor
practices are not favoured in the newer north-bank
communities of division IIIA. In area IIIA there




Information obtained from the questionnaire sent
to a random sample of one in three general practitioners
is next considered.
The information sought from these questionnaires
has already been outlined on page . A total
of 118 names were selected from the alphabetical
list of practitioners^ and the questionnaire, fius a
covering letter were sent to each. The letter
briefly outlined the purpose of this part of the
Survey, together with an outline of the type of
I.H.S, that was being considered.
82.
The results of this postal survey are shown
on the next page.
Table Mo. 81.
Area of Practice and Average List Size of all Doctors.
Average Wo. on
List. I IIA IIB IIG III) IIIA IIIB IIIC Blaydon etc. Total.
0-4-99 2 1 0 3
500-999 2 6 1 1 5 15
1000-14-99 10 2 2 1 10 1 26
1500-1999 1 15 2 2 7 16 1 1 43
2000-24-99 1 14 8 8 12 21 5 79
2500-2999 18 8 9 26 10 5 5 4 83
300O-3499 2 9 5 9 5 10 2 42
3500-3999 2 4 •4 10
4000+ 1 1
Unknown 5 20 10 9 4 4 50
Total. 9 102 29 45 56 81 5 11 14 352
Table 82.
Partnership Size by Area of Main Surgery - All Doctors.
Mo. in Part¬
nership. I IIA IIB IIC IID IIIA IIIB IIIC Blaydon etc. Total.
Single handed 3 27 8 12 17 22 0 5 2 96
2 6 33 8 16 22 30 1 6 3 125
3 0 25 11 9 17 6 0 0 3 71
4 0 13 2 4 0 23 4 0 6* 52
5 4 4 8
Total 9 102 29 45 56 81 5 11 14 352
* with two partners practicing from surgery outside area.
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Number of general practloners in 552
investigation: (25 women:327 men).
Number of questionnaires sent out: 118
(10 women: 108 meln).
Number of questionnaires returned: 108
(10 women: 98 meln).
Reasons for non return of questionnaire
Retired from pactice 1,
Deceased 1.
Left district. 1,
Returned "not known" 1.
No reason given. 6.
Of the six doctors who did not give any reason
for not returning the questionnaire, all were
personally contacted both by letter, and by telephpne
and all promised to reply. After an interval of
six weeks none of them did so. De^Lte attempts
to fix personal interviews with all of them it
proved impossible to obtain any positive reaction
to the questionnaire from any of them.
For purposes of checking the validity of this
sample the tifner of registration of the "sample"
doctors wa- compared with the overall distribution
of this factor throughout the whole number of G.P.
on Tyneside (Table 83)• It is seen that the
sample is slightly biased in favour of doctors in
the 5-9 and 10-19 years "age" group. Nevertheless
it is considered that this sample is sufficiently
valid to allow generalisation to be drawn from it
for planning purposes.
I. Reaction to proposals to establish an I.H.S.
Of the 118 doctors approached 65 or^/is» declared
themselves to be willing to work for an I.H.S. of
the type outlined in the covering letter. This
letter briefly referred to((/the co-operative type
of scheme outlinedpvHhich would draw upon
local G.P.*s for its medical staff. These doctors
would be engaged under a contract of service the
terms of which would be identical to thosesuggested
by the B.M.A. as suitable for this type of work.
The degree of interest shown in these proposals was
in marked contrast to the indifference shown to the
Driginal approaches made to their elected represen¬
tatives. It is admitted however, that the I.H.S.
uas only briefly outlined in the letter. When the
point was reached where it had to be detailed in a
aore concrete manner, it is possible that many of those
tfho were initially willing to co-operate would no
Longer be willing to do so. The ten questionnaire's
which went unanswered were included within the
category of those not in favour of participating in
(Table 83.
























Total 5 27 43 21 17 5 118
•Ideal" 5 23 38 24 22 6 118
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this service. The six men who did not reply at
all were taken to be uninterested in the proposals
and thus presumed to be unwilling to co-operate.
The remaining four reasons for non-return of the
questionnaires were ail occurences which it seemed
legitimate to include in the "refused" category.
On the basis of the replies women seemed to be
as equiLly in favour of participating as were men,
Number willing to participate 65
(60 men: 5 women).
Number unwilling " " 5$
(46 men: 5 women)
II. Willingness to participate in relation to age
"Age" in this instance is judged as elsevhere,
upon the basis of number of years since the doctojr
registered as a medical practitioner. Amongst
the participators it will be seen from Tables 84
and 85 that only one quarter registered over 20
years ago, whilst about half of those unwilling
to participate registered this long ago. It wouf]
appear that the older doctors felt themselves morje
unable to participate than did the younger ones.
The reason for this is probably fairly simple,
namely, an unwillingness, with increasing age, to
extend the scope of one's activities. It may also
be that the older doctors were less convinced oft
the need for a venture. The younger ones
may have been more influence^ during their training
by the concepts of preventive medicine.
Ill* Total and Average list-size in relation to
"willingness to participate.
The comparison of the total list sizes for tw<^
categories of doctor is given on Table 84 and Tab^e 85.
The doctors with lists under 2,000 patients would
seem to be more willing to participate in an I.H.8.
than those with lists between 2,000 and 5»499 patients.
Surprisingly some 16 of the 20 doctors with lists
over 3»500 patientsMtre also v.-illing to participate.
When the average patient list-size of parti¬
cipators and non-participators is considered, how¬
ever, there would seem to be little difference
between the two categories (Tables 86 and 87).
This, combined with the above analysis by "age",
suggests that it is the young doctor with the
small personal list working with partners who have
larger-than-avera e lists, who is most likely to
be attracted by such a service.
IV. Partnership-size in relation to willingnessPart r i
to participate"!
rnThe distribution of the partnership-size patte
for those willing to participate in this type of
I.U.S. does not seem to differ greatly from the
same pattern for the non-participatinj doctors(TabtLe
88). There is a suggestion that those doctors
Table Do. 84
Hon-Participating Genera- Practitioners,Date of Bsgistrstioc related




(years ago) 0-499 500-999 xOOO-,499 1500-1999 2000-2499 2500-2999 3000-3499 3500-3999 4000 Unknown fota.
0-4 1 1 2
5-9 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
10-^9 1 1 2 4 5 1 2 I 17
20-29 1 1 1 3 3 2 11
30-39 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 12
40* 1 1 1 3
Total 2 4 2 3 6 8 H 4 8 5 53
Ifo
Participating Cnwrai Practitioners




(years ago] O-499 300-999 1000-1499 1500-1999 200-2499 2300-2999 300-3499 3500-3999 4000+ Unknown. Tot&j..
0-4 2 1
L 1— 3
5-9 3 3 2 2 1
L
1 2 2 3 19
10-19 2 5 1 2 5 3 2 2 2 26
20-29 1 3 3 2 9





Total. 5 6 8 5 6 6 5 8 8 8 65
Table 86, (SAiliPLE)














































Table No. 87- (SAi.iPLE)
Date of Begistration related to average list size (Hon participating
doctora only.
0-499 500-999 1000-1499
Average Size of Practice.






























Total. 15 12 10 55
* Includes one deceased and one left district.
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working in partnerships of two are most willing
to participate in the work of an I.H.S.
V* Geographic distribution of participators and
non-participators.
From Tables 89 and 90 it will be seen that
there is a high proportion of participators
living in Area IIA, approximately one-third of
the total. In the same area are one fifth of
the total in the :'non-participating" group.
There seems to be in area IIB a greater reluctance
to participate than in any other area. In all
other areas there are approximately equal pro¬
portions of willing and unwilling doctors* The
willingness in Area IIA is most pronounced amongst
those with an average list-size of 2,000-2,4999
patients. As the greatest geographic concentra¬
tion of both industrial establishments and working
population is in area IIA, i.e. the older parts
of the city of Newcastle, it v/ould appear that
this area of any Tyneside I.H.S. should have more
than sufficient locally resident part-time I.M.O.'s.
The lack of response in Area IIB presents a problem^
as here is located much of the shipbuilding and
repairing industry. Apart from this single area,
there would appear to be sufficient enthusiasm,
in all geographic areas, to allow medical staff,
for a Tyneside I.H.S. to be recruited from amongst
the immediately local G.P.*s.
VI. Degree of participation in relation to other
Committments. '
An attempt will now be made to assess the
prior committments of the 65 doctors who are
willing to work in an I.H.S.j in relation to amount
of time they state they are able to devote to
the work (Tables 88, 91» and 92).
Only ten of the sixty five doctors can spare
more than 6 hours/week for the work. 20 of the
remaining 55 can only give three hours or under
per week to the work. It is those who are single-
handed or have a single partner, who can, paradoxi¬
cally, give the most time to this work(Table 88).
This is somewhat surprising. It would be thou ;ut,
on empirical grounds, that the doctors who have
more partners to assist them would be better
able to rearrange their present duties to allow
them to devote more time to the work. On the
othwb hand, it appears from Table 91* that most
of the doctors who can undertake these longer
sessions are comparatively young. It may be
that it is these younger men who are better able
to bear the added burden of the longer houB of
work. There is no sufficiently detailed informa¬
tion available to relate the average list-size
of the doctor to the amount of time he can devote
to the work. (The figures in any one category
in Table 92 are too small to allow this to be
done). It would seem that, for example, 4-6
hours per c.eek can be spared by doctor's who have
a very wide range of practice sizes. This
Table No.88
Participating Doctors by Hrs/v/eek available and
No. of Partners and Assistants.
No. of Partners and/or




Single Handed 6 7 2 3 18 14
1 9 14 2 2 27 19
2 3 10 13 10
3 1 3 1 4 8
4 2 1 3 2
Total 20 35 4 6 65 53
TAttTE No.89, Participating Doctors by Area of Practice and Average List Size.
Area of Practice
Average No, on List* 1 11A 11B 11C 11D 111A 111B 111C Blaydon etc* Total.
0-499
500-999 1 1 1 3
1000-1499 2 2 4
150O-1999 2 3 3 1 9
2000-2499 8 2 3 3 1 17
2500-2999 3 1 1 4 2 1 1 13
3000-5499 2 3 1 1 1 8
3500-3999 1 2 3
4000+
Unknown 1 4 2 1 8


















































Total 11 11 11 2 53
TAiiiJS N0.91,
Participating Doctors by Ilrs/ cek available and
date of Registration
Date of Registration Hrs/week available










Total 20 35 65
Tabic : o»92.' Participating Doctors. Urs/v.'eek available and




0-3 7-9 10+ Total
0-499
500-999 2 1 3
1000-1499 2 1 1 4
1500-1999 3 5 1 9
2000-2499 6 10 1 17
2500-2999 3 10 13
3000-5499 3 4 1 8
3500-3999 2 1 3
4000+
Unknown. 3 2 12 8
Total 20 35 46 $5.
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probably represents the differing patterns of
working of the different doctors.
Personal experience and qualifications of participating
doctors.
In this section the personal qualifications aitd
the declared experience and interests of the







Of these 65 doctors, 37 were local graduates
of the University of Durham, 21 were graduates
of other universities and 7 were diplomate3 of oix
or other of the Royal Colleges. It i3 interest:
to note, that out of the total of 70 Durham gradu
who were questioned^about half assented to joinijji
the scheme, whejeas, 21 out of the total of 26
graduates of other universities assented. Thi3
feature is striking and there may be several int^
involved explanations of it. Pour of these doc
posses ,ed the degree of M.D. and one of theae
gentlemen had .uitten his thesis on the occupational
hazard of "Asbestosis"• He, together with another
doctor, held the Diploma in Public Health.
12 of the 65 potential participants already
held industrial appointments, whilst another 11 <bf
them had held full, or part-time appointments in
industry in the past. Of the 12 doctors with
existing appointments^the amount of extra time
the could devote to any future I.H.S. is analyst
in relation to the number of appointments which
already hold in Table 93* It is surprising tha'
a general practitioner with four factories to care
for already, should be able to assume further coMtfc-
ments, or that the doctor with three current in¬
dustrial appointments, should be able to spare




17 of the doctors had current appointments bn
various governmental tribunals and boards, altho
the weekly amount of time which they devoted to
these appointments was not enquired about. 15
either active members of one^ of the First Aid
Associ tions, or regularly examined for one of t
Associations at their proficiency examinations,
doctor attended each of the three local Remploy
factories for 1-3 hours per week^as well as bein^
I.M.O. to two other factories. Only one of the
"participating" doctors had an existing appoihtm
as an A.P.D. in the area. Altogether 24 of the
65 doctors who were willing to participate did n









The replies to the questions about experience
or interests in certain pertinent medical subjec'
showed that 19 of the doctors had interests or
experience in Dermatology. A further 16 were
experienced or interested in orthopaedics, 10 in
opthalmology but only 2 in medical statistics*





Participating G.P's with 1.11.0. appointments already and
Tip, of Hrs^week available
I.o. of appointments
held already. 0-3 W Unknown Total
1 5 1 1 7
2 0
3 2 1 1 4
4 1 1
Total 7 2 3 12
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and particularly the new Council Estates, seem to
be hadly served by resident G.P,'s. The coverag^
expressed as number of patients per doctor does
not, however, show any under-doctoring when largei?
geographic areas , which include this housing, ar$
considered. The largest personal and average
lists seem to occur in areas IIB,IIC and IID^ i.e
in the older parts of Tynemouth C.B., Gateshead CiB,
and South Shields C.B. It is in these latter
areas that the larger partnership groupings are
found, but the newer housing areas on the North
Bank are mostly served by larger partnership
groupings of four doctors.
From the random one-in-three sample, the
following facts were deduced. Over half of the
general practitioners working on Tyneside would
be willing to participate in any future I,H,S, of
the type outlined in Chapter 20, It is the
younger doctors who are more interested in this
proposition. Similarly, it is those with the
smaller personal lists, usually the younger G.P. •
who would mostly participate in such a scheme.
Furthermore,it seems to be the younger doctor in
partnership with older practitioners with relatively
larger lists who is the most willing to participate.
There may be two related explanations of this
situation. The young doctor is obviously anxious
to increase his remuneration by taking on this
extra work. This is so despite the fact that he
has an average list size as large as his senior
partners who themselves will not participate. H;
may also have been more conditioned during his
training to this preventive philosophy of Medicine
than older doctors.
Most of the doctors absolutely and proportionately
who wish to participate live in Area IIA, i.e. thp
city of Newcastle. In area IIB, where the average
and personal patient-lists are higher than elsewhsre,
there is an apparent deficiency of willing doctors.
Of those wishing to work in an I.H.S. it is tie
single-handed doctor, and the one with a single
partner who can give the larger number of hours
per week to this work. There is no evidence that
differing list-sizes affect the amount of time pe
week, that a doctor can give to the service. It
is the younger doctors who most often are able to
give longer periods to the work.
It would seem that nearly all the G.P.*s who
are at present engaged in industry on Tyneside
would be willing to increase still further their
committments to this type of work. fhen the
quality of service which they are at present givin
is considered in Chapter 17» it will be seen that
there will need to be adequate training facilitie
provided for them if this is to be encouraged.
Many of these doctors have also got non-Industrial
professional committments. It is doubted if they,
who are largely the older doctors, would be able
to perform these extra industrial duties adequately
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without allowing some or all of their total com¬
mittments to suffer. As will be seen in Chapter 17,
one of the main focit of the further eduation which
will have to be provided,should be medical statistics.
Only two doctors declared their experience or
interest in this subject.
Assessments of the committments of those G.f.'s
already working in Tyneslde Industry.
Individual committments have been detailed
already in Tables 48, 49, and 50» and require no
further comment.
It is seen £?om Table 94 that those G.P. 's who
work part-time in industry have partnership arrange¬
ments very similar to those of all the other G.P.'s
on Tyneside. When Table# No. 95 is considered,
which relates to the personal list-size distribution
of the G.P.-I.M.O.'S, a very atypical picture is
seen. It appears as if there is a disproportionately
large number of G.P.-I.M.O.'s among those doctors
with over 5»000 patients upon their personal list^,
The figures in the sub-categories of this tabic are
too small to allow any relationship between personal
list size and the number of hours worked in industry
per week to be demostrated. When the distribution
of the avexage list-size of each G.P.-I.M.O. is
considered (Table 96) a more typical picture is
seen. However, even after the averaging out of
responsibilities with partners is accounted for,
there is still a disproportionately high number
of G.P.-I.M.O.*s with over 3»000 patients upon
their average list. There is evidence to suggest
in fact;that a large proportion of those general
practitioners at present engaged in Tyneside industry
also have heavy professional committments towards
their National Health Service patients. This may
in part explain some of the findings described in
Chapter 1«J.
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Table No.94,
Partnership - Groupings of General Practitioners HIOb and All 5.P.in Tyneside#
IvO# Partners# BtO's# AIL GP's.






TABUS Ift.95 Personal Trfat Size of practitioners -10 related to time given to Industry
t;ot of Patients
Wo.of Hrs spent
in factories/week. 0-499 500-999 1000-1499 1500-1999 2000-2499 2500-2999 3000-5499 3500-5999 4000* Unknown Total.
0-5 1 1 2 3 5 2 12
4-7 1 13 12 8
8-11 1 1
11+ 1 1
Total 21 1 6 27322
List Size distribution
of ALL ©'•s 36 22 22 31 27 38 43 38 45 50 352
Table IJo.96. Average last Sise of General Practitioner - EC's related to time rftven to Industry.
Ho. of Batients
Ho.of Hrs/week











d£«bSion J 15 26 « 79 83 « 10 1 50 352
of ALL GJP.
Tblo Ifo. 97.
Casualty Departments •with Staffing and Limitations
:-,y
Hospital. Staff. limitations.
No# 1. Trained Dursing Staff who
perform other duties,
Support by Local S.F's.
Clinic each a,m, by G.P*o,
Referral needed for X-ray examination
oud meuAoal attention when
doctor not in attendanoe.
lie. 2, Trained liming Staff (soleduties)
Resident House Officers with




Limited by physical facilities and
by type and nuabar of staff available.
X-ray available.
Ifo.3. Senior Casualty Officer,
Full time Casualty Ifursing
Staff.
PaoicUmt House Cffioers with
other duties.
No, Limitations,
Xlb# Trained Timing Staff with
other duties. Supported "by




*>. 5, Trained Timing Staff with
other duties. Senior
Casualty Officer on call at
Hospital Ho, 7,
Weekly Clinic by S.G.O.
As far No, 1. in other respects,
(No G.P, attendanoe).
K>. 6, Trained HUrsing Staff pei^orrfing
other duties, Resident House
Qffloer with other duties.
Supervision from Hospital
No. 7.
As far Hospital No, 2,








Ibo Senior Casualty Officers—
one medical, one an^oal
Residen House Staff solely
aaployad on these duties,







As for No, 8, No, i irritations.
N6.1*V Trained Nursing Staffwith
other dutiee, Supervised
hy local G,I*g,
Am tor Hospital !fo. 1#
»P. U, Trained NUrsing Staff with
other duties* Supervised
from Hospital Kb, 32*
As far Hospital Ho, 5#
%. 12, Trained NUrsing Staff solely
enplcfjrea an casualty duties















The Work of the Casualty Departments of Tyneside Hospitals - 1955.

















Hotes 1. No.8 now embodies eye hospital but this was physically seperate in 1955.
2. o«9 is the teaching hospital. Administrative internal divisions do not
allow this figure to be arrived at.
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Table No. (OQ
Age and Sex Distribution of C- grualties
Age I.-Iale Pronr.lo Total
15- 30 8 38
25- 27 2 29
35- 34 2 36
A5- 16 3 19
55- 18 2 20
Total 125 17 112
Table No. )0I
Proportionate Age-Distrlbut ion of Insured Population
gC Northern Regiontaf Casualties*









Industrial Order 15- 25- 35- 45- 55+ Total
Z
n 7 3 11 5 5 31
hi 1 1 1 3
17 1 1
7 2 1 1 4
71 9 8 8 4 5 34
711 1 1 2





xin 3 1 1 1 6




xvn 4 2 1 7
xTirr 1 1
XIX 2 2 3 3 3 13
XX £ 1 1 1 1 10
XI
XXII 2 1 2 1 6
xxin 1 3 1 1 6
XXI7 2 1 2 1 6
Total 37 28 36 19 19 139
(3 •.Tore uncla joifleble)
Survey Industries it ia seen that 34 out of 59
or some 57.3% occurred in Order VI. This roughly
•accords with that proportion of the Survey Popu¬
lation - 52.1% which works within thi3 Order*
There is a suggestion here that, although this
Order includes 30 much of the local heavy industry,
it does not cause a disproportionately high amount
of work, to be thrown upon the hospital casualty
departments# This point would require much
greater attention if it was to oe firmly established,
as it does not accord with any empirical estimate
of the true situation. It is impossible to say
if the Survey Industries, as a whole, cause a
disproportionate amount of work to fall on the
casualty departments, in relation to their total
working population. The non-survey industries
include mining, and the Survey Area does not in¬
clude much active mining. Many of the casualties
in the non-Survey Industries, however, were found
to come from mines just outside the Survey Area.
It is not possible to obtain data about the insured
population of these numerous mines, and thus this
comparison cannot be made. (Ho other casualties
in other Survey or Hon-Survey Industries occurred
in firms working outside the Survey Area).
Diagnosis of Industrial Casualties.
The pattern of ailment causing these patients
to attend a casualty department is shown on table .
The yrimary diagnosis only is shown.and this was
drawn from all the information given about tha
patient's condition. In cases of doubt, anc. there
were many, thi3 information was clarified by a
further visit to the casualty department. There
are six main diagnostic categories. The largest
single group - "Injuries including burns" - contain
69 or^.c% of the 141 cases where a diagnosis was
obtainable with certainty. This category included
all those ailments which did not fall into any other
category of traumatic conditions. Lacerations -
30 cases - were the next largest group, and the
remaining groups were all relatively small. There
were 48 or34 0% of all diagnoses involving the
additions of the fingers or hands, and 23 orfc-3%
of all involving the toes or feet. Of the 66
X-Ray examinations that had to be made some 62
were made upon the total of 80 cases presenting
with "injuries" or fractures. Then were only
nine of these 62 X-Rays which confirmed the,
presumably suspected, clinical diagnosis of a
fracture.
Treatment of Industrial Casualties.
The main items of treatment given are shown
on Table lolf . It as not possible to classify
the information on this point which came from the
teaching hospital. Because of the large number
of casualties attending there, this as a con¬
siderable omission. The internal distxihiiom of
the work of this insitution apparently made the
collection of this data administratively impossible.
TABUS MO. ' 03
Diarcnoais of Casualties




















































1 edical Emergencies 2
Surgical Investigation 2
Total

































7 TOTAL ■ 1J*
. !' * X £
Other ( lhoisions of sepsis







Examination and Reassurance 9 TOTAL «
->Other Medical Treatments 2 TOTAL « t*
im.it.ted otft o return 3 TOTAL » 3
Referred elsewhere* 3 TOTAL « 3
MOTKt ALL items of treatments
recorded separately
GRAM) TOTAL = 111*
- 162 -
111 classified items of treatment were given in
the non-teaching hospitals to some 88 patients.
Thus a patient with a fractured toe may well also
need a suture and an A.T.S. injection. The largest
group of 49 items of treatments (orttie tojfcal),
was made up of attention to wounds. This com¬
prised sutures, toilets, and dressings, and in¬
jections of penicillin^ and A.T.S. f'The next
commonest treatments were supportive ox imnebilisihg
procedures, such as splinting and strapping. There
were 29 orA-1% of these. Eye treatments we're next
common with 13 items, and then followed a large
number of miscellaneous procedures each with
smallex numbers of items. <f-/% of all items of
treatment consisted only of examination or re¬
assurance.
Disposal of Industrial Casualties.
The disposal of the 141 patients, about
whom^ this information was obtainable, is next
considered (Table/eg). Some 69 orfto% were asked
to return to the casualty department, at a shorteh
or longer interval, for re-examination (these
included 7 patients who had to return on the
following day for an X-ray examination). Another
54 or if3% were discharged absolutely. Surprisingly,
in view of the number who were asked to return fop
further treatment.only 13 (1J %) were asked to
attend their own doctor for further care. No
patients were referred to a factory medical depart¬
ment. The performance of an X-ray examination
seemed to allow patients to be discharged more
readily than if one was not performed (Table/os*).
This is probably due to the fact that many of
these patients were X-rayed for "precautionary"
reasons, and a negative result combined with the
triviality of their original injury allowed this
course to be taken. This suggestion is further
confirmed when the classification of disposal by
diagnosis is examined. All the fracture cases
were asked to return to the hospital, but only
27 of tie 69 with "injuries?' were asked to do so,
32 of these were discharged absolutely. It was
in the "injuries" group where the largest propor¬
tion of people lay who were asked to attend their
own doctor for further care (There were only 7
of these). A surprisingly large proportion of
the 30 p. tients with lacerations, some 23 or%fl %
were asked to reattend. This was presumably for
dressings, injections, ana the removal of sutures
It is surprising that only 2 of these people were
referred to their own doctor. This part of the
investigation was hampered by an organisational
misunderstanding. The old Eye hospital is now
incorporated in Hospital No. 3«, an(i it was under-i-
stood at the time the investigation was organised),
that all its casualties would be included in this
hapitals figures. This was not done, and it
proved impossible to achieve an accurate record
in retrospect. The totals for eye injuries thus
only represent that being sent to other hospitals.
It was the patients with eye complaints who were
fable No. |05"













ioc. related to Di3x>aal








Pelvis. 0 1 1
Total. 10 1 11
Injuries.
IJultiple. ' 1 1
Am 2 2 4
Shoulder. 2 1 3
S2bor. 2 2
Mst»i 1 1
Brads 3 2 5
Fingers 6 4 2 1 13
Leg 4 Kaee 2 2 4
Ankles 3 9
ffn -1JrOOrH 1 7 2 10
Toes 5 2 7







Total. 27 32 7 3 ©
Looerations.
4 4





Scalp 4 Race 5 2 2 9
Total. 23 5 2 30
Ifrea.
Foreign Bodies. 2 7
-
9







Finger 5 5 10
Wrist 1 1
Xbee 1 1
Total. 5 7 12
lliBoellfinQaus
« l3iasr Tnjara.es. X
Skins 1 1
Uedloal Caapl&iiits 2 1 3
Surgical Cccrplaints 1 1 2
Total. 2 4 1 7
GRAN) TOTAL. fl9 54 13 5 141*
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most frequently discharged. It is reiterated
that none of these casualty patients were asked
to attend their factory medical departments for
further attention.
The pattern of disposal of patients by the
different casualty departments shows some signi-
ficant differences (Table /of). The figures in
most of the categories are small and too much
reliance should not be placed on them for this
reason, and because of the other general qualifi¬
cations placed on this investigation.
It is clear, however, that the teaching hospital.
No. 9, is much more willing than any of the othejr
hospitals, to discharge its casualty patients
after a single visit. It is a pity that it was
impossible to discover whether it took this hos¬
pital longer to arrive at this decision than it
took the other hospitals to deal with the patient
on his first visit. The smaller hospitals, wit I
only nursing staffs in attendance, were responsible
for the 3 patients that were referred "elsewhere1
these all went to the teaching hospital for further
investigation. There is a tendency for the
"base" hospitals to ask for their patients to
return for further attention, more often than do
the other hospitals. They tend, of course, to
deal with the more serious cases, and this in
part is one explanation.
Time 3pent in Casualty Departments,
It was only possible to obtain information
concerning the length of time spent in receiving
attention in the casualty department about a
total of 88 patients. This was due to the diff
culties already mentioned, with tracing a patient
movements in the teaching hospital. The dis¬
tribution of t he time spent by these patients is
shown on Table lojf. It will be seen from this t
a larger proportion of time is spent in a casualty
department, no matter the diagnosis and treatmen
when an X-ray examination needs to be taken. This
is, of course, partly explained by the time take
for the examination itself, and the fact that so
of these patients are suffering from conditions
which take a longer time to complete treatment,
i.e. fractures. But a large proportion of thos
who have X-rays ta&en seem to have them done for
"precautionary" purposes. It is these people
that spend an undesirably and unnecessarily long
time in the casualty departments. This point
is illustrated further when the time taken is
related to the type of treatment given (Table IO«|).
The eye treatments take the shortest time, and
the wound treatments rarely take longer than one
hour. It is within the supportive and immobilisa¬
tion group of treatments that the longest periods
are spent. From the breakdown of items of
treatment given within this group, it seems to
matter little whether a plaster, strapping or a
compress is being applied" almost half of the







Hospital. Referred 3te FteotUy To return to
elsewhere. ArJnitted, Doctor, hospital. Discharged. TOTAL,
Kb. 1. 0 0 2 0 0 2
Ifo. 2. 0 c 2 1 2 5
»>• 5. 0 1 4 9 1 15.
I*. 4. 1 0 0 4 0 5.
No. 5. 0 0 0 3 4 7.
N o. 6, 0 0 0 1 0 1
lfe.7. 0 1 0 11 4 16.
lte.8. 0 1 2 12 2 17.
lfo.9. 0 2 0 16 3a* 57.
i
No. 10. 1 0 0 2 3 6.
No. U. 1 0 3 1 0 5.
vfo. 12. 0 0 0 9 0 9.
TOTAL. 3. 5. 13. 69. 54. 344.
11 ♦ la "OntoORZI.
Table Kb. |Cj
!Mdo Uokori to diBoo&e of Casualties•
■ ■■■III I II I II |T iTl iTra B> I I I W fflBl




Under £ hour 30 4 34
£ - 1 hour 19 11 30
1 hour - 4 9 13
2 hours - 0 7 7
3 hours + 1 3 4
TOTAL 54 34 88
N.3. ..Those ask»'i to return ne~:t day or later
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treatment. Probably a lot of this time is takeh
up with the X-Kay examination. Overall 64 or
11-1% of these people were clear of the casualty
department in under one hour, but 20 orU-ft> tookbetween one and two hours to complete their visi
The figures for many of the hospitals are too
amall to allow comparison to be made between theja
in this respect. When the time spent is relate
to the diagnosis,, it is seen that 17 out of the 2^
patients who take over an hour are in the fractu
and "injuries" groups. This corresponds to the
treatment-time pattern. There seems to be litt!
relationship between the time spent in the casua
department and the nature of the employing indus'
at least within the Survey Industries. The
figures for Order VI are the only ones large enough
to allow this analysis to be made with confidence,
but there is little variation here from the overall
time-distribution.
In Summary.
The geographic distribution of the main
casualty departments on Tyneside is determined bjr
the main centres of residence of the population
but with no apparent specific regard to the loca+
tion or nature of industry. The casualties which
occurred in industry during a period of 24 hours
and needed attention at a hospital, did not show
any unusual age or industrial distribution. They
representedof the total casualties occurring
during that time and 12'5"% of the total occurred
in the Survey Industries and Population. The
Teaching Hospital dealt with of all industrial
casualties, and hospital Ho. 8 with another 4-<P%.
A broad group of miscellaneous "injuries" and the
lacerations together accounted forlo-2% of the
total. 1i-#% of the former category were X-rayed
with negative result. The performance of an
X-ray examination appreciably increases the time
that the patient must spend in the casualty
department. A large proportion of the items of
treatment given, consist of procedures such as
strapping, dressings, toilets and sutures. Ther^
is a marked tendency to ignore the place of the
general practcfoner, and the factory medical
department, when disposing of casualties from
hospital. The pattern of disposal seems to var^r
greatly between different departments.
It would appear that if facilities for X-Eay
examination were available to an I.H.S.jthen the
medical and nursing staff of this service would
be able, with benefit to patient and industry, ti>
undertake a portion of the present work of casualty
departments. The object in doing this would be
to allow the patient, if he was fit enough, to
return to work with a minimum of delay. It
would require a closer and detailed assessments
of each "industrial" casualty in a larger investi¬
gation, in order to estimate what proportion of
the patients now treated by casualty departments
Table No • /jo

















4 9 2 3 34
3 15 7 1 2 2 30
2 5 4 1 1 13
3 4 7
3 1 4





Time opent in Casualty Department in relation to
Industry lfraploying them
Industrial Under 30
|-4 hr.Order. minutes. 1. hr-. 2. hr-. 3. hrs+. Total.
I 0.
n 3 5 3 2 2 15.
m 1 1
IV 1 1.
V 1 1 2.
VI 10 11 4 1 26.
VII l 1 2.










xra 2 2 1 5
XVIII 1 1.
XXX 4 1 1 2 8.
XX 4 n 6.
XXI 0.
xxn 1 l 2.
XXIII 1 l
XXIV 2 1 3#





Previous Industrial Health Surveys.
There are no reports in the published British
literature describing the type of Survey which has
been attempted in an area of the size and complexity
of Tyneside.
There are several reports in the American
literature describing Industrial Health Surveys of
large industrialised metropolitan areaslJJ0Qwing
to the difference of attitudes to the subject of
Industrial Health as a whole, which in America
includes much therapeutic work, and of differing
patterns of administrative provision for the non>
industrial health services, it was difficult to
abstract from these much of real value to a Britis
survey.
©After the Dale Committee had called for further
investigations and surveys to be made of the existing
situation*^several British Surveys were carried out.
The results of most of these were circulated privately,
It is these surveys which will now be discussed.
Most of these early Industrial Health Surveys,
were carried out by local Health Authorities, They
varied in focus of attention/a^ area and scope.
The following then, are some'examples of the
differing types of Industrial Health Survey which
were carried out tinder the stimulus provided by tfye
report of the Dale Committee.
Perhaps the best known of these Surveys, all
of which were carried out in the period 1^52-53♦
was made in the Govan Ward of Glasgow .(£) It abied
to cover industrial as well as non-industrial
establishments of all types and sizes and to assess
the need of the area for an Industrial Health
Service. A census was compiled of all places of
work in this heavily industrialised area of the
City, together with an outline of the total numbejj:-
and type of peopb which these places employed.
The range of activities covered ran from a shipyard
through shops, schools, and cinemas to the public
services such as the police, and even to greyhound
tracks. Each of these places was visited and an
assessment made of the working conditions and of
the health and welfare facilities provided in theiji.
Detailed assessments were made of basic environ¬
mental and sanitary conditions. These covered
such things as ventilation, heating, sanitary
accommodation and washing facilities. Broader,
vaguer assessments were made of the general working
conditions and of general occupational health
haaards. Where specific hazards occurred these
were noted* Finally the numbers and types of
Health personnel at work in Industry in the area
were noted. Based upon this data a brief outline
was made of a plan for the development within the
area of health-care at work. The places in the
plan of the existing I.E. Services, the general
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practitioners, and the Local Authority were state#,
and the method of organisation and the main problems
to be expected were detailed*
This survey is an example of the geographically
limited but very comprehensive type of investigation,
It did, however, emphasize the difficulties involved
in surveying environmental conditions in a large
number of varying establishments, and attempting
to reduce the results to something more specific
than broad generalisations. The number of fac¬
tories and the range of their activities and working
conditions in this small area was so great that
even this conscientious work could do no more thah
detail the basic sanitary provisions. It then
had to fall back upon examples of and generalisations
about the vast and varied mass of other environmental
conditions and problems.
It is interesting to note that the Glasgow
Corporation, following upon this survey made a
brave and promising attempt to institute an# I.H.£
in the Govan area on the lines which had been out¬
lined. This came to an unfortunate and when it
was discovered that the Corporation did not have
the necessary statutory power to expend public fuikds
for this purpose.
A different type of Survey was carried_out by
the Local Health Authority iu Southampton.(£/ Here
the focus of attention was not geographic but was
the main industry of the city, namely the docks.
Again a census of industrial establishments was
compiled. This showed that although the main
source of employment was in the docking and
wharfing industries themselves, there was, in factf,
a fair amount of other industry in the geographic
area of the docks. This included particularly
the shiprepairing industry, but there were also
various workshops of the railways and harbour
authorities within the area. The "sanitary"
approach to working conditions was also predominant
in this survey. Considerable attention was paid
to the provision of such things as water closets,
urinals, washing facilities and canteen facilitie^.
A detailed description was given of some of the
actual working conditions. The inadequacy of
these was commented upon in passing during the mo^e
general description of the various industries. The
port medical service was described, and an outline
given of the duties of the staff of this service.
This Southampton survey re-emphasized two
points, which were observed during the consideration
of the Glasgow survey. Firstly a good deal of
attention was paid to the "sanitary" aspect of
working conditions, but little was paid to the
actual occupational hazards of the work. Secondly,
only a general description was possible of these
hazards for reasons noted previously.
In the County of Cheshire an Industrial Health
Survey was made of a rural ai*ea.(£} This involved
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personal visits to a wide range of non-industrial
and industrial establishments, after a pelimlnary
census had been carried out oil these andJtheir
working populations* As in the other surveys groat
attention was paid to the welfare add sanitary
aspects of working conditions* This surve,y, how ¬
ever, covered a very detailed range of other topics*
As well as attention being paid to i.G.'s, canteens,
washing facilities etc., consideration was given
to actual measurements of environmental condition^
lighting, cleanliness etc. Specific hazards in
any of the places visited ivere also noted* Finally
detailed attention was given to the health personnel
available to the establishments visited, and also
to the Rational Health Service in the locality.
This interesting Survey revealed a remarkable arnojmt
of industry to be existing in a scattered rural
area. It was unique in that it detailed, at
considerable length the health services, welfare
and sanitary arrangements of Industry in such a
wide-spread area. This survey paid more abtentioil
to the health facilities available outside industry.
But it too had difficulty in classifying the
numerous hazards and influences present in the
working environment, and of relating these to the
provisions made to alleviate them.
A smaller survey in a smal]&, and less indus¬
trialised town was carried out in Reading,(l) This
contented itself with a description of the industries
located there, and with a scanty outline of some
of its basic sanitary conditions. This did,
however, show that in this type of town industry
may well be found in much less dense concentrations
tiran in the bigger manufacturing cities. Thus
any I.H.S. may be more difficult to organise in
these places.
Finally a survey of a different type of
industrialised area, _fche Metropolitan Borough of
Tottenham,is noted. (fyHeie the Survey was only
meant to be a pilot survey and it recotgnised that
the purely "sanitary" approach was not enough.
Some way of classifying details about actual workjlng
conditions over a vd.de range of different industries
was first needed/before a comprehensive environmental
study could be made.
In these five differing types of Industrial
Health surveys there are several common characteris¬
tics. The concentration upon the "sanitary" and
welfare aspects of working conditions had been
noted. It is doubted if this really gave an
estimate of the true situation. Inadequate
facilities of this type are, however, probably
evidence of a generally retrograde attitude by
employers and may signify that profound environ¬
mental hazards are being likewise ignored. Further¬
more, all the surveys concentrated in detail upon
a large number of factories in a relatively small
- 169 -
area, but these only represented a fraction of thj
total industry or of the total employed population
of the whole area of that Local Authority. In
this way a greatly detailed picture was obtained
of several minute portions of the total situation,
None of these Surveys attempted to assess, on a
broader field, the existing health provisions in
industry throughout a highly industrialised urban
region. Whilst a generally poor environmental
situation was revealed, particularly in the smaller
factories, it was difficult for these Surveys to
be specific about anything other than the "sanitary"
aspect of working conditions*
In the light of these previous experiences it
was decided that the survey on lyneside, despite
its limited resources and the large area, should
concentrate upon different points on a broader
regional field. An attempt was made, therefore,
to relate the amount of existing health care to the
total of exposed industry, nnd to the exposed popu¬
lation! to determine any differing patterns of
care which existed, such as between factory size-
groups or different industries; finally the quality
of that existing care was assessed in detail. It
is this latter aspect of the work which is coverec
in the following chapter.
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Chapter 17
An Assessment of Existing Industrial Health. Services
oa Tyneslde,
There are 106 establishments within Tyneside
industry which provide some type of Industrial
Health Service (I.H.S.). Their staffing provisions
range from the full time Industrial Medical Officers
v, I.M.O.), with a full supporting nursing and auxir
liary staff, through the unassisted I.M.Q, axid th$
unsupervised trained nurse, to the unsupervised
full-time first aid worker. All of the balance
of the 8J?6 factories provide the minimum facilities
necessary under the Factories Acts. !ihey are not
included here, as this assessment will consider
only those facilities above this statutory minimum
level.
The type of I.H.S. provided by the 106 firmO,
when classified according to the type of Health
Personnel employed, is shown on Table I'Z . It
was decided to concentrate the attention of this
part of the Survey upon the first four categories
shown, and to ignore the unsupervised first-aid
auxiliary. Shis meant that over one-third of the
total of 106 factories would not be assessed. This
uecision was taken for several reasons,, ^he most
important being the lack of resources of the Survey.
A visit to a factory to complete this assessment
rarely took less than three hours, and it sometimes
took a whole day. The greatest difficulty encoun¬
tered was in the fixing of mutually convenient tii^es
for the visit. Furthermore the appointment once
made was often postponed at the last minute by
factory managements, who had unexpected emergencies^
to deal with. It was further considered that the
four categories of staffing to be considered, the
unassisted I.M.O, the I.M.O. assisted by trained
nurses, the I.M.O. assisted by full-time auxiliaries
and the unsupervised trained nurse, would give a
sufficiently overall estimate of the quality of
service being provided. It was assumed that the
unsupervised auxiliary could not give a higher
standard of service than any of these categories.
Thus the situation revealed by a survey of these
four categories would, presumably, be superior to
that in the omitted factories.
es
o
This restriction left a total of 72 factori
to be considered and of these it proved possible t
visit 56. The distribution,amongst the four cats
gories of these assessments, is shown on Table
The Mature of the Assessment.
The suggested functions of an ideal I.H.S. are
outlined in Chapter 19. The true functions of
an I.H.S. have become progressively clearer with ttye
passage of time and with successive pronouncements
by responsible and authoritative bodies of opinion"
Table HoM
Factories visited in Course of Survey in relation
to total number "at risk".









b). I.M.O. and trained nurse.
c). Trained nurses without
supervision,















Aid staff. 34 3
TOTAL 106 59
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The development of this conception is outlined
in Chapter 18. Based upon this conception it was
possible to define the sub-divisions of the work
which an I.H.3. should perform, to identify the
responsibilities of the doctors and nurses working
in it, and to estimate the material facihfcies they
would need to adequately perform their tasks. It
w$s proposed to assess which of these duties,
services, and facilities, were performed and pro¬
vided in each of the ?2 factories under considera¬
tion. This, it is admitted, would not allow
an assessment to be made of HOW they were performed
or provided in the context of' each individual facj-
tory. To make this latter type of assessment
would neccessitate a prolonged period of carefully
analysed observation of the detailed working of
each of the separate factory services. It was
felt that, even if this were |>ossible, the average
factory management would be resistant to it. Each
assessment, therefore, exitailed questioning the
management and Health Staff of each factor^bout
certain specific aspects of the working of their
I.U.S. and in observing the type of physical pro¬
vision made for it. In this way it was hoped tc
reduce the amount of subjective assessment to a
minimum. This approach reaulted in a somewhat
simplified and stark appraisal of the existing
Industrial Health Services, but it is felt that
sufficient points of interest were, nevertheless
raised.
The full range of the information sought and
obtained will become obvious during the following
description. The detailed analysis of the work
and facilities of an ideal I.H.S., referred to
above, allowed a questionnaire to be produced for
each of three different sub-divisions of the en¬
quiry, i.e. the work of the I.M.O., the work of
the trained nurse, and the type of physical pro¬
vision made for the I.U.S. Each of these question¬
naires was completed during, the visit to the factory,
and comparable informal"ion was thus obtained from
each separate visit. As has been stated, the
type of data collected was, for the most part,
factual and the subjective element of these
separate assessments was reduced as far as possible
This allowed valid summation to be made of all ttye
individual assessments.
Briefly the information sought covered the
following topics.
I. The work of Industrial Medical Officer.
a)Personal Information.
l.Simesspent in the faetory(this had already
been obtained from the postal survey but
this further wheck was made),
2,Holiday and sickness coverage.
3.Conditions of Service
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4. Main occupation(again a check on other-
information).
5. Distance of main surgery or residence frqm
factory.
6. Other professional committments.
?. Mode of appointment.
b). Environmental Responsibilities,
1. Inspection of existing processes.
2. Inspection of new processes.
3. Reports to management of environmental
conditions
4. Responsibility for suggesting environmental
modifications,
5. Use of outside sources of advice for
environmental problem^.
c). Clinical Duties.
1. Casualty and minor ailment duties.
2. Pre-employment medical examinations.
3. Routine-return-to-work medical examinations
after sickness absence,
4, Routine medical examinations of employees,
d). Administrative duties.
1. Statistical work.
2. Other advisory duties such as First-Aid
Training, Health Education etc.
3. Appointed Factory Doctor duties.
4. Therapeutic facilities offered to other
agencies
II. The work of the Trained Nurse.
o
lid,
Much of the information sought about the H^rse
duplicates that sought about the I.M.O.* As the
majority of I.M.O.'s attend for only a relatively
brief period each week, it was thought advisable
estimate if, in fact, some of his work was performi
in his absence, by the nurse. In those factories
where no I.M.O. was employed it was, of course,





3, Time spent in the factory together with
overtime.
4. Holidays and sickness coverage.
5. Mode of Appointment,
6. Additional non-professional duties(if ahy)
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b). Environmental Responsibilities.
This information closely resembles that
sought from the I.M.O. and requires no further
comment*
c). Clinical Duties.
1. Degree of medical supervision.
2. Casualty and minor ailment duties.
3. General Health supervision, including
the examination of sick people going
home from work, and the supervision of
those returning to work after recovery
from an illness.
4. Home visiting of the sick employee,
d). Administrative duties.
1. Statistical work.
2. Additional advisory duties.
3# Co-operation with external health
agencies such as the general practdioher,
the local hospital., and the local Health
Authority.
Ill* 1'he Material Facilities provided for the I.H.
a). The Building.
Including such details as site, age, number
of rooms, function, construction, decor,
cleanliness, maintenance, etc.
b). Equipment.




Some of these items involved a certain amount
of subjective assessment in relation to the esti¬
mated need of the factory. This will be considered
furthex4 when the subject is dealt with in detail.
The scope of the investigation.
Table shows the number of facto-ies cove
in relation to those "at risk". The biggest gap
results from the omission from this assessment of
the factories employing only unsupervised full-t
first aid auxiliaries. The distribution of the






and by sisse-groups on Table)/#? .(Three establishments
in this category actually were visited, and they
employ 1,300 people. These were assessed during
the initial period of thi3 investigation, and before
accurate information had been received, from other
sources, about the true nature of the health serv:
provided there). These 34- factories employ some
13*300 people. The majority of them are in Ordet VI,
and overail it is the factory employing between
101 and 500 people, which is being ignored by this
omission.
16 out of the 72 factories in the included
categories were not visited. In the majority of
instances this was due to the unwillingness of
their managements to co-operate. This ia particu¬
larly true of the ship-building and repairing yards.
There were three factories which it would have beejn
possible to visit if a mutually convenient date
could have been arranged before the Survey had to
end.
ces
The 11 omissionsfrom the total of 48 factories
employing an I.M.O. are detailed below.
Order. Description. Ho,of employee,
IV. One glue factory. 220,
V. Two lead works and
a steel rolling mill. 1,030.
VI. S4«kshipyards. 9,900.
VII. One Aero-engine repairs
factory. 80.
Total of establishments = 11.
Total population = 11,230.
Of the 24 factories employing unsupervised
trained nurses fltt 19 were visited* The five
omissions are detailed below.
Order. Description. Ho. of Employee
VI. One machine-tool and one
radio factory, 410.
VIII. Steel forge. 500,
XII. Tailoring factory, 1,060.
XIV. Furniture factory, 600.
Total factories = 5»
Total Population = 2,570.
Thus there are omitted from the categories
covered by this assessment 16 factories employing
13,800 people.
In all the 106 factories, with a total estimated
population of 83,460 employees, providing some form
Table HoM
Establishments with Unsupervised First Aid Staff b.y
Industries and Factory Sizes.
i.














V 1 1 2






XII 1 1 2 4
XIII 2 2 1 1 6
XIV 1 1 1 3
XV
XVI 1 1 2
Total 2 4 10 11 5 2 34
Emolovine: a total of 13.390 employees.
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of I.H.S. on Tyneside there are omitted from con¬
sideration altogether 50 establishments employing
some 27»100 people.
The work of the Industrial Medical
Officer.
I. Personal Information.
There are 22 doctors workings in those 57
visited factories which employ an I.M.O* on a
regular or sessional basis. (The distribution of
I.M.O.'s throughout the whole range of the SurveyIndustries and the time they devote to various
factoxies, as well as their commitfxaents. have been
considered already in Chapters 12, 15, and 14).
There is one doctor not included, who is the full-
time I.M.O. of a large and scattered industrial
group, and he operates from a headquarters in
London. His visits to the local factory are very
infrequent, and for present purposes of categori¬
sation this establishment is classed as employing
a nurse without supervision. Hone of these 22
doctors is known to have benefited from any formal
training in the specific field of Industrial Health,
or in the broader field of Preventive Medicine.
SeveraLhave, however, held senior rank in the Armed
Forces during one or other World Wars, where pre-
sumabably they had the opportunity of practising
some form of community medical care. Four of the
doctors possess the degree of M.I), and one of these
is a member of the Royal College of Physicians of/^,
■M. Apart from one of the full-time I.M.O.
who possesses a Diploma in Child Health, all the
other I.M»0.'s havejJ^alifying degrees or diplomas*
During the holidays, or the sickness-absence of
their I.M.O., some 12 of the 57 factories are without
any form of medical attention, no alternative arrange¬
ments having been made. 24 of these firms have
made no arrangements with their doctor for his
attendance upon any emergency which occurs ouM.de
regular working hours. In most instances this
seems to cause little serious difficulty in practice,
but as there are few places which do not employ,
at leas.t, a regular night maintenance staff, this
would seem to be an elementary arrangement which
is unnecessarily ignored. Those,places which,
however, do work a regular evening or night shift
oxi full productive work ■ " in- rf made this
type of arrangement. Of more importance is the
fact that 12 factories do not have any formal
arrangement with their I.M.O. for him to attend
during normal hours, yet outside his regular
sessional time, for the purpose of managing any
serious medical emergency. ,, These factories are
all sex-'Ved by general practrioner I.M.O.'s and the
difficulties of quickly obtaining the services of
a G.P. whilst he is out on his "round" ifcwrfToemm
nentioned. Despite this it is odd that no formal
understanding has been entered into about him








It proved impossible to obtain any detailed
information about the terms and conditions of
service of the majority of these doctors. Most
of them were, naturally, rather reluctant to disc
their remuneration for this work. It was possifcto ascertain thi3 in only four instances. These
may have been men who felt that they had a grievancein this respect, and who wished to air it. never¬
theless, there seems to be a wide range of v,ariatin these four instances. Two I.M.O.^s are paid£150/annum for attending their single factories,three hours, and six hours, respectively. Anotheris paid ?:40O/annum for working three hours a week
in a-JEn1®16 •factory» s*"3- tiie fourth £?50/annumfor three-hour sessions in OT separate facto
belonging to the same company. It proved impossto obtain any moredetailed information on this
topic. It would seem, nevertheless, that know-
lege of the B.M.A.'s scale of remuneration for
part-time I.M.O.'s is meagre amongst doctors and
industrial management generally.
The mode of appointment of these doctors is
interesting. It wasimpossible to discover how
eight factories had appointed their M.O. In the
remaining twenty-nine faatories none were appoint
as a result of competitive selection. In twenty-four instances the employers themselves had approachedthe doctor, with a view to inviting him to take upthe position. Eight of these approaches seem to
have been the result of the doctor already being che
Appointed Factory Doctor for the area where- that
establishment lay. In some instances the employerstook the advice of the Factory Inspectorate before
making this approach. The remainingl6 approached
by the employers arose from a range of situations
It seemed to be common to invite the surviving,or
succeeding,partner of a general practice to accept
the post. Occasionally the invitation was the
result of social, or professional,contact between
the parties. In one instance the I.M.O. as already
employed by one member firm of a group of companies.
The five appointments not yet considered were the
lesult of a direct approach to the company by the
doctor himself. He was, in these instances,
usually the surviving or succedding partner in a
general practice. uverall some eight of the
whole twenty-nine appointments were the result of
this type of preceding relationship.
The distance of the I.M.O.'s surgery or resi¬
dence from the factory for which he is responsible
is shown below.
Distance from Factory. No.of Doctors.




Over 10 miles 8.
(These distances are based upon measurements between
two points on a large scale map.)
(The
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l table includes the five establishments
which are served by the two full-time I.M.O.'s,
and who are normally to be found, during working
hours, within one or other of he factories for
which they are responsible. Four of their fac¬
tories are included in the "over 10 miles" distanjce
group,) It would appear that companies tend to
engaged locally resident doctors as their I.M.O.'uis
II, Environmental responsibilities.





The pattern of this part of an I.M.O.'s work
seems to depend upon whether he is provided ith
trained assistance or not. Only one of the nine
factories without trained nursing staff is regulajrly
inspected by its I.M.O.'s and this inspection was
euphemistically termed by the management "a walk
around". On the other hand,12 of thd 28 factori
vihichjemfLoy a nurse to assist their doctor^ have
some form of regular environmental inspection by
tbeLr I.M.O. In three of these 12 places it is
only those processes and conditions which the
I.M.O., or the management, or both, consider to
be -vorthy of attention, which are inspected. Thi
includes statutory as well as non-statutory hazar
In the remaining nine instaixces all the processes
and workplaces in the factory are inspected at an
interval, which is never longer than three months
and in the majority of places is between four and
six weeks. Within all Tyneside Industry covered
by this Survey, it is alarming to consider that
probably only 15 out of the 856 factories have th
benefit of regular environmental inspections by
a medically trained person. This is not to decry
the work of the General^"feSspectorate, who in thar
own narrow and non-biological field do extremely
valuable work, and who have the specialist advice
of the Medical Inspectorate to call upon, should
they consider it necessary.
It is of interest to speculate upon the posi¬
tion of the firms that employ an I.M.O. without a
trained nurse, and who axe so badly served in terjns
of environmental control. There may be several
explanations ofpeculiarity. Firstly, like the
16 firms who employ a nurse, and yet do not benefjit
in this way either, it may be that the health
personnell, and/or the management do not appreciate
the value of this aspect of the work. On the
other hand these factories may represent these
managements whose attitude to Health in Industry,
as illustrated by their unwillingness to employ
trained personnel, is one of almost complete in¬
difference, Thiidly, it may be that the employ¬
ment of a nurse, who spends a longer time than th
I.M.O. in the workplace, allows the discovery of
the actual or potential need for regular inspection
As a result, the I.M.O. is requested to perform
these inspections. This third explanation is nojt,
however, borne out by an analysis of the work of
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unsupervised Nurses, who tend to carry out fewer
environmental inspections than do those with
supervising doctors. There is a general impres¬sion, that the importance of a thorough and regularlyrenewed acquaintance with the working environment
is not appreciated by either Health Staff or
Management. When the essentially clinical back¬
ground of so much of the medical and nursing staf.is considered, it is not surprising that this is
so. There is a real need for some intensive
education to be given on this matter to those
doctors arid nurses employed in local industry.Once they have a greater realisation of the
importance of environmental control, it is probable
that industrial management will come to be educated
by them in this respect al5fl«. This situation
also points to the impossibility of founding anyeffective Industrial Health Service upon a medic^Jstaff of General Practioners,untilthere are
opportunities for instruction in these, and other
topics, readily available to them. Finally^it
appears likely in the light of these findings,th4tthere are many health hazards lying undiscovered
in Tyneside industry today. If an effective
means of detecting these was developed, there would
probably arise a demand for the more elaborate and
specialised methods of environmental investigaticn.
which only a properly staffed and equipped Hygitr«
Laboratory could provide. The management of only
three of the thirteen factories which are regularly
ixispected require their I.M.O. *s to submit a repcrt
on the environmental conditions of the establishment
at regular intervals.
b)» Routine Inspection of new processes or modi-
ligations of the existing environment.
The situation here is no better. All those
ten factories which are regularly inspected by
their doctors have, as a result,all their new an4
modified environment and processes inspected as
well. Even here it is only in two instances thslt
the I.M.O. is regularly informed in advance by the
management about the proposed alteration. In tfye
other eight instances,the I.M.O.'s usually first
discovers the alteration whilst engaged uponone
of his regular inspections. This has, in the
pa3t, lead to some avoidable difficulties, as the
I.M.O. has found that the new process as planned
is hazardous. A further twelve of the thitty-
seven firms invite comments upon only some of thejir
new, or modified,processes. In these places it
is the management who decide which of these al¬
terations should be scrutinised. This has lead,
in the past, to previously unscrutinised processe
being considerably modified after some incident
has drawn attention to their danger.
Thus a total of twenty-two of the thirty-
seven firms employing doctors have some form of
inspection made of their new processes. This
coverage in itself is far from complete, and the
general attitude of management towards the problem
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leads to much wasted effort and avoidable frustrat¬
ion.
o). Environmental Modification for Individual
employees.
This form of care by the I.M.O. usually has
its beginnings in a clinical problem, and thus th4
clinically orientated I,M.O. pays much more attention
to this aspect of environmental control. Naturally
this part of the work overlaps the two previous sub¬
categories, and it is often the occurrence of a
clinical problem which leads to the inspection of
a new process,or to an awakening to the necessity
for regular systematic environmental inspection/
The net result is that thirty-six out of the thir
seven factories being considered are advised by
their I.M.O. about modifications of the working
environment for people who present ailments, occu¬
pational or otherwise, and require this type of
care. Nevertheless, in fourteen of these places
it is the patient himself, or the management, who
conceive it as their responsibility to request sucth
advice in the first instance. This suggests that
many of the I.M.O.'s are unaware that it is apt fc
them to take the initiative on these occasions.
The quality of the advice given on these problems
must, in the light of the two preceding sections,
be suspect. It is extremely difficult i'or a
doctor, who does not know in detail# the ..orkings
of his Own"plant, and-as d result little in general
of industrial organisation and techniques, to give
informed and detailed advice on these matters. AS
a result it must be concluded that much of the
advice given willbe ofAgenerai and non-specific
nature and its value, to patient and manager alike
will be very limited.
d;. Use of External Sources of assistance with
""Environmentai Problems.
In the light of what has gone before,it is
hardly surprising that some 24 out of these 27
firms have never found it necessary to approach
any outside body for assistance with the solution
and control of environmental problems. This numfcjer
of negative answers is, of conirs , limited by the
accuracy of the memory and the length of service
of the people questioned. The 13 factories, whic
could state that such assistance had, within these
limitations, been sought are detailed below, together
with the agencies which they approached.
Assistance sought from. No.of Factories.
Factory Inspectorate(for help
with problems immediately out- ^
side their statutory limits).
University of Durham (in all
instances the Department of 6.
Industrial Health).
Trade Associations(includes X-ray
and. laboratory facilities). 4.
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Assistance sought from. No. of Factories.
Public Analyst. 2»
Laboratory^of another company). 1.
The work of one of these external sources of
assistance, namely the Department of Industrial
Health, in the University of Durham, is outlined
below.
Industrial Consultative Work of the University
Department of Industrial Healtru
This Department has recently completed a survey
of the second five year period of its work. It
was founded by a grant from the Nuffield Foundaticjn,
and began work in 1946. Since than it has been
approached on an increasing scale, oy and about
firms who have environmental problems for whick
solutions are sought. Some of these approaches
come direct from management, and others are from
the I.M.O.'s of the company. Occasionally,there
is an approach made directly by the representative
of organised labour. As the Department also has
clinical responsibilities in the Teaching Hospital
some of the clinical problems dealt with there, ac
as indices of existing environmental hazards. To
help in the solution of these problems the Depart
ment has at its disposal three physicians, a chemist,
an engineer, a social worker ana a statistician.
The two (jdnquennial reports of the Department
illustrate the types of investigations which have
been tackled since its inception, and to show some
of the range of hazards that have been discovered
in ihese ten years. The majority of these local
investigations are the result of either an occupa-
tionally induced ailment, or of the anxiety of
biologically untrained people. It will be realised,
that when there is in existence, throughout local
industry, an intelligent*network of trained observers
a numerically greater range of investigations will
be neeessary.
Much of the work of the last ten years has
arisen in situations and industries outside the
consideration of this invest!gation. Because of
this, and of the period of time over which this
work has Or en carried out , it has been impossible
to correlate the work of the Department with the
statistical findings of this Survey,
III. Clinical responsibilities of I.M.O.'s.
a). Casualty and Minor ailment duties.
Much of the detail, in this range of the work,
is performed by the nursing and auxiliary assistan
of the I.M.O.'s. The work of the I.M.O. in these
Instances is confined to seeing those cases which
actually arise during the period of his visit, or
those which have occurred at some other time, and
aave been referred fox his opinion by his assistant




considerations mentioned in Chapter 19*
Some 11 of the 57 factories employing I.M.O.'s
do not require him to attend to this type of worls
at all. All of these are small concerns who prefer
to send their patients to the nearest hospital, qr
to their family doctor, should the condition be
beyond the scope of the nurse or auxiliary. Shis
policy applies in thesefactories to ALL ailments
needing medical.attention,and not just to the
emergencies which occur whilst the I.M.O. is not
in attendance. Naturally, it is almost impossible
for these companies to enforce their policy rigidly,
arid there often occur situations where it is easier
for the I.M.O., if he is in attendance,to dealt with
the conditon on the spot. The aim of the 11 firjms
seems to be to prevent the facilities which they
provide from becoming an expensive duplication of
the National Health Service. These managements
consider that the State.having taken the respon¬
sibility for the care of the sick and injured,
should then bear the expense of any, but the most
rudimentary,, care that is needed. It is in an
over-enthusiastic attempt to prevent their companies
from bearing the expense of becoming minor hospital
casualty departments,that these managements attempt
to curtail these functions of their Industrial
Health Service. In many instances the result wopld
appear to be more costly to them, in terms of lost
timer and product, than it would be if t.aey allowjed
some common'sense relaxation of this rigid positipn
The attitude of some of these firms smacks very
much of cutting of the companies' nose co spite its
corporate face. furthermore,as it usually is the
company with this attitude who also cannot see the
need for any environmental control, it is a source
of wonder that these self-styled, hard-headed men
have ever seen the need to provide any form of I*J.S,
at all. The benefits they gain from their Service
under these circumstances, if there are any, are
very small indeed.
In the 26 factories where the I.M.O.'s do
undertake these minor diagnostic and therapeutic
duties, the majority of doctors confirm strictly
to the ethical position as described. Most of
these I.M.O.'s are general practioners themselves|
and theyyare acutely aware of the difficulties
which when conflicts about clinical respon¬
sibility arise, and they strive to avoid teem.
There are occasional glarAing exceptions. vhere
a wealthy company has sufficient resources to pro!
vide elaborate treatment facilities, ana considers
that it is worth its while to do so, then an I,is.
if he wishes, has opportunities to undertake work
that is completely beyond the true range of his
functions. This, as explained, should not pre¬
clude him offering certain facilities to the
family doctor, if as a result, che patients re¬
covery and return to work is speeded. where thebe
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is an attempt to provide a range of therapeutic
and diagnostic facilities, which can only find the:.r
true and effective use in the hands of appropriately
trained clinicians or technicians, then it is con¬
sidered that the patients•,and the firms*, interest^
are being sacrificed to the I.M.O.'s enthusiasm.
On Tyneside there are two examples of this situation.
Both occur in companies which can afford to providf
lavish facilities, and presumably and misguidedly,
consider it worthwhile to do so. In one of these
factories a full-time,first-aid attendant, has at
his disposal a small diagnostic X-ray plant, a ful
equipped physiotherapy department, and an electro¬
cardiograph. Despite the fact he is sansupervised
by a highly qualified I.M.O.,he appears to be en¬
couraged to make unfettered and liberal use of all
these instruments. In a second group of factories,
the equipment of the "clinic" is more elaborate still.
A completely equipped physiofaerapy department is,
admittedly, supervised by a qualified physiotherapist,
and it appears that much of the treatment given
there is with the consent tacit, or actual, of the
family doctor. The full time I.M.O. has at his
disposal a large diagnostic fluoroscopy unit, an
electro-cardiograph, and a well equipped operating
taeatre. The type of work which he performs in thi
theatre is completely beyond the bounds of the true
functions of an I.H.S., particularly so, as adequately
equipped and properly staffed hospitals are at hanc
When it is considered that this doctor claims to dc
personally much of the technical laboratory work
needed for his environmental investigations, it is
doubted that anyone person can be adequately pro¬
ficient in such a wide range of skills. Under thejse
circumstances it is the patient who suffers from ttyis
supposed ubiquity.
b). Pre-employment medical examinations of new
employees.
Only three of the 37 factories employing medica|l
officers do not require them to perform routine
medical examinations on all, or some, of their new
employees. All of these three exceptions are ship
yards, and they presumably do not insist upon this
owing to the peculiar transience of shipyard labour
in any one yard. This ha3 already been referred tjo
in Chapter 8, page 61. Of the other 34- factories,
21 insist upon ALL new employees being medically
examined before starting work. The remaining 13
factories only require a selected proportion to be
examined. These specially selected groups are
ehosen according to widely differing criteria, Thu
7 firms insist that all juveniles under the age of
Lo are examined,regardless of the fact that in these
places this is also done by the Appointed Factory
Doctor, These companies evidently consider that
his step is worthwhile. Another four companies
nsist|that only those who are likely to be exposed
o those certain hazards,which cause the management
nxiety,need be examined. In three instances only
hose members of the staff who are eligible for the
companies non-contributory pension are examined
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before employment. In one factory the newly
engaged executives above a certain level of
responsibility are physically assessed, before
formal appointment. In the final single instance
the Personnel Officer of the firm pre-selects
those new employees about whom he considers a
medical opinion is necessary. It will be noted
that some firms have multiple criteria for pre-
employment examinations. As will be seen, when
the ork of the nurses is describee, there is a
considerable amount of pre-employment inspection
done by nurses. Often this is a duplication of
the I.M.&'s work but it is of a much more cursory
nature, These duplicate inspections allow the
newly engaged person to start work at once, under
a temporary engagement on the understanding that
the I.M.O,*s assessment will be made when he next
attends the factory.
None of the 34 factories require the I.M.O.
to make specific or general routine recommendations
about the optimum work-place for each individual
new employee. All the employing company ever
requires is a clear statement as to whether the
person is fit to be employed in a certain categori
of occupation. Even this latter qualification isji
only rarely imposed. It is difficult to see thht
the majority of I.M.O,*s could make more than a
vague general reference as to the suitability of
a man for a particular job, or of a particular job
for that man, as their lack of knowledge of the
working environment is so great,
o). Heturn-to-work medical examination after sickheas
"absence.
The need for some type of post-sickness assess
ment of the worker, before he is allowed to return
to his normal job in the factory, is considered in
detail in Chapter 19,
None of the 37 firms consider it necessary fo
their I.M.O.'s to, routinely, see all people who
have been absent from work due to illness. Much
of this part of the work is done by nurses, where
these are employed, and this is considered later.
It would naturally be s[great waste of medical time
if all sick-absentees were medically Inspected upoh
return to work, and some form of "screening"
mechanism has been developed by many firms, 10
firms, however, do not require their 1,1.0,'s to
do this type of work at atyll. The screening
criteria in the remaining 27 firms vary, and some
have them multiple criteria and mechanisms. In
nine of the twenty-eight factories employing nursejs
to assist their I.M.O,, it is the nurse alone who
selects which of the returning absentees should
see the doctor. In another seven of these twenty-
eight factories, she and the personnel department
either jointly or separately screen the patients.
This type of arrangement tends to work extremely
haphasardly, and there is little system in the
method used in any of these seven factories. As
could be expected under these circumstances, the
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criteria of selection are usually subjective rather
than objective. In three of the factories employing
trained nurses,it is the Personnel Department whici
is alone responsible for this selection, and in all
those employing unassisted I.M.O.*s this is the proce¬
dure used. In a single instance a first-del
auxiliary selects the returning absentees for
medical inspection. The exact criteria used in





Only four firms were found to have any purely
objective criteria for this screening, and in all
these place the criteria w«<£ rigid and too narrrow
drawn. Only^place required all juveniles and peo
over sixty years of age to be seen by the I.M.O.
return. In another factory all those exposed to
certain hazards were routinely seen on return. Th
third factory required the I.M.O. to see all those
who had been absent for over 6 weeks,and in the
fourth establishment he saw all those who had been
absent over one week. In all these instances the





Overall several impressions wex>e left by thijs
section of the enquiry. Most firms seem to recogjaise
the necessity of employing their I.M.O. in this
manner, although their motives may well be mixed
for doing so. The need to conserve valuable medibal
effort by some form of selection procedure is also
admitted. There is some variation in the proeedui
and criteria chosen. In only a minority of place-
where a nurse is also employed, is she allowed sol*
responsibility for this selection* Where she
shares the responsibility with the Personnel Depart¬
ment, there seems to be wide scope for confusion
of purpose, and conflict of method. When untraiaji
people alone select the returning absentees for
medical examination, the criteria used are rarely
rational ones. Irt the few instances where a com¬
pany policy has been stated on this matter, there
is some inflexibility, and often the criteria ehos
are based upon broad general principles rather than
upon specific points* This rigid method is only
in use where the selection is made by untrained
staff and in these circumstances it is an improve¬
ment upon no stated criteria at all.
3d
on
In all cases the initial source of information
about the reason for the patients' absence from
work, is either the National Insurance Certificate
of the "sick-flote" which the fiim requires from
the family doctor for disciplinary reasons. This
information is usually meagre and often so vague
as to be possibly misleading. The accuracy of
selectionT&nder the best circumstances is thus
considerably handicapped. iffhilst there is a need
to preserve the confidentiality of the relationship
between the patient and the family doctor, there i^
obvious room for improvement in this situation.
It is necessary, for example, in many instances, tb
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keep confidential the true nature of the patient':
illness, often even from himself. It would,
however, be in the patient's best interests/ should
he return to work, for some closer co-operation,
within the ethical bounds considered elsewhere,
to be established between the family doctor and tjie
J.M.O. Only on rare occasions could the health
staff of a factory recall the family doctor, volun¬
tarily, providing the information needed to allow
an intelligent resettlraent of the patient. liven
when the more diligent factory Health Personnel
sought,extra information to help them with this
task they were often rebuffed for supposed ethica:
reasons. It is suspected that often these rebuffs
were the result of a misunderstanding, on the parp
of the family doctor, of the true nature of the
motives of the enquiror, This mistrust would,
in part, be removed if general practioners had a
closer acquaintance- with the industrial scene.
More part-time I.M.O. appointments for G,P,'s
would help in this, these, however, will always b4
relatively limited in number. An effort by both
parties to become better acquainted, through visits
by doctors to factories, would greatly improve thp
present situation. Those more enlightened em¬
ployers, who value the benefits which their I.H.S
provide for their employees and themselves, realise
that their efforts in the field of Industrial Health
are, at pres.nt, being considerably hampered by these,
very Jbequent misunderstandings.
d). Routine medical examinations of employees.
The final place of the routine medical examina¬
tion in an ostensibly healthy population is at
present uncertain (Chapter 19)• This may account
for the fact that none of the 37 factories consider
it worthwhile to have them performed on all of their
employees. The commonest interval between such
examinations is a year, but one company insists
upon certain higher grades of executives being
examined six-monthly. In 12 establishments these
examinations are made compulsory for certain groups,
and employment is accepted by the affected person^
upon these conditions. Again there are varying
reasons for carrying out these selective procedures.
Nine factories specify, that employees engaged upop
certain hazardous processes should be so supervised.
These include all those factories which insist upon
pre-employment and return to work examinations foe
this reason. In three factories the juveniles are
annually examined despite the fact that this is a
duplication of th4 work of the Appointed Factory
Doctor in these factories. A single factory,
already mentioned, routinely examines certain higher
executives. Another place insists that certain
of its workers, engaged upon a delicate inspection
process, have a detailed and rigorous visual-acui;y
test annually. In a final establishment, the
nurse is given the responsibility of selecting for
routine annual examination any employee about whom
she is concerned. In this instance the examina¬
tions are often disfcontinued after a period of title.
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The motives behind the insistence of employers
upon this type of examination are mixed, and often
more than one reason was given. In twelve instances
the fitness of the employee for the job was given
as a reason, for reassurance of the employee in
another eleven, only in six instances was the pro¬
tection of the firm from legal consequences mentioned
as a motive for the procedure,
IV. Administrative Duties,
a). Statistical Services,
The work of the statistical aspect of an I.H.S.
can be roughly divided into three components, Firal
the maintaining of individual clinical records for
each employee, which contain such pertinent details
as may be collected about him through the operation
of the I.U.S. Second, the compilation of data
about the work of the I.H.S, for internal and external
administrative purposes. Third, the use of a com¬
bination of both these ^receding types of record a£
an epidemiological method of detection,and solution
of health problems. It can be stated at once that
in the 37 factories under consideration, none at
all make use of the statistics which they compile
in this latter way. As the use of records as an
epidemiological tool should be an important, if not
the primary reason, for keeping them, there is a
serious gap here in the existing health provisions
of Tyneside industry. This fact reinforces the
earlier statement that before ahy larger I.H.S, fox
the region can be effectively established, some
education facilities must be provided, for the
potential I.M.O.'s and nurses of the service, Theri<
Is little, if any realisation that the voluminous
amount of record-keeping that is done in local
industry has anything other than an immediate
clinical or administrative purpose. It is submitted
that at present much of this statistical effort id
being wasted through misapplication*
The commonest form of recording is in a simple
Lined, day-book, and each item of service is entere
as it is given. For administrative purposes these
are summated in different ways, at different inter¬
nals, and some form of report is prepared. Many
smalir firms would find ttoo great the expense and
Labour involved in adding to this system an additio
3ystem of personal records. It would, however,
arobaoly be more rewarding for them to maintain thi
Latter type of record in preference to the type the




Only 19 of the 37 firms keep any form of in¬
dividual health record for each empbyee. The use
made of thfii data which is collected, varies greatlp
as does the actual type of analysis which is made
if the raw information. In lO^Ttffife I.H.S. is respoi
ible for the production of sickness absence analysjes.
The complexity of these analyses varies greatly froje
place to place. All produce some form of sickness^
absence-rate but none produce any breakdown of
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absences by diagnosis of the causative illness*
borne four companies insist that this data oe
produced by groupings of the length of absence.
Altogether, there are 26 firms which collect
any data at ail for presentation as statistical
tabulations. Apart from the ten mentioned above
they all make their data referrabie only to the
internal workings of the health department. l\here
is no statistical attention paid by the I.H.S. of
any of these 16 factories to the sickness-absence
of their employees. All 26 factories present th
work of the I.H.S. in terms of the diagnosis of
the cases treated by it. The diagnosis used is
that stated by the attendant, either nurse or
auxiliary, or by the I.M.O, depending upon whom
sees the patient. In only two instances is this
data tabulated according to a recognised'dis^-fiostji.
coding. In 13 factories a diagnostic grouping
of their own devising is used by the her,1th staff
In the remaining six places no standard tabulation
of diagnoses is attempted. The information is
presented by the^factories in a haphazard fashion
each time an analysis is made. In only 11 firms
out of the total of J? is any attempt made to
analyse the treatments given in the departments.
All 11 factories record the type of the initial
treatment, nine recox-d subsequent treatments, and
four record and analyse the therapeutic part of
their work by the length of the treatments given.
Hone estimate and record the result of their
therapeutic efforts.
Of the 26 factories providing statistical
services, only 21 report regularly to their manage¬
ments on the data which is kept. The remaining
five present reports when the management call for
them. Sixteen of the 21 factories produce month
reports, four annual one3, and a sijgle establishment
produces a weekly tabulation of its work.
In 24 of the 26 instances the records are
compiled and analysed by the nurse or auxiliary in
charge, in the other two factdies specific elericy]
help is provided for the task. In no instance
does the I.M.O. direct this work, and in only one
instance does he intervene to request that certaih
points that have been raised by the original analysis,
be investigated farthers It is interesting to
note that no statistics^tabulated in any of the
five factories xvhere I.M.O.*s are employed withoul
any form of assistance.
It will bear reiteration that much of the
effort being put into the compilation and presenta¬
tion of medical statistical data in Tyneside industry
is being misapplied. This is due to a complete
lack of appreciation of the value of such data wh^n
it is properly compiled and analysed* This in
turn is due to the lack of knowledge about the
appropriate techniques and methods. Almost all
the I.M.O.'s are antipathetic towards the subjects
and until some interest can be aroused;and knowledge
applied this waste of effort will continue. The
y
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information which is kept and. presented seems solely
to be focussed upon demonstrating to management, the
diligence and effort which the various medical
departments bring to the therapeutic aspect of thtjir
duties*
b). Other advisory duties.
Under tnis general heading are included some a.
the health facilities of the factory which do^all
within the categories of service considered else¬
where. These are these specific aspects of the
advisory duties of the I.M.O. which havd^i^cogniseid
as being within the legitimate province of an I.H.S.
(See Chapter 19). 21 of the 37 firms visited did
not expect, and did not receive, any services of
this nature from their I.M.O. In ail these instances
it had either never occurred to them to seek his
advice on these topicsjor the need lor hi a advice Ion
them had never arisen.
The 16 firms where the I.M.O. regularly gave,
or was asked for, advice^received his help with a
number of topics. It was most often sought in 14
places in matters connected with the companies*
canteen. Often it was about the food to be servejd
there/but more frequently about matters of hygffcae
particularly with reference to recent legislation
on the subject. Another ten firms relied upon thjeir
I.M.O.*s to give them advice upon recent^ health
legislation, particularly upon that coming under thjebroad coverage of the Factories Acts.
In 11 factories the I.M.O. had responsibilities
connected with first-aid training. This instruction
was usually given to that cadre of people "trained
in First-aid" that the Factories Acts demand of thje
firms. Many of the firms still encourage this
training, despite their present exemption from t-hehe
statutory requirements. It i3 interesting that ojf
those five factories which did not employ any type
of full-time assistance for their I.M.O.'s and whiph,
presumably, still have to comply with these statutpry
requirements about first-aid personnel, only one
required its I.M.O. to give first-aid instruction.
In those eleven factories where the I.M.O. had these
first-aid training dutiesyit was usual to find thap
he was also responsible for supervising the main¬
tenance and provision of the necessary First-Aid
equipment throughout the factory. In many instances
these duties were delegated to his full-time assistant.
In the factories where the I.M.O.*s undertook this
training only three attempted to encourage their
classes to take any of the proficiency examination^
of the First-Aid Associations. In the three shipt-
.yards which were visited.it was found that there
was a considerable enthusiasm for first aid work,
and there was a steady flow of recanits for the
training* The men were keen and willing to take
the proficiency examinations. There has always
been a communal feeling in this hazardous industry
that the undertaking of these duties was a respon¬
sibility to be willingly borne. It was only in
these yards that no difficulty was being experienced
in the recruitment of new people to undertake the
work. It is all the more interesting, therefore,
that in the three yards concerned the I.M.O. *8 we:?e
not encouraged by the men to undertake any training
duties# The men preferred to attend the head¬
quarters of the local St. John's Ambulance Brigade
to obtain their training.
In a further nine factories the I.M.O. undertook
or supervised his assistants in the provision of
facilities ,v, hieh can be broadly classed under the
ifioUng of Health Education. This was undertake^
in detail mostly by the nurses, and the methods
used were largely die passive ones of exhibiting
posters. The commonest subjects dealt with were
accident prevention and the use of safety appliances.
Finally in two foundries>the I.M.O. was responsible
for ensuring that tfce- lavish bathing facilities
provided for the employees were properly maintain^
and used.
c). Concomitant Appointment as Appointed Factory
""joctor.
Of the yj factories employing an I.M.O., 24
had been permitted to have their own doctor perform
the statuto<,/ duties ssigned to the Appointed
Factory Doctors (A.F.D.) under the Factories Acts,
(Five doctors,who attended ten of these factories
were already the A.F.D.'s for the surrounding aresjis).
There appeared to be a lack of awareness by both
management and doctors that it is the present day
official policy to allow these dual appointments
to be made. Some unnecessary duplication of eff<}>rt
and a much easier administration would result if
these dual appointments were more general. It w^.s
impossible to discover whether the Factory Depart¬
ment actively encouraged such appointments or merely
profferred advic if it was sought, and than con¬
curred in the application when it was made. As
will be seen the Dale Committee recommended that,
where possible, the \ ork of the existing I.M.O. a^id
the A.F.D. should be merged to save unnecessary
duplication.
d). Facilities offered to other Health Agencies.
Within this section /ill be considered those
facilities which the I.H.S. of these 37 factories
put at the disposal of the employee's family doctbr,
the Local Health Authority, nd the local hospital
The willingness of the employers to allow the health
services which they provide,to be used in this way
will also be discussed* Obviously if a man is
being kept off work, and losing his pay, and the
employer his production, merely because the treat*
ment, or supervisory care, he needs is not available
at work, ndiher the best interest of the patient
nor industry are being served in this situation.
Where, therefore, facilities for giving this care
are available in the factory, it would seem
reasonable to put them at the disposal of the
patient through the medium of the doctor who has
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clinical responsibility lor his ailnent«
Some nine employers, who employ I.M.O.'s do not
allow their facilities to be used in this way. as
five of these do not employ any other health staff the
range of facilities they could offer are limited.
The other four refusing employers ail, however,
employ trained nurses, ana the logical reasons for
their attitude are not at ail clear. In all these
instances these managements are bemused by the
danger of allowing a duplication of the hospital
casualty department to grow within the factories
at their expense. This attitude has already been
considered.
The range of facilities which the managements
of the remaining 28 factories put at the disposal
of external agencies is wide. It is interesting
to note that only 11 of these factories spontaneously
offer the use of their facilities to outside doctors
at the time the patient is referred to them,or at
some other convenient moment. The remaining 17
factories are content to wait until the outside
doctors approached them for assistance. Under these
circumstances ,the universal com.p4a.int that little
co-operation is received from outside agencies is
quite understandable. The quality and type of
care available varies greatly between different
factories. The S.P. or the Casualty Officer is
rarely liable to know that firm A has a well equipped
medical department, staffed by trained nurses under
medical supervision, which can undertake a complete
range of minor treatments; or that firm B nas an
unsupervised,untrained "iforse" in a badly equipped
and squalid little room, who should not be trunted
with aay form of delegated treatment whatsoever.
If the doctor with the clinical responsibility has
not got adsquate information about the factory
facilities available to him, he tends to err on the
cautious side, and keeps the detainee, control of the
case in his own hands. If he has no way of assessing
what facilities will be available to his patient in
.his workplace >then these facilities will never be
used by him. The mere proifersance of this aid by
the firm will not, in itself, be enough recommendation
for most conscientious doctors. The fact that such
a prolferoance is made by the I.M.O., or, at least,
by a trained nurse should reassure the referror to
some extent about the quality of the care which his
patient will receive there. Perhaps the final
an.ser to this lack of co-ordination will only come
from a personal visits of local doctors to factories
in their area. These will 3how them just which of
these establishments have something to offer towards
the care of their patients. Whilst so many fac¬
tories continue to take their present passive attitude
to this situation, they cannot justifiably complainof lack of co—operation. '
All the 28 places, which are willing to offer
their services in this way, state that they have, in
the past, provided facilities for both general
practifcners and hospitals. Only six of them, oow-
ever, 3tate that they have hau any request for
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assistance from the staff of the local Public
Health department. These latter requests, some¬
what naturally, all come from District Nurses.
There seems to be a greater need to increase the
awareness about these facilities pf\ the local
Public Health staffs than that of any other external
agency.
All 28 factories state that they are willing
to provide simple dressings and redressings of
wounds for all external agencies. 27 state that
they are willing to give injections for outside
sources. These included all the places where
S.E.A.N.'S and first aid auxiliaries are employed
If these two types of staff do not give injection^
themselves, and they should not be allowed to do
so, it would seem that only the I.M.O. could provide
this service* As he usually attends on a weekly
sessional basis such a facility is of limited valu«
Beyond providing these elementary facilities,
a total of 19 factories offer other types of assis¬
tance to outside doctors. All of them provide
radiant-heat treatment upon the doctor's request.
Three factories offer the use of their X-ray plantjs,
one for simple diagnostic examinations of digits
and limbs, the other two offer a fuller range of
diagnostic X-Ray examinations, as they possess a
large fluoroscopy unit between them. These same
three factories offer the use of two £ ully equipped
physiotherapy departments, although only the two
large units using the same facilities have a
qualified physiotherapist in charge .under the supe[r-
vision of their full-time I.M.O. Another three
factad.es have less fully equipped physiotherapy
departments, but the first-aid attendants in charg|e
of all of these, hold themselves out to provide
simple heat and massage treatment. These three
men have all, at some time or other, been associat
with sporting activities such as boxing or professional
football, and they make use in industry of the know¬
ledge and experience they gained there. Those
places which employ a Dentist, and/or a chiropodis
allow these personnel to be used at the discretion
of ihe family doctor, as well as under the direction
of their own I.M.O.'s. Finally it is not unusual
to fin4, in a small number of factories, full-time,
iirst-aid personnel, providing facilities for the
employees which can only be described as quasi-
medical. These consist of selling, on a commercial
basis, various items such as patent remedies, tooth¬
paste, shaving requisites, and even, in one establish¬
ment, contraceptives. If there is need for such
a service to be provided by management^ the Health
Department is not the place for it.
Conclusions and Summary,
3d
The training of doctors employed in industry
would seem to be in need of some thorough reorgani¬
sation. Adequate training facilities which are,
at present, lacking must be provided before any
attempt is made to set up an I.H.S. on a regional
basis. This would in part remove the present ver^
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poor service given to the employing firms in such
matters as environmental control, job-adaptation,
and re-settlement for the individual, and medical
statistics. Only education about the true nature
of their functions/of the professional people re¬
sponsible for running the I.H.S. of a factory will
allow these grave deficiencies to be remedied.
The present lack of formal training throws the
individual I.M.O. back upon his own resources of
education and imagination. In most instances his
approach to the subject is limited by his essentially
clinical bias. In this way the lay management
of factories have themselves developed a very
restricted concept of what the true nature of an
I.H.S. should be.
There is considerable need to increase the
knowledge, understanding and confidence of the
National Health Service staff about the aims and
methods of those companies which.provide an I.H.S.
At present health personnel outside industry work
in almost complete ignorance of, and isolation
from, the efforts of those within the factory who
attempt to maintain the health of the employees*
The initiative to improve this situation would
probably best come from industry itself.
Whilst in some industries and factory size-
groups, the quantity of medical attention is
greater than in others, the QUALITY of medical
:side''s industries scare throughout most of Tyneside' i t i and
factories is in need of great improvement.
The vJork of the Trained Nurse in Industry.
There are a total of 65 trained nurses working
in the 28 factories where I.M.O.'s are also employ
and 20 nurses employed in 19 factories without
medical supervision. The work of these 85 nurses
will now be considered. As much of the work of
those nurses with medical supervision has been
CGnsideredjin the previous section dealing with
I.M.O.'s, attention here will be largely focussed
upon the unsupervised nurses.
ed,
I. Personal Information.
a)* b-alificat ions, There are altogether 51
S.H.N. ',3 anc1 34 S.i.A.N. *s working in these 47
factories; 14 of the S.R.N.'s and 6 of the S.E.A.to.'s
are unsupervised by I.M.O.'s. Six of the S.K.N.'
hold one, or other of the Industrial Nursing Certir
ficates, but only one of these ladies works un¬
supervised by a doctor.
b). Marital Status. It was impossible to discover
the marital status of 40 of the 81 female nurses,
These "unknowns" were wither off duty at the time
the factory visit was made, or tney were subordina
staff in large Health Services about whom this
information was not readily available. Of the
remainder 2$ were married, and 18 of them were un¬
married. Despite the large number of "unknowns"
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an impression was sained that work in Industry is
more popular with married nurses than are many other
forms of nursing* Employers remembered that whore
the post had been advertised, a major proportion of
the replies had come from married women who wished
to turn to this form of nursing, The proportion
of married women in Industrial nursing on Tynesic.e,
evexi assuming that all the "unknowns" were single
women, is a remarkably high one. A combination
of regular working hours, plus freedom in the
evenings and at the weekends, seems to be attrac¬
tive to the married nurse. This allows her to
be at home at the same time as her children and
husband. It must not be forgotten that the laclj:
of rigid discipline, and hard physical work,in
industry as compared with hospital, is also a
considerable advantage in the eyes of many of
these, of_£en more mature, xadies. If this
attraction is widespread it may be possible to
staff a future regional I.H.8. with a high propor¬
tion of married nurses. Many of these are at
present unemployed, and yet whilst wishing to
return to some form of professional activity, ar«
unwilling to work in hospitals. This would pevejnt
a drain being placed by a Regional I.H.S. upon
the resources of younger unmarried nurses,whose
field of work should continue to be in the hospii
where they are in such short supply. als^
c)» Working Hours. All, apart from two, of the
85 nurses, work full-time in industry# The othex
two, both S.R.R.'s work part-time, one on the
morning, the other on the evening shift. Both
are married. The difficulty about the accurate
estimation of the working hours of nurses has
been previously discussed in Chapter 12, page 111.
More detailed attention will be paid here to shiift
work, and to these extra hours which nurses work
over and above their normal eight to nine hour
day. In 4,of the 19 establishments where the
unsupervised nurses are employed, overtime is
regularly worked by the nursing staff. In this
extra time they cover the working of an extra foijr
hour shift of the whole plant. In 8 of the 28
factories which employ I.M.O, fs aswell as nurses,
similar arrangements apply. In another 5 establish¬
ments of these 47,overtime is worked on an irregular
basis as extra production is only needed at certain
timeSjSuch as before the Christmas Season, or before
the summer holidays.
Hone of the 20 unsupervised nurses work on a
rotating shift basis. These ladies are largely
employed by the smaller plants which rarely need
to work longer tnan standard daily hours. Of th
28 factories where an I.M.O. is employed, 10 worfy
on a rotating shift basis. Hone of the female
nurses employed there are, however, employed on
the night shift which extends over the small houi
of the morning. In these factories the night
shift is covered by either trained male nurses,
or by full- or part-time first-aid male auxiliaries.
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d). Holiday and sickness coverage*
As could probably be anticipated the unsupervised
nurse who usually works in a smaller plant less rarely
has a substitute on these occasions^ than does the
nurse who works in the larger factory which also
employs an I.M.Q. Of the 20 unsupervised nurses
8 have no substitute. In 2 factories a part-time
nurse is able to cover in her absence. Only one
factory considers the absence of its nurse of suf¬
ficient importance to specifically arrange for a
locum tenens trained nurse to be employed. In the
remaining 9 instances either a full- or part-time
first-aid auxiliary, or the Personnel Officer, fills
the gap. On the other hand 23 out of the 28
factories which employ an I.M.Q* arrange for some
form of regular substitute to be employed during
these periods. In 18 of these places it i3 a
full-time colleague of the I.H.S. who does this
duty. In another 3' instances a part-time first-
aid auxiliary acts as a substitute.
e). Emergency Medical Coverage.
J^tthe n/firms employing J.M.O.'s ^ do not
make any formal stipulation that the I.M.O. should
hold himself, at least potentially, available,
should a serious medical emergency arise in the fac¬
tory. Of the 19 places without a regular I,M.0V
dome 15 are similarly without any medical emergency
aid. In all these 32 instances the patient is seat
as rapidly as possible to the nearest local hospitjal
to receive medical attention. These policies do
not, of course, preclude the possibility of a loca|l
general prachttbner being summoned if this removal
cannot be brought about sufficiently quickly. Pour-
of the factories with unsupervised nurses have arranged
with the local A.tf.D. to be "on call" for emergencies.
f). Mode of Appointment of Nursing Staff.
It was impossible to discover how the nursing
staff were appointed in 10 of the 4-7 factories.
In 30 instances the position was advertised in the
press and/or professional journals. In all these
instances the appointment was full^ competitive•
The employers of two establishments made a specific
approach about the job to either the nurse herself,
or to the matron of the local hospital; in another
two instances the nurse her#aelf approached the
potential employer. In none of these four factories
was the appointment the result of competitive sele^
tion. A final mode of appointment used by three
factories was the local Nursing Appointments Burea^.
of the Ministry of Labour.
In all 37 factories the nurse was interviewed
whether the selection was competitive or not, befo£
she was formally appointed*
Many of those firms which had advertised the
post had received an embarrasingly large number of
replies, and some had interviewed as many as 15
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nurses before they made their final selection. A
films which used this method of notifying their
vacancy agreed that they had an ample selection of
candidates to choose from* The mode of selection
and appointment of nurses is thus much more open
and competitive than is that of the I.M.G,*s.
Only a few firms with I.M.O* *s obtained their
help in making their selection. The Nursing
Appointments Bureau presumably exercises some form
of skilled selection, as to ability and qualifications,
before they recommend candidates for these jobs.
Of those firms which did not use this method of
appointment,the majority used vague general criteria
to determine and assess the qualities which they
were seeking in their nurse. Even the large
national corporations which have nursing services
elsewhere in their organisation did not seem to
consider it worthwhile to include any professional
nursing representative on the interviewing panel.
The four large local firms, who have their industrial
nursing services centred on Tyneside, always, however,
left the choice of new nursing recruits to their
I.M»Q. and their senior nurse.
g)» Other Hon Professional Duties,
It was often difficult to assess whether thos
additional duties, which many firms insist their
trained nurses should perform fell outside the trrfe
bounds of Industrial Nursing. It was finally
decided that those duties which did not fall within
the functions of an I.H.3.#as outlined in Chapter 19,
should be classified here. Using this criterion,
it was assessed that 41 out of the 47 factories di
not require their nurses to perform any of this
type of duty* In the 6 others there was a range
of these extra functions which she was expected tc
perform. In 3 instances the nurse acted as the
Personnel Officer of the factory, in addition to
her other duties. In fact one of these ladies ws
expected to be all things to all the 850 women
employed in the plant. She was in addition the
Safety Officer of the works, and seemed to do a
great deal of social work among the younger girls.
It must be added that, on a purely subjective
assessment, she managed all these duties with con¬
summate skill and humanity* In 2 further factories
the nurse, whilst not the appointed Safety Officer
did have the responsibility of servicing and main¬
taining the safety equipment of the plant. Again
one of the>«-2 ladies had other duties to perform*
She was the secretary of the works Sick-Benefit
scheme which was organised and run purely by the
employees themselves. This involved her in a
fair amount of home visiting, arid social assessment.
In only one factory was the nurse required to per¬
form routine clerical duties which had no relation
to her work in the I.H.S, at all. In this instance
the nurse cafed for only 180 employees, and was
obviously under em^oyed* The light nature of the
vork combined with the good environmental conditions
of the factoryjdid not make her purely nursing
duties very onerous.
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It vsould. seem from this investigation that
there is little diversionary employment of trained
nurseo in industry. (This does not of course mean
that all the nurses are fully employed during their
working hours. Shis is far from being the case*
Whilst it was considered impossible to make any
objective assessment of this point, during the
Survey, a firm conviction was felt that many of
the nurses visited, both supervised and unsupervised,
were in fact tally under-employed during their
working hours* In the majority of instances there
was ample professional work for them to do# Either
theix" training did not allow them to recognise
where their true duties lay, or the management was
similarly ignorant about their full practical
functions, and could not, or would not, direct
their efforts into the proper channels. It was
also felt dux-ing an occasional visit that the
nurse herself was unwilling to attempt any fulls?
professional life, and that she was content to
lead this comparatively leisurely existence*
The above situation reinforces what has been
said already. The professional staff, and as
a result the management, do not realise the full
potentialities of an 1*11,S. This can only be
achieved by the provision of adequate educational
facilities for them*
II. Environmental responsibilities.
The pattern of work of these nurses who are
unsupervised by I.M.O.'s, and those who are supervised,
could reasonably be expected to be different wher
environmental responsibilities are considered*
It may have been supposed that the unsupervised
nurse would attempt to perform some of that portion
of the environmental work which have been normally
performed by the I.M.O* In fact, as will be shcjwn
she did not do so,
a). Regular Inspection of Processes and Environsent.
In only 4 of the 19 factories where unsupervised
nurses are employed are regular environmental in¬
spections of ALL processes performed, Of these
4, 3 are monthly, and the other is a weekly inspec
tion. In the places employing I.M,C, *s as \<?ell
as nurses some 8 of the 28 places have regular
environmental inspections by their nurses. The
axe ail done in those factories which do not have
this type of inspection by their I.M.O.'s. Thre
of these factories, where nurses regularly inspec
the environment, are amongst those which ask thei
I.M.O, to inspect only their specifically hazardc
processes. All these 8 factories are inspected
monthly by their nurses. There are no factories
in either the "supervised" or "unsupervised" cats









b). Inspection of Hew or Modified Processes or
Gondiiions.
Seven of the unsupervised nurses inspect th^s
type of alteration in the working environment of
their factories. Only 5 of them are regularly
asked to advise upon the changes, the other 2
always wait until they are asked to make comments
upon them. Of the 12 who never inspect any altera¬
tions, one made the significant statement that^
although she knew of the changes^she was "never
asked" for her opinion on the matter. This lady
is the single unsupervised nurse with specific
Industrial Nursing training.
In the 28 factories where I.M.O,*s are em¬
ployed as well as nurses, the nurse is never ac¬
quainted of these changes in 16 factories. Ixi 9
of these, however, this work is done by the I.M.Oj.
and has already been described. In the 12 fac¬
tories where the nurse performs this type of work,
only in 9 does she inspect all the new changes;
usually after they have been introduced. In the
other 3 places she sees only those changes which
the management are anxious about. In some instances,
it is the I.M.O. who is asked to give the advice
and in other instances it is the nurse, there does
not seem to be any logical system applied here.
c). Advice on environmental modifications for
individuals.
The nurse in industry, like the I.M.O.,is
readier to undertake this type of para-clinical
work than the more specific preventive work con¬
sidered above. Ten out of 19 "unsupervised"
factories have this form of service from their
nurse. This is somewhat lower than may have beeh
reasonably expected by comparison with the doctor
In most instances it seems to be the result of thp
attitudes of particular managements to this part
of the nurses' work. Many managements consider
that the place of the nurse is in the surgery.
Some of them genuinely cannot conceive of her
being able to perform anything other than the
treatment of minor ailments. In a few instances
although her potentialities in this respect are
partially realised, it is considered that to alloto
a nurse free scope upon the factory floor on matt srs
such as this.Is tantamount to reducing the orderly
running of the factory within a very short time,
to complete anarchy. This timorous approach by
the management often accompanies a restrictive and
hesitant attitude to a whole range of other medicp]
and non-medical topics.
In the 14 "supervised" factories where nurses
are allowed to do this work, their duties are
usually confined to making interim arrangements
until the I.M.O. revisits the factory in the
following week. In the other 14 "supervised"
factories, the nurses are not allowed to attempt
this type of work, usually as a result of the
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managerial attitudes noted above. In# 2 of tiles
places this work is, however, performed by the
I.M.O.
d). Regular reports on Environmental Conditions
In all four "unsupervised" factories where
any environmental control is attempted, the nurse
is required to report regularly, arid formally to
the management upon the environmental conditions.
In tfche "supervised" factories only one plant is
the subject of such regular reports by the nurse.
Conclusions.
The unsupervised nurse,to a slight degree,
attempts to compensate for the lack of environmental
control by an I.M.O. In those factories with
I.M.O.'s, the nurse also, to a roughly similar
degree, attempts to fill any gap the I.M.O. leave
in this supervision. The efforts of these nurse
depend upon two essential circumstances. She mus
herself, be sufficiently interested in the work,
and aware of its potentialities, to attempt to
fill this deficiency by her own efforts. Secondly
she must have a like-minded managment who is willing
to allow her, if not actively encourage her, to
take these steps.
Ill* Clinical Responsibilities.
a). Casualty and Minor-Ailment Duties,
ALL nurses, supervised or not, carry out these
duties. All managements of all the 4? factories
concerned agree that they consider this to be the
primary duty of the Occupational Health Hurse.
Even those who admit that she may have some other
functions to perform would place these,in importance,
a long way behind this therapeutic aspect of her
work. It is not thought that this topic calls
for any comment additional to that which has already
been made elsewhere. It was not possible to assess
to what degree, if at all, these nurses tended to
overstep the bounds of true nursing, and attempted
to perform duties properly within the sphere of
qualified medical practioners. However, no instiance
of this type of error was observed during any of
the visits.
b). Routine, pre-employment physical inspections.
Of the 19 factories without I.M.O.'s the nurse
is responsible for routinely inspecting new employees
ia 11. In 8 she inspects ALL new employees, but
in three of these 8 places her attention is speci
fically concentrated upon assessing their visual^,
bility for the type of work being done there. In
the 3)^lilces she only inspects those people, whom#
the Personnel Department consider to be in need o
assessment before they are actually engaged.
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By the very nature of her training the nurse
can only make a somewhat limited assessment of trie
state of a person's health, and of their suitability
for employment. It is not surprising, therefore,
that in no instance is she required to make re¬
commendations about a specific type of job for the
new employee, or to place limitations upon his
activities* Her advice is confined to merely
stating whether she thinks he is fit for employ¬
ment or not.
Of the 28 factories which employ I.M.O.'S as
well as nurses, 8 do not require the nurse to stsite
her opinion upon the physical suitability of the
candidate for a job. In these 8 places the I.M.O.
is solely responsible for this work, In the
remaining 20 places which employ a doctor the
nurse, to a certain degree, anticipates his work
and inspects all or some of the candidates for
jobs. In 14- places she sees all of these people,
in another 6 she sees only some of them. In all
these 3538; 14- factories she performs certain pre¬
liminary examinations, such as eye-testing, upon
the new entrants. It was not possible to discover
a single factory where the nurse is used to "screen"
all new employees in order to select only those
whom she considers should be seen by the doctor.
This is' a function that neither the management
nor the I.M.O.'s apparently, consider suitable fojr
a nurse. It is suggested that with suitable safe¬
guards, and under certain conditions, this is
work which a properly trained Occupational Health
Nurse could well^c.
c). Return-to—work inspections sfter sickness
aosence.
In contrast with the above, of the 19 fac¬
tories without a doctor, only 3 places do not
insist upon sick absentees being seen by the' nursje
before they re-start work. In only 6 of these
16 places, however, does she see ALL of the re¬
turning absentees. In the other 10 some form
of selection procedure is used. In two of these
places the nurse does this selection herself, and
bases it upon the "sick-notes" which the employees
present before, or at, their return to work. In
another two places the Personnel Department do
this selection. The remaining 6 factories have
all got haphazard sBLection procedures which include
several combinations of differing methods and
criteria. These also seem to vary from time to
time, in the same firm.
In those firms which employ I.M.O.'s this
part of the work has been examined at length. else¬
where. jgfc Attention will^e paid to the nurses'
Part in this work. In 9 factories ALL returning
employees are seen by the nurse for selection priar
to the doctor's examination* In another 6 the
nurse sees all of the returning workers but she is
not required to refer any doubtful cases to the
doctor. She is solely concerned in these factories
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to discover if t tie person is fit enough for work.
If she decides he is not fit, the matter istBually
debated between her, the Personnel Department, the
medical advisor who says the man is fit, and the
patient himself. The presumably, because
of his non-attendance at these times, is not usually
brought into this discussion. It is also likely
that this type of arrangement springs from the
unwillingness of a general practioner I.M.O. to
become involved in a dispute of this kind, with one
of his fellow G.P.'s. In a further 11 of the
"supervised" establishments the nurse sees only
some of the returning employees before they begin
wSrK. In 6, the primary selection is done by the
Personnel Department, in 4 the methods were too
haphazard and variable to classify, and in one the
"sick-notes" formed the basis of the selection pro¬
cedure. Thus in 26 out of the total of 28 firms
with both a nurse and a doctor, the nurse seems to
see some or all of the returning employees. Assess¬
ment by nursjies of the returning employees is thus
commoner than that by I.M.Q.'s. Nevertheless, as
for the I.M.O.'s, a great ded of selection of
these people is done before they are actually
inspected by the nurse. The criteria of selection
are usually very vague. They seem to be based
more on administrative convenience than upon any
objective approach to sickness absence amongst
different population groups, and in different
factories.
In 24 of all the 47 factories the nurse is
routinely expected to comment upon the suitability
of the worker for a specific job in the light of
his physical condition on return to work. This
advice must be of limited value. Many of these
ladies' environmental responsibilities arejso limited,
and thus their knowledge o_jC their factories is sc
meagre, that thev cannot do this in any detail,
or with any speciality. In those factories where
she does this effectively, she is the competent
and determined type of woman who is willing to
assert her position, and exercise her knowledge.
This valuable service is only given in those places
where the management, as well as the nurse, realises
that the work of the I.E.3. cannot be confined to
the \7orks surgery, and where she is allowed some
power of advising on environmental modification fc.
employees,
d). Routine Inspection before leavin ; work because
""of illness.
■S
ALL of the 47 factories, which are included
in this enquiry, insist upon their nurse inspectir
everyEmployee who wishes to leave the factory
during working hours. In some instances this isdone out of a genuine concern for the employees'
health. In a majority of cases, however, it would
seem that this is mainly a disciplinary measure tc
prevent employees leaving work upon the pretext
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of a supposed illness". - This is the only supervise^
health measure which ALL the firm3 scrupulously
enforce^which is considered by ALL employers to
he within the true functions of an I.H.S. The
separate motives of employer and of Health Staff,
in requiring this provision,are obviously widely
divergent.
e). Home visitingc£ the Sick employee.
Of the 19 places where the nurse is un¬
supervised, some 14 factories do not concern them¬
selves with this potential provision. Only 5
factories are in any way concerned about their
employees who are sick at home. Their reasons fbr
providing this service are multiple and varied.
Pour of the 5 stated that they always visited thobe
people who were known to live in poor physical or
social conditions. All 5 places visited every
employee after he,or she, had been off work for a
period of time. This period was usually a monthl
but one firm stated they waited for 3 months before
visiting. Another 2 factories caused their nurse
to visit all people who were taken ill or injured
at work. Finallycriteria used by 2 firms
were so vague and general as to be unclassifiable^
Of the 28 firms which employed I.M.O.'s as
Vjell as nurses, only 6 of these thought that Home
Visiting was valuable. Again the commonest
criterion used was that the patient was visited
after he, or she, had been absent from work ionge^
than a certain period of time. Four places statfc
that they always visited those employees who were
known to have poor home conditions. In one instance
the criteria used were vague.
Throughout these 11 firms who thought thaf
home visiting of the sick employee was a natural
responsibility of th. employer, itt£did not depend
upon either the size of the factory, or upon the
number of staff employed by the I.H.S. Small firms
with only single nurses were found to spend much
more time and effort in this respect than did thai;
larger unit employing over 20 nurses. In the final
analysis home visiting seemed to depend upon, firstly,
the attitude of the management and, secondly, upoiji
the attitude of the nurse towards hex* duties.
Management had many motives about this work. Somb
were solely interested in the welfare of the employee,
Others were anxious that the firm should demonstrate
its interest in the patient so that he, often a
skilled artisan would return to their employment,
rather than to some firm which he considered to bo
less indifferent to his fate. Some firms who
provided sickness-benefits were anxious to ensure
that their generosity was not being abused. There
was perhaps a mixture of motives in all firms who
encouraged their staff to visit the sick employee
at home. Often, however, the managements seemed
indifferent to this work, and it was only the sen3e
of responsibility of the nurse which lead her, ofljen
in her non-working hours, to call and eqi|uire if
any assistance was needed. As a general rule these
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were the ladies who brought energty, imagination,
and an acquired skill to all aspects of their wore,
and who are also to be found in that section of tjae
inquiry discussed under "other duties",
IV, Administrative Duties,
The statistical work of those factories employing
1,14,0, 's has already been discussed (page 186),
There it was seen that in those factories where
records were kept and a nurse was also employed,
the detailed work was usually performed by the
nurse. For this reason it is considered that
this topic has already been amply discussed.
In the 19 factories where no 1.1,0. is employ
the position is very similar. Ten of the firms
require some form of statistical service from their
nurse, but in all instances it never includes the
epidemiological use of the data. In > of these
10 factories the nurses are concerned with the
sickness absence experience of the employees, but
beyond the production of various rates of absence,
no attempt is made to analyse the cause or length
of the absence. All 10 places are largely con¬
cerned with the production of data referable only
to the internal workings of the health department
The same general remarks apply to this aspect of
the work of the unsupervised nurse, as were applied
to the 37 establishments employing a doctor. A1
10 of these "unsupervised" factories produce
regular reports, but only one comments here upon
the significance,or otherwise, of the data.
Additional Advisor.y Duties,
The additional duties performed in the 47
supervised and "unsupervised" factories vary littjLe,
and thus they will be considered together. Of
these firms 17 do not receive nay of this category
of additional duties from their staff. In 17 of
the remainder the nurse has 3ome responsibilities
associated with the daily running of the canteen.
This usually consists of an intermittent inspection
of the physical state of the canteen together witffci
an inspection of the staff for such things as
clean finger naixs, clean hair, and absence of
septic lesions on their hands. In 24 factories
the nurse was responsible for the organisation of
the biennial visit of the Mass Minature Kadiograpjhy
Unit of tie She arranged the visit and
I managed the administrative arrangements upon the
day of the visit. There were a wide range of
other duties performed by these nurses in 30
factories. Where a large number of women were
employed she frequently was expected to supervise
the provision of sanitary towels. In one firm,
where the numerous juvenile-girls were provided
with a heavily subsidised three course lunch; she
was responsible for t he administration of this
scheme. In no factory was she responsible for the
actual training of first-aid auxiliaries, other





department. In 28 factories she was, however,
responsible for the regular* maintenance of the
first-aid equipment provided at various points
throughout the plant.
conclusions and Summary.
There is remarkably little difference between
the duties performed by the unsupervised nurse ad
the nurse who works with an I.M.O. The un3uperv
nurse rarely attempts, injsojfar as could be judged
to do the work of a qualified doctor to the detri
ment of her patients. On the other hand she
rarely attempts any simple environmental supervis__
in the absence of a doctor, and this she could well
do without overstepping her professional bounds.
The supervised nurse, to some extent, attempts to
fill the gap in environmental supervision where
her I.M.O. pays little attention to this.
The chief functions of the nurse in industry,
from the employers' point of view, and from that
of many of the nurses themselves, is that of a
super-First-Aid attendant. Albeit an attendant
with additional disciplinary duties, which ensure
that people who wish to leave work because of ill¬
ness are genuinely ill. These are the only
functions which ALL employers agree are necessary),
On the other hand a minority of firms make full
use of the services of their nur*se. In a very
few instances a strong-minded nurse has been able
to educate her employers up to her level of the
true conception of the nurses' place in the factory,
The supervised nurse has better medical
support in cases of emergency, but even she is not
as well provided for as she should be. It is ra£e
to find nurses in either category, being employed
upon other than strictly nursing duties. In the
fexv places where she does tackle other work, she
is usually an energetic woman who, finding that
she was underemployed upon solely nursing duties,
looked around fo®, and found, sufficient extra
work in related fields. She thus improved the
services provided by the firm in other fields.
Because of the strictly limited clinical
duties many I.M.O.'s impose upon themselves,some
of the factories served by unsupervised nurses
were, obtaining a better service,than were some
of their neighbours who also employ a doctor, fhfs
would seem to be solely due to an intelligent nurse,
realising that she is dealing with a community anq
communal problems, rather than wiun exclusively
individual and clinical ones. The nurse who is
guided by this interpretation of her task is of
greater ail-round value than is a sessional clinicjian
who rarely sees, literally and metaphorically,
oeyond the end of his stethescope.
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The material facilities provided for IndustriaJ.




The physical provision and equipment provid
by all of the 56 factories,visited in connection
with this enquiry, were assessed. Some of the
assessments of specific items, such as the quality
of the decor of the works surgery, had to be of
purely subjective character, and were related to
personal standard. Only the barest outline of
these provisions is attempted here, as it proved
difficult to classify them,and objectively assess
many of them in rsLation to the needs of each par¬
ticular factory. The variation of plant, proces
composition of labour force, etc. in each factory
all made anything more than a very broad assessment,
of such things as the adequacy of clinical equipment,
impossible. It has only been possible to accura
describe and assess the limited range of physical
provisions discussed below.
a). A :e of the Premises.
The distribution of the age of the various
works surgeries and health-departments is shown
below.
Age. Number.
Under 5 years. 8.
years. 15*
10-25 years. 25»
Over 25 years. 7.




7 out of 8 of those premises built within tfcj.'
last 5 years were specifically built as health
departments. They are all spaciously planned,
and are provided with a sufficient number of rooii
toilet facilities, heating, lighting etc., in
relation to their needs. The eighth department
is a skilful structural modification of 3ome olde
premises, and is adequately suited o the needs oi
the factory.
Of the 15 premises built 5 to 9 years ago,
15 were specifically built as health departments
and 2 were structural modifications of older
buildings. There is an impression that the
quality of design of these older buildings is not;
as good,in relation to the needs of the factory
on in functional planning,as are the more modern
ones. it would ap ear that more competent
architects have been employed in this later period,
or that the architects themselves have evolved a
®-re satisfactory solution of the problems inherentin the design of such buiidings. All in all,
e
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the later "buildings have the impression of being
designed specifically as medical departments, and
some thought has "been given to functional items
such as the flow of work through the building.
The older blocks give the impression of being a
set of individual rooms with no overall concept
behind them.
In the period of construction 10-25 yoars ago,
the effects of wartime limitations, on one hand, and,
of the attitude of management to their I.U.S. on
the other, are seen. Only 9 of these 25 buildings
were specifically built as health departments, and
these were all constructed during the war under tine
influence of the Factories (Medical and Welfare
Services) Order 194-0. When the stringencies of
the time are considered these places are, on the
whole, well designed and built. For the most
part they continue to function efficiently today,
without having to be drastically adapted, and all
seem to serve the needs,of their often greatly
enlarged factories, adequately. The remaining 16
buildings constructed during this period have all
been modified,in one way or another, to suit their
present purposes. This modification has, with
only 4 exceptions, been a post-war happending. Ir
14 of the 16, there has been some, more or less,
drastic internal reconstruction of the building ill
an attempt to allow it to serve its present purpose,
adequately. No less than 12 of these buildings
were war-time air-raid shelters, and the possibilities
of adapting this original type of structure into a
satisfactory works* health department, are small in
most instances. In some of these places a rela¬
tively immense amount of effort and money must have
gone into this adaptation, and yet the results in
the majority of the 12 places do not meet the require¬
ments of the factories. The reconstruction of th|e other2 buildings has also taken place within the frame¬
work of old war-time buildings, one was a civil
defence head-quarters, and the other gas-decontamina¬
tion room. The result there has been no more
successful than with the old air-raid shelters.
The 2 remaining premises were adapted to their present,
from their war-time, purpose, without any soxuctura[l
modifications at all. They can only be described
as the slums of the I.E. Services of Tyneside.
Apart from the addition of a wash basin,of some
paint to the walls, and of some furniture, they
remain in tbeLr original state. As both of these
places were originally stores for civil defence
equipment,their suitability for their present need^
does not need to be discussed further.
The situation of those seten premises which are
over 25 years old is largely similar to that of
those described in the last paragraph. None of
these buildings, which were largely constructed duringthe period of the inter-war economic depression, was
specifically designed as a health department, Foui?of them have since been structurally adapted to
their present purpose with results similar to those
Table No
Number of Rooms in Health Department related to number










1 8 5 5 18
2 2 8 5 13
3 1 1 2 1 5
4 1 3 1 1 6
5. 1 1 1 2 5
6 1 1
7 2 1 3
8 1 1 2
Total 11 16 18 4 4 2 53
Table No.UJk-
Factory Health Departments.









1001-2000 2001-5000 5000+ Total.
1 8 7 5 20
2 3 5 4 1 13
3 2 5 1 1 9
4 2 2 2 6
5 1 1 1 3
6 1 1 2
7 + 1 1 2
r , I J
\ Total. 11 16 18 1 4 4 2 P
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(When the number of rooms was counted, there were
excluded such spaces as lavatories, corridors, wall
cupboards, etc. Only those spaces, which could be
considered available for regular and general use,
were included.) It is suggested that a minimum
of 2 rooms is needed by the health department of
any factory if it is to operate effectively. One
of these should be reserved for treatment, examina-
tions, consultations, and possibly used as a recovery,
or rest room as well. She second should be kept
for waiting, and possibly also, recovery. This
basic accommodation,even so, only permits of the
separation of the sexes at the expense of functionally
inactivating one or other of the rooms. Thus a
room used for examining a male cannot at the same
time be used as a rest room for a dysmenorrhaeic
female. Usually it will be possible to allow the
sexes to mix in the waiting room whilst keeping
them separate in t he treatment room. In all evenfe
it seems impossible to run an I.H.S. efficiently
from a single general-purpose room which serves as
treatment, waiting, examination, records, staff and
recovery rooms, all rolled into one. Nevertheless
it is seen that 18 of the 55 factories attempt this
type of organisation.
The use of only 2 rooms, where there is a larg^
minority of one sex, must present difficulties in
working also. A further 15 firms attempt this.
The larger number of rooms are all provided by the
larger firms who, presumably, are more able to
afford the exj^ense of this type of building. It
must be admitted, however, that 8 of those 29 firms
who troubled to put up specific buildings for their
I.H.S.V attempted to economise by building departments
of only one and two rooms, The small relative co$t
building another- room which would allow a much
more flexible method of working, makes this an un¬
wise economy,
&)♦ Site of Premises.
The siting of these premfees, in relation to the
main buildings of the factories,wa3 studied. Only
one department was situated outside the factory
boundary, and this lay on the opposite side of a
busy main road. This was one of the places adapted
from an air-riad shelter, and the rest ofjperstwhile
shelter was used as a clothing storfc. In 16
factories the department was situated at, or near,
the main gate of the establishment. In 29 factories
a deliberate effort had been made to site the depart¬
ment at a roughly central position, so that it was
nearly as equidistant from all the main production
shops as was possble. In the remaining 9 places
the siting had been purely haphazard, and was deter¬
mined by the existing building on that site which
had been adaj^ted into the health department'.
An attempt was made to assess the ease of
access to each department from the main workplaces
of the factory. In 22 of the 55 factories it was
considered the department could be reached with
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approximately equal ease from all the major place;
of work. In another 23 places some of the employees
could only reach it with difficulty hut for the
majority it was reasonably accessible. In a
further 9 factories either the siting of the Depart¬ment or the layout of the plant meant that a majority
of the v>orkers would have some difficulty or delay
in attending. Finally, in one place all the
employees had a considerable distance to walk, and
a main road to cross,before they reached the depart¬
ment.
d). Internal Condition of Premises.
Under this heading will be considered su<jjh
items as cleanliness, decor, and maintenance of
the fabric of the premises. Much of this assess-J-
ment is subjective and ^hus considerable qualiJ3cai;ion
must; be placed upon the comparability of the data,
as it was obtained from separate factory visits,
some of which were as much as six months apart,
i). Cleanliness. The cleanliness of 12 of tijie
53 departments are beyond reproach. Some of the
nurses who ran these places were contending with
grave handicaps such as lack of assistance, old
and cramped premises, and dirty patients and processes.
Despite this, these departments were spotlessly
clean, and there was an air of order and control
about them. As could be expected, however, it
was the newer and well designed places which usually
presented this appearance, Ahother 26 places,
whilst not up to the previous high standards, wou^d
pass all but the most rigorous inspection by any
hospital matron. Many of these staffs were atten^P'ki.&S
to attain t he standards of the previous group, bu~
were being handicapped by one or more difficulties!
which were completely beyond their control. Within
these handicaps they were handling the situation to
the very best of their ability. In another 11
places the department was adequately clean(but it
was felt that either the staff had become over¬
whelmed by the difficulties facing them, or, did nbt
genuinely appreciate that a greater effort on their
part could improve the mediocre state of cleanliness
of their department. It was isual
to be struck by a general sense of disorder and
untidiness, in the arrangements,rather than by frs^nk
dirtiness. In these places the staff was often
hampered by lack of adegiate storage space. Of
the remgfcing six departments 4 were classed as
"poor". This was always the result of bad house¬
keeping. Whilst their difficulties were usually
obvious to them, the staff had given in to them,
and were making little determined effort to keep
the place clean and tidy. The other 2 places
were frankly Pithy. Ho attempt was apparently
ever made to clean the department, and utter dis¬
order reigned in the arrangement of the equipment
and furniture. Both these latter places were
attended by unassisted I.M.O.'s
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It was estimated^in the 17 places where there
was ohvious room for improvement,that the cause of
the condition was primarily the result of bad hous|g
keeping* In only one was the dirtiness of the
processes and the patients the unalleviable cause
of the trouble*
When asked for their opinions about the ease
of keeping their departments clean, it is probably
natural that in some 21 places the staff had a
large number of complaints to make about the build:lng
and the arrangements.of working. Only another 2
admitted that their task was hopeless. In the
other £2 factories the health staff had no, or verir
few complaints, to make on this score. These people
did not always correspond with those who kept their
departments in the best order. In fact many of tjiose
with most complaints were those nurses who were
Struggling,against considerable odds, and achieving
a satisfactory result*
ii)« Decor*
Again a largely subjective approach was
made to this topic. 19 of the departments had
decor which was classed as "cheerful". The genera},
effect of these places on the observer,-was one of
brightness, colour and light. The atmosphere of
the place was somehow a "healthy" one. In 24
places it was classed as "nondescript". The depart¬
ment made little positive impression on the visitor,
It was neither oppressive nor stimulating. It leJ
an impression of mediocrity and lack of imagination.*
In another 8 places the decor was classed as
"depressing". Little attention had been paid to
the characteristics of these rooms when taey were
decorated. These were not places which impressed
as being Health departments. They had a preponderance
of brown and green paint, and often this was showing
signs of bad repair. They were altogether rather
depressing. In only 4 departments could the decor
be classed as frankly "gloomy". The rooms were
oppressively dark-coloured, the decor was in poor
repair. These were places where Health had no
meaning, and to be treated in one of them would be
a grim business, no matter the actual gravity of
the complaint.
The state of maintenance of the decor was
also arbitrarily assessed. In 28 factories it wa^
classed as "good", in 18 as "indifferent", and in
9 as "bad". This state of repair was obviously
directly related to the intervals between recurrent
decorations and when this was enquired about the
following pattern emerged, 11 departments had
been decorated within a year of the visit, 18
between one and two years previously, 1? between
three and five years previously, and 9 over five
years before. It was the 9 latter places which
had been classed as being in a "bad" state of
repair by subjective assessment.
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Overall the majority of factories paid little
positive attention to the decoration of their health
departments, A minority showed that care had been
taken with them, A larger proportion had not
given the point any specific attention^although
the place was kept looking as decent as this attijtude
permitted. A few places either ignored this
facet of their Health Service as being unworthy o,f
any attention at ail, or positively thought that
to make the place look too attractive would only
encourage people to loiter there when they should
be working.
iii). Maintenance of the fabric of the build in^
A somewhat simil r pattern to that
above was shown in this respect also. The two
matters of decor and maintenance of the fabric of
a building are,of course, closely but not necessarily,
related. By and large, the more 'expensive physical
structure of the building was better maintained taan
was the decor, 32 places were assessed as being
in a*good"state of maintenance, 19 were classed
as "indifferent". In these departments some
obvious defects such as cracked plaster, leaking
taps, broken glass, faulty light fittings, had
obviously been allowed to remain faulty for some
time. In only 6 places was the maintenance
classed as "bad". Here there were numerous defects
of structure and equipment which had obviously
been in need of attention for some considerable
time. These 6 factories were all in the "bad"
decor category also and the attitude of t'aevmanage-
ments to the existing situation seemed to be one ojf
defensive hostility.
iv). Other matters.
Specific attention was paid to two otheb
points in tie structure of the health departments;
these were the condition of the flooring and the
covering of the walls. These two matters were
arbitrarily selected as both points were easy to
observe and assess, and they could be used as
indices of the general care and attention which
had been given to the building.
Only 9 departments had their walls partially
or completely tiled with some impervious material
Another 29 had painted plaster wall®, 11 had
painted brick walls, (these were all the converted
air-raid shelter type of building) and 6 other
places had varying and different types of wall,
such as glass-panelling.
The flooxs of these places were assessed
regardless of the type of covering, as to whether
they were pervious or impervious. Thus cracked
tiles were classed as pervious and new linoleum
as impervious. The situation was far from satis*-
factory from a hygeinic viewpoint, as some 26 floors
were fepervious and presumably difficult to wash
properly. The remainder-of the floors were
covered by some form of impervious material
f. Equipment of Health Departments.
Under statutory regulation all "Ambulance
Rooms" must contain a minimum of equipment. In
all the factories covered by this enquiry it was
found that these standards were being maintained,
Thus, for example, all the places provided hot mfy.
cold running water.
i)* Sanitation. Only 23 of the 55 departmen
had lavatories for the use of patients and staff
within the department. Only 6 of these provided
separate conveniences for the two sexes. Either
the toilet was barred to one sex who had to seek
one elsewhere, or the use of one lavatory was
allowed to both males and females. Of trie
remaining 32 places, 19 had a lavatory immediately
available nearby, but in 13 factories there was
no lavatory within immediate access, and one coui$
only be reached at some distance,
ii). Ventilation. The position was just as
unsatisfactory here, 33 departments had only
natural means of ventilation and, subjectively, i£
appeared that 04 of these were in need of some
additional means of ventilation. In the 19 wherk
the natural ventilation was reinforced by mechanical
means all, but one, were considered to be adequately
served. Of 3 departments, which were completely
enclosed within the interior of the plant, the
ventialation was completely artificial* and was
highly adequate* in two, and one place had a
completely air-conditioned atmosphere,
I
iii)* Roiae. In 26 of the 55 departments toere
was no outside noise audiable within the main working
area of the department. In the other 29, external
noise did intrude into the health department. In
13 of these places it was classed as "non-intruaiye",
in another 13 places the noise was considered
"intrusive", and would disturb some of the work
of the I.H.S, such as history-taking or auscultation.
The noise was considered "intolerable" to the
visiting observer in a final 3 places, but, somewhat
naturally,the permanent staff had become accustomed
to, and were not troubled by,it. All those places
which had some artificial means of ventilation wen?
noted to be in the categories where external nois^
was audible within the department. This was
probably due to the fact that these places were
sited within, or very close to, a part of the
factory which made it necessary for them to have
somm type of reinforced ventilation. This also
meant that the noise of the adjacent processes
penetrated the department more easily,
iv). Washing; Facilities. There is adequate
scope for improvement, beyond the statutory minimum
in this respect. As will be seen very few firms
consider this is so. Thus 20 firms provide no
more than a single sink which is necessary under
the Factories Acts. The distribution by size of
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firms and the number of wash basins which they
provide is shown in Table, \lfL Tht fact that
there is room for provision beyond the basic
minimum standards is shown by this table. The
firms which only supply one wash-basin imply thafc
the staff of the department must either wash theijr
hands in the 3ame sink as the often contaminated
patients, or not wash them at all. Either al¬
ternative is undesirable. Of the 35 firms which
pi'ovide more than one wash-basin some 29 provide
a surgical basin as one of the extra sinks. It
would seem that if only a single sink is to be
provided it should be s surgical one( which would
allow staff to wash their hands properly without
the risk of contaminating them from contact with
bacteria-carrying porcelain.
It seems that many fix-ms are content to complywith the minimum requirements of the Factories
Acts, and are not prepared to expand upon these
provisions, no matter the number of people they
employ. This attitude in the medium-sized and
larger firms puts a strain on the limited washin_
facilities and makes smooth running of the department
much more difficult.
S)» Other Equipment*
All departments, as well as being compelled to
provide a single sink with hot and cold water, must
also under the Factories Acts, provide other stan¬
dard equipment. These include "a means of sterilising
instruments", a "table with a smooth top", and a
"couch". As could be expected these 55 places
all provided these things. In relation to the
estimated need of the department, it was considere|d
that in 20 places the amount of flat working
surface available was inadequate. In 14 places
the single examination couch, was also inadequate
for the needs it was liable to have to answer.
Similarly in 19 places the sterilizer, seemed
inadequate for the task it should have been called hum.
to perform.
It was difficult to assess the adequacy of
such equipment as surgical instruments, dressings,
clinical examination instruments, and so on, in
this type of enquiry, without spending considerably
more time In first discovering the pattern of worx
done by each department. In lieu of this some
other items of equipment were considered, but thess
do not by themselves give a sufficient picture of
the adequacy of the total provision of the equipment
of the 55 factories.
In 26 of the places visited there was no
foot-bath, and its doubtful if any factory medical
department should be without one, no matter the
size or type of factory. Although the legislation
states that eithei', some means of sterilsing
dressings must be provided, ox that dressings musi
be bou ht sterilised, only 14 places were found U
have autoclaves. It is doubted, from what iittl«
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was observed of the techniques in use in these
places, if many of the other 41 places bought,
or used properly sterilised surgical dressings*
Some 19 factories had radiant heat lamps, all
of which seemed to be used very freely, and many
of them quite arbitrarily and with little, if axis
medical supervision. It was found that many
general practioners requested the factories to
provide this type of treatment for their patients
Some 8 of these 19 places also provided ultra¬
violet light therapy, and the position over the
unfettered use of this was just as unsatisfactory
Pour of the larger factories bad their own ambulances
although one of these served two adjacent places.
All factories, and the point 'was always raised,
agreed that the service from the local ambulance
service was swift and efficient. It is, therefore,
difficult to see why, apart from use as internal
transport within a very large plant, any firm need
supply its own ambulance for external journeys.
Conclusions and Summary.
Many of the local firms are content to providje
the statutory minimum of health facilities, despite
the fact that this obviously hampers the effective
performance of their own health service, and frusi-
trates their staff* A minority of enlightened
employers pay considerable attention to this aspejcl
of their factory organisation, and this type of
firm is scattered throughout all size ranges and
all industries* They are not confined to the
larger units of industry. The attitude of a
management to its health services, and thus the
value it places upon them, can often be readily
detected by assessing the type and scope of the
physical provisions they make for it* In many
instances enthusiastic staff battle against odds,
and their employers, to provide a service of good
quality with inferior facilities. In many instances
however, it is aispected that those employers who '
provide poor and inadequate equipment receive an
equivalent type of service from that quality of
staff v. hich such mediocre conditions work
attracts. These employers either do not, or will
not, realise that as well as serving the patient,
the*employee, badly, they are indirectly serving
their own interest in the same way.
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Chapter 18.
Recent Opinions and Experiments








There is a wide and complex field of accumula
opinion and fact to be covered by this chapter*
For the sake of simplicity, it is proposed to tre
the material in several arbitrary divisions* Thi
is somewhat unsatisfactory as, for example, the
dea^.n of an I.H.3. cannot be divorced from a con
sideration of its function. The volume of previous
work, done on these two subjects, however, is lar
and to handle it in a concise and clear manners s
such division is needed.
Recent History of the Development of the Concept
ol an Industrial health Service.
During the first World 'War the alarming amounjfc
of sickness absence in workers in munitions fac¬
tories lead the Government of the day to establis
in these works, a medical care service. They
further stimulated interest in the problem by
establishing, in 1915* the Health of Munition
Workers Committee. This was probably the first
attempt, in Great Britain, to organise an I.H.S.
across a broad range of industry. After the war
ended there was a lapse of interest, both private
and governmental, in such matters. After some
hesitation research was continued in the subject
by the reformed Industrial Health Research Board.
The Universities took little interest in the topib
and private industry seemed to be unaware that the
care of the health of its employees demanded more
than the statutory inspection of the Factory In¬
spectorate. A few government departments, such
as the Post Office, provided a medical service fo^r
their employees and these included in their work
some simple preventive measures. 0
In the 1930's interest revived somewhat. In
1935 thdUniversity of Birmingham appointed a
Reader in Occupational Hygeine, but the appointment
lapsed after some three years, because of the lac"
of support .(J? About this time some of the larger
industrial concerns in the country were beginning
to appreciate the benefits that could be obtained
from such a service, and a few of them, such as t
London Passenger Transport Board, set up rudi¬
mentary Health Services.CD The emphasis, however,
continued to be upon treatmexit rather than pre¬
vention.
With the outbreak of World War II there was
a sudden revival of interest for similar reasons
to that occulting in the first World War. In the
early period of the conflict the lessons learned
in the previous struggle had been ignored. In
le
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194-0 the first legislative .recognition ^of the im¬
portance of the health of the war-worlter, came frctai
the Factories (Medical and Welfare) Order 1940.(5D
This laid down outline standards of care to be pro¬
vided by all factories engaged upon the production
of war materials. In 194-1 the British Medical
Association issued the report of a committee, which
had been set up to examine the "co-ordination of
industrial Medical practice with other branches
of medical practice" ,(£) This was short but com¬
prehensive and presented the Association's views
upon such matters as, the place of medicine in
industry, the duties of an Industrial Medical
Officer (I.M.O.), medical education for industry
and the future of this type of work. In the
following years of the wax much thought was given
to the organisation and development of the whole
range of national health and medical services, and
this naturally involved further consideration ofi
the place of an Industrial Health Service, The
Association of Industrial Medical Officers had
already issued a statement about the peacetime
training of medical staff for industry.(^) This gave
some indication of the nature of the work that was
to be done by these doctors. There was still
little thought being given to the manner in which
these services should be provided. When, in the
later years of the war, the ultimate design of thi
post-war health services began to take shape
suggestions on this topic began to appearj0^)Thesf
were mostly based upon the assumption that the
State would provide for the health of the person
at work, in the same manner as it was preparing
to care for his sickness and health at home and
in hospital. The integration of a future I.U.S.
into the proposed National Health Service (N.H.S.,)
was first publicly advocated by both the Trades
Union CongresdSand the Association of Scientific
Workers.<© There was, at this time, some pre¬
occupation with preserving the independence of
action o—f the I.M.O. Stress was laid upon the
fact that he should be neither directly appointed
nor paid by the company which benefited from his
services'. The answer to this problem was sought
in making the State completely responsible for th£
organisation, provision and control of the future
I.U.S. In January, 1945 the Royal College of
Physicians issued a detailed report on the organi¬
sation of a national I.H.S. which took into con¬
sideration the recently issued White Paper on a
National Health Service.© This report agreed witji
the points made above, and considered that the
projected I.H.S. was urgently needed, and 3hould
be introduced as an integral part of the newly
proposed N.H.S, It suggested that the central
control of the service should be in the hands of
the Ministry of Health, and that the local control
should be in the hands of whatever local administNa¬
tive body was set up,in the N.H.S. to control ihe
other local health services. This latter arrange¬
ment would allow integration at the periphery with
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the other tranches of the new N.H.S, As the
ultimate pattern of the local organisation for th
N.H.S. did not become clearer until much later,
this report could not be precise about the local
form of integration. .The report went into such
other matters as grades of staff, education of
doctors, research, terms of service and finance.
The Royal College also agreed that it was in¬
appropriate for the I.M.O. to be appointed by, ami
responsible to, the managements of individual in¬
dustrial companies. The staff would be appointedand controlled by the new local health authority.
This report was, until that time, the most
far-reaching and comprehensive to be yet publishe
upon this subject. Its basic conclusions as to
the function, the staffing, organisation, educati
and research formed a core of principles which wejre
to be built upon by all later reports. It was,
and probably still is, the most important single
contribution to the topic. There were, however,
several grave omissions in it. Little considera
tion was given to the future of the Factory inspe
torate, which up until now had been the sole
effective supervisor of health inlfndustry. Even
less attention was given to the attitude of the
employexs/who had made little contribution to the
preliminary discussion, and to the construction, o
this document. It was rightly pointed out that
the I.M.O. is a member of the management team of
a factory,and to have a member of this team choseji,
and appointed by some outside body would not appe
to many senior industrialists. These are still
of the main difficulties facing the implementation
of te main proposals of this excellent plan.
pn,
Perhaps the gravest pre-assumption made by th
Royal College, however, was about the responsibility
felt by industrial management for the health of
their employees, now that the state was proposing
to provide comprehensively for the Rational Heaiti,
It is apparent that Industry thought that the heajLth
of the worker at work would become the State's
responsibility also. When the Rational Health
Service Act 1946 was passed,it become apparent
that no responsibility for the health of the citizbn
at work was, however, to be assumed by the Governl-
ment. The reasons for this are largely unknown.
It is presumed that they were a combination of ths
difficulties mentioned above plus a governmental
unwillingness to overload, with an extra burden,
the untried administrative machinery of the new
Rational Health Service.
The administrative position of the I.H. Serv
is today thus approximately the same as that whic
existed when the report ,as drawn up by the Royal
Colleges. Sinccjtxen there has been a spate of
discussion on the matter. None of this has re-
suited in any legislative or executive action by
the State. In 1947 the Association of Certifying
Factory Surgeons returned to the topic and broke






should be kept separate from the N.H.S. Whilst
admitting that there was an urgent need to develop
the range of the existing services, they felt that;
it should be a different type of service to any
previously suggested. This Association favoured,somewhat naturally, an extension of the statutory
inspectorial system (i.e. of the functions of the
Appointed Factory Doctors (A.F.D) of today). Tijx
scope of the statutory duties would be broadened
and the statutory health facilities, that had to
be provided by factories would be increased.
The^extended duties would be under the control of
the Factory Inspectorate who would, as today, be
responsible for the appointment of these doctors.
The increased medical staff would be recruited
from amongst local general practicners and the
increased cost would be borne by the employers,
who would contribute for each employee upon a
per capita basis.
In 194-9 the British Medical Association, whiqh
had been collecting evidence on the subject of
I.H. Services, issued a report .dp This broadly
confirmed that the outline, as suggested by the
Royal College of Physicians, was the appropriate
one. This report was, however, a less ambitious
document than the latter. It recognised that
there was a large gap existing in the National
Health 8 ivice an it did not extend to the care o|l
the worker at work. This was a deficiency that
must be remedied,but the manner of doing this was
fax from clear. Broadly there should be some form
of integration of such services within the general,
body of the N.H.S. The Ministry of Health shoul:
have the central control of the projected service,
and at the periphery there should be links -with
the consultant and general practioner service.
These links should be of dual appointments of staff
as well as being administrative ties. Within
these broad outlines this report did not enter into
much specific detail. It recognised that there
was doubt and controversy, about many points in the
projected organisation of a national I.H.8., and
it recommended an objective experimental approach
to these. Amongst the matters admitted to be in
dispute were the following. Should the ultimate
central control be in the hands of the Ministry
of Labour or of Health: what was the future plae^
of the Factory Inspectorate and its duties in
relation to the I.H.S.: what were the ways and
means of integrating the I.H.S. with the existing
arms of the N.H.S*, and what was the place in the
new scheme of the^I.H.Services already provided
by the larger and more enlightened employers?
Above all, in the eyes of the report, stood the
dilemma of the I.M.O. He was recognised to be
a member of the management team of the factory
and he needed the co-operation of management to
adequately perform his duties, yet, he also needed
to be demonstrably independent of them, if he was
to be able to give completely objective advice and
to retain the confidence of the employees. In
the light of these numerous unknowns and contro¬
versies, the Association recommended that experiments
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with different types of procedur-e and. organisation
were needed to test the relevant merits of the
various suggestions. There would need to be pre
liminary surveys,in different areas, to assess the
existing position before these experiments could
begin. It may, as a result, be necessary to
design different types of service to suit different
existing situations. Finally,more attention would
need to be given to tti ,11.1..1 j ti that large section cf
the working population which did not work in fac-
v^pries or similar places. The Association had
previously suggested that there were three general
patterns possible for future development.(/£) Firstly,
an extension of the present patch-work, laissez faire,
system reinforced by legislative sanctions,
Secondly a service completely organised and run
by the State, and completely integrated into the
N.H.S. Thirdly a compromise between these two
extremes,with the State and private industry
sharing the responsibility and the financial burdjen
in some way. The association apparently favoured
the latter method.
In July 1949 the Prime Minister announced the-
intention of the Government to appoint a committee
of enquiry (The Pale Committee), "to examine the
reditionship between the ........health services
provided for the population at large and the in¬
dustrial health services which make a call on
medical manpower to consider what
measures should be taken-by the Government and
other parties concerned to ensure that medical
manpower is uaed to thebest advantage; and to
make recommendations."\is) This committee reported
in February 1951•$£> Its terms of reference were
not sufficiently wide to allow it to consider the
development of- organisation of a nation-wide
Industrial Health Service. The object of the
Government at thtfttime seemed to be more concerns
with preventing a possible deviation of medical
and nursing personnel into industry and away from
the N.H.S. " There was, nevertheless, here an
opportunity to examine some of the problems facing
the foundation of an I.H.S. under the first term
of reference- namely the relationship between the
N.H.S. and existing Industrial Health Services.
Throughout its existence the work of this committee
was hampered by the Government's desire to see it
report quickly as it, the Government, had imposed
a ban upon the' further development of health
services in industry whilst the committee was
sitting. The Report briefly survajta existing
N.H.S. and I.H.S. facilities and organisations.
It served a useful purpose in authoratively re¬
iterating the functions of I.M.O.'s and Occupational
Health Nurses, as already recommended by the
and the Royal College of Nurses respectively. It
examined the question of duplication of work between
the N.H.S. and the I.H.S. and found that there was
very little that did not benefit either the patient,
or the productivity of industry, or both. It did
find that there was some duplication between the
School Health Authorities and the Appointed Factory
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Doctors and /thought it was unnecessary for the
latter to perform their duties separately from
the I.M.O. of the factory, where he was in exis¬
tence. The Committee found;also,that there was
no unnecessary wastage of medical manpower in the
existing I.H.S. but that there was an opportunity
for the dilution of fully trained nursing staff
by assistant nurses. It commented upon the in¬
adequacy of training of much of the First-Aid
staff that has to be corapuisorily provided under
the terms of the Factory Acts, and thought that
more use could be made of better trained First-
Aid auxiliaries in the factories employing under
50 people. This Committee, like the
stressed the need for more information about the
precise needs of different types of industry and
localities, and about the optimum form of the
organisation needed by a national to be
collected from surveys and experiments. It was
recognised that | eventually ,there should be some
comprehensive provision made in this field and/
that it should cover the non-industrial establishb
ments and be co-ordinated with the The
complementary nature of the M.H.S. and existing
Industrial Health Seivices was recognised,but
thought that the definition it gave of the scope
of an I.H.S. should be adhered to, to prevent
wasteful overlapping. The possibility of en¬
couraging the future development of an I.H.S, to <j®v<r
a wider section of industry by the simple legis¬
lative prescription of higher standards,was recogb
nised. One of tae larger problems confronting tr
provision of a national service, the factory
employing less than 50 workers, was only briefly
touched upon. It was appreciated that such small
factories may need a different type of service to
that already provided by some larger units of
industry. The problem of designing an effective,
yet sufficiently inexpensive, service for these,
often financially precarious, establishments, was
also acknowledged. It was agreed that there was
not, at present, sufficient information available
about the method of providing for such factories
to allow detailed comments to be made. It
suggested that even a modest increase of services
to such places would need a considerable increase
in medical and nursing manpower. It is doubted
if this last observation was an objective or
reasonable deduction to make, as the possible types
of organisation of schemes for such factories was
not apparently considered. The existence of
certain experiments in this field was noted witholt
he
further comment. Finally,more ce-operation between
the Ministries engaged in the field, and the sett
up of a Joint Advisory Committee, was recommended
The findings of the Dale Committee have bee
considered in some detail, as they represent the
only recent governmental consideration of the
position. The report disappointed some,who had
expected a definite outline plan for a future I.H
others had expected at least a strong lead to be






as if the main conclusions of the committee were
sound. The problems facing the foundation of
such a service are too numerous, and too little
is knowuabout their solution, for some grandiosescheme to be embarked upon. A gradual experi¬mental approach;and much more investigation,andsocial experiment, is needed before the basic
principles, relationships, and organisation can
be determined. Up until the xjx'esent, however,there have been few further developments officially.In 1954 an Industrial Health Advisory Committee
was set up by the Ministry of Labour.(55) This is
made up of representatives of various interested
parties,and its function is to advise the Minister
upon steps to be taken to further the developmentof industrial health services,within the boundsof present legislation. The present activities
of this committee seem to be confined to recommen¬
ding the carrying out of certain investigations
which will provide some of the facts called for''
by the Dale Committee nearly four years before
this body was appointed.
In Summary the present day position would seem
to be this. There is a generally agreed opinion,outside industrial management, that the advantagesof an I.H.S. should be available to the complete
range of British Industry, rather than to a very
small section of it, as at present. The main
focus of this extension should be the small and
medium-sized factories/which find it difficultfor economic reasons, to provide these facilities
individually,at present, The extended I.H.S.
should be co-ordinated in some form with the
existing N.H.S. Legislation is needed to compel
these employers,who will not,voluntarily,provide
thgse services(to do so. There still remain un¬
solved basic administrative problems, such as the
scale of staffing, the form of relationship betwesn
the I.H.S. and the N.H.S., the financing of the
service, the degree and type of State participa¬
tion, if any, and the training and recruitment of
staff. Throughout all the extended consideration
given^y many bodies, to this question, there has
been no authoritative opinion on the matter ex¬
pressed by a representative body of employers.
Theive will follow next a review of some of
the opinions expressed upoxx these difficulties anl
controversies.
Review of recent opinions about the functions of
an I.H.S.
What is considered to be the ideal outline
of function for an I.H.S. follows in the next
chapter, A review of opinions which support and
contradict this concept vxili now follow.
The Dale Committee, for the first time,
stated authorityiveiy, what was presumably^fSsfcepte i
to be, a comprehensxye outline of the functions of
an I.H.S. The duties considered sutiabie to be
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undertaken by doctors and nurses in industry had,
for many years previous to this, been the subject
of guiding statements by the B.M.AfcVand the fioyal
College of NursingThese statements proved
sufficient for their purpose until the provision
of some nation-wide scheme seemed to be imminent.
At this point, various bodies and individuals re¬
assessed this matter, and a flood of suggestions
resulted. The professional functions as previously
outlined, of nurses and doctors were questioned
and, in many cases, radical departures of function
were suggested fc+them. The functions of an I.I-ffs.
are, of course/inextricably bound up with the
organisational structure of such a service, and
to this extent, this separate discussion of function
is 3omewhat artificial. There are available so
many suggestions about the eventual organisation
of an I.H.S.'that it is more convenient to handle
the two topics separately.
Those reports and memordanda issued at the
end of . orId. .ax II detailed the possible functions
of an I.H.3.(0(0)Another lengthy and detailed set
of propssals dealing mainly wita the functions of
such a service was issued in early 1946,<(|p Altogether
these reports had a great deal in common and, in
fact, agreed, to a large extent, with the existing
definitions of the duties of doctors and nurses,
and with the later findings rnri P Bsaassem of the
Dale Committee. In essence, they are repeated
in the following chapter when these functions are
discussed in detail. It would appear that
thei e had been official approval for this range
of activities for some time previous to this.
The Factory Department had issued a memorandum on
the subject of the doctors1 duties in Industry,
as early as 1940, and this has been reprinted, in
an almost unchanged form, until the present day.
It roughly corresponds with previous definitions.
The place of treatment services within an I.H.S.
and the place of the trained nurse, was similarly
discussed in an official Welfare Pamphlet issued
about this time by the same department,<Q5) This
also agreed, to a large extent, with previous
pronouncements from various quarters on the subject.
These Factory Department publications were only
in the manner of suggestions to employer , and die.
not mean, presumably, that they were officially
accepted, or that a national I.H.S. would follow
their principles.
In the five years following torld War II there
was little published discussion about this matter*
The appointment of the Dale Committee, and the
B.M.A. report reused fresh interest. As has been
seen both these documents made an exploratory and
tentative approach to the subject of organisation
of an I.H.S. This caused, on the one hand, some
questioning of the whole purpose of an I.H.S. and
on the other, a critical self-evaluation of their
work, by those already working in Industry. Theie
followed a period of contx'oversy, where debate about
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the function and form of the services was inter¬
mixed and confused. This is all the more sur¬
prising when it is considered that it was upon thje
legitimate functions of an I.H.S, that the Dale
Committee was quite definite, although it could
not outline a suitable administrative vehicle for
extending these.
On one extreme stood an eminent academic
personality questioning,whether the whole subject
of Industrial Health was necessary at all, although
it appears that he was really questioning the
necessity of a separate service to administer it.
On the other extreme there were 1.1,0.'s advocating
the establishment of a national providing
a fill range of treatment, staffed exclusively by
full time I.M.6.*s and enforced by legislation,
in all sizes and types of factories.® In between
these extremities were numerous other interested
parties; all defining the functions of an I.H.S. ijnsuch a manner as so best to use their own training
and experience. The members of the Public Health
Service were amongst some of the foremost critics
of the existing functions of the existing I.H.S.
It was the treatment of patients that caused the
greatest controversy.do)It was the Medical Officers
of Health who lead this debate.Q|) One considered
that, as most of the functions of an I.H.S. were
already performed by G.P.'s in their surgeries,
there was no need for the elaboration of a separa
I.H.3.(5/ A few full-time I.M.O.!s would be needed
to perform curative duties in the larger factories
and a smaller number of Regional Consultants in
subject would .also, be needed. The environmental
control in industry could be carried out by the
local Health Autnority under statutory powers,
Anotner trenchant critic feared that with increasing
numbers of separate Industrial Health Services
there would be an increasing tendency to become
treatment rather than preventive services. This
would lead to an inferior quality of care and un¬
necessary duplication of effort. The main func¬
tion of an I.II, : . should be environmental control,
and this was to be based on an increased rangejof
Local Health Authority inspectorial function^^A
simpler and more experimental, approach was also
suggested by an M.O.fl.®* Iris would allow some
estimation of the existing morbidity,amongst the
local industrial population to be made by the LocAl
Health Authority, The M.O.H. would be empowered
to collect elementary epidemiological data from
all employers and ,thus an estimate could be arrived
at of the depth of the'problem.
A variation upon the principle of the purely
environmental inspectorial function was raised by
an Appointed Factory Doctor.® This,intimately in¬
volved considerable organisational changes and the
whole matter is considered later.
Finally there was controversy within the
body of professional people working in industry
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about the true functions of an I.H.S.^^It was
rarely disputed that the main emphasis of such a
service should be upon prevention, out there was
some irritation about the limitations placed upon
work in the curative field, by the Ethical littles
of the B.M.A. There was some attempt to obtain
a revision of these rules. It was felt that if
a wider scope were allowed, to properly staffed
and equipped Industrial Health Services, there
would be greater opportunities for quickly bene¬
fiting the patient/and industry,alike. There
would be a reduction of overlapping of duties and
a saving of the patient's time.
The most recent contribution to the debate
comes from the Association of Industrial Medical
Officers (A.I.M.O.) who, in 1956, published a
booklet outlining at length what they considered
to be the legitimate functions of an Occupational
Health Service.(55) These corresponded very closely
to the definitions which were produced 3ome ten "
years previously. It would seem that this defin|i
tion is liable to become the generally accepted
one. The original concepts were, and are, sound
and, despite an interim period of hesitation, and
doubt about these in the early 1950's, it is sub¬
mitted that in the future there will be little
further debate upon this point. The debate will
still continue upon the other main aspect of an
I.H.S., that is the form a nationwide service
should take.
Heview of recent opinion on the organisation of a.
National Industrial Health Service.
It was seen in the first section of this
Chapter that there is a generally agreed need to
develop the I.H.S. of the country to cover the
smaller factories. The functional emphasis on
prevention is,also, agreed but there is less agreed
ment about the scope of the treatment facilties
that should be provided. This agreement limits,
to some extent, the variations of form that are
possible but there is still sufficient room for a
wide range of alternatives to be formulated.
That eventually some form of legislation will
be needed is not disputed, neither is the need to
push forward with development. It seems to becoming
agreed however, tnat there needs to be more experi¬
ment, and investigation,with some of the numerous
alternatives that have been propounded,before any
form of legislation is embarked upon. It is
perhaps opportune to note,that there would appear
to be adequate legislative power amiable to the
Minister of Labour already, under Section II of the
Factories Act 1937, and Section 3 of the Factories
Act 1943.© Presumably,one >f rhe reasons why this
has not been done already, is because of the dispu'
as to whether this Ministry, or some other, is to
have central responsibility for the enlarged
service.
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The immediate post-war proposals for integrating
an I.H.S. within the framework of the N.H.S, came
to nought. The present discussion hinges upon
AmssslB^', the degree of State participation that i£
required, and^hat agency of the Gaernment will
be given the task of implementing this participa¬
tion.
Of organised bodies of opinion only the
Socialist Medical Association and the Medical
Practioners1 Union are in favour of a completely
State controlled and organised service. The latfer
bodies' proposals are the most caajnletely worked
out, and need further at tent ion. (£?/ The statutory
obligations of the employers are to be directly
provided and supervised by a local Occupational
Health Authority, which would, in effect, be a re-f
organised Local Health Authority. This assumes
two major points. That the local government
structure of the country' .ill be reorganised to
allow larger Regional Authorities to be formed, aijui,
that the N.H.S. will also be reorganised, and the'
new Regional Author!tywfll be armed with many of
its present functions.(|S) Jhilst it is admitted th^t
this may be the ultimate solution to the present,
and many other, problems it involves changes of a
more far-reaching character, than it is possible
to discuss at length in the present context. Un~
Idfcun tely the plan give3 little attention to the
attitudes of the employers. Legislative coercion
could achieve much co-operation but hardly of the
quality which would allow the humane administration
of an I.H.8. These suggestions fully appreciate
the need to engage the general practioner in this
work, although little attention is given to the
problem of providing him with the extra training
he will require.
The Society of Medical Officers of Health
has definite views upon the organisation of an
I.H.S.(IT) The work is essentially preventive and,
as such, should be part of the existing Public
Health Services.t The present powers of the
M.O.H. are too limited in the industrial field,
and by a simple expansion of these, and of staff
many of the problems in need of solution in in¬
dustry could be satisfactorily coped with. The
administrative difficulty would be solved simply
by the addition of a specialist department in the
subject, to the staff of the M.G.H. The need,
during adolescence for a smooth transition from
school to work could be best assured by the L.H.A.
as could graduated rehabilitation for the injured
adult from home to factory. The shortage of
traixxed staff and of adequate data, at present,
is recognised and is given attention. None of
the other main professional associations have
produced a plan which is as detailed as this one.
Both the B.M.A. and the A.I.M.O. seem to favour a
period of experiment, and survey work before any
concrete proposals can be made.
wo
Of non-professional bodies, apart from those
who were interested in the topic at the end of
Vorld ar II, none,other# than the Trades Union
Congress (T-U.C.) has continued to pronounce on
the matterJ^o/The T.U.C. has continued to press
its points and it is clearly willing to go on
doing this, until some action results, This
powerful body of organised opinion favours the
expansion of the present Factory Inspectorate to
enforce an extended code of legislation. The
Inspectorate would have at its disposal a labora¬
tory service;somewhat similar to the American
Federal Industrial Hygeine Service. This would
allow the Inspectorate to undertake much more
measured and objective control of environmental
conditions. The whole scheme would be initially,
of an inspectorial nature, as the experience of
the T.U.C. leads it to believe that the small
employer, in particular, cannot, and will not, co¬
operate in any other type of organisation. There
will be need for a more extended medical supervision
of a different type later, but this must wait upor
expanded training facilities and the availability
of moi'e staff. Above all is needed a strong leaf
from the Government.
n
Apart from this there is apparently little
widespread public interest in tie matter. Sporadic
press comment continues and occasionally a flicke
of more intense interest is shown when some new
r
experiment or lurid neo^item draws attention to
the existing situation®©Perhaps the most signi¬
ficant absence is the lack of comment, proposals
or even opposition from any representative body of
employers. One organisation, the British Employers'
Confederation, did, however, give evidence to the
Dale Committee, The occasional prominent indus¬
trialist does deliver himself of a comment upon t
subject, (g)
Despite the lack of comment from corporate
bodies of opinion,there is a spate of ideas from
X>rivate sources, mostly within the profession.
From outside the immediate field of Industri
Health comments have come from M.OiH, inparticular.
Some of these have been noted in the previous
chapter. In fact, the concept by the M.OiH. of
the function of an I.H.S. is quite different to
that which is generally accepted and has been sta
This influences, corresponingly, their attitude to
the question of organisation. Metcalfe-Brown,
Davies and Arnold Brown have made some of the mos)t
interesting contributions to this debate, arid all
have emphasized this different conception of the
functions of the I.H.S. Hughes expressed anothe
point of viewMiien he stated that there is not a
need for more I.M.O.'s, but a need for more slum
clearance of factories.^He recognises the need
for further clarification on many points, but
particularly upon the need to be clear about the
position of the I.M.O. Whether he is to be






He is careful to distinguish the place of the M»Q ,H#
in any future I.H.S, He suggests that the M«0*H
should act as an officer of central government,
and not as the Executive agent of the Local Autho¬
rity* This, he thinks,may remove some of the
anticipated difficulties from management about
co-operation with this officer* Finally, he warak
against the imposition of a compulsory scheme, which
may arouse hostility, ana produce less co-operation
than an intial voluntary approach to the problem.
He, in this context, raised the interesting point
that there may be a case for specific encouragement
by tax reliefs etc*/of those firms who make ade¬
quate health provision. (4by
The case for the Appointed Factory Doctor©©
(A.F.D.) iscogently put by Herford who is supported
by Millar*m)The former's main argument is based
upon the vital continuation by means of a joint
A.F.D*-SchooI M.O. appointment,of the health super¬
vision of the juvenile from school into industry*
This would make him an agent of the Local Author!
and he would carry out in industry, these newly
increased duties of this body*@) He would need to
be backed by an Occupational Health Laboratory
Service. The doctor would need to be given a
statutory appointment to ensure independence and
security of tenure and he would be either full-tiihe,
or have very limited prior committments. Herford
finally realises th t there is need for experiment
and trial with many of these suggestions. Millar
puts forward a similar argument, but he thinks th£t
the whole scheme should be put under the direct
control of the Ministry of Health.
Amongst those working in industry the contro-j-
versy centres around the organisational details of
an Industrial Health Service. There is general
agreement that there should be some form of co¬
operation with the B*H.S«,but opinions vary as to
how close this should be, and what form it should
take. yers recognised the strength of the claims
of the M*0#H* who is a specialist! in both pre¬
ventive medicine and in administration J®)1 Tyrer
does not believe that any good could come from th:
form of co-operation as the Local Authorities are
unsuited to be the controlling bodies, and their
staffs are untrained for the work.dp He thinks th;
a direct control of the whole service by either
the Beglonal Hospital■Board or the Ministry of'
Labour, is the answer* Cupel thinks that the
time is far from ripe to establish a service by
legislation and would like the I,M.O. to have more
elabor te treatment facilities at his disposal!??)
Faulkner Hudson, in a thoughtful review of the
problems facing the establishment of an I.H.S.,
reflects that the basic point, namely the true
nature of "health", is still in need of definition|Q^)>
He,further ,points out that the responsibility of
maintaining this unknown quantity, in an industrial
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environment rests squarely upon the shoulders
industrial management# Until management shows
greater willingness to accept this burden there
is little that can be achieved of a lasting con-'
structive nature. Schilling suggests the more
rational approach of finding out where the need
is greatest and then concentrating upon this
the limited resources available.© Stewart, in
a reasoned review of the whole period of develop¬
ment, since the war, insfisia that the opportuxiit
existsat the moment for fact-finding and experi
meat. ©/There is ndther a receptive opinion in
industry, nor the necessary information availabl
to embark upon nation-wide action.
Perhaps the nearest approach to the official
Government position on the matter comes from
Ince.C^He emphasizes that the next step should
be in expanding the I.H.3. to include the small
and medium sized factories. To achieve this he would
rely ujjon employers voluntarily employing their
existing Appointed Factory Doctors upon an ex¬
tended range of duties. This would mean that
greater educational opportunities for G.P.,s/
and probably nurses, would have to be provided,
nevertheless,there is still a great need for
research into organisational problems, and par¬
ticularly into the problems of providing an I.H.
for non-Industrial establishments such as office
transport, hotels, and the like. Finally, any
experiment, to be worthy of consideration as the
prototype of a national I.H»S., must have an organi¬
sation capable of expansion, by legislation, int
a comprehensive scheme covering all those fac¬
tories which have, up until that time not joined
it voluntarily. '
It is to be noted, that nowhereyixi the past
have the financial aspects of any suggested
scheme been thoroughly considered. Perhaps sucjh
an exercise is considered to be too theoretical
without having, as its basis, experience with an
existing service. But, to encourage the indus¬
trialist to take more than a passing interest ix
any proposals, more detailed attention will need
to be givenyin the future;to this vital point.
The plan which, it is considered, will he
capable of leading to an interesting experiment
in the design of an Industrial Health Service is
outlined in Chapter 20. Many features of this
have been drawn from the opinions stated above.
Much of it, however, has been developed after
conversations on the topic during visits to
factories. The opinions, as found on Tyneside,
of managements and organised labour, have been
given due v^eight when this design was being de¬
veloped,
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Existing Co-operative Industrial Health Services
in Great Britain, "
There exlstf in Great Britain today several
experimental Industrial Health Services which
are designed to answer the needs of the small
and medium sized factories. To a greater,or
lesser degree they attempt to provide an answer
to many of the difficulties this question raises
The manner in which they do this will be examined.
The experience gained with these projects can ti^en
be used, to benefit the proposed organisation of
Chapter 20,
The best known of these voluntary co-operative
I.H.S, *s started in 194-7,-b"operates on a Trading
Estate at Slough.Qp This estate, a private pre¬
war venture, contains a wide range of factory
sizes and activities. In 1956 there were 178
firms employing 17>652 people, covered by this
service. The bi'eakdown of factories by size
is not available, but it is known that the
majority of these firms employ under fifty £>eopl
and many of them have under 20 employees. It
must be emphasized that all these,relatively, new
factories are located within the definitely cir¬
cumscribed area of a Trading Estate, where road
communications are good, and where, by average
British standards, the working conditions are
good. There is no aeavy manufacturing industry
upon the estate, such as steel making or ship¬
building. Much of the work that is done here i
of the semi-skilled, mass production type. This
service, therefore, does not have to contend wit
the difficulties facing a similar service being
newly formed,to serve an older established indus
trial area. In this latter, and much more
common type of area, industry is arranged in a
chaotic geographic hotchpotch, being intermixed
with housing, and joined by narrow roads passing
through shopping centres, and crossing railways
and rivers. The factories are mixed in size,
in type of industrial activity, and in age to an
extent never found on any Trading Estate. ' A
service bein developed in such an am d would
have the extra handicaps of local geography,
distance, communications andjfa wider range of
industry and environmental conditions. Despite
the impossibility of using the Slough experiment
to generalise upon for the whole of British In¬
dustry, there are many valuable les ons to be
learned from it. The vigour of the Medical
Director has proved that the owner of the smallejr
factory can be made to take a responsible interest
in the health of his employees. The continued
operation of the service testifies to this, Thi
has been achieved, however, with several aids
which cannot necessarily be expected to apply
to any subsequent scheme. The Slough Service
was heavily upported, financially and material!
at its inception. This allowed it to obtain a
range of equipment\ and buildings,which consider¬
ably widened the range of services it could give.
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Since then its current'finances have Continued
to be directly(and indirectly,supported to a con¬
siderable extent. It would appear that the
annual charge made to the member firms is roughly
only half of the actual total cost of running the
service. This direct(current financial aid comes
partly from grants from benefactors and in,part,
from the local R*H.B. The Slough service also'
operates, for the R.H.B., a Regional Rehabilitation
Centre, The services and facilities offered by
this centre are at the direct disposal of the stai'f
and member firms of the Service. There is thus
considerable indirect help from this source' to tlai
factory-floor service. All these factors add up
to make this service an attractive proposition fo:
the small factory owner. It is highly unlikely
that such an attractive service, both in cost and
range of provisions, could be provided, in the
future, by a voluntary co-operative Service withou
either,heavy assistance from private benefactors
or( co-operation, in some form, from the S.H.S,
The detailed range and scope of the service
provided by tie Slouth schemg^has been adequately
described in the literatuiw^@>An outline only wi]Ll
be given here and this should serve to make
intelligible the comments made about the service.
The preventive and curative work is divided on. a
geographic basis. There is a large central clinjLc
which deals with the treatment of casualties etc.
from the immediately surrounding factories, Thi
building also contains other central facilities
such as physiotherapy, occupational therapy and
social service departments, records and other
general clinical facilities, including an X-ray
plant. In the geographic sub-divisions of the
Estate there are smaller treatment and examination
centres which deal with the routine clinical work
of the service. There is also a travelling mobijle
surgery which attends these factories slightly
more remote from the peripheral treatment posts.
The environmental control is based upon a system
of regular routine inspections by the nurses of the
service. These are backed up by less frequent
routine inspections by the I,M,0*'s who also visl
a factory when the nurse reports any untoward de¬
viation.
The treatment side of the service has the benefit
of the consultant advice of the R,H«B, at the
Central Clinic and the Rehabilitation Centre. 2jhe
work of environmental control has a specialist
Occupational Hygeine Team at its disposal^v^This
is made up of a clinician and an Occupational
Health Engineer, It had, until recently, its
laboratories in the London Scaool of Hygeine and
Tropical Medicine ,and the Engineer was a member o.
the staff of this institution.
The work of this experiment is divided in effect
into two tiers. The factory tier is staffed by
full-time medical and nursing staff, and provides
the day-to-day routine services of the Scheme.
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This level has at it3 call a consultant clinical
and scientific/tier upon whose assistance it can
call when needed. Much of this consultant adv:
is provided by outside bodies and there is,
apparently, little financial burden,from these
thrown directly upon the factory level service*
The overall financial situation despite this aic.
has already been noted.
ce
There is considerable emphasis placed in the
Slough scheme upon the treatment aspect of the
work, and this Indeed seems to take up a large
fraction of the total .time of the staff. There
are several reasons for this, all of which would
not necessarily be operative in other areas.
There was, for example, no immediately accessible
hospital casualty service in Slough, when this
scheme began in 1947* The service had to provijde
this. The managements of the member firms have
come to value this aspect of the work so highly
that the Service continues to deal with nearly
all of the minor illnesses and traumatic injuries
occurring on the ;state. It was because of this
gap which it filled in the absence of a hospital
casualty department,1 cat the Service was so popu¬
lar at the outset. This leads to the present
condusion,of the Medical Director, that, in ordejr
to "sell" an I.U.S. to the smaller employer, an
efficient and speedy casualty treatment service
must be the first priority,®' Whether this argument
applies in areas which are better served by hospitals
at the outset, is less certain. Despite this
there is no reasonable doubt that any future 1.31,,
even in an area well served by hospital casualty
departments, will have to contend with a certain
amount of treatment of minor illnesses and injuries,
The treatment of triese conditions in the factory
is more economic and effective than it would be
a relatively distant hospital.
■;al
Despite the#?* qualifications, already placed
upon the impossibility of generalising on the
Slough experiment it has demonstrated effectively
several points. An efficient treatment service
%for minor ailments is needed, either close to, oj?
'in each factory. This can be staffed v.ith
trained nurses who are only thinly supervised by
medical staff. Much of the routine environmen
control can, similarly, be effectively carried
out by the same nurses backed by a few I.M.O.'s.
Both of these aspects of an I.H.S, need access
to consultant advice for help with problems beyond
"their capacity. It is within the powers of the
R.H.B. to provide part,at least,of this advice.
There are difficulties'involved in basin; the
scientific part of the Occupational Hygeine team
upon a University.which are referred to later.
It is in financial matters that perhaps, Slough
points the most important lesson. To run an I.H
of this scale and complexity, even with aid in t
shape of cash and services from the E.B.B., is
expensive matter. It costs_^about £2,10,0 per






be unattractive.to the smaller employer and,as a
result,the service has had to be subsidised to a
considerable degree by outside beneficiaries, in
order to allow it to continue in its present form.
There are similar services, but perhaps less
complex, running on trading estates at Bridgend
and flilliagdon. These all present somewhat
similar problems. This type of service, to be ms}<
financially attractive to the small employer,
has either to reduce the scale of its services and






A different type of experiment, wita a co-oper
tive I.H.S,, which began in operates in the
new town of Harlow in Essex.(£3) There are ultimately
to be 80,000 inhabitants of this town, and the
factories which will employ many of them are to be
located .on two adjacent trading estates. One only
of these^in operation at the moment, and it is her
that this I.fl.S. is working. The same qualifica¬
tions, about operations on a Trading Estate .apply
to the Harlow scheme, a3 apply to the Slough exper
ment. The factories are new, the working conditi
are therefore goodjtrthe industry is concentrated in
a small area which has good communications. This
Industrial Health Service is staffed by general
practioners who serve^part-time I.M.0.'s.^)Genera)!
Practice in this town is conducted exclusively in
partnerships, and from lavishly equipped health
centres. Each of these I.M.G.'s belongs to one
of the partnerships. There are altogether eight
general practioner-I.M.O.'s and two nurseq who
to ether cover some 26 factories employing a total
of 4,162 persons. Bach G.P. has alloted to him
a number of factories for which he is responsible.
Here he carries out his routine evironmental and
personal preventive duties and such clinical
treatment service, of a non-emergency nature, as
may seem necessary.1^) The emergency treatment work
is mainly performed by the nursing staff, who are
super-vised by the duty I.M.Q. of-1he-day. The
roster o-f- duty-work circulates through ail the
I.M.Q.' s who spend, in turn, the factory working-
hours of each day on duty. Because of the partne
ship structure of General Practice in Harlow, and
of the compactness and ease of communication, this
arrangement seems to work very smoothly. Before
the service beg^n some of the I.M.O.'s had a brief
period of training at Slough, and all attended a
week-end course in Industrial Medicine. The whol
service is administred and was indeed developed,
by a dynamic Medical Director, who acts as the
main consultant for the service. There are two
attending clinical consultants w .o are paid privat
lone of the facilities of this Service are directly
or indirectly financ&U or supplied by the lationa
Health Service. The whole Service is financed by
a per capita annual charge on the employers. This
at present is £2per head, of^all population coverjed
by the serviceThis service, like Slough,has








Nuffield benefactions with its initial capital casts
none of which fall on the member firms. There i
in fact, a current financial subsidy from the Nuf
Trust, but this is in the nature of continuing he
with the initial capital committments. These costs
will continue during the first few years of the
service. Thereafter the Service is designed to
become financially self-supporting at a charge of
£2 per head per annum.(£3)
This is a most interesting development. There
is little doubt that the general practioners are
proving able to handle the environmental problems
arising in their factories. Much of their abili
to do this is, however, due to the personal energj>
and encouragement;of the Medical Director, and how
they would fare under different circumstances has
yet to be shown. There is some doubt as to the
ability to stabiise the cost of the service to th^
firms at the present level. There does not seem
to have been much initial resistance to the schem^
on the scox^e of the cost. This service shows a
possible way to co-operation between another arm
of the N.H.S. and an I.H.S, It is impossible to
predict how co-operation with the Local Health
Authority, and the local hospital will be worked
out in Harlow. There is little doubt that again
the absence of a nearby hospital, and the resulting
inability to attend rapidly to casualties has helped
this scheme to appear more attractive to the emplo¬
yers .
There is a third, and final experimental type
of co-operative I.HfS. which has recently been deal¬
er ibed.Tombleson shows that a group of small and
medium sized engineering firms in Bedford, as ear
as 1943 co-operated to form an I#H»S. There wer
some 14 factories employing some 6,37b workers
covered by this scheme in 1936. This Service
content itself with employing a full time meaical
officer a.ione, and the only expense, other than his
salary, is the cost of other incidentals such as
stationery. The individual firms are responsible
for employing their own nursing and/or auxiliary
staff. There are six trained nurses, and three
full time auxiliaries in six factories, and the
rest ef the staff consists of part-time, first-aid
auxiliaries. Most of the I.M.O.'s time is
apparently devoted to clinical work, and little enj-
vironmental control is attempted. The total cost
of the service is not available.
Each of these three examples of co-operative
I.H.S.'s is different in some respect, ana they hai/e
been presented in a degreasing scale of complexity
and cost. None of them supplies an adequate answer
to all the problems inolved in planning an I.H.S.
The first two have severe limitations placed upon
their ultimate value as prototypes by their locatibn
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and nature of the industry they serve. The last
example is apparently, deliberately limited to the
engineering industxy. It is considered that the
mode of organisation of this type of I.H.S. is
ideally treated by location ,as opposed to industries.
It is suggested, also,that this latter example is
too rudimentary and probably wasteful of nursing
time. It would appear that different member firiji:
receive differing standards of care from their
separate nursing and auxiliary staffs. However,
it is probably cheaper to run than the other two
examples. It is impossible to be dogmatic about
the lessons to be learnt from the Harlow Service,
as it has been running for only a short time, ft
has been shown thatG.P.'s are capable of being us4d
satisfactorily in an I.H.S. Whether the particu
larly favourable conditions existing in this new
town would allow this metiiod of medical staffing
to be duplicated in a more typical industrial are4
remains open to speculation. The Slough service
offers a wide and comprehensive range of services
It is undoubtedly expensive and is probably too
expensive for th<fe>type of service to be generally
applicable. It does clearly show the way in whir
future co-operation between the iUH.15. and the
I.H.S. could be established. This is not to aay
that it is considered that such co-operation need
necessarily include the splendid rehabilitation
centre it has been possible to establish there.
Slough has also shown t he great value of an
Occupational Hygeine Team, and its essentiality tc
any efficient I.H.S.
The experience with financing these schemes
still leaves open the answer to this part of the
general problem. It is, apparently, necessary for
some form of assistance to be given to an I.H.S,
if it is to supply an adequate range of services,
and still be within the limits of economic possi¬
bility for smaller firms. It is suggested that
the direct financial burden to industry should be
reduced by providing part of he service through
the N.H.S. This part could must appropriately
b< the clinical consultant tier, and the scientifj
investigation facilities. The purely factory level
service should be provided directly by the employer,
as this is obviously his responsibility, and althc
he does not recognise this .yet, he would prefer tc
retain it, and honour^ it if the alternative were itjs
assumption by the State.
The lessons learnt from personal contact witlfcjfehe
first two of these examples of I.H.S., and, with
wide range of private industrial health services
in the course of this Survey are embodied in the
next chapters*
There are numerous descriptions available-^
of the I.H.S. 's of private and nationalis
industries. The majority of these are organised
upon the basis of an industrial or commercial
linkage. Only a rare example of a private scherji
contains a wide range of factory functions and
ugh
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sizes within a limited geographic area. For the
pur-pose of helping with the design of this type o.
I.H.S. these examples are of limited value. ' Such
descriptions have, xowever, helped with the defi¬
nition of the function of an I.H.S., and have served
to reinforce some of the lessons learnt from the
co-operative schemes.
The experience of other countries in the develop¬
ment of their co-operative type of X.H.S. is also
of limited value. Differing systems of existing
health care, differing social values, and different
degrees of economic development, are ail factors,
which make it difficult to use the experience of
one country in helping another, There is a volu-t-
minous collection of literature on the subject of
"small-plant" health services from American sourcesS&kS\!!A&
The development of interest in this subject was
chronologically the same as it was in Sreet Brit&j
In the U.S.A., however, there is no newly develop*
administrative framework covering the whole range
of medical services outside industry, ana so there
would appear to have been greater room for experi¬
ment both with the internal design of these service
and with their relationship with other health agerc
There is, therefore, in , he United States, a richly
varied range of types of I.H.S. These range from
the almost c mpletely state organised and financial
aided I.H.S. in Connecticut, which has a close
connection with the Tale Medical School for teachili
purposes, to the service which is completely finane
by organised labour. The former is a service vvhi]<
resembles the British conception of a mainly pre¬
ventive service w lilst the latter is almost entirely
a comprehensive and lavish ciincicai care scheme.
In between these two extremes there is the service
of i.he nation-wide corporation, the city organised
I.H.S,, tae purely voluntary co-operative I.H.S.
organised by local groups of firms, and several
combinations on these patterns. The wealth of
detail and breadth of imagination devoted to these
plans is overwhelming. Overall, it seems clear,
that the differing American conception of Industrie
Health, includes in it much more of clinical medic:
than we would include. The American plans are
mostly different in function, and thus in design,
to what would be possible in Britain, against the
background of organised care under the N.H.8« Of
the numerous reports from other countries about bofl
State and private I.H.S., and about inspectorial
systems, tae Norwegian I.H.S. offers themost usefi
experience from a British point of viev- xjj) In Norwe
the post-war urge to establish a nation-wide com¬
prehensive Industrial Health Service was also
present, but here it resulted in concrete voluntary
co-operative action on the part of the whole of
Norwegian Industry. This is admittedly not large
by comparison with British Industry. There is no
legislative code, but a tripartite Council issues
standards of practice for guidance. The service















local general practioners with experience in pre¬
ventive medicine. The appointments are openly
advertised and competed fox. Considerable atten¬
tion is given to routine medical examinations of
ail workpeople, as v^eil as to environmental inspec¬
tion. The whole cost of the scheme is borne by
the individual employers. In 1953 there were 653
plants employing 186,490 workers included in this
scheme, hone of these companies was coerced by
legislation into joining, and ail were voluntary
members. All carried the costs of their individual
provisions.. which were kept to at least the minimum
standards prescribed by the Central Council, The
average cost per head of the population covered
is 20-30 shillings per annum. Because of the
purely voluntary nature of this scheme there is
little formal co-operation with the other main
poeventive service - the Public Health Service.
Much of the work of this service resflflbies that
which: it is suggested, as being appropriate for an
I.H.Sl in Great Britain, There is a notable
absence of nursing staff employed by this scheme,
although it is presumed,that individual firms
continue to make their own arrangements in this
respect. Whether a fully comprehensive, and
nation wide service would result in British society
from such a wholly voluntary pattern is doubtful.
Furthermore,there is a considerable difference
between the size and industrial pattern of Nor¬
wegian factories and those in Britain, and this
British problem is.thus,much more complex. Never¬
theless, the achievement of Norway in extending
its service to this extent is something to be
greatly admired and if possible emulated.
The elements of a completely organised State
service in a society sim.il r to British are found
in New ZealandXS) Here the Medical Ofdicers of the
Division of Occupational Health of the Central
Department of Health, have, until recently been
almost entirely engaged upon inspectorial duties
under the New Zealand Factories Act 1946. They
have, however, at their disposal two valuable
ad-.it/onal services,which are absent in Britain.
There is a central laboratory service which assists
with the solution of environmental problems. Just
as important, there is a trained cadre of Occupational
Health Nurses ho inspect the factories regularly
and perform simple clinical and environmental
diagnostic procedures. The doctors and nurses_as
well as being inspectors, have the valuable addi¬
tional role of advisors and teachers. Much of
their time is taken up with lecturing and with
demonstrations of preventive measures, Hecentiy
the department has entered the curative field, and
tentative steps are being taken for the Division
to provide treatment clinics in the main industrial
centres* Like Norway, however, this takes place
against the backgro nd of a different social
pattern, and a much less extensive and complex
industrial picture. It is doubted if this experience
has much to offer Britain at the moment.
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In Conclusion.
The pattern of development of the concept of
the function and the form of individual and
national Industrial Health Services has been
outlined. It is, probably, generally admitted
that today in Britain the immediate organisation
of a national I.H.S*, whilst its ultimate func¬
tions are agreed upon, is prevented by a number
of difficulties. The principal one appears to
be the lack of adequate data from experiments
about the most acceptable and efficient ultimate
form of such a service. Those experiments that
are in being already provide much useful data
but are few in number, and have considerable
limitations. The experience of other countries
in this respect is of limited value.
In the next two paragraphs the function and
form of an I.H.S, for a large region containing a
mixture of types and sizes of factories is outlined.
Much of what has been considered in this chapter
is included in these outlines
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The Functions @£ an Industrial Health Serviced.H«S.)
S'rem what has been described in the preceding;
chapter it is obvious that sufficient thought has
oeen given, in the past, t© the subject ©f
Industrial Health Services t© allow a definite
estimate to be made of the functions of such a
service. The two main divisions of activity of
such an I.H.S. are curative and preventive. From
what has been outlined already .it will appear
obvious that the former type of work should play
only a minor part in the overall activities."
Accordingly this part of the subject will be dealt
with first.
Curative Services.
The basic ethical aim of any medical practitioner
is to attempt to cure or relieve his patient, as
quickly and as effectively as he is able so to do.
This principle is undisputed, but in the present-
context it is necessary to give it further con¬
sideration, Any form of medical treatment once
begun is best carried out in its entirity by the
doctor who has the primary clinical responsibility
for the patient. In most instances this person
is the family doctor^who diagnoses the cause of
the illness and then treats it either in the
patients' own home or his own surgery. Occasions
arise when the diagnosis is in doubt, or where
the optimum form of treatment can be obtained only
from those specialist facilities provided by a
hospital. In these instances^the clinical re¬
sponsibility for the patient's return to health
is borne, for a longer or shorter period, by the
clinician to whom the patient has been referred.
Nevertheless, when this period of hospital care is
complete,the responsibility reverts once more to
the family doctor. The essence of the latter's
primary responsibility for the patient would seem
to be hinged upon his ready access to the patient
in his (the patient's) home,(It is here most
illnesses begin). Any illness, therefore, which
necessitates, at any time in its course, the
confinement of the patient to his home becomes,
during that time, the responsibility of the family
doctor. It is in the best interests of the
patient that the family doctor should bear this
primary clinical responsibility for him.
From the curative viewpoint of an Industrial
Health Service,, it is this situation that must
dominate all activity. Emergency treatment and,
if necessary, referral elsewhere of a person
taken unexpectedly ill or seriously injured at
work, is obviously within the clinical responsibility
of whatever medical man is initially called to
attend the patient. The treatment of such an
illness at once is obviously in the best interests
of the patient. It often happens, in more minor
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illnesses arid accidents ,that this initial treat¬
ment is all tnat is required, and. the episode ends
here. Any further investigation or treatment
which i3 needed, and which may necessitate a
greater or longer period of confinement to the hode,
immediately becomes the clinical responsibility of
the family doctor. Under these circumstances the
curative activities of an Industrial Health Servicje
become limited*
The:© are, of course, practical qualifications
to be placed upon this rigid ethical position.
Nothing that has been stated need be taken to ex¬
clude the provision of simple facilities which may
assist the family doctor to further the best
interests of his patientt(namely to bring about
as speedy and as complete a recovery as is pos iblje).
fhuSj) often an early j.and clinically permissible,
return to work relieves a patient of considerable
financial anxiety 4#, axwispee&s his rehabilitation
If the provision of suitable supervisory and treat
merit facilities at work furthers this aim^thea the
best interests of the patientare being served. On
the other hand,the facilities needed to complete
his recovery may be of such a nature that they
should be under the control of an appropriately
trained and qualified hospital clinician. It is
not, in these instances, in the best interests of
the patient to allow such treatment to be given,
other th n in the appropriate place and manner.
Similarly, the making of an early and accurate
diagnosis of an illness is in the patient's best
interests. Such a diagnosis may reveal a simple
condition which can be readily alleviated., where
there is little possibility of the patient having
to be confined to his home during its managementf
then it would appear rational and logical to give
the appropriate treatment at once, and brixig about
the quickest possible alleviation of the illness.
It also seems permissible under these circumstanced
to begin some treatment which may have to be con¬
tinued at home, provided this isT^nerally accepted
and appropriate treatment for that condition. The
further instalments of this can then be given at
home by the family doctor, who assumes responsibility
for the case. He should be provided with the
fullest information about the findings and the trea
ment. If it is in the best interests of the
patient to continue at work,and the G.P. takesyor
concurrs in this decision, then the I.H.S. acting
as the agent of the family doctor, can well con¬
tinue the treatment which it began. Finally a
diagnosis may be made, in the course of some routine
examination, of a condition which it is suspected,
needs closer attention and investigation. Under
these circumstances it is, of course, the family
doctor who must bear the burden of the continued
clinical responsibility.
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In the above situations the position of an
Industrial Medical Officer (I.M.O.) is further
complicated by his relationship with another
interested party; the industrial organisation
which is his employer. The position of the full-
time I.M.O* is potentially a more difficult one
than that of his part-time colleague, who has
alternative means of livelihood available to aim#,
The points now to be considered apply in this
context, to a greater or lesser degree, to all
doctors employed by industrial organisations* No
company employs a medical officer to conduct an
I.u*3*^unless it believes that it will receive
some tangible benefit in return. The firm may
wish for no more obvious return than the preser¬
vation of the health of its employees; this will
in turn bring it the benefit of a stable and con¬
tinuously available work-force. On the other
extreme^some companies assess their I.H.S. upon
a strictly financial basis; they think they can
estimate the return received from this part of
the organisation as accurately, in terms of cash,
as the returns from any production or sales departj-
ment* No matter what the underlying motives of
employers are, it is essential that the I.M.O.
should be treated as a skilled, but highly indivi¬
dual member of the management team, i.e. as the
sole source of expert opinion upon his subject -
Industrial Health. In these circumstances then,
it should be incumbent upon the I.M.O. to stress
the point that the prime ethical consideration in
the provision of treatment facilities is "What is
best for the patient?" If the patient is a con¬
tented and loyal member of the companies' staff,
that which is in the patient's best interests is
also in the best interests of his employers. The
employing company, however, very often feels that
the duty of their I.H.S« is to serve the companies
interests first,and only consider the patient's
interests second to these. It is when the em¬
ployers adopt this latter attitude that they demanji
an increased range of treatment facilities for the
employees. These facilities, they feel, can ofteh
circumvent the time wasting delays which occur whep
the primary clinical responsibility is passed to
the family doctor. It is more in the firm's
interests for their I.H.S. to retain clinical con¬
trol ^and to embark unfettered upon a complex coursfe
of treatmentjwhich can be continued whilst the man
is at work, and so is still productive. The non-
biologicully trained managements do not realise
that it is a hazardous undertaking to predict at
the beginning of any illness that it will continue
to remain so trivial. That is, the patient will
never at any time in its course, need to be confinfed
to his home with it. If this eventuality happens,
the burden of responsibility for the continued
management of the case is thrown upon the family
doctor - someone who up until that time has had
no responsibility for, or knowledge of it. Under
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such, circumstances the unity of clinical responsi¬
bility has been destroyed, and the best interests
of the patient have not been safeguarded, and, it
is submitted, neither have the real and long terra
interests of the management. Any attempt to
extend the simple scheme of treatment facilities
to be outlined does not further this ethical basi]s
of the curative aspect of an I.H.S. The pressure
from managements to, do this is often strong. They
cannot see the important reason why such facilities
should be limited. These pressauxes must be re¬
sisted.
It is suggested that the following types of
treatment alone are suited to the curative function
of an I.H.S.
a). Emergency and First Aid treatment of all
injuries and minor ailments occurring at
work. This often means a single and
isolated treatment,such as the giving of
a mild analgesic or the dressing of an
abrasion. Where a simple laceration
occurs, it is best sutured at once; there
must be adequate facilities for this to be
done under sterile conditions. Surgical
procedures which are so extensive that the?
will require observation at home and a
period off work, are best dealt with by the
local «WHWBSSSSt hospital. The clinical
control can then be passed to the family
doctor after the hospital procedure has
been completed. Any injury or illness
which, it is suspected, will require a
period of treatment at home should only be
given emergency or supportive treatment,
before the appropriate referral.
b). Other treatment facilities. As has been
suggested.,it is often in the best interests
of the patient for him to return to work
as soon as it is clinically justifiable for
him to do so. This is a decision to be
taken by the G.P. It may be that a return
to work is delayed, not because of the
patient's physical inability to cope with
his job, but simply because no regular
medical supervision and care is available
for him at work. In these circumstances
the G.P* usually decides that caution is
the better course,311! the man is needlessly
kept from work until this interim con¬
valescent period is passed. It is the
function of an I.H.S. to provide this care
during this period, and to provide, where
feasible, those therapeutic and rehabili¬
tation procedures that the G.P* and/or
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clinician recommend. Similarly, if an illnesib,
whether occurring at work or elsewhere, is not
in itself sufficiently handicapping to keep a
person off work ,it is the duty of an I.H.S. to
provide suitable facilities to allow the
patients to continue at work. Again the family
doctor has the responsibility of suggesting
this course, and of prescribing the appropriate
treatment. He should in all these dealings
have the skilled advice and enviro.nmental know+
ledge of the I.M.O. to help him,
o)«Hehabilltation, If a patient is to be en-
couraged to return to work as soon as his G.P,
considers it advisable, then some form of
rehabilitation service must be provided by an
I.H.S, The delay in return to work of a con¬
valescent person is sometimes caused by absence
at work of facilities for his continued treat¬
ment, It is more often due to the fact that
the convalsecent patient is not, as yet, fully
physically capable of performing his original
job. To cover this interim convalescent
period it is the duty of an I.H.S, to provide
specially adapted occupations, using scienti¬
fically proved techniques, to further the
return to full and active productive life, It
is assumed in this that a person is at his
happiest and healthiest when he is regularly
engaged upon some form of productive or creativte
activity. This, to most persons, is their
daily work. It would, therefore, appear to be
in their best interests to return to this as
soon as permissible,
d).Diagnostic Facilities. Strictly speaking, thje
majority of the diagnostic facilities which
fall within the province of an I.H.S,, are most
properly included within its preventive aspect.
Obviously, however, before any treatment of a
patient is begun,a diagnosis is usually made.
If the treatment of a patient is of a diagnosed
triviality, which requires no referral, then
the matter ends here. If the continuing res¬
ponsibility of the case is being passed else¬
where^ then the opinion of -the i.M.O. about the !
condition should be forwarded with the patient.
The question really at issue is to what lengths
should an I.H.S, go in providing aids to
clinical diagnosis which are available, but
often at some inconvenience, elsewhere. It is
sug ;ested that the principle in this
instance should be,that only those aids should
be provided which help the I.M.O, to come to
a definite conclusion's to whether the condition
is one which lies within his therapeutic
province or not. There is no necessity to
providefacilities sufficient to make a complet[
diagnosis. This position is further clarified
when it is realised that many diagnostic aids
are sophisticated clinical tools'hich only
find economical frequency of use in hospitals.
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Thus, it is submitted that, Tor example, simple
urinel analysis is within the province of an
I.H.S.,but complex biochemical estimations are
beyond its functions. Because of the frequency
of trauulfcic injuries in some industries, with
their likelihood of associated osseous damage,
the use of a small diagnostic X-Ray unit is
considered justifiable, within this principle.
Most soft-tissue traumatic injuries are radio-
logically examined at the present time. So
often these patients must be referred to a
hospital for this precautionary examination to
be done. The rapid production of an X-Ray
plate of a damaged foot, for example, often
allows an I.M.O. to taJke an accurate decision
immediately?as to whether the case is outside
his defined area of responsibility or not.
In Summary.
The ethical principle behind the provision of
treatment facilities by an I.H.S. is that the best
interests of the patient must always be served
first. Divided clinical control of a patient
is not in his best interests. Thus, where any
possibility arises, that he will have to be treate
at home, during any part of his illness,the
clinical responsibility should be passed to his
family doctor. This doctor can then decide when
the man is sufficiently fit to return to work.
If treatment is to be continued whilst at work, the
family doctor must either prescribe or concur in
its continuance. Nothing of this excludes
emergency treatment or the treatment of those
trivialities which only require a simple remedy.
The I.H.S. must provide a rehabilitation service
to be used at the discretion of the family doctor,
aided by the skilled advice and local knowledge
of the I.M.O. This is a measure which serves
the patient's best interests, as it is belt€ved
that recovery is aided by a graduated return to
full productive or creative activity. Finally
some simple diagnostic aids should be provided to
allow the I.M.O. to discriminate between those
cases which lie within, and those cases which lie
without, his strictly limited therapeutic field.
It must be stressed to managements that the
best interests of the employing company axe indeec.
best served,by ensuring that the first aim of any
I.H.S. is to further the interests of its patients
their employees.
Preventive Functions of an I.H.S.
There is little dispute that a main purpose
of the discipline of Industrial Health is to study
ways to prevent the occurrence of occupationally
induced illnesses. This aspect of the work
should dominate the whole concept of the admini¬
strative vehicle used to apply this knowledge.
As this part of the functions of an I.H.S. does
not primarily involve any clinical responsibility
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for the treatment of sick patients there is little
xieed,in the present context, to examine at length
its ethical basis.
It is convenient to divide the preventive
aspect of the practice of Industrial Health into
two parts. OneAconcernedXwith the detection and
control of occupationally induced morbid devia¬
tions from health, occurring in people at work.
The otherewith the measurement and control of
conditions in the working environment, which are
hazardous to human health. This also includes
the assessment of any new and potentially hazardous
additions to that environment. Obviously these
two deviations widely impinge upon each others
territory.
I. Occupational Health Control.
The term Occupational Health is used here to
denote the positive state of well-being of the
individual^in relation to actual or potential
threats to this state, inherent in his occupation,
Personal measures aimed at achieving or maintaining
this ideal symbiotic state are alone considered
under this heading.
a).Pre-employment
^ examinations. It is essentia
to know the existing ist'ate of the health of ax
individual coming, for the first time, under
the care of the I.H.S. An initial physical
assessment allows an easily referrable record
to be made of his condition. This can be
used for comparative purposes, at a later date
should any deviation from his initial state be
suspected. Furthermore^ it allows a more
objective approach to be made to the problems
of occupational placement. When the I.H.S.
is in full possession of a detailed environ¬
mental study of the plant where the potential
employee will work, it is possible to give a
specific recommendation about the job-placement
of the new employee. A suitable occupation
can be chosen after consideration has been
given to any morbid condition found upon exa¬
mination. These initial entry assessments al[Low *
the I.M.O. to decide which of the population
of the factory will require more detailed and
regular medical supervision^in relation to the
known hazards of that plant.
b).Routine Medical Examinations . The place of
routine personal medical examinations, at
regular intervals, should not be accepted un¬
reservedly as an essential part of health con¬
trol, There has been,in the past,an undoubtedly
uncritical approach** to this topic. There is
too little knowledge available about the
incidence of actionable morbid conditions occurring
in differing age and occupational groups, for tl^e
place of taeae examinations to be objectively
assessed. Thus until recently, it has been
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common, particularly in the Armed Forces, for
an annual medical examination to be performed
no matter the age, past history, and occupation
of the individual. It is now realised that
this non-specific approach resulted in many
unprofitable,and time-consuming examinations
being done,upon population groups whose natural
expectancy of morbid conditions was low.
Furthermore,the vast numbers of examinations
required, with the non-selective approach>becamje
a drain upon the available meaical time. Thus,,
in order to carry out this volume of or-k^a
large number of necessarily superficial examinaf-
n tions had to be performed. A more selective
approach is now admitted to be needed,and this
is precisely the point which gives rise to un¬
certainty about the place of this type of pro¬
cedure in an I.H.S. ,/Xt ip perhaps sufficient
say that a combination^affled from the pre-
employment examinations,and from the environmental
survey of the factory, should be used for the
individual policy for each plant on this matter
c).Routine Medical Examinations for Special
Occupational Groups.
The statement,in the last otoptfto about the
usefulness of the routine annual medical examina¬
tions ,aa a personal preventive feature of an
I.H.S.,is now to receive some qualification.
There are many well known toxicological hazards
to health which, in part, are controlled by the
routine examination of the individual exposed
to them. Many of these hazards, such as lead
and chrome, are covered by the Factories Acts,
and the procedures required are detailed by
regulations. There are many other occupational
hazards that do not require statutory supervision
and, yet, they are known, or suspected hazards
to health. This range of hazards is already
wide and with rapidly increasing technological
developments, will increase. Thus, new
hazards,such as the atomic radiations, require
their users to be closely controlled.
The increasing complexity of modern industry
means that increasing numbers and types of high|y
specialised technologists are being employed.
In some plants,there may be only one person who
has the requisite skill and knowledge to under¬
take responsibility for a vital stage in the
process. His lapse into avoidable illness may
throw the productivity of a bfehly complex plant
employing hundreds of health^people, badly out
of gear. This man must be potected from any
such breakdown,because of lis importance. This
is the duty of an I.H.S,
o
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All in all the number of workpeople exposed
to occupational hazards of one type and another-
ranging from simple inorganic poisons to the
strain of unendureable responsibilities, is
increasing. It is probable, that from these
groups, the true indication will come as to
which people require the regular physical and
psychological assessment mentioned above, and
at what intervals this should be done.
d).Medical Supervision of "Vulnerable" Groups.
(There are working in every factory a
minority of peox>le who, because of their age
or disability, are knovm to be prone to lapse
into ill-health. (The Legislature has recog¬
nised its responsibility to protect in varying
respects, two of the groups, namely juveniles
under the age of eighteen, and women. (Caere
are other groups who are not so protected by
statute, such as the eLderly and many types of
disabled persons. It is considered to be a
function of an I.H.S. to give special attention
to these people^regardless of their exposure oi
not to any specific occupational hazard. The
very fact that, all other things being equal,
there tends to be more sickness amongst them,
than among other groups, should make them the
focus of special supervision. The detailed
form of this supervision will, of course,
depend upon the type of vulnerability, the job,
and so*on. It cannot be detailed in advance.
It will be seen that the preceding group can
be made to blend into this group, just as this
group of "Vulnerables" has something in common
with the next group of people^ who should receiv
special care from an I.H.S,
e).Supervision upon return to work after sickness
aosence.
It should be the duty of an I.H.S. to ensure
that every employee, who returns to employment
after a period of sickness absence,should be
seen before he is allowed to start work, by a
member of either medical or nursing staff of
the service. This rule applies to all who havle
given sickness as a cause for absence, no matter
how short that absence may be. There are many
reasons for this procedure. It is essential
that a record be made of the sickness absence
experience of all employees, together with a
roughly accurate diagnosis of the illness.
This allows valuable epidemiological material
to be accumulated,and may be useful^after
analysis in tracing some hitherto unsuspected
environmental hazard. Furthermore, such record
are a useful administrative method of checking
the efficiency of the service. The mosr
important reason for this procedure is to ensure
that the person returning to work i3 sufficiently
fit to do so. If temporarily not fit enough
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for his old occupation, a job which he is
capable of doing ^whilst he regains his former
capacity;must be recommended. If permanently
unfit for his old occupation, the type of job
which he is capable of being trained to do in
the future must be outlined. Where it is
possible to develop a comprehensive rehabilita¬
tion scheme .it is this examination that will
determine the initial course of his rehabili¬
tative management.
f).Other types of Medical Supervision.
(There are several other types of medical
examination and personal supervision that are
required of an I.fl.S. Frequently aa industri
concern provides a pension scheme, either con¬
tributory or non-contributory for its employees.
Before joining the schemes^employees are require
to be medically examined. In most instances
this situation is covered by the routine pre-
employment examination.
The I.H.S. should always hold itself out
to give medical advice to an employee, within
the overall consideration that tfcu ultimate
clinical control rests with his own G.P. There
is no reason why an employee should not be
examined at his own request,and the relevant
results of this examination, if any, forwarded
to his family doctor where he, the patient,
consents. Similarly, advice can be given to
management about the health of an employee
should they ask for this, and provided that, the
employee himself, gives a specific prior per¬
mission for this to be done. It is the duty
of the I.H.S. to give advice, based upon the
findings of the examinations, to the employee;
he then has the responsibility of acting upon
that advice or not. There are odd occasions
where the employee does not accept this advicej
and as a result there is a considerable risk
that he will become the cause of injury or
illness to others. If' after persuasion the
proferfed advice is still ignored, and the
patient has been made clearly aware of the selfi
ness of his attitude, then the I.M.O. must blase





This part of the preventive work of an I.H.S.
is complementary to the personal occupational
health measures outlined above. The details of
the work will vary greatly with the type and size
of the industry or industries under supervision*
The scheme of the organisation for environmental
control will vary likewise with the skill, knowled
end resources available to the I.H.S.. Kevertheles
the outline of these functions which follow is





To assess the effect upon health, of the
activities of a factory, it is necessary to make
a complete survey of all the industrial processes
being •,carried out there. This means first
detern&ng the flow of work of the factory^and the
processes and materials used in each stage of
production. The location in the factory of each
of these stages in production is tnen plotted.
From this,it is necessary to proceed systematically
to visit and investigate.on the spot, the actual
working conditions. In the first instance,it
is only necessary to note the number and occupa¬
tions of the men working there,and their exposure
to any specific local hazards. From the prior
knowledge obtained about the work,«s~the known
hazards, o&jai their optimum control, measures will
have been anticipated. At this inspection,
therefore, it is necessary to ascertain that (&*
accepted methods of control have been adopted, and
that they are working efficiently. If this is
not the case^more detailed environmental survey
may be needed to determine the true position.
The physical conditions of work should be observed,
and a rough assessment made of the temperature,
ventilation, heating, humidity, lighting and noi^e
of that location in relation to the people workicg
there. This rough empirical survey is performed
in each separate geographic division of the whole
plant. A comprehensive survey chart can then be
built up;and upon it the known and potential
hazards marked. This chart serves as a ready
source of reference when a possible occupational
illness,or an illness aggravated by occupation
is discovered.
b). Routine Environmental Assessments.
It will be realised that a single
inspection of a whole plant will not in itself
be a sufficient safeguard,for all time, of the
health of the employees. A regular systematic
inspection of all processes should be continuously
in progress in the factory. The actual and
potentially hazardous workplaces should be made
the subject of more frequent inspections, than the
less hazardous or better controlled parts of the
plant. Deterioration in established preventive
measures is quickly observed, and the efficient
working of new ones can be supervised. In this
way, also, newly introduced processes can be
observed)and any hazards they may contain rapidly
discovered. This difficulty about new processes
is overcome when management realises that, to
introduce new processes,without having them first
evaluated by the skilled. health personnel which
they employ, is an under-employment of that
valuable and expensive skill.
v "O «J (C —"
c).Specific Environmental Problems.
In the course of the initial survey,or duriji
the routine environmental supervision(there may
appear a specific environmental problem^rahich is
beyond the scope of the largely empirical tech¬
niques of the factory I.H.S. In these instances,
often original problems in environmental control
are involved. The advice and investigatory skill
of a whole range of different scientists may be
required before an adequate solution is found.
Thus, for example, it is beyond the scope of the
staff of the average factory I.H.S. to perform
air analyses of rare metals or to study the
particle size and petrology'of dust. For these
problems it is necessary to have the use of
laboratory facilities,as well as specialist know¬
ledge from the several different sciences which
bear upon the problem. The administrative method
of solving these problems is discussed when the
form of an I.H.S. is considered in the next
chapter. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the
ultimate solutions are beyond the scope of the
I.H.S. of the individual factory, it is still its
responsibility to realize irsbially that these
hazards are in existence, and are in need of con¬
trol. The indicators of the existence of these
problems are varied^and only the most constant
searching for clues will reveal them early in the!
existence. In this respect assiduous keeping of
personal and environmental records, together with
their regular analysis may be a help. The
continual supervision of exposed and vulnerable
occupational groups may also provide a pointer.
Often the workpeople themselves will complain that
there is something amiss. The management must
be made aware that all changes in, and new intro¬
ductions of, processes are potentially hazardous
until scrutinised. Finally, regular and observant
environmental supervision is vital to the early
recognition of unsuspected hazards.
d).Other Advisory Functions.
It has already been stated that the I.H.£
is a specialist department of the management team
of any factory. It has, however, a completely
different relationship, vis-a-vis the employees,
than have other members of the team. The
uniqueness of this relationship is an asset that
makes it a most valuable member of the management,
and it should be assiduously preserved. Like
other departmental managements it should be re¬
sponsible for the provision of specialist advice,
based on this relationship, to the body corpor te
of the company. This is a wide and, as yet,
largely unexplored field of function. There are
obvious subjects upon which it is legitimate for
the I.H.S. to offer advice, solicited or otherwise
to the top management of the company. Such thing
as new health legislation, canteen provision, pens
schemes, sick-pay schemes, provision of health
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facilities, both therapeutic and preventive, and
so on, all fall under this heading. The un¬
explored type of activity springs from the intro¬
duction of a human biologist into a community
that, at the best, up until no?;, has had only the
services of physical scientists and humanists.
Once confidence, in the position of the I.H.S.
in a plant, has been established,,it may be
possible to proffer advice based upon this dif¬
ferent approach. A closer and different know¬
ledge can be offered upon such problems as
industrial relations, production, attitudes to
re-organisation and development, choice of
executives and so on. It must never be forgottsn
that an I.H.S. can only offer advice to management,
and that the sphere of executive action is solelp
that of the senior managerial staff. If the
advice is not accepted,the I.H.S, can do no more
than ensure that the consequences of failure to
follow it are made clearly known to those carrying
the executive responsibility.
e).Research.
Finally the I.H.S. must be allowed scope to
conduct research into problems which interest
its staff, as well as upon the immediately ope¬
rational matters covered above. Facilities for
research must be offered to other bodies where
this is practicable. A large field of investi¬
gation into.inter-personal relationships in
industry watts to be explored by teams of
appropriately qualified investigators. The
factory I.H.S. would provide the ideal frame¬




Administrative Outline of a Regional Industrial
Health Service.
I. Administrative Framework of an I.H.S.
The difficulties to he encountered in the
design and creation of a Regional I.H.S. have beei.
mentioned in Chapter 1€. In summary they can be
stated as follows
a). The difficulty of providing an efficient anc
comprehensive service, at reasonable cost,
for a large number of small and medium sized
factories scattered over a wide?graphic ares
b). The relationship between this service and
those factories which already provide some
form of I.H.S.
c), The relationship between any I.H.S, and the
medical and nursing staffs already serving
that region#
d). The administrative integration of such an
I.H.S. into the existing pattern of medical
facilities# Particularly its relation to
the National Health Service (N.H.S.), the
local authorities and the Ministry of Labour
In this chapter it is proposed to discuss the
abstract design of such a service, in the light
of these difficulties. The discussion will use
ihe experience gained from opinion on he subject,
and from the pattern of existing services and
experiments which have been survejaXin Chapter IS .
The practical application of this theoretical
design to Tyneside will be considered in the light
of information gained from the Survey in the next
chapter.
The functions of an I.H.S.,as stated in the
last chapter,need to be provided with some admini¬
strative vehicle for their application. The
majority of the work, that it is considered as
legitimately within the sphere of an I.H.S# can be
performed by the staff of the services within the
factory itself, together with the use of the extr
local facilities that may be necessary, and are to
be described. Prom what has already been mentioned
about the problems of environmental control, it is
obvious that, from time to time, problems of some
complexity will arise. These will prove to be
beyond the scope of the immediate factory or :,fiel|d'
level of the I.H.S. Similar difficulties with
complex problems will also arise, occasionally, in
the clinical work of the Service. Here the posi¬
tion is complicated by the patients' family doctox
having the ultimate responsibility for the tmmtar
of the clinical problem. There will also appear
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difficult problems of rehabilitation. These will
require prolonged periods of physical and occupa¬
tional retrainingyand this will be quite outside
the resources of any single company, or group of
companies, forming a local unit of the Regional
I.H.S. All these situations require access to
specialised skills and facilities for their solution.
The incidence of such problems in a single geo¬
graphic unit of a Regional I.H,S. may well be smaij.1.
Over a region such as Tyneside, however, these
should accumulate into sufficient numbers to need
specialist advice to be regularly available. It
would seem, therefore, that a small consultative
service should be provided on a centralised
regional basis. This will allow adequate and
speedy solutions to be obtained to the more pro¬
found problems that are brought to light by the
factory level of the service.
It is with this two-tier structure in mind
that the design for an I.H.S. that follows should
be considered.
The Consultative I.H.S.
This level of the service should provide the
following services,
a) Medical consultative advice from all fields
of medical knowledge which have a bearing
upon occupational health and illness.
b) Scientific advice from these fields of scien4e
arul technology which can contribute to the
solution of industrial environmental problem^.
c).Scientific and clinical facilities and
equipment, for ibbie use of the medical and
scientific members of any team investigating
clinical and/or environmental problems,
a)MedicaI Consultation.
Much of the work of this tier must be carrier
out by mixdd teams of medical and scientific
workers. There will also arise purely clinical
problems. Nearly all the clinical consultants
now in practice are employees, for most of their
time, of the N.H.S. In this situation,there is
an opportunity for integration between the existing
health services and the proposed I.H.S, It is
suggested that the clinicians needed to staff this
level of the I.H.S, should be provided by the
Regional Hospital Board,on a part-time or sessional
basis. Whether this time is spent solely in a
hospital or in part within the factories exploring
environmental problems, will depend upon the natuie
of the speciality, and the type of cases with which
it has to deal. There would appear to exist here
an opportunity for the purely hospital-centred
specialist to explore, in the field, the aetiology
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and management of those of his problems which hav
an industrial context. The mechanism, by which
this is to be achieved, is considered later, when
the whole problem, of the integration of existing
health services, is explored further.
The nature of the work to be met with would
seem to necessitate the employment of several
different types of clinicians. Some of them
would need to devote more time than others to this
type of work. The precise amount of such time,
and even the exact suitability of the suggested
specialities,has still to be explored. It is
submitted that these are problems that cannot be
answered by a survey ,but which must be answered
as a result of practical experience with a pilot
health service.
The point to be first settled in this con¬
nection is the nature of the relationship between
the R.H.B. and the I.H.S. It will be seen below
that this presents fewer problems than does the
position of the scientific consultantsjwho must
also be employed by the consultative tier.
The present powers of the R.H.B. in these
matters would seem to be covered by the National
Health Service Act 194-6.
Section 3, paragraph 1.
" it shall be the duty of the Minister to
provide throughout England and Wales (such
facilities^ as he considers necessary^to
meet all reasonable requirements, accommo¬
dation and services of the following
description
(b) Medical, nursing and other services
required at, or for the purposes of,
hospitals
(c) Services of specialists either at
hospitals ..... or a clinic"
Section 11, paragraph 4-.
The Minister may approve with, or without
modifications any scheme submitted to him by
the Regional Hospital Board (for the provision
of hospital and specialist services as defined
above in Section 3» paragraph 1)."
It may be that an interpretation of these
powers would show that the Act does not confine
the activities of a R.H.B. within the four walls
of a hospital. Thus those phrases as underlined
in Section 3» paragraph 1, allow the services of
specialists to be provided in a "clixiic", which
is not elsewhere defined, for the purposes of
hospitds. These latter purposes could well in¬
clude, for example, the investigation of the
al
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environment in a factory where, the clinician
suspects, this environment has contributed to the
causation of an illness. Similarly the permissive
power given to the R.H.B. to provide services in
"clinics" would allow the clinician, with industri
interests, to undertake out-patient work in the
factory level I.H.S. Here he would have the
benefit of advice from members of the management
team of the factory which employs his patient,
and from those professional members of the factorV
tier who care for theb factory. The net result may
well be a reorientation of the outlook of the
attending clinician towards the preventive and
social aspects of medicine.
Such a provision of clinical time by the
would mean that some formal relationship must be
established between the factory tier, which^ as will
be seen, ..ill be privately financed, and the con¬
sultant level, which is financed by the State.
It is this relationship which will now be examined
further. The State has taken upon itself, through
the National Health Service Acts, the National
Assistance Acts, and the various National Insurant*
Acts, to provide a comprehensive scheme of medical
and social care for those in our community who fafl
upon illness or other social misfortune. It is
therefore reasonable that the State should interest
itself, at some future date, in the health of the
citizen whilst he is at work. When making pro¬
vision for the national health it, at present,
almost totally ignores this facet of national lif£,
It is the determination of the specific nature of
these provisions,which is the chief present diffi¬
culty preventing the organising of a national I.H.S.
Parliament has the obvijgus power to legislate for
such provisions to beT^Sp^died and controlled by
the Governmental machine. These would be financed
out of taxation of one form or another. Whilst
this is a method worthy of consideration, it is
suggested, that such direct interference by the
State, in this one aspect of the life of all
industry, would arouse a great deal of resentment
from the managerial side. These people are
extremely jealous of the independence of their
activities. This hostility would prejudice the
working of the whole service. A simpler, and
less controversial method would mean enacting a
Statute.which allowed detailed regulations to be
made, stating the scale of he...1th provisions to be
made' individually by the differing types and size
of factory. There is, however, insufficient data
available to allow any such scale of provisions t<|>
be estimated with accuracy. This was one of the
main deficiencies discovered by the Dale Committee,
The more traditional preliminary method of approach
to these problems is what is needed at the moment,
In this the State is content to allow private
organisations to pioneer forms of social advance^
sometimes assisting them d.th grants-in-aid. Theie
pioneer ventures clarify the situation by establishing
the basic principles needed,upon which to base the
proposed reforms* They also educate public opin:.on
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about the necessity of carrying through the refoikas
on a national scale,and of backing them by legis¬
lative powers. The proposals for an I.H.S. for
the nation as a whole are in just this embryonic
state of advancement at the moment. Many large
and enlightened employers already provide many,
and sometimes more, of the services legitimately
held to be within the scope of an I.H.S. These
ventures have already served to define the functilons
of such a service. The medium and small factories
have, as yet, been unable to discover a feasible
economic method of imitating this work of the
larger companies. The type of co-operative I.H.
suggested here offers a means of achieving this.'
Such a project, despite previous ventures of this
same type, is still too ill-defined, in many of
its basic details, for any comprehensive legis¬
lative action yet to be taken. Should such an
experimental project prove feasible, in a large
and heavily industrialised area such as Tyneside,
it is suggested that it should prove worthy of
some State assistance. The co-operation of the
K.H.B., in providing the clinical services for th^
consultative tier, would provide this assistance
in a most appropriate manner. This arrangement
would demonstrate whether co-operation between on^
arm of the H.H.S.>and a privately controlled
factory I.H.S., would be possible, and show what
mutual advantages would spring from this. As wi|l
be seen the number of extra staff and facilities
that would be needed would be very small indeed.
In the main a mere reorientation of the focus of
activity of part of the existing R.H.B. services
is all that would be needed. Go-Operation of thi|
type, between differing aspects of the nation's
health services.would go a small my to breaking
down the present artificial barriers which exist
between them.
Integration such as this, would probably have
the following results, A clinician, who suspected
that a clinical problem had an occupational signi¬
ficance in tex-ms of diagnosis, treatment or re¬
habilitation, would be able to obtain from the
factory I.H»S. the Infoimation which he needed.
The staff of the factory-level service^, working
in co-operation with the general practJebner, would
be able to refer, for expert clinical opinion, any
patient who they suspect of having an illness of
occupational origin. The general prac&fbner would
be able to obtain expert advice about both his
patient's occupation jAiia about his clinical con¬
dition ^with reference to that occupation, from the
I.H.S. and the hospital clinician. The patient,
could in future, be treated by both G.P. and
clincian as someone with a daily job of ?^ork to dc
upon which he and his family depend, rather than
as someone to whom being in work was only of minoi
importance. The clinician and the G.P, would
have access to the factoryyand thus to all the
information which it could provide. The G.P. and
the I.M.O. would have ready access to a new form o
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specialist advice with knowledge and experience
of occupational rafedicine. Both G.P. and clinici^
would have more ability to recommend specific forms
of rehabilitation, which the factory level service
wfcdld supervise.
Scientific Consultation.
The range of scientific skills and techniques,
at the call of this part of the consultative tier,
will need to be wide jlf the full variety of environ¬
mental problems are to be tackled satisfactorily.
Only a small amount of this total advice will be
needed on a permanent basis, as only a fraction of
it will be capable of being employed at any one
time. Thus,as will be seen, the Occupational
Hygtfine Engineer will probably need to be the onljp
full time member of this staff. He must, however,
have the help of colleagues, from other disciplines,
when the occasion arises.
Whilst there is a relatively simple method
available for integrating consultant medical stafjf
employed by the State, into an I.H.S.j this become
more difficult in the case of scientific staff.
The State-employed clinicians are already at work
in the medical field, albeit in a different one
to. that of the I.H.S. Integration of medical
personnel becomes fairly simple under these cir¬
cumstances. The State, however, does not at
present employ any scientific staff, in a pre¬
existing organisation, which deals with Industrial
Hygeine problems from this particular aspect. Th
a new and separate organisation would need to be
created, or, these scientists would need to be
employed within some existing but adapted body.
The work, which these consultants will do is, in
part, routine operational investigations. The
techniques of this type of investigation have
already been worked out and are instantly appli¬
cable. In other instances, the problem will be
an original one, and new methods of investigation
will hu-ve to be developed before it can be tacklep
Thus the work is a mixture of original research
and routine investigation, and as such it present
a separate set of organisational difficulties.
There would seem to be only three existing
institutions which could be modified to serve thijs
part of the consultant tier* Firstly, there is
the local University, or Ooliege of Advanced
Technology. The requisite range of scientists
are employed by both of these institutions, but
this solution is far from being a satisfactory onjs
The primary loyalties of the staffs of these plac
are towards the original problems of the academic
disciplines which interest them. It may be, thajt
there would prove to be sufficient representative
of each of the sciences that contribute to Occu¬
pational Hygeine, sufficiently interested in its
problems,to undertake this work. To be able to
call upon them at the short notice some investi¬





to suspend the work, they were at present engaged
upon, until the present environmental problem was
solved. This would lead to obvious difficulties
and conflicts. Furthermore an uncertain pro¬
portion of the total work would be of a routine
operational nature. Such work is at conflict
with the basic principles of academic institutions,
where original investigation is more encouraged.
Finally, it is not every industrialised area tha^
has the benefit of having a local University,
although the increasing number of Colleges of




It would seem that this solution is not an
adequate one to the difficulty under discussion.
In the early stages of the development of an I.H,
there may be only a small proportion of routine
investigations ,and sufficient original ones to
make it appropriate for the local University or
College to help with this work. As the number
of investigations increasedt;the conflict of pur¬
pose between the I.H.S. and the academic instituj
tions v;ould increase^ and eventually some alternative
solution would have to be sought.
secondly., there would appear to be a <aee fob
putting the scientific consultants under the
control of the Factory Department of the Ministry
of Labour- and National ItaigSRpr"**' It would seem
appropriate that the Factory^Enspectorate, which
already has statutory responsibility for the
enforcement of the legislative health provisions,
should at least have some form of specialist and
laboratory assistance. This would allow the
Inspectorate to make objective measurements of
environmental hazards^instead of the purely
empirical assessments it uses at present. This,
at first sight, is an attractive solution,
especially as it has been forecast above, that
some form of Government legislative action will
be needed eventually in this field. The broadejj?
point of the relationship the Factory Inspectbrat e
to a future I.H.S, will beyTaiscussed MB(MB
but a few points will be anticipated here. Many
of the environmental hazards thai would fall to
these specialists for investigation are not
defined statutodly^and thus are strictly beyond
the present scope of the Inspectorates1 activity^
The present-day infrequency of inspection af many
plants (See Chapter<.7 ), which is due to the
shortage of staff, would mean that some hazards
would go undetected and uninvestigated for a
lengthy period, even if the Inspectorate broadened
its term of reference. It is also anticipated
that the majority of the situations requiring
investigation would be initially discovered^ and
referred %» for an opinion ,by the members of the
factory level of the I.H.S. As the factory
level personnel will be indirectly employed by
the member firms of the I.H*SVthere may be a
natural reticence to refer suspected hazards forj
further investigation, to a branch of a law-
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enforcement agency# Finally^it is submitted ths
it is unwise to associate too closely with an
I.H.S.,which requires the good will of all con¬
cerned in it if it is to toe effective, an organi¬
sation, which has within its power, the enforceme
of legal sanctions.
nt
stedThirdly, and most appropriately, it is sugge
that an expansion of the present functions of the
Public Health Laboratory Service (P#H.L#S.) would
answer this problem. The P.H.L.S* is controlled
by the Medical Research Council for the Minister
of Health. Its present work is almost exclusively
of a bacteriological nature, and it undertakes
routine and original investigations, mostly of an
operational nature. Administratively the P,H.L*:3.
is organised on a Regional and Area basis and,for
this reason, it is considered particularly suitable
as the existing framework into which this level of
an I.H.S. can be integrated. As has already bee.i
stated, only an Occupational Hyglfeae Engineer will
be needed on a full-time basis by each Region of
an I.H.S. The other scientists,such as chemists
and physicists, will only be needed to help with
those few particular problems which involve their
specialist knowledge. Thus it would seem t hat t!$te
more frequently needed engineer should he located
in the smaller peripheral Area laboratories, whilit
the,less needed, other scientists would be employed,
in smaller numbers, in larger Regional laboratories.
This Itter arrangement would mean that it should
be possible to arrange a steady flow of work for
all of these specialists. As far as equipment
i3 concerned ,only that specialist equipment
specifically needed by the Occupational Hygeine
scientist would need to be added to the Regional
and Area laboratories. Such instruments as air,
and dust, samplers, are not within the present
range of normal P.H.L#S. equipment, but much of the
basic laboratory equipment is common to both these
fields. This would, of course, appreciable reduc
the cost of the whole venture.
The single objection to this form of inte¬
gration lies in the fact that there is no traditicjn
of work in the physical sciences in the P.H.L.S.
The introduction of these non-biological scientists
into an organisation, up until now solely concernejd
with applied biology of one form or another, may
lead to relative overshadowing of the new type of
wwrk. On the other hand, there are other
considerable advantages in addition to those alresjdy
mentioned. The work of investigation would be
carried out by a completely independent body and
there should be less reluctance, on the part of
the factory level personnel, to refer problems to
it. The pattern of routine investigations,
leavened with original ones, is in the present
tradition of the P.H.L.S. It is just this ad¬
mixture of types of work which is provided by an
I.H.S. Finally, of course, this suggestion allowb
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for co-operation between the State and the privatjely
financed part of the I.U.S.
A final method for organising this part of
the consultative work of the I.U.S., is for the
participating firms to finance the work directly
themselves. As will be seen, it is not considered
that the factory level of the I.H.S. will appeal
to the larger firms which are willing and able
to supply this lower level of activity themselves
Hone, but the few enormous industrial units, would
consider it worthwhile, however, to establish qn
a permanent basis a full time Occupational SEygijMEnle
Team who were engaged, exclusively, upon no other
work. It may thus prove to be possible to
interest, in this level of activity, a larger and
much wealthier group of companies,than would be
attracted to the factory level service alone.
In all these suggested solutions, it will be
noticed, that the clinical and scientific arms
of the consultative tier will still be working
under the control of separate authorities. As
much of the work will need the closest co-operatipn
between these two groups of specialists, there is
danger here of a lack of co-ordination. The idejal
solution would be for the R.H.B. to provide all
the consultative services, but it is difficult
to see where the power for them to do this comes
from at present. Furthermore, unless the
laboratory of one of the larger general hospitals
was expanded to undertake work of this nature,
there would need to be established a completely
new laboratory organisation. As hospitals are
now employing pure scientists such as physicists
on para-clinical duties, it may be that there is
sufficient precedent here to allow the R.H.B. to
employ at least a Hyg(?#ne Engineer. This still
does not solve the problem of the less frequently
employed chemist and physicist.
One imponderable dominating the whole, proble
of founding this part of an I.H.S. is where, in
these days of scarcity, these scientists are to
be found and trained. Bo British University, as
yet, provides a formal training for any type of
Occupational HygtHfenistmj they have to be either
trained whilst in service, and usually sel£-ttaine
at that, or sent to the U.S.A. to obtain a training*
As far as the scarcity of trained people is con¬
cerned, it is to be hoped that, as the initial
number of these specialists required would be few
sufficient people with an adequate basic training
would be attracted to this new field.
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The Factory or "Field" Level Industrial
Health Servicer
Introduction.
The proposals, for the organisation of the
consultative tier of the I.H.S. have been, almos
exclusively, concerned with exploring methods of
allowing the participation of the State in this
part of the service. That this participation
is within the bounds of the State's adopted re¬
sponsibility for the citizens' health is without
doubt. It is doubtful, on the other hand, if ajiy
I.H.S. would operate under the best conditions
of managerial co-operation, if all levels of its
activities were supplied and controlled by the
Government. Particularly so if they were im¬
posed hastily by means of legislation. For thi^
reason, and others, it is thought fitting that
this two tier structure, with the tiers provided
by Government and private industry respectively,
is a most appropriate method within our society
of providing an I.H.S.•
Organisation.
The lower level of operation of the service,
i.e. within the factories, would become the sole
responsibility of industry. Private companies
would be responsible for the provision of all the
services and personnel of this tier, and they
would bear the full financial burden of these.
The large industrial concerns have sufficient
financial resources to be able to supply these
services individually. These large industrial
units would provide sufficient work to ensure
adequate use being made of the skilled personnel
they would need to employ. This is, in fact,
the situation existing today, in many of the
larger companies in Great Britain. The smaller
companies would have neither adequate financial
resources for the task, or if they had, would be
unable to supply sufficient work to make adequate
use of their skilled staff. Thus, for these
smaller units, some form of co-operative organise!'
tion suggests itsdf in the light of achieving the
desired end in the best way. It would appear
that today many trained nurses employed in industry,
are to a greater, or lesser degree, under—employed
(See Chapter /7 ). .JPhe numbers of people they
have to care for toaaHir too low to provide sufficient
continuity of work. On the other hand there are
many factories which are not served by any skilled
health staff at all, and have a definite need for
their services. Often these two types of factory
are geographically adjacent. Some means of ending
this paradox and, at the same time, of extending
the provision of services, to that large group o
concerns as yet without regular supervision, is
needed. The place of legislative action at the
present time, together with the lack of adequate
knowledge upon which to base this, has already
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been considered. The present day answer to this
problem is to seek the -voluntary co-operation of
the smaller industrial concerns. It is recognised
that a large number of the small and medium sized
companies will not wish to co-operate in such a
venture. If this I.H.S. is looked upon as anothe
example of the traditional method of stimulating
government action by private example, then these
non-participating companies can be dealt with by
legislation at a later date. If such a co-opera-<
tive I.H.S. for these smaller firms proves* to be
the optimum method of providing for the health of
the worker at work, then the legislation can be
designed accordingly. These reticent employers
will be compelled to comply with it, and it will
embody a detailed code of good practice.
At the present juncture the task, then, is to
design an I.H.S. which will provide, for the medium
sized and small factory, all those services which
have been found to be within the sphere of activity
of such organisation. The design should allow
of extension later, by means of legislation, to all
those firms who do not co-operate in it voluntarily.
d
ice
The functions of an I.H.S. were discussed
at length in Chapter lfl, and will not be considere
further here. The form of this level of the serv
is the point to be followed now. There are several
alternative ways of organising the provision of
health facilities for a group of factories. One
way is to provide common facilities for all fac¬
tories engaged upon a common type of industrial
activity. This would allow a common set of en¬
vironmental problems to be viewed at the same time
but would mean that the work would probably be
spread out over a wide and inconvenient geographic
area. On the other hand^environmental problems
are often related to factors other than the type
of manufacturing activity. Age of plant and
buildings, numbers of employees, financialresource
and so on, have each their own influence upon the
healthiness of a workplace. It would seem prima
faciae that this is not a convenient method of
organising the work. There is some reason^or
saying that factory size, as judged by the^eftpftoye
should be the basis of organisation of the I.H.S.,
ana in a way this is precisely the type of organi¬
sation being discussed. Certainly the large
number of very small factories,which employ less
than 11 people but such a small proportion of the
total working population,presents peculiar diffi¬
culties of organisation. It is thought that to
concentrate a special organisation upon such a
group and to supply yet another organisation for
the larger concerns would be impracticable. The
costs of providing an I.H.S. steadily increase wit
the decreasing size of the factory (Chapter |$ ),
and to concentrate the smallest factories in a




make this part of the I.U.S. very expensive* It
is, of course, the smallest firms who are less
able to afford the cost of a privately financed
I.H.S. Therefore, the functions of the service
would either have to be contracted for this sizer
group of factories, or some means of reducing
the average cost of them must be found. This
reduction would follow if the total cost was
spread amongst other larger firms who were bettejj?
able to bear it.
It would seem as a result of these considera¬
tions that the most feasible way of organising
the factory work of the I.E.8. is on a geographii
basis. The size of a convenient geographic unit
must depend upon a number of factors, some of
which will only become clearer after operations
have begun. There are some factors which can
be considered, in outline at least, before this
point is reached. Thus, the unit must not be
so large that a lot of professional time is waste
in travelling, or that emergency attention is
grossly delayed. On the other hand, the unit
must be large enoughto contain a sufficient number
of factories to make it financially self-sufficient.
Dense concentrations of factories in one locality
will ailow a more economic rouging than in less
concentrated areas. The aMHw. legislation mu^t
allow of some device to balance this situation.
Some areas may prove to have such a large propor¬
tion of non-co-operating firms, t hat it is not
possible to begin operations in that locality
withi* the voluntary type of organisation. The
main unknown is the scale of provision of staff
and equipment, in relation to the numbers of peopl
and the size and type of factories covered. A
large number of small establishments will probabljy
need to have more time and facilities devoted to
them,than a smaller number of bigger eoncernsywhijch
have the same total numbers of employees. Similarly,
a small, heavy-industrial plant may easily requirje
more skilled attention than a place employing
thrice as many people.but engaged upon some highl
automatic process .such as biscuit manufacture.
Therefore, before any large sc.le geographic units
are founded^it appears vit 1 that a small pilot
I.H.S. be set up in a small geographic area, such
as a section of Tyneside, which should contain a
range of differing types and sizes of factories.
Such a pilot scheme would allow a less empirical
approach to be made to the scale of staffing and
equipment needed for the larger scheme. Even
so really detailed material of this nature will
only be obtained from the larger scheme itself.
This should cover an area such as Tyneside; it will
contain several of these basic geographic units,
and will serve as a working demonstration of the
need for a nation wide I.E.S,
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These basic geographic units must each be
clothed with individual and corporate identities
for legal reasons, if for no other. As has been
seen^both the Slough and Harlow Industrial Health
Services have each adopted the form of a private
limited liability company. This device seems a
sound one. The liability of each of the share¬
holders is nominal,and each industrial concern
participating in the work of the I.H.S, becomes
the holder of a single nominal share. This
arrangement gives each geographic unit of the I.H.S.
a legal personality,and allows it to freely engage
as such,in activities like the employment of staff,
the ownership of property, and the buying and
selling of goods. It also clothes the unit with
legal rights and responsibilities. From amongst
the shareholders of this company would be elected
the Council of Management,who would be responsibl
for the executive control of the unit. This
Council %feould obviously have to have mm- resprese|ita-
tives of the participating concernS^the majority
of its' members. There would, however, need to
be a place upon this bodyfbl* representatives of
organisations which are not constituent share¬
holders of the parent company. Thus Trade Union
leaders would need to be adequately represented,
if the confidence of the work-people, in the in¬
tegrity of the aims of the I.H.Sv was to be obtained.
There would also need to be representatives of local
General Practitioners, the Eegional Hospital Board,
and the Local Authorities of the vicinity. The
precise total number of members of this council
would vary from unit to unit according to its siz^,
In principle the total should be kept small enough
to allow speed and precision of decision, but it
should be sufficiently large to allow a minority
representation of those interests-who, whilst
affected by the I.H.S., axe not representatives of
participating firms. The proportionate represen¬
tation, to give an altered balance of interests
within it, may well be changed if and when legis¬
lative action results*
It may be necessary for sub-committees of
this Council to be appointed to deal with separate}*
matters,such as finance. This subject would
probably be best discussed in the initial voluntary
schemes ,by a committee consisting only of represen¬
tatives'of the member firms. The whole financial
policy and control should be in the hands of this
committee, subject of course to the over-riding
control of the Council. There may also be a plade
for an advisory sub-committee, somewhat on the lipes
of the Occupational Health Advisory Committees
suggested by the British Medical Association.
Such committees represent in equal numbers both
sides of industry and the medical and allied pro¬
fessions. Whilst members of the Council would
sit on this advisory committee as representatives
of their separate interests, they would not be in
a majority here. This committee would be a
sounding board for the Council for the grievances
and suggestions of any of the represented parties
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It could also be used as a source of advice upon
future executive action whichwfcs under considera¬
tion. Although the minority members of the Counbil
itself could perform part of these functions, it
is thought that a demonstrably independent source
of advice w&ht inspire confidence in all members
of industry and the general public.about the
activities of the I.H.S.
As the number of these basic geographic units
grows there may arise a good case for some form of
amalgamation or rationalisation of them. It may
prove more convenient, for example, for several
functional units to be under the control of a
single Council of Management and one nominal cor¬
poration* This would have some advantages econo-t-
mically;as some of the administrative overhead
costs would be reduced,and some centralisation of
the services and equipment would result. Howevei,
it must be remembered that such a ^nit of the I.H.i
will serve a wide range of types and sizes of
industry and a considerable number of factories.
If the administrative unit becomes too large, its
Council will begin to lose contact with most of
the numerous concerns which go to form it.
Remoteness and lack of sensitivity will follow, and
will cause a great deal of resentment and suspicion.
These could themselves so hamper the effective
running of the functional part of the services as
to negate any gains that may have accrued. A
course has got to be steered between these two
extremes♦
Routine Operation.
The work to be carried out within this geographic
unit of the field level of the I.H.S. must be
organised in such a way,as to allow the maximum
use to be 'made of the trained staff. As will be
seen, the service will employ trained nurses to
carry out the bulk of the day-to-day routine
clinical+preventive work. Each nurse will be mad£
responsible for one or more factories, depending
upon their size and the work load they will produc#.
.v'ithin these establishments she will perform those
functions of the service for which her training
makes her most suitable. If she is to care for
more than one factory, and her charges are scattered,
she will need to be provided with some means of
transport. Obviously the work of the nurses will
be allotted so that their travelling is reduced to
a miffiimum. If there are a large number of smaller
places, to be covered, and this will probably be
the case, she will still, however, have a fair
distance to travel. Mobility is therefore essential
if she is to attend rapidly to emergencies, occurring
in her sub-area. It is proposed that the majority
of facilities for investigation and treatment that
!the nurse will require will, as far as possible,
>e permanently located in all participating factories,
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Such facilities will be kept as simple and as feu
as sound practice will allow. The"amount of
equipment that she will thus need to transport,
load and pack}each time she moves from one
factory to another will be reduced to a minimum.
Basically, if she has available a clean, private
room with adequate hot and cold running water,
washing and toilet facilities, and disposal for
waste, much else of the equipment 3he needs can
be carried in a bag, and two small sterile drums,
In order to work with such portable equipment
she must, of course, have a convenient central
base at which she can replenish and service it.
This point will be pursued later. The type of
transport provided must be reliable, economic,
and adequate for the purpose.
The daily routine of such a nurse will consis
of a daily visit to each of these factories in
her sub-area which require her clinical services
This will probably mean that she will visit the
larger factories daily,and the smaller ones as
required. The rest of her time, which should
be at least half of the total, should be devoted
to other, mostly preventive, matters. These
will range from routine environmental inspections
home visiting, and first aid training, to the
compilation of statistics, the keeping of records
and Health Education and Accident Prevention.
Each of the sub-areas in which a nurse operajtes,
will need the services of an Industrial Medical
Officer (I.M.O.). Taking the basic I.H.S. unit,
made up of several sub-units served by nurses,
the problem of emergency medical cover for the
nurses has to be considered in this context. It
would appear essential that the I.H.S. shall
readily have available for its nurses, medical
support for cases of serious emergency. If part
time I.M.O.'s, mostly G.P. ,s>are employed an ad¬
ministrative difficulty arises. Either one of
these G.P.*s must devote the whole of his time on
one day to giving this cover, and undertake to
remain constantly and readily available, or a ful
time I.M.O, must be employed for this purpose by
each I.H.S. unit. The point being, of course,
that G.P.'s when out on their "rounds", are
extremely difficult to locate and contact, and
even when found are sometimes engaged upon matterb
which must be given priority. In a compact area
with several participating G.P.'s all in partner¬
ships, such as Hafbw I.H.S.) this problem is easily
solved. The _;art-time I.M.O#^during his day on
emergency call,simply keeps in regular personal
telephonic contact with the service headquarters.
In an area such as Tyneside where a regular flow
of emergencies may be expected, owing to the loca!.
concentration of heavy industry, the doctor would
be required much more quickly and frequently than
this arrangement allows. It is important that
the users of any I.H.S., employers and employees,
should feel confidence in the casualty treatment
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aspect of it. Regular failure by the service
to provide prompt and adequate treatment of a
seriously injured or ill person,would result in
a serious loss of this confidence. Often this
type of emergency requires the presence of a
doctor, if not in objective clinical terms, at
least in terms of public expectancy. As a result
it would appear that a full time I.M.O. will need
to be employed by each geographic unit of the
I.H.S. On page «2#o, it will be argued, however,
that the majority of non-emergency medical staff
should be provided by local G.P.'s. It should
be unnecessary to confine the duties of the fullf
time I.M.O. to emergency casualty duties, there
would rarely be enough of these to keep hira fullv
occupied. It is suggested that these few full-¬
time posts should be used as training posts, of
the registrar type, for younger men intending to
make Industrial Health a career. As such he
should be allowed to participate in the full
range of work done by all I.M.O.'syfull- or part{
time. He should be given supervision and in¬
struction by a more senior colleague. Whether
this should be the consultant in the subject, \vho
is employed by the R.H.B., or a senior man also
embayed full time by this tier of the service
will be followed further on page2#o .
The detailed duties of the I.M.O. have been
mentioned in Chapter lfl. The work .ill be
organised on a geographic basis similar to that
of the nurses, and regular sessions will be
allotted to each I.M.O. at specific factories.
It has already been mentioned that all the
professional personnel, but particularly the nurSe
would need to work from some central headquarters
of the service. In a densely industrialised are
such a building would serve a large number of
staff,and cover a large number of factories. For
smaller areas fairly modest quarters would be
sufficient. The function of this building is
not to supplement either the G.P.'s surgery, or
the hospital outpatient and casualty departments
It is to serve as a base for equipment and
personnel who, as it has been shown, will perform
the majority of their duties within the factories
It should also serve as a centre of communication
for the service. With the working personnel"on
the district", most of the time, good communica¬
tions are vital, if smooth running is to be
possible. It will prove necessary for some rout
work to be carried out in this headquarters. The
will be a number of firms who are members of the
service who will provide only the most rudimentar
medical facilities within their factories. These
will be adequate for the daily treatment of most
minor ailments, but will be quite inadequate fox-
such procedures as thorough clinical examination
on engagement, or return to work after a compli¬
cated illness. It may also prove necessary for
the consultants to examine a person close to his




Thus some provision must be made either in this
central buildin
, ,or elsewhere, for the carrying o\)it
of these procedures. Finally, in the more densely
industrialised areas the centre may be so close
to many of the member firms that it would prove
more convenient and economical for ail the daily
treatment work to be done in this centre, rather
than in the works. None of this excludes the
possibility of using the expanded Medical Depart¬
ment of a member firm for these purposes. Such
a possibility is considered to be more likely under
a statutory scheme than a voluntary one.
A suggested plan for such a building of this
type is shown oVfc*-page . This is largely
self-explanatory. The reception area also serves
as the communications centre of the service. The
treatment and recovery rooms are meant to be largely-
multi-purpose rooms, and the latter Can be used
for alternative purposes, such as for simple
physiotherapeutic procedures. The consulting
rooms with adjoining lobby axe meant to be used
either separately, or as a single examination '
suite, to allow rapid turnover of patients during
routine physical examinations. The rooms in this
instance taNriw^i'used alternatively as dressing anc.
examination rooms* The separate changing rooxa^
on the opposite side of the building,is meant
exclusively for the nursing staff, who, as they
spend most of their time outside in all weathers*
will be much in need of this convenience.
This building is designed to be easy to run,
cheap to erectj and readily capable of expansion.
It also serves as a basic desMm for such a centxfe^
and can be modified within the basic concept,to
meet varying conditions and amounts of work, Itj
is thought, however,that should financial condi¬
tions allow^and particularly if much treatment
work has to be done because of the proximity of
many factories, treatment rooms should be split
into separate "clean" and "dirty" rooms, (The
essential equipment of the treatment room such
sinks, autoclave etc* axe not shown in the plan)*
Medical Director*
The next point requiring attention is the
organisation of the day-to-day administrative
control of the service. Under the executive con¬
trol of the gouncll of Management there will need,
to be an administrative officer, charged with the
responsibility of giving practical effect to their
decisions. It is considered that a medically
qualified person is best suited for this post,
at least until the principles of operation of an
I.H.S* become clarified. When it is possible to
be more definite about- the methods and minutiae
of running such a service, it may be more appropxi-
ate for a skilled and trained lay administrator
to take over the work. It is doubted if any of
the G.P.'s to be employed would havefurther time













post. The full-time I.M.Q* mentioned above,
would often be a junior person;as his work would
only attract someone of this type. As such he
would hardly be fitted to this task. It would
seem that a senior person experienced in the day-
to-day workings of a factory Health Service is
needed to serve as the Medical Director. The
Consultant in Industrial Health may suit the post,
but his training will have been quite different
t. that of the man needed here. Furthermore^he
is appointed by the R.H.B. to cover a much wider
geographic area than that of a single unit of the
field level I.H.S, This means there would need
to be several of these highly trained specialists
and some other alternative is needed. Therefore
it would appear that a separate post of full-time
Medical Director is needed. There are two ways
in which such a man could be employed. Firstly,
he could serve, exclusively, one of the basic
geographic units of the field level I.H.S. A
smail part of his time being devoted to administra¬
tion and the remainder to the ordinary duties of
a full-time I.M.O. As such he could, of course,
be responsible for the emergency casualty coverage
of the service. Should this latter type of work
be at all heavy>it is thought that such a post
would be unattractive to the senior type of docto;
who is needed. It would, of course, be practicable
to employ two full time I.M.O.'s at this level, but
unless the total amount of work needing attention
was very large; this would lead to a corresponding
reduction in the general practitioner rexjresentatiojju
This is not considered to be desirable for this
type of Service. Where the region is large
enough to support several units of the factory
level service>this doctor, on the other hand,
could serve as the Medical Director to them all.
There would be several advantages to such an arrays©"
ment. The doctor would have enough work of suf¬
ficient responsibility to attract the senior type
of man desired, His joint appointment to several
different areas would ensure some continuity of
standards and performance throughout the region.
It would be possible for the Medical Director to
act in some instances as a Consultant in his own
right. He would not, of course, have clinical
responsibilities or facilities in a hospital, and
so the scope of his work in this respect would be
limited. It is thought, however,that a man of
this type, with wide experience of the every day
problems of running a factory health service,
would bring to this service the benfit of a different
and valuable range of experience, than would the
hospital based consultant.
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II. Stafflas of an I.H.S
Consultative Tier.
a). Consultant in Occupational Medicine.
This clinician must be a person with, a
sound and wide grounding in clir&sal methods and :
techniques. Furthermore, he must be essentiality
a person whose outlook is orientated towards the
environmental causation of disease. He must be
widely conversant with the industrial scene and
the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of
occupationally induced illness. It is admitted
that such men are rarely found in contemporary
medicine in Great jiri^tin, Nevertheless,all
these qualities would appear to be essential if
he is to take his proper place as the leading
clinical member of this part of the I.H.S. As
such his advice will be most frequently sought/
and he will need to devote all his professional
time to the subject. It would be necessary fori
his position to be that of Regional Consultant
in Occupational Medicine to the R.H.B, (similar
to the present position of Regional Consultants
in Psychiatry,) As such he would have control
of a small number of nis own hospital beds in a
large general hospital,or in the local teaching
hospital. In this latter situation he would,
of course, need to have some dual appointment
with the local United Hospitals. The major part
of his work would be taken up with the investi¬
gation of the subtler health problems discovered j
by the factory tier of the service. As a
result,he would naturally devote a great deal of
his time to investigations within the factories
where these occur. There are, of course, in this
field few purely clinical problems^and these
investigations will often involve some scientific
measurement of the environmental conditions that
may have produced the clinical condition. Many
of these investigations must be carried out with
the aid of skills and knowledge possessed only by
o ther specialists,and they thus involve the work
of a team of experts. This OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE
TEAM is an essential part of WEi's 'tier* " fthe
exact composition of the Teams at any one time is
determined by the nature of the problem under
investigation at that time. The place of the
consultant physician in it is discussed,when the
work of the team is considered further on page
b). Other Specialist Physicians.
The rajjid development of modern medical
knowledge may easily result in the Consultant in
Occupational Medicine being confronted with facets
of a particular problem,for which even his specia¬
list knowledge 5s inadequate. Under these
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circumstances,it will be necessary for him to
have available the advice of other clinical
specialists. The precise nature of these spec
lities ,and amount of time the consultants will
need to devote to industrial problems, will need
further investigation. Again it would seem th^t
only a functioning pilot service could provide
this information. It may well be that those
patients who need hospital admission could rece:.
this extra attention in the usual professional
manner. ?fhere the patient does not need hospiti.1
admission, and the extra consultation necessitates
a lengthy factory visit, it is doubtful if it
could be obtained without some formal arrangement
being entered upon. The advice, on a limited bu
formal basis,of a cardiologist, haematologist,
and chest physician may well eventually be neede
c). Dermatologist,
The same criteria, as to experience, training,
and orientation, apply to this consultant, as wejll
as to the Occupational Medicine Consultant. A
knowledge of, and interest in the basic physical
sciences, particularly chemistry, would seem to
be more essential to the competent occupational
dermatologist than to any of the other clinical
consultants.
d). Orthopaedic Burgeon.
The regular advice of this clinician will
be most essential. As well as being a sound
surgeon,this member of the consultant team must
have an interest in the prevention of traumatic
injuries, and in the rehabilitation of the trau¬
matically injured. His advice will be needed
regularly and frequently, particularly if there
is a local concentration ox the highly traumatic
industries,3uch as shipbuilding and coal mining
If it is possible, and necessary, to
establish a central rehabilitation clinic for th
more difficult problems of rehabilitation, this
consultant saould, ideally have the control of i
e). Ophthalmologist.
Again, depending upon the nature of local
industry, the amount of time that this consultair
will need to devote to industrial work will vary.
As well as traumatic problems, there is an in¬
creasing demand, from modern industry, for an
accurate assessment of personal visual capacity,
before and during employment. If this trend
continues, the volume of ophthalmological work
referred from the factory level of the I.H.S. may
be considerable. He must, of course, be able






f). Other Clinical Consultants.
Depending upon the volume, and nature, of tile
work unearthed by the factory level, which in tijrn
will depend upon the pattern of local industry,
the need for other specMist advice will vary,
(The above named specialists would need to con¬
tribute to the consultative tier, in varying
degrees, no matter the pattern of industry in
the area of the I.H.S. With varying localities
it may be necessary to employ other specialist#
sources of advice. Thus an area4 with a high lum¬
ber of women employed in industry, may produce
sufficient gynaecological problems of industrial
causation or importance, to allow the employment
of a specialist gynaecologist. Within certain
types of industry, and with extending scope, thei}<
may be adequate work for a psychiatrist.
Conclusions.
It is not suggested that the work that thesje
consultants would do,whilst employed by the I.H.S.
is today being overlooked. Nor is it going by
default because of the present non-existence of
an I.H.S, It is suggested however that, at present,
the adequate care of patients is being handicapped
in two ways. Firstly - when a hospital-centred
clinician suspects that a problem referred to him
has a content which is associated with the patient
employment jhe is unable to obtain, e-ither first or
second hand, any reliable relevant information to
help him further. It would be comparatively simp|le
to obtain this lacking data if the administrative
machinery outlined above were available. Secondly
to further the treatment and rehabilitation of the!
ill person some consideration should be given to
his every day life. This is rarely so at the
moment. The administrative machinery for the
assessment of the person's working environment by
the specialist himself, or by a skilled colleague
or auxiliary is almost absent. It is suggested
that the I.H.S. would allow this information to be
obtained, and action taken upon it. At present
much of the clinical work treats the patient as a
person living in vacuo. Recently increasing at¬
tention has been given by hospital clinicians to
a patient's domestic circumstances, but still
almost no attention is paid to his occupational
situation. The I.H.S. would allow this to happen
Furthermore it is not suggested that AIL
consultants employed by a R.H.B.,or by a teaching
hospital should be employed part-time in industry.
It would probably be sufficient for one member of
the specialities namei to be so employed in a
Region, His fellow specialists in that field of
Medicine, would then be aware that should an
occupationally biased problem be referred to them
that there was available someone who could speak
with an intimate knowledge of the local industrial
situation.
Ancillary Personnel.
(The remaining and greater part of the pro¬
fessional time of the consultants will continue
to be centred in the hospitals of the local R.H.B.
If, as suggested, for that part of their time
which they serve the I.H.S., they still remain
servants of the R.H.B., then the ancillary staff
of the hospitals, where they work, will continue
to serve them there as before. With the re¬
orientation of the work of the consultants,there
will follow a reorientation of the work of the
ancillary staffs,such as occupational therapists,
physiotherapists, almoners, and so on. There
should be no need to enlarge their numbers more
than slightly. If a central rehabilitation centre
proves, through the workin of the pilot scheme,
to be necessary, there will be a need to engage
certain specialist ancillary staff, extra to those
already serving in the hospitals. Thus there
will be a need for specially trained social workers,
remedial gymnasts, workshop staff, suGh as foremen
and instructors. There is probably a place for
an educational psychologist also.
Scientific Consultants.
3t ,
The evaluation of a wide range of environment|al
hazards re-iuires, as stated, contributions from
several independent scientific and technological
disciplines. The measurement and control of suc^i
hazards can rarely be accomplished by a single
person practicing only one of these branches of
knowledge. For example, the evaluation of some
dust hazards require contributions from a physici
and a chemist, and probably a ;eo|logist, whilst
itjswcontrol iviil need t he services of an engineer
Thus it is often necessary, for the solution of a
problem, to employ a team of specialists,who each
bring one or more branches of knowledge to bear
upon it. If the existence of a particular hazard
isfirst evidenced by the occurrence of an illness,
in one of the people exposed to it, then the co¬
operation of the particular specialist clinician,
who has the responsibility for the patient, is
necessary also. Under these circumstances, most
of the subtler environmental problems will need
the co-operative services of a group of specialis
i.e. an Occupational Hyglfcne Team, for their cont.
The composition ox" the team will vary with the na'
of the problem under investigation. In the
simpler instances,3x1 engineer and the I.M.O. of tike
plant concerned will be able to handle the probleiji.
In others a much wider range of skills may be
needed. Thus with a suspected radiation hazard,
it may be necessary to employ a chemist, physicis
engineer, and one or ma© specialist clinicians,
who all bring their particular skills to the con¬
sideration of it. It is, of course, essential
that all of these members of the team be adequately
trained in the application of their particular





It ha3 been found worthwhile in the U.S.A. to
provide specialist academic training in this fiejld
for science graduates. It would seem that the
evaluation and control of the majority of hazard
is more readily taught to engineering graduates,
than to others. Their basic training more
readily suits them to the acquirement of the nec
cessary techniques, It would seem, therefore,
that the main member of the Occupational Hygtfcne
team is the trained Health Engineer. Most of the
problems which need to be referred to the team for
solution would neccessitate the inclusion of this
member. Many of the simpler problems, whiGh art?
recognised by the members of the field level of
the I.H.S.jCouid be solved with his advice alone(
Despite his ubiquity he occasionally would need
to have the co-operation of a chemist and a
physicist, but their services would not be needed
on the same scale as that of the engineer.
Supporting this team there would need to be ade¬
quate laboratory facilities and technicians. All
these pcnats have been adequately covered already
The question of the leadership of this diverse
team must be discussed. In any team there must
be, at least, an administrative head to take
decisions about the sequence of operations,and
make the administrative arrangements for the worl
In a situation such as this, the leader may be
required to arbitrate upon the conflicting opinic.
that will arise when diverse scientific and medic
disciplines are brought to bear upon a single pro
blem. The question of leadership thus becomes 411
important issue. It is suggested that whilst
there can be no concrete rules laid down about this,
the following suggestions may be of guidance. It)
usually happens when a problem of environmental
control is intially discussed>that one of the
contributing specialists finds his subject more
deeply involved than the others. It may be that
the clinician is the first to become mare of the
existence of a hazard, due to a series of cases
being referred to him. On the other hand, the
management of the plant may suspect that a new
process is hazardous without their being any
clinical incidents to support this. It would
seem that that specialist, whose subject is the
most deeply concerned, should be elected, by commjon
vonsent, to lead the team for the solution of this
problem only. When another and different problen
arises, then the question of leadership is discuss"
once more. This would seem to be an objective
approach to the difficulty,
The Factory Level I.H»S,
h) Nursing Staff.
The most important members of this part of t
I.H.S. are the nurses. It is the nurse who is








this level of operations. Furthermore, she is
the primary source of intelligence about factory
environment. Her importance stems from the fac
that she is the only worker in continual contact
with the focus of an I.H.S., namel#y the worker at
his work place. For this reason it is essential
to the continued efficiency of the service and to
its standard of performance, that she be a reliable
agent. He, or she, must of course be adequately
trained in the basic essentials of good nursing.
The possession of a formal training in Occupation
Health would appear to be a most desirable pre¬
requisite. There is no doubt that those nurses
who have had the benefit of such extra training
have a broader approach to the subject, and can
give a wider and more reliable range of services,
There is, however, no substitute for a sound
basic training, wide experience of nursing in
general, an acute appreciation of the limitation^of nursing, and a sound and balanced outlook upon
all problems with which she is faced. In all
her duties she should have the benefit of readily
available medical advice^from the I.M.O.*s who
staff this level of the I.H.S*
The duties of the Occupational Health Nurse
are limited by the same ethical considerations
which have been discussed above (Chapter If)*
Whilst the therapeutic side of hex work is thus
limited, it is in some respects, of a more in¬
dependent nature than that of the other nurses.
It is not possible for a doctor to see every minc|j
ailment that is brought to the I.H.8. for treat¬
ment. Those trivial complaints, which do not
keep a patient off work by causing him to visit
or call his doctor, are often brought to the nurs
who attends his workplace, for her opinion. The
patient's assessment of what is a worthwhile
ailment needing further attention is notoriously
unreliable. The nurse working in a factory, thdn,
is the first skilled medical person who comes intc
contact with many complaints,and upon her is place
the responsibility of concurring with the patient
opinion of them, or otherwise. For her to refer
all these complaints to a doctor is merely to negate
her position. let she must realise her own
limitations, and be prepared to ask for a furthei
opinion, be there the slightest doubt in her own
mind about the significance of the complaint. Ajs
a corollfary of this there must, of course, be
readily accessible medical advice within the I.JO
available to her. Having ascertained the trivia¬
lity of the complaint she must then be willing to
prescribe, and give, the appropriate simple treat
ment. In all these situations she will require
an objectivity, knowledge ana decision not demand
of many of her profession. It is thus vital to
sound functioning,that all nurses employed by an
should be precisely aware of the bounds of
their'responsibilities. This can be achieved by







adequate instruction in the ethics of her pro¬
fessional position, clarity and precision in the
instructions given to her about her work, and
regular and fre juent medical supervision, all hel]j>
to achieve this.
Whilst the more obvious part of a nurse's wojj-k
from the patient's view point, lies in the diag¬
nostic ana curative field, the most important part
should be of a preventive nature. Most of the
clinical occupational health measure's discussed
above, are within the sole province of the I.M.O.
(Chapter %-Q) • The nurse is, nevertheless, respohsi-
ble for assisting him with the personal health
supervision of the groups mentioned on pages2V7^5q.
There are other duties of a quasi-clinical nature
which she can legitimately be expected to perform.
She should be the first member of this level of
the service to see people taken .ill at work, befoie
they are sent either to hospital or home. Similarly,
she should be the first person to see a patient
returning to work after a period of sickness abseij1
In both these matters she acts as a diagnostic
screen for the I.M.O. and so allows a dilution of
medical man-power. The patient does not suffer
thereby, as presumably, his own medical advisor
considers him fit for work on general grounds.
The nurse applies her knowledge of the specific
work situation, about which the domicilary doctor
can have only the sketchiest knowledge, and makes
appropriate recommendations, which may, of course,




Predominaxitly the nurses' duties should cons
in general supervision of the factory environment,
and of the people who work in it. To do this
adequately she is not required to be a minature
version of- all types of specialist, employed by
the consultant tier, rolled into one. Her quality
of service is of a different nature. In essence
she must acquire a thorough knowledge of the
processes of tfcr. plant(s) for which she is responsj:
ble, and of the people who work in them. Any
change from her empirical assessment of their
"normality" in either of these, should be the
signal fox- her to report the observed deviation to
the I.M.O. She should, of course, be sufficiently
trained and experienced to be able to give a des¬
criptive account of the deviation she observes^and
a roughf assessment of its significance. In esseji
the great value of the Occupational Health Nurse
lies in having, through her, a trained biological
observer continually available in the factory. Hejj
limited responsibilities, nevertheless, allow her
to observe and report for more expert assessment,
significant deviations from health in the employees
and from safety in the working environment. To
perform this function adequately the nurse must be
allowed adequate time for her work. The precise
definition of her day-to-day duties can only be
given in relation to the size, nature and geographical







She limitations placed upon the clinical dutis
of doctors working in industry have already been
explored in some detail and will not be discussed
jfurther* The main point for consideration here




i) by doctors exclusively in the employ of
the service, or
ii) whether the duties are best performed, upon
a part-time basis, by doctors already
resident within the locality and with
primary professional committments in other
fields - particularly in general practice.
The advantages and disadvantages of each type
of I.M.O. will be discussed sepai&ely.
i) The full-time I.frl.O*
This doctor has presumably decided to
embark upon a career in Industrial Health, and
looks to it for an adequate and progressive care
It is presumed that he has obtained, or is willi
to obtain, adequate academic and practical training
in this field* This doctor will look for work
which ill provide him with a steady number of
interesting health problems, and will allow him
to exercise the skills and knowledge he has
acquired* Together these must afford him satis
faction in his chosen career. The intrusion of
too great an amount of repetitive routine work
into his daily professional life will only serve
to frustrate him and blunt his enthusiasm.
Furthermore a man who has chosen Occupational
Health as a life-long career will, naturally,
expect in his earlier years, to receive progressive
advancement in remuneration and status. He is
not expected to have the detailed and specialist
knowledge of the clinical and scientific consul¬
tants of the 1.1*8. Because of his background
he may well be expected, however, to carry out
closer, and deeper, investigation of some problems
than would a doctor with less interest and training
in this field*
An I*H*S., of the type outlined, may find
a place for a limited number of these men vho
could be offered a sufficient range of rewarding
professional work, together with a steady advance¬
ment in status and remuneration. The very nature
of the factories most likely to participate in
such a service restrict such opportunities for
the full time 1*M*0* The small and medium sized
factories will probably produce a relatively lar^e
amount of time-consuming routine personal and
environmental supervisory work* The administrative





pyramid with a wide base, little height, and. only
a few intermediate positions of responsibility.
Under these circumstances there would be a tendency
for the I.H.8. to atti'act only the junior1 full-
time I.M.O.'s, who after a short time spent in
gaining valuable and concentrated, but limited
experience, would seek more interesting and senio^?
posts elsewhere. There would thus be a fairly
high turnover of the I.M.O.'s of the factory level
of the Service. This has been found to have some
considerable disadvantages in the Slough I.H.Sj,
the only place where an experiment of this type
has been tried on a sizeable scale for any length
of time. The main difficulty lies in environmen
supervision. A large number of small plants, in
this type of service, must be assigned to each I.&i.O,,
if an uneconomically large nuxabex^ of doctors is n
to be employed. Whilst much of the routine in¬
spection is carried out by nurses^the I.M.O. is
still required to visit each factory regularly.
He must have a working knowledge of the environment
of each place, if he is to give efficient super¬
vision and advice to these nurses. Thus upon
joining the service he must spend a considerable
amount of time acquiring this knowledge. Owing
to the range of this part of his workjit takes
him a further considerable time before all his
knowledge has been assimilated and assessed. By
the time this maturity has been attainedjit is oftjen
found that the young doctor has gained sufficient
experience of the other branches of the work to
wish to move on to a more senior post. Just abodt
the time he is becoming really proficient, therefc
as an environmental advisor, he leaves and the cycle
be ;ins again. Furthermore, during this period <#£
his environmental and clinicalresponsibilities havje
been so numerous and variedjthat he has .gained a
lot of superficial knowledge^ but. haS not^rtiiae to
acquire any profound learning. The post, there
fore, has had no real value as a training appointment
either. This whole problem stems from the ad¬
ministrative structure of this type of I.H.S. whic
of course, is determined by the financial resource
available to it. Nevertheless it is not disputed
that the relatively junior and inexperienced full-
time 1,1.0. often brings to his job knowledge and
enthusiasm, that are often lacking in those who
work only part-time in this field.
re,
li).Part-time I.M.O.
The position of the doctor whose main professi
responsibility lies in General Practice is considered
first.
mal
Once a doctor becomes established as a partner
in ageneral practice he tends to remain in that
locality, and that practice, for the rest of his
professional life. His main interests axe in the
diagnosis and treatment of illness and his work,
andusually his interests,are solely confined to
this clinical sphere. His approach to Industrial
'
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Health, as a result, is greatly coloured by this
orientation^and he tends to underestimate, and
often ignore, the more important pnventive aspect
of medical work in industry. In this respect he
is at a considerable disadvantage when compared
with the full-time whose interests and
training emphasize this latter aspect of the work
in preference to the clinical side of it. Usually
however, a doctor enters part-time industrial work
because he has an interest in the work, and because
it broadens his horizons which he often considers
are somewhat limited. It must not be ignored thjat
the extra remuneration he receives for this work
is, in these days of almost non-existent private
patients, an added attraction. lie brings to the
work, in most instancesja knowledge of domiciliary
conditions, and the more senior men also bring a
shrewd Judgement of persons and situations, with
them. As he spends only a fractional part of
his time in the work,he does not tend to become
bored by routine personnel and environmental
inspections. He keeps his freshness and alertness
for this type of work, more than would someone whqs
was overburdened with it in a full time Job. An
important organisational factor against the em¬
ployment oJ^don^ors is their extra cost when engaged
on a sessional basis, as compared with the full tifme
salaried men, She latter is available for the
whole of his professional time, and a continuous
schedule of duties,with less waste of working time
can be rranged for him.
Ovarii ^the advantages in favour of a part timje
I.M.O, are his constancy of residence in the rea,
which cuts down the turnover of staff, together with
his ability to attend effectively to a steady amount
of routine work. Against him is his bias towards
curative medicine, his lack of formal instruction
and experience, particularly in environmental
control, and his greater expense to the service.
In assessing the preference for either of thebe
types of I.M.O. one vital piece of information is
|needed. What amount of medical time needs to be
devoted by an I.H.S. to any one unit of either
population or industry? This is unknown, and an
accurate estimate of it can only be obtained from
|a period of experience with a pilot I.H.S# If
this is to produce the information required it must
cover an adequate range of size and type of factories.
The existing experi^etw*-in Harlow is atypical in
that it operates with G.P.'s working from the Health
Centre, and amongst new factories on a Trading
Estate. A concrete answer about the type of I.M.O.
to be employed will not be obtainable until an
experimental service in a typical industrial area
such as lyneside is set up. A further future
imponderable, which wiilliafluenee this question,
lis the future role of the G.P, in the National
lealth Service. At present his place here is
changing and is the subject of much debate. It
PS,
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would appear that as clinical problems become
rarer and more profound, they will become con¬
centrated in hospital beds and out-patient depart
meats. Much of the G.P.'s work in the future
may lie in the field of preventive medicine. In
these circumstances his training and interests
will gradually come to accord with the basic
spirit of an I.H.S. One of the main disadvanta. ;jes
to his employment would then disappear.
Overall it is thought that this work in mediuja
and small sized factories lies, in the future,
within the province of the G.P. The large in¬
dustrial units or the company owning a number of
different sized factories in a convenient geographic
ax*ea will probably in the future as now, prefer t^
organise their own I.H.S. and employ full-time
career I.M.O.'s. The smaller independent cancer
however, will join a co-operative type of I.H.S.
either voluntarily or under legislating coercion.
They wiil need to find most of their medical man¬
power from amongst the local G.P.'s.
The place in an I.H.S. of those doctors who
are not committed primarily to a domiciliary
practice should not be ignored. This group
includes retired doctors, married women doctors
with famiry committments, and people with other
part-time appointments outside general practice.
The total number of such persons available in any
one area would require investigation before any
large scale I.H.S. was inaugurated. It may be
that such doctors, who are not preoccupied with
the work of a general practice, would prove to be
highly suitable part-time I,M.O.'s. It is possible,
for instance, that they would be able to devote
a larger proportion of their time to the work and
be able to attend, preliminary, and subsequent
instructional courses in the subject, more readil;jr
than would G.P.'s.
The precise administrative method of fitting
these various types of I.M.O.'s into the framework
of an I.H.S. has already been considered.
c).Pull-time First Aid staff.
Ii^rinciple it would be unwise for an I.H.S,
to employ semi-trained full-time first aid staff
in preference to trained and qualified nurses.
This, however is in fact done, as has been seen in
Chapter 1,3, oy much of dyneside industry. The
same practice is followed throughout much of British
Industry. The arguments in favour of such people
are numerous and must be considered. There is the
point of view, already mentioned (Chapter 13)» that
some of the heavier industrial work is unsuited to
the prescience of a woman in such hazardous situa¬
tions. This, it is submitted, is an argument feilbt
in part, is based upon a subconscious resistance
to any change in the existing pattern of life.
This verbal argument is used simply as a convenient
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way of articulately expressing this emotion. $h£
fact that the National Goal Board, which controls
the most hazardous of all British industries, has
deliberately sought to .employ females is a potent
argument against this. Furthermore, whilst ad¬
mitting that trained male nurses are few in
number, this does not explain why many of those wlko
use this argument have never attempted to seek the
services of these men (Chapter 13)# In other
industries it is often found that first aid workers
of either sex are employed in preference to nurses.
This raises the second point used by those who
favour the employment of first aid, as opposed to
nursing staff, in industry. 'Brained nurses, it
said, are much more expensive to employ than are
first aid workers. (this is not denied and the
extra cost may be as much as £300 per annum, (this
sum is pa.lt ry^ when it is compared to the total
running costs of the type and size of factory .whicih
provide sufficient daily work to keep a trained
nurse fully occupied. Many of the first aid
workers, who are employed in lieu of a trained
nurse, are married men with family committments
who couid not afford to .remain in this type of '
employment if their weekly wage was very much be¬
low that of a trained female nurse. There is a
more potent argument, against the employment of
trained nurses in industry, when the general
national shortage of nurses is pointed to. It .i£
argued, under this objection, that trained nurses
are better employed in the curative work of a
hospital,than in the supervision and treatment of
minor conditions in a factory medical department.
If this argument is confined to the merely curative
work of an Occupational Health Burse, this point
is probably valid. Nevertheless,it completely ovej:
looks the more important preventive aspect of the
work of the skilled nurse in industry. The
argument stems from the still largely unrealised
fact that the prevention of illness is the main
responsibility of these nurses. It is rarely
argued, for instance, that the preventive work of
the trained Health Visitor is a waste of nursing
personnel,although .here may be debate from time
to time about the exact nature of their work.
Finally.it is often stated by the employers of
first aid workersjthat their employees would be
more reluctant to be aliened by a female than by
a male. The fact that many of the first aid
attendants aire women would seem to invalidate this
as a general argument. It rarely happens that a
man refuse# the attentions of a female nurse whilsj"
in hospital, and it is difficult to see why there
should be any difficulty over this in a works'
surgery•
In Summary. There -would seem to be a complex




employment of trained nurses in industry. Behind
all these it i3 suspected that there are two, almo|st
subconscious, main attitudes. Firstly, many
managements fear that the employment of a trained
nurse who works within a code of ethics, may result
in a clash of interests. It is difficult to im¬
pose managerial policies upon a professional pers
if these policies conflict with the ethics of that
person's profession. The weakening of manageria
control in these circumstances;and a lack of
managerial experience in handling such situations,
together produce a type of apprehension about
employing trained nurses. Secondly, there is a
real lack of appreciation of the additional qualify,
and type, of service that would be obtained by
employing trained staff in preference to untrained
auxiliaries. This in particular- applies to thosj?
preventive services that should be obtained by
employing a properly trained Occupational Health
Murse. Overall it is considered that trained
Occupational Health Nurses should be employed by
an I.H.S. in all circumstances, in preference to
First Aid personnel, The position of the trained
nurse without specific occupational health training
and/or interest, is a slightly different one. Many
nurses enter the industrial field because it seems
to provide a "soft option" when compared with the
more rigorous hospital life. Many of these womejji
are medically unsupervised and only responsible t<
uninformed lay managements. This often means th&t,
in fact, they perform duties in the curative field
which could equally well be done by an experienced,
enthusiastic and intelligent first-aid worker, 11
is past experience with this type of nurse that
leads industrial management to hove little preference
for the nurse over the auxiliary. If adequate
medical supervision is provided, within the admini¬
strative framework of an I.H.S., the trained nurse
of this type can more easily be turned into a
valuable Occupational Health Nurse than could an
untrained auxiliary.
Despite the preference that an I.H.S. should
show for the trained nurse, there will have to be
a place found for the full time first aid worker.
Some of the concerns wishing to join sea I.H.S,
will already be employing such persons,and to ter¬
minate his or her employment, with this change of
circumstances, would be unjust. This position "1^
mi i mmnp i'lnnr discussed on page WS , a pilot
Industrial Health Service may show that there are
insufficient nurses available, and dilution with
auxiliaries may become necessary.
The discussion above refers mostly to State
Registered Nurses (S.R.N,'s) only. The use of
State Enrolled Assistant Nurses (S,E*A.N.*s) in
industry was recommended by the Dale Committee
(■fmmmClL \% ) and as seen from Chapter 13 is wide¬
spread.' If suitably experienced and supervised^
these latter nurses would offer a better means of
diluting the specialised S.E.N.'s than would the use of
First Aid auxiliaries.
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As was shown in the administrative structure,
it will not be possible for a trained nurse to be
stationed at every factory for all the hours that
work is being done there. Many factories, for
example, continue to employ small mafatenance staf
during the night-time, and it is unjustifiable to
provide full nursing cover for such small numbers
In this, and other situations, there may be times
when an injured or sick person needs immediate an
elementary care. I'his will be true first-aid
assistance* It should be provided until more
skilled attention can be given by a nurse and/or
doctor* For these purposes,, it will still be
necessary for each factory to recruit a cadre of
employees trained in the elementary management of
emergency accidents and illnesses. These people
will not be employees of the I.H.S.^but they shoujld
reoave from their employing firm some remuneratio
in cash or kind, for their service* This should
also provide sufficient incentive to participate
in this work. Today there is a shortage of recr
who volunteer for such work from purely altruisti




RELATION EzffWBLH THE I.M.S. ADD THOSE COHC:EDS
ALREADY PROVIDING AN I.H.S.
aryWhere it proves possible to establish a volun
I.H.S*, of the type described, it will often be
found that a few of the companies in the locality
are already providing some form of I.H.S. in theif
factories. It is the relations between these
companies, the health personnel they employ, and
the co-operative I.H.S., that will now be considered.
In the first instance, one of these concerns
may wish to join the I.H.S., and replace its own
facilities by those offered by the I.H.S. Any
full-time £>ersonael employed by the firm on these
duties must, of course, be offered similar employf
ment by the I.H.S. under these circumstances.
Whilst this may result in some less desirable staff
being employed for a time by the I.H.S,jit is con*
sidered that it is necessary that this should be
done to avoid suspicion about the intentions of tljie
I.H.S. Probably only the smaller firms, with a
single full-time nurse or auxiliary, will be
attracted by the service in this w$y. Those lar&e
concerns, which already employ a doctor and one or
more other staff, will probably consider that the^r
are capable of providing the factory level of the
service as effectively and more economically for
themselves. Their possible participation in the
consultant level has been touched upon (page Hi ) f
Should the R.H.B., or other governmental body,
provide some, or all, of the suggested consultant
service ,then all firms, whether members of the
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factory level service or not, would have right of
access to its facilities,
A third group of firms may wish to become only
limited members of the factory level I.H.S. These
firms should HOT be allowed to choose which of the
range of services they will, and will not provide.
If a company wishes to join the service to expand
the scope of its own limited I.H.S., whilst still
retaining the control and employment of its
existing services and personnel, this would be
acceptable. It must be understood by these
companies that the net result of this combination
must be a service as comprehensive in range and
as high in quality as the co-operative I.H.S, it¬
self. If that part of the I.H.S. which the firm
retains under its own control falls below the
desired minimum, the right for the co-operative
I.H.S., to withdraw its part of these services,
must be reserved. This avoids the I.H.S, being
branded with the stigma of providing a respectabl5
facade^behind which an unscrupulous company can
provide inferior care at a fractional cost. The
professional direction of any staff, such as
nurses, retained in these part-membefsemployment,
must lie with the senior visiting staff of the
I.H.S. Those firms who provide no facilities at
present, and, simply wish to provide that part of
the services of the I.H.S. which they consider
necessary, will not be allowed to oecome members
of the service. The motives behind such manoeuvres
are always suspect, and once the Council of Manage¬
ment has accepted the definition of the functions
of an I.H.S.;this should act as the code of good
practice for ail its actual, and potential, members.
In all cases where there are health personnel
engaged in local factories, which are not members
of the service> opportunities for friendly dis¬
cussions of mutual problems must be provided.
There must not be allowed to grow a feeling of
competition and antagonism between the two types
of factory health service. Only personal contact
will prevent this.
JxE.'-ATI hoi IIP nUT .hid -if lAOfOi.Y i.7;.l I.H.S.-#-
EXISTII9G GOVEBHMEHTAI AUTHORITIES.
Introduction.
It is proposed to discuss here potential relation¬
ships between the factory level I.H.S. and various
State agencies. There has been much debate aboui
the responsibilities of the Government to provide
for the health of people whilst at work, just as
the comprehensive National Health Service provides!
for them in many other spheres.
The functional outline sketched above probably
represents the optimum method of organising a
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factory level I.H.S. for the many medium and
small factories. A coordinated scheme of this
sort -vouid prevent the develop ent of p*fcce-meal
schemes by each separate firmj it/would allow a
more rational use of skilled personnel and resources:
it would ensure uniform standards of care, and
would eventually provide a service into which the
recalcitrant employers could be compelled to fit
by means of legislation. Underlying this is a
fundamental question of social policy. Should tie
organisation of such a service be left entirely
in the hands of a private body such as the Councils
of Management, in the case of this I.M.S., or should
the whole service be subject to a strict and detailed
governmental supervision and possibly direct control?
(It is assumed here that a point has been reached
in the development by voluntary agencies of these
Services^at which some legislative national action
has become feasible). If the management of the
factory Industrial Health Services be left to
co-operative bodies of employers some basic stan¬
dards must be prescribed by legislation^and these
must be enforced by an inspectorial system backed
by legal sanctions. If, on the other hand, it its
decided that more direct governmental intervention
is needed in this field, which of the existing
governmental agencies is to be charged with the
responsibility, and what form will its management
take? It may, of course, be desirable to establish
a new and separate body to undertake this work, but
even 30 this would pjesumably come under the ultimate
control of one of the larger existing Departments
of State. Should eventual direct governmental
participation in the services be likely, it is
considered that the agency most likely to be used
should be associated with the earlier voluntary
ventures in the field. In this manner its suit¬
ability for the task could be explored. Thus,
for example, if it is considered that the local
authorities willbe ultimately given some responsi
bilities in an I.H.S.jit would be opportune to
explore, experimentally, such a relationship in t&e
earlier voluntary schemes.
Central Control. It is first necessary to discu^
if "such a direct governmental intervention within
industrial establishments is at all likely. The
only direct governmental enquiry so far, the Dale
Committee, found that more investigation and expel
ment was needed before any policy could be recomm
to the Government, Further debate, stimulated b,
more investigation, and the publication of concre
data upon which to argue, may well lead to a gover.
mentalKapprais&l of the problem. It would seem
be likely that, in the future, an increasing weight
of public opinion will force upon the State some
form of further action. On the othex1 hand^the pr
day financial position of the State, would seem to
be against any further large scale committments of
Exchequer monies to an extension of the National
Health Service. Much large scale capital invest
ment ibr the N.H.S. had already been undesirably









costs of the service. It would seem therefore,
that any governmental participation in a national
I.H.S. in the immediate future would be severely
limited by financial considerations. Even so
indirect financing of such a State service could
be achieved by making its cost3 a direct charge
upon industry, or by some similar means. If sue
a solution to the financial difficulties were
devised, it is likely that the main burden would
be borne by the employers. Should this be so,
three would be strong pressure brought to bear to
allow a large measure of the executive control to
be placed in the hands of management and, probably
in addition, of organised labour also. As stated,
management of private industry would resent any
form of direct State intrusion into the detailed
workings of their establishment. If their sincere
co-operation with the aims of an I.H.S. was not
obtained at the beginning of the service, it is
doubtful if any worthwhile service could be esta¬
blished. This co-operation could probably only
be obtained by allowing them a large part in the
control of such a scheme. On the other hand, th£
natural anxieties aroused by such an arrangement,
in the minds of the employees, would have to be
likewise allayed by allowing the representatives
of organised labour a similar share in the contro:
If this tripartite control by all the interested
parties was to be local then, it is suggested,
that some modification of the outlined scheme for
the factory level I.H.S. could well serve this
purpose. Centralised supervision of these
nominated bodies could then be given in muuh the
same manner as the Ministry of Health now super¬
vises the work on the nominated Local Executive
Committees and Regional Hospital Boards. Even
so jit is doubted if such an arbitrarily appointed
body would secure the whole-hearted co-operation
of much of management. nevertheless.a degree of
hostility from some parties to some aspects of th£
scheme may have to be accepted,in order to obtain
the optimum amount of co-operation all round.
To ensure co-ordination of this new health
service with the existing services ,it would appeal?
logical that the Ministry of Health should be given
the central control. This Ministry would prescribe
standards and issue principles for guidance, and
these should ensure uniformity of staffing and ea£e,
On the other hand, the Ministry of Labour and
National Service has a wider and much more intimate
knowledge of the workings of industry, and has a
wealth of accumulated experience behind it. The
Factory Inspectorate, which relatively recently
became a part of this Ministry, has its own unique
contribution to make to the running of an I.H.S.
Both of these bodies have no direct experience wl
the running of an I*BUS*,but the Inspector-ate,
through its medical branch, has experience of en¬
forcing the minimal standards at present prescribed
in this field. It can well be argued that an
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accumulated experience in the working and the waysof a complex industrial pattern ;vould be oetter
fitted to controlling an I.H.S. than would the
experience of running the H.H.3. in a completelydifferent setting. The respective advantages
gained by the choice of either of these Ministries
seem# to be finely balanced. The ultimate nature
of the State control will probably determine which
of these will be given the responsibility. Should
a more detailed State participation in the factorywork of the I.H.S. be decided upon, the experience
of this type of machinery, which the Ministry ofHealth aas gained from the W.H.S.,should zes.lt
in it being given the task* If the State is
content to allow private industry to organise
this level of the I,H»S. itself, and intends merely
to prescribe, by legislation, the standards to be
observed and the sanction to be applied, then the
Ministry of Labour would appear to be the better
choice* In these latter circumstance3 the
inspectorial function needed, to ensure complianc
with these standards, would devolve upon an ex¬
panded Medical Factory Inspectorate.
It is considered that this latter type of
machinery is probably best suited bo the solution
of this problem. It would avoid the bulky and
complex administrative machinery needed if detailed
administration of the scheme were embarked upon.
The financial tangle would be solved/as the financingof the service would be done by industry itself.
Little managerial resentment .oula be aroused;, as
independence would be safegUarded. The scheme
would also be flexible to allow room for further
modification and experiment. Organised labour
would have to be reassured that in the running of
such a service its interests would be protected,b^
being allowed an adequate voice in the afMrs of
the i.H.S* These interests would be further pro¬
tected by the system of inspection that ?,'ouid be
introduced. There is a dangerpresent in this
system of prescribing statutory standards of service
which must be guarded against. Such standards
are minimal ones, and are usually drawn up in such
a manner that they do not throw an intolerable
financial burden upon those who must comply with them.
Thus the less wealthy or efficient firm can have no
excuse for not complying with them. A similar
type of concern which is wealthier, and probably
more efficient, can thus escape at comparatively
much less cost, by providing facilities ^uch below
those it could well afford. This situation is
exemplified in the application of the health and
welfare Orders made under the Factory Acts. It
may be possible, to link the future standards of
an I.H.S. to the level of profits made by individual
firms over a period of time. This would remove 0|ne
of the difficulties of this method of control.
The above paragraphs nave dealt with tne mode
of control to be exercised over any future national
extension of an I.H.S. The following paragraphs
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will deal with potential fields of co-operation
between the factory I.H.S. and existing State
health agencies, and particularly with local
authorities.
The Regional Hospital Board. The potential
future role of the EegionaT Hospital Board has been
covered already. As has been discussed it is con¬
sidered that the consultant tier of the I.H.S.
should be the sole responsibility of the Govern¬
ment. The facilities needed by it are largely
State controlled already, and the extra scientifi|c
staff and equipment that will be needed to cover
a regional areavwould,also,be more appropriately
provided by the State. The cost of this part of
the I.H.S. would be high in relation to the amounb
of work it could perform, which would have immediate
results. If this part of the service were State
rather than privately, financed there would be lefts
possibility on these grounds of it being truncate^.,
before it could prove itself. The co-operation
between the R.H.B. and the factory I.H.S* would
result from mutual intexasyin, and work on,
Occupational Hfrgeine problems. There may be in
addition a place, ixi the future, for the R.H.B,
to give more consideration to the needs of local
industry, when planning and organising their
casualty departments (Chapter #$"). There is some
elementary evidence that the needs of industry
have been overlooked in this connection in the pajst.
Further investigation would be needed before any
more concrete suggestions could be made in this
respect♦
The local Executive Council. If much of the
medical staff of any factory level I.H.S, is to
be recruited from amongst the local G.P*'s,then
it is logical to assume that, this Council should
find some related function to perform* As has
been seen from Chapter , taere may easily be
more doctors willing to undertake this type of
work than there is adequate wort for in any one
lacality. The I.H.S. must, of course, maintain
its independence in choice of staff, but in some
pertinent matters it would be impossible for this
choice to be made upon the basis of fact. It i3
for example, impossible for the I.H.S. to come to
any objective decision about whether a particular
G.P., who wishes to work for the service, has too
many prior committments to be able to devote ade¬
quate time to this extra work. The doctor himself,
presumably, thinks he has, or would not consider
taking on the extra burden. In the light of the
situation discovered in Tyneside industry, it
appears he may not necessarily be the best judge
of this. On the other hand, it would not prove
possible for the £ocal Executive Council to state
gipsi-€siesa?-c>a8i€4g > s°8£Msetii#Atin€8f®at ^on*
considered too great to allow him to assume extra
burdens, without one or other aspect of them
suffering. As a result it is felt that if the
I.H.S. is not to be accused of diverting medical
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time away from general practice, to the latters*
detriment, there must be some objective way of
assessing this point. It wouid seem that a joint
selection committee of the I.H.3. and the Local
Executive Council would solve somt of these problems.
There need be no disclosure of confidential informa¬
tion by either part of this joint body, but the
decision to appoint a particular I.i'.O. would nee^
to be unanimous by the respective halves of it.
Should there be too many applicants for the numbej
of posts available,then both sides of this committee
could assess each candidate according to its own
particular criteria. The most suitable doctors,
in the eyes of both the halves of the body, could
then be selected. There will, of course, be
objections, to the participation of members of th£Local Executive Council on such a selection committee,
Such objections may prove too strong to be overcome.
The I.ii.3. would then be forced to fall back upon
much less objective, and far less satisfactory,ways
of deciding upon the ability of candidales}fadequately
fulfilling their committments to it.
The Local Health Authority (L.H.A.) This third
arm of the existing h.H.3. would potentially seem
to have much to contribute to an I.H.S. Some of
the numerous suggestions about the place of the
local authorities in such a service have been re¬
viewed in Chapter W • What is considered to bo
the best method of administration of such a service
has been already outlined. The case for the loc^l
authorities has ' een so strongly pressed in the
past that it is considered it should be given som£
extended consideration here.
The Local Health Authority is the only part o£
the existing Health service which is charged with
any specifically preventive functions, both environ¬
mental and personal. Because of the similarity
between the present-day work of the L.H.A. and th£
projected functions of an I.H.S., there is a logic^
reason for suggesting the amalgamation of the two
types of service. Briefly these suggestions con¬
sider that all future health provision for industry
should come under the control of the L.H.A. and the
detailed administration of the service should be the
responsibility of the local Medical Officer of
Health. The personal and environmental services
would then be provided by supplemented staffs of
doctors, nurses and Public Health Inspectors.
These people would provide services/simiiar to th<j>se
which they provide today, but in an extended sphere
and after appropriate fextra training. These ex¬
tended functions could only be assumed by those
Local Authorities which have the ample resources
which would be necessary. The present County
Boroughs who control both personal and environ¬
mental services, and who have concentrated within
their limited areas 'all the potential industrial
responsibilities, would be faced with a relatively
simple problem of organisation. The two tier
authorities, namely the Administrative Counties
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would have a very much more difficult organisationaltask. In those few areas where the County Council
has delegated its personal health responsibilities
to the second tier authorities, such as municipal
boroughs, the problem would then be approximately
the same as in the County Boroughs. For the
large majority of aieas, however, the situation,
on the present day analogy, would be that the en¬
vironmental control of industry would be provided
by the second tier authorities, whilst the personal
services would be provided by, the administratively
different, county authorities. A complex problejra
of co-ordination between these bodies would then
arise, Whilst the same problems arise in other
fields, at the moment it is suggested that personlal
and environmental problems arising in industry arje
so intimately intermixed,that such an artificial
separation of responsibilities would work most
inefficiently in practice. Some major form of
administrative reorganisation, therefore, would
sera to be a prior necessity before the L.H.A.'s
could provide an adequate I.H.S. T'he obstacles
in the way of local government administrative re¬
form are notorious and the integration of an I.H.o.
into a L.H.A. service could only be an incidental
result of a much wider, and more complicated, ad¬
ministrative reform. There axe signs that some
tentative steps are to be taken in this direction
in the future. The whole complex machine of
local government would then be preoccupied for
some considerable time with adaptation to these
changes, and any extra addition to these burdens
may well result in thi*new responsibility being
overshadowed. It would seem, that at least until
the larger problems of reorganisation have been
clarified, there should be no novel addition to
the function of the health responsibilities of th^se
bodies.
Despite these administrative difficulties there
are other cogent reasons for not alloting the con¬
trol of an I.H.S. to tie L.H.A. The present staf.',
medical and lay, whilst imbued with the preventiv^
outlook, are skilled and specialised in a field
which has little but this philosophy in common
with the subject of Health in Industry. A new
cadre of personnel specifically trained in this
field, would need to be recruited or,alternatively,
some intensive in-service training would need to
be given to existing staffs. If, the scope of
present responsibilities were to oe retained this
would mean a considerable increase in numbers of
all grades of staff. These extra personnel woulc.
have to be reauited from somewhere, no matter how
an I.H.S. were organised. l£ must be faced, that
at the present moment, employment by a Local
Authority is not favoured by those people who have
the necessary basic education needed to undertake
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this work. There is a shortage,of both Public
Health Nurses and Inspectors in nearly all L.H.A.'s
today. There are numerous and varied reasons
for this situation. One of them is that, to many
the present type of L*H*A. work is not attractive '
enough in itself. The addition of Industrial
duties may go some way in part to alleviate this.
Another potent reason is that L.H.A. work offers
comparatively poor remuneration, compared with its
competitors, for these skills* To remove this
last source of unpopularity there will need to be
some thorough reform of local Government finances ,
this,in turn,is bound up with the other reforms
needed in Local Government, The difficulties
here have been mentioned.
Finally,there is the recurring problem of the
attitudes of industrialists. Most persons, in
positions of responsibility in industry today,
consider that the ability of the elected representa¬
tives of local authorities is low. Large units
of industry are usually run by people of outstanding
administrative ability. The steady upward trend
in the improvement in quality of management in
British Industry will continue until it pervades
also the smalle factories. Professional managers
are naturally hostile, to what they consider to be
interference in the internal affairs of their
plants. If this interference results in public
discussion of their affairs, in a council chamber
it will be resented all the more. It is not
suggested that this would,necessarily be the
eventual position. It is, however, the way in
which much of industrial management view the
possibility of the local authorities controlling
an 1.11,8. Under these circumstances ,the chances
of the I.H.S. gaining the vital co-operation from
management is slim. Of all the possible methods
of State provision, or supervision, of an I.U.S.,
it is this suggested Local Authority control, which
arouses the most opposition in the Board rooms.
The real fear is that confidential industrial
information will become the property of local poli¬
ticians who will be at liberty to discuss and
comment upon it in public. On the other hand/
there is a real democratic safeguard in having
elected local representatives controlling the
service.
Overall the difficulties of organisation,
ox attracting able staff and of overcoming industrial
hostility would, at present, seem to rule out the
L.H.A. as an agent for the provision of an I.H.8.
Should there be some comprehensive reform in the
control and duties of this preventive arm of the
N.H.S. there would be, on the basis of logic, a
good case for fusing all the preventive services
of the country under one administration.
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COMCLUSIOflS A .up SUM. ,AKY.
Any future I.H.S. for the country should be
organised upon the basis of convenient geographic
regions* It should be a two tier structure, one
responsible for the day-to-day clinical and i;>reveJitive
duties within the factories, and the other a con¬
sultant tier providing appropriate advice and
facilities for the field level of the service.
The factory service would be organised within
smaller geographic areas determined by the size-
structure and nature of local industry. There
would be controlled by a nominated Council of
Management chosen from amongst the participating
firms, and from other interests/such as organised
labour and the medical profession. Several of
these units would be grouped together to benefit
from the services of the consultant tier,which
would be organised upon a regional basis similar
to the present R.H.B. regions. The R.K.B. v^ould
together with tie P.H.L.S., provide the consultan
tier with all its personnel and faciltiee. Similar,
or smaller groupings, of the factory tier areas
would be under the administrative care of a full
time Medical Director( who would be the executive
officer of each separate Council of Management.
Pull time nurses and a few full time I.M.O.'s
would be employed by each Council. The rest of
the medical staff would be drawn from amongst
local G.P.'s who have the interest and time for
such work. The factory level service would be
financed by direct per capita contributions from
the member firms. Standards of staffing, equip+
ment and care would be issued and supervised for
this level,by an expanded Medical Factory Inspec¬
torate, which would remain under the control of tljie
Ministry of Labour. To obtain information^ about
the levels of the standards to be prescribed, and
to experiment with the suggested structure of an
I.H.S. a large scale regional experiment is necessary.
This regional experiment should be preceded by a
much smaller pilot experiment, within the projected
region, in order that the more fundamental data
needed could be obtained. This pilot scheme would
collect rudimentary information about such matter^
as staffing and equipment levels, internal and
external relationships, financing, etc. All of
this would allow the larger,regional experiment
to be organised upon the lines most liable to
produce worthwhile planning data. Both the pilo^;
and the regional experiments would be voluntary
projects and the national plan,as outlined above,
would only be implimented by legislation's a
result of the experience gained with it. The
area Councils of Management in these voluntary
social experiments,would represent the share ownefs
of nominal,limited liability companies, which woui.d
be the corporate form to be taken by these voluntary
associations.
Alternatives to this plan have been examine^
and the advantages and disadvantages of each ex¬
plained. Any radical reform in the structure of
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Local Government, may allow the L.H.A. 's to assumle
greater responsibilities in a future I.E.8. Modes
of co-operation between this projected service anl
other agencies have been explored. 'ihose large
industrial establishments that are able to provid|e
an I.H.S. up to the standards to be prescribed
would be allowed to do so. Those factories,which
could not attain the statutory standards individuilly
would be compelled to join the co-operative scheap
outlined.
It must be emphasized that a great deal of
future experiment is needed in the social planning
of an I.H.S. for industry as a whole. Vital
basic planning data is still grossly lacking, and
in the light of such future data considerable mod
fication to the above plan is envisaged.
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Chapter 21.
An outline scheme for the development of the
industrial Health Serviees of Tyneside Industry
Before the scheme for development of a Tyne-
side Industrial Health Service (T.I.H.S.) is
considered it is necessary to reiterate some of
the points which have been made in previous
chapters.
There can be little doubt that the, as yet
unserved, smaller factories would benefit from th:
provisions of an Industrial Health Service. The
fact that larger factories have considered it
worthwhile to make provisions in this respect mu£t
also mean that those factories employing under 500
people would also benefit from such a service, i.
it could be provided. The methods of doing thip
have been one of the main subjects under discussion
However, it has also been seen that even those
larger factories which do provide a type of
Industrial Health Service for their employees ra|?el
provide one which conforms to the code of good
practice of such a service. Thus apart from th
problem of making some type of provision for the
medium and small-sized factory, there is the ad¬
ditional problem of improving the quality of
service of the services already piovided bug
the larger units. Under the joint State and
private industry venture described this would be
ensured by statutory provisions,7"in the^roluntary
schemes it is hoped the^Tiigh standard
riryih'.'k.L J. ,"i: 11II. j. would be emulated.
There are many peculiar local futures which
must be considered when approaching the organisat
tion of a Tyneside I.H.S. on the basis of principle
outlined in Chapters 19 and 20.
I. The Historical background of T.yneside has bee.
shown to play a deep-rooteu part In thethinking
of local people. The immediate history of the
inter-war years is a prominent factor hyere, but
?» older history has almost as important an lafluenbe,
The pride in 19th Century achievements in industry
arid a conservative attitude towards any new in-
fluences^are potent factors to be considered when
attempting such an innovation as the introduction
into industry of a health service. If this is
to be financed and controlled by industry itself
the aims and methods of this service must in
particular be generally accqted before the ventuire
is begun.
2* The future of an industrial area with an
unstable aaonomic history, such as Tyn. side has
had, must also be examined before any elaborate
social experiment such as this is planned. The
failure of such an experiment/for extraneous
causes tj^rond its control may prejudice the chance
of success of any similar venture for many years
to come. It would seem that the economic future
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of Synesi de may not be so stable as some other
districts, with more widely diversified industries
The change in economic thinking over the last de¬
cades,plus an increasing diversification of local
industry due to the establish ent of many new and
non-traditional industries,should prevent any cataf
atrophic collapse such as afflicted the region in
the 1920*s and JO's.
3* Local industrial geography must also be considered
in any planning. If the service is to be of the
co-operative type outlined, the geographic distri¬
bution of the industry it serves must have a con¬
siderable influence upon its final shape. The
different industries on Tyneside, apart from ship¬
building, are so widely scattered as to make the
organisation of an I.H.S. upon the basis of similar
industries with common problems, almost functional][y
impossible. It must be realised that, with the
possible exception of shipbuilding, an# I.H.S. for
Tyneside can only be effectively organised on the
basis of several geographic sub-areas. Whilst
these areas sill probably not correspond to the
divisions used for this Survey the industrial charac¬
teristics of each of the four Survey sub-areas will
be considered here to illustrate the difficulties
ahead.
The intense concentration of the shipbuilding
and repairing industries along the narrow riverside
strip of the lower seven miles of the river, may
allow this industry to be covered by its own I.H.S.
On the other hand there is an intense concentration
of small and very small factories in Kewcastle/
particularly engaged in the production of food' and
drink, clothing, paper and printing, and upon the
repair of vehicles. This means that an I.H.S. for
this area will need to be based upon some different
modification of the theoretical plan. In these
two areas the peculiariocal industrial structure
is closely linked, for planning purposes, to the
peculiar topography and the means of communication.
En designing an I.H.S, for each of these areas
riight will have to be given to all these factors.
En the South-West sub-area the industrial pattern ijs
again quite different. The dominance of the Team
Talley Trading Estate, with its large number of nev;
widely diversified, and medium sized and small
factories, makes the likely scheme of provision for
;his area quite different 4torn chat for the others
There a.r- other immediate local problems, which
would ne§& turtfeef consideration,when the promotion
of a Regional I.H.S. becomes a practical possibility.
The few examples above are meant to illustrate that
no single comprehensive plan would seem to be
sufficient for an industrial region such as Tynesid^.
Whilst much intelligent anticipation of future
difficulties can result from the findings of a
Survey such as this,only development work with an
Actual I.H.S*, will reveal some of the, as yet, un¬
known problems. The limitations of the Survey
itself allow some of these problems to be apprehended.
The concentration upon the purely manufacturing
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industry of the region has meant that much of the
non-industrial, commercial, and distributive trades
have been ignored. It has been illustrated that
there is a heavy preponderance of such activity ih
Newcastle. Further investigation would need to
be made of this situation/before the form of any
really comprehensive plan for caring for thra
health of ALL people at work could be devised,
even for the limited geographic area of this one
city.
4. The Distribution of the Working Population
throughout, various industries end sub-areas must
also, affect the design of an I.H.S, The geographic
distribution of their employing industries, as
seen above affects, in part, the physical distri¬
bution of the facilities of the I.H.S. The natujee
and distribution of the industrial population of
each sub-area will affect, however, both this and
the actual TYPE of the health provision to be madp
within that area. Thus the overall nature of
the services to be provided for the new and widelir
diversified factories of Team Valley may well have
to be quite different from that provided for the
shipbuilding industry. The concentration of
office and non-industrial workers in Newcastle
will mean,that the emphasis in function will have
to be different here than in the North last,which
has a very high proportion of people employed in
shipbuilding and heavy engineering. Similarly
some attention will need to be paid to the age
and sex structure of the working populations of
different areas. Whilst the age-structure itself
may well be of little importance in any one area,
the sex structure must be further considered*
There are, for example, many more women employed
in Newcastle than in in the North-East sub-area,
and this will affect the detailed functioning and
provisions of any eventual sex-vice for these two
areas..
5* Existing health provisions and social conditions
The" location 'and functions ox the existing'hospitals
in relation to industry in general and to the new
I.H.S. in particular would, for example, need to
be the subject of discussions with the appropriate
authorities. A better method of co-operation
between them, if not of integration,will need to
be sought. Similar considerations apply to the
Local Health Authorities and to the Executive
Councils. All these relationships will be reiatfed
to the existing social background of the area, amp.
particularly to the housing conditions. The
existence of a system of adequate care, treatment
and supervision at work may mean that, henceforth
the exlating health agencies may be able to allow
some of their previous domiciliary and institutional
care to be carried out whilst the man is being
rehabilitated at work. This will prevent him
receiving this at home, often under poor circum¬
stances, which are the worst rehabilitative cir¬
cumstancesTalso* before he is declared fully fit
for his job. Housing is so congested Q.n Tynesidp,
that there must be many occasions where the con-
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valescent employee would be better cared for at wcirk,
whilst being gradually retrained and rehabilitate^,
under supervision* On the other hand, much of tfye
newer housing is situated at 3ome distance from the
main centres of manufacturing industry^ aSsEd ^T/Uiaay
mean that those living under these better circum¬
stances, and some distance from their work would,
in fact, be better rehabilitated in their own
homes, with the aid of the Local Health Authority,
Pilot Industrial Health Service.
It has been frequently mentioned in preceding
paragraphs that before any regional experiment
car proceedexperience1^ small pilot I.H.J,
is needed. This will collect basic administrative
data about the possible workings of any future
larger schemes. An attempt was made, as a resull
to explore thoroughly amongst management and
organised labour their opinion on the subject, in
the area chosen for this initial experiment.
The area of this pilot experiment was chosen
with several definite criteria in mind. It was
to be reasonably compact, but must contain a
sufficient number of factories of different sizes
and types to allow a broad enough experience to b&
gained. On the other hand, the experiment had to
be kept sufficiently small to allow the mistakes
and misunderstanding which would inevitably occur
to be confined to a limited area. It was also
considered that the area should contain few, if
any, factories which already provided some form
of I.H.S. and employed some specific staff for this
purpose. The problems and difficulties with thin
experiment would,probably, be sufficiently numeroup
and complex,?/ithout throwing upon it the extra
burden of exploring the pattern of relationships
to be developed with established personnel and
services. For similar reasons the employment of
a single full-time I.M.O. to staff this small
service was contemplated, to the exclusion of par
time I.M.O.'s rectuited from amongst local genera
practitioners. This arrangement would allow a
full-time doctor to devote a proportion of his
time to development, and to the consideration of
administrative problems. The preoccupied G.P.
would not be able to do this. These more nebulous
problems of personal relationships were to be lef
for exploration in t&larger, e&b**area I.H.S.
follow upon this pilot scheme.
The area chosen for the Pilot Service was at
the western-most end of the Survey &rea. The ma
industry of the area was located in and around thp
town of Blaydon. The vilkges of Newburn and
Lemington, on the opposite bank of the Tyne, also
had some industry as well. There,thus,had to be
some readily accessible bridge across the river
to allow communication between the opposing banks.
The centre of the area for the service was chosen
to be the single bridge in the locality. Within
jft
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a radius of 134 miles from this bridge lay the
majority of local industry. This distance was
also arbitrarily reckoned to be the maximum effect"
tive operating radius of the nursing staff of the
service. There were, 28 factories, within the
Survey Industries, operating in this small area.
The breakdown by size and activity is shown on
table and table • Altogether they employed
a total of 5»680 people. Two of them employed
full-time trained nurses, and one a full time
untrained female auxiliary. None of them employjed
any full-time medical staff, and only one had the
regular sessional service of a general-practioner-
I.M.O. This was as close as it was possible to
come to the desired criteria.
Each of these factories was visited and their
managements were interviewed. The aims and the
form of the proposed service (as stated in Chaptejc
19 and 20) were outlined to them, and their re¬
actions sought. These are shown on Tables Hif and/^
It will be seen that only seven of the firms re¬
jected the proposals completely and of these
employed under 100 people. The medium sized
unit which rejected the approach was already
served by anjunsupervised trained nurse. All the
three managements whose attitude was "unknown"
preferred to wait upon the results of the intial
experiences, with the experiment, before making a
definite committment. One of these was the
establishment which already employed a part-time
I.M.O, as well as a full time nurse. The three
whose co-operation was classed as "doubtful ' all
decided that they v.'ould wait until more concrete
proposals were made before refusing or accepting
them. It was most encouraging that a total of
Ij? firms employing some 3,380 people .ere willing
at this early stage,to commit themselves to co¬
operate,without any real indication of how the set-
vice would eventually benefit them, and fully knojwing
its experimental nature.
Many of these 15 managements realised that,
whilst larger firms felt the need for, and were
able to supply an I.H.S, they, being smaller, werje
individually incapable of doing this. The suggested
mode of voluntary co-operation,to achieve this
purpose stirred their imaginations and seemed to
provide a way of meeting themuuallenge of the
wealthier companies. The financial charge to be
made to each participating firm was estimated to
be 33/- P©*" employee per annum. This was based
upon a realistic assessment of the cost of a
service of this type and quality. The financial]
estimates of the service were professionally scruti¬
nised and this figure of 33/- was estimated to be
very close to the actual running costs of the
service. It had been anticipated that many firate
particularly the smaller ones, would state that
this charge was much too high, and could not be
borne. In fact none of the firms rejected the
service for financial reasons alone, although sonie
of them included it, asfane of several reasons for
delaying or refusing participation. The charge
Table No. j/^
Pilot Industrial Health Service






Attitude j&iected. Total.doubtful. Unknown.
Under 20 3 3
20+ 2 1 1 2 6
50+ 4 1 5
100+ 4 1 5
200+ 2 1 1 4
500-1,000 3 1 1 5
Total 15 3 3 7 28
Total Employees 3,380 640 1,000 660 5,680
Table BoM
1-1 lot Industrial stealth service.










Heavy XaglJWMrijBg 4 1 5
Medium Engineering 1 1
Metal isaaufaoture
and fabrication. 3 1 2 6
Chemicals»fertHitters
and pieat lea. 1 2 2 5 1
Bricks,tiles and
building products 4 1 5
Popeworks 1 1
Boddlag Manufacture 1 i
Crlm® and insulat tog
materials. 2 4
Paper boac manufacture 1 I
Blind workshope 1 i
Total. 15 5 1 7 28.
did not include any attempt to pay off the capital
sum which would be needed for the equipment and
premises of the service««r,vhich it was hoped to
raise from philanthropic sources. (This reaction
to the financial aspects of the service was some¬
what unexpected. It would suggest that much
closer objective consideration must be given in
the future to thenaximum costs of an I.H.S.,whictji
the smaller factories could be expected to bear.
It must, however, be noted that none of the 28
firms approached in this small study was in the
"very-small" class, i.e. under 11 employees. Tlifca
situation may well be different in the size group
of factories.
First attempts to found a pilot I.H.S. on
Tyneside were therefore encouraging. For reasons,
which need not be considered here, there was can--
siderable delay in actively following up this ex--
ploration, and the initial enthusiasm was allowed
to die. Bo actual pilot service is in existence
at the time of writing.
The form of this pilot experiment and the
functions it was to perform were to resemble tho$
already outlined in Chapters 19 and 20. These
statements about the form and functions of the
I.H.S* are intended to sei"ve as the main guiding
statements any extension of this projected
pilot scheme. There will be an obvious need,
for reasons noted above, for the detailed appli¬
cation of these statements to vary between
differing geographic areas. It is, however,
hoped that the general statements will provesquhd
a3 guiding principles for the practical
tiona. With the application of these principle^
to larger areas, it should prove possible to test
the relationship of the co-operative I.H.S. to
the existing I.H. Sexvices of other factories
within the same area. Even more important, thes^
Jaeger area experiments are needed to establish tljie
validity of the concept that much of the work of
an I.H.S. should, and could, be done by local
G.P.*s.^ Assuming that it is possible to establ:
a pilot I.H.S., and ohtain from it the desired
planning data about costs, methods, of working,
administratis , < <trol etc., then the time wou
eventually be ripe to apply its lessons to a
larger area. This larger area should itself be
approximately the size oi one of the four main
sub-divisions of the Survey Area, altnough not
necessarily identical wita them. This Area I.H
wouldA?Terve as an experiment and would provide
data about several still unknown topics, some of
which have been previously mentioned. It may
also be opportune to explore with this larger
Area Service the means of Regional Hospital Boar£
co-operation, particularly the manner of employ¬
ment of clinical consultants. It is suggested
that this second phase in Regional development
should cover much, if not all of the present sou
west division of Tyneside. As will be remembered
this area contains, next to the Norths-West, much






size and age of factories. It does not have the
administratis complex problem of the non-inclustj ial
establishments which exists in the North-..est, nof
does it have the intense concentration upon the
traditional industries which the North-East and
South-East have. For providing much information
on a diversity of problems, this area sis highly-
suitable for the extension of the experiment. There
are several drawbacks, however, It does not
contain any shipbuilding; much of its diversificationis the result of the presence of the Team Valley
Trading Estate, whose factories have environmental
conditions far in advance of any found elsewhere
in the valley. Despite these qualifications it
is consideredtthat at this early stage of advance¬
ment of a large experiment, these are advantages
which will be needed if it is not to become over¬
whelmed by too many simultaneous difficulties.
After a suitable period of operation with this
largei Area scheme opinion on Tyneside will, it is
hoped, have become accustomed to the concept, Sojme
of the irrational conservatism which will have
greeted it in the older industries, further down¬
stream, will,also is hoped, have given way to
a more objective attitude. It may be opportune
at this point, to attempt to explore simuitaneousljy
the peculiar problems of organisation inherent in
the large industrial and commercial city of Newcastle,
and those of a single industry namely shipbuilding,
These are both formidable undertakings and must
only be attempted after the preceding^experiments
have harvested a fund of organisationax^ask of
developing an I.E.8* in a densely populated city
with poor communications.containing a mixture of
non-industrial, and industrial establishments of
all sizes, locations and environmental conditions
is immense. On the other hand,the difficulties
are also great in persuading a forcefully re sistant
and strongly organised body of employers, such as"O0e
shipbuilders.to co-operate in an I.H.S. These
men have a highly conservative, almost reactionary
outlook on the subject of health care of their
employees, whom they still largely regard with a
"hire and fire" mentality* It is suggested that
these two further extensions of the I.H.S. will in
themselves be experimental. Their problems are
original and their solutions cannot be gained from
elsewhere, and have to be evoived as a result of
experience It may be opportune at
this time for the Regional Environmental Hygeine
Service to be established in an embryo form.
It is not suggested that that sector of the
Regional I.H.S.,which is devoted to the shipbuilding
industry should,necessarily,be exclusively to this
one industry alone. The dense riverside concentra¬
tion of the shipyards allows a convenient adminis¬
trative unit to be evolved which will have good,
waterborne, communications between its members.
These conveniences,and the local importance of the
industry with its many common problems, make it
probatory that an organisation of this type will
yield much useful information.
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The extension of these three basic units of
the T.I.H.S. will allow all the main functional
and. organisational principles of both tiers of
the Regional I.U.S. to be tested in practice,
fhis experiment,if completed,will have taken pla^e
in a densely populated and industrialised area,
which is more typical of the nature and organisation
of British Industry In general,than is the location
of any other similar experiment* in this field.
It should be possible to estimate, after this
experiment has been extended throughout the rest
of fyneside whether the suggested pattern of
organisation is suitable for further extension
elsewhere, and, if not, what modifications are





There are many different approaches to the
problem of developing and extending the existing
Industrial Health Services of the nation. The
approach outlined in this thesis is merely an
example of one of these. Many more Surveys are
needed before those basic definitive and administlra-
tive principles needed to allow this development
and extension, are fully detailed and generally
accepted. It is hoped that this enquiry has
contributed to this, at present, meagre field.
The basic requirements of any Industrial Health
Survey are a census of industry, together with a
census of the working population of that industry
Thereafter the methods and focus of enquiry dividk.
Ho matter what the focus of attention, is or should
be, feSssw, any plan for the development of the
Industrial Health Services of an area, can only be
made after some account is taken of those service^
provided already, and of the personnel engaged
upon this work.Furthermore, an
estimate of the latent need for an I,H,S, for the
area must be made before any attempt can be made
to fill it.
Whilst the definition of the function of an
I,H«S* given here may be controversial in some
clrc*les,it would appear as if it is the generally
accepted definition of those closely concerned
and acquainted with this work. The administrative
concept is much more controversial. As there i.
little actual factual experience upon which to
criticise or support it, any dispute arises mostly
from differing empirical opinions aria not from
critical assessment of past experience.
Despite the lack of information and agreement
upon these topics, so much is clear. Apart from
the,admitted, need for further Surveys to be made
and for more information, particularly about the
financial aspects, to be amassed, there is a
further definite and urgent need for some form of
working social experiment to be conducted. The
mere collection of information about an existing
situation and the deduction of needs and methods
from this is not enough, A more dynamic, positive,
and constructive approach is needed. Any such
experiment must be conducted in an area more
typical of the British industrial scenethan any
so far attempted. As industry in this country
is largely concentrated in densely populated
industrialised conurbations, only experience with
an I.H.8. in such an area will produce the experience
and working knowledge so badly needed. Such an
experiment will be expensive. It may be too
expensive for either private industry or a
philanthropic foundation to consider it feasible ,
either jointly or together. If this pxoves so
it may be necessary for he State to conduct it.
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If, as seems probable, some form of administrative
and functional rearrangement of tbe present
National Health Service becomes necessary, it may
be worthwhile for the State to approach such a
reorganisation experimentally. It could then try
such exploratory rearrangements and methods in an
industrialised conurbation at the same time as it
launched an experimental I.H.S. for that region,
(This joint social experiment could then serve
several purposes,not least of which would be an
attempt to co-ordinate, or integrate, the reformed
N»H«S. with the embryonic National Industrial HeaLth
Service,
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